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Overview of the Seminar 

Joseph D. Novak 

The idea of this seminar originated over lunch in October, 1982 when Hugh 

!!elm discus sed ways make Helm's sabbatical year at Cornell a profit-

able one. Given our common interest in student misconceptions (alternate 

frameworks, or whatever we to call these regularities) and the impor-

tance that research in this has achieved in recent years, it seemed to be 

a good idea to invite scholars knew to a two or three day seminar on the 

Cornell Campus. With very limitt:?d financial support in prospect and a tight 

time~table 1 we proceeded send letters and informal notices to several hun-

dred scholars. Some of our colleagues joined us in planning for the seminarw 

wtu:e overwhelmed by the positive response, and most pleased by the 

and quality of papers submitted. More than 118 persons registered fer 

Conference and fifty-five papers were presented) most of which are in-

here. We apologize 

promotional efforts~ 

those researcher-s who were missed in our limited 

Our primary purpose was to encourage dialogue between scholars, and thus 

most papers were scheduled for 45 to 60 minutes with the intent that about 

of this time would be used for discussion~ Afternoon general discussion 

sessions were also scheduled each of the three days to discuss ''issues of 

the day" suggested by participants. Abstracts of all papers were distributed 

pr-ior to the seminar to permit some time for selecting which of three or four 

parallel sessions to attend~ A. wine and cheese reception on Sunday evening 

and buffet dinner on Monday evening helped participants become acquainted and 

additional opportuniti~s far informal di.scussion. Participants re-

was gratifyingly 

speakers talked too long 

and small group disc,uss 

morning hours. 

with the major complaint being that some 

uncommon problem with professors. One-on

were abundant, many running on into the early 

By the end of the first day of meetings, several issues emerged 

cussion. As might be expected, one of the issues was what name to use for 

these things we were concerned with - everyone knows that *'rnisconceptionsu 

carried with it some connotations that are nat appropriate. We agreed to de

fer discussion on this, although the issue remained with us throughout the 

seminar. More on this later. 

I will not attempt to summarize the papers presented here~ Each of the 

abstracts of the papers is included as well as most of the papers. Suffice it 

to say that all of us were impressed with the extraordinary commonality of 

interests and the overriding recognition that the solution to the problems of 

numerous student misconceptions would nat be an easy one. We also recognized 

why many of the science and math curriculum projects of the 1950 1 s and 1960 1 s 

failed to achieve their hoped for promise - most of them failed to recognize 

the profound influence of students prior conceptions (alternative frameworks, 

etc .. ) and their resistance to modification in "conventional" instructionaL 

Piagetian studies have been immensely popular in science education and 

occasionally the role of Piagetian research emerged in the discussion* As 

Sidney Strauss observed,. Piagetian studies are captivating in the research 

setting but of little value in classroom instruction~ What the studies of 

misconceptions has shown is not that students lack competence in "logical 

operations" but rather the obstreperous influence prior conceptual frameworks 

have in shaping the meaning of new learning. No one stepped forward to advo

cate the thesis of Shayer and Adey ( 1981) that Piagetian theory could serve as 

the basis for a science of science education. There was support expressed for 

the idea that "discovery learning 11 may lead to elaboration of misconceptionst 

as recently argued by Driver (1983) in her excellent book. 

Tuning again to the three plenary afternoon sessionsJ five 11 issues'r were 

raised in the first Monday session. The five issues identified were: 

To what extent are misconceptions language difficulties 

(i~e., a failure of teacher-student or interviewer-subject 

to share the meaning of the questian(s) involved? 

2 ~ What is the perceived parallel between student misconcep

tions and the recorded history of science? Is it real and 

if so, where is the explanatory theory? 



3. Could we develop a dictionary of terms for these ''things, 11 

with each pe-rson indicating their name and reasons for 

this choice? 

4. What do we know about changing the views of college pro

fessors regarding the value of research in science educa

tion (i~e .. 1 their attitude that if you know the subject 

well, you can teach it.)? 

5. To what extant knowledge of misconc.::ptions guide in-

struction1 

The group decided to pursue the last question first, and very lively dis

cussion followed~ Incidentally, these plenary sessions were recorded on half~ 

inch video cassette tap (JVC equipment) and can be madt:: available to inter-

ested parties for the cost of duplication and mailing~ Hugh Helm superbly 

moderated all of the discussions and Jane Heinze served as recorded on Wed-

nesday. 

Several issues were identified .. Teachers are usually not aware of stu-

dent misconceptions and hence proceed blithely to discuss new topics as though 

students were tabula ~ "tape recorders." All of the research evidence 

shows that this is not the case! Schuster and others noted that textbooks are 

often at fault, since they contain information that is misleading or wrong~ A 

number of participants indicated that knowledge of student misconceptions can 

help teachers at least to recognize the problems they confront -- dnd at least 

to be tolerant of student's prior uframeworks." One participant noted that 

she saw nothing wrong with some st!.ldent • s physics concept ions and emphasized 

that teacher's 1 too, hold misconceptions. Incidentally few teachers have the 

ego security of the latter participant to admit that their cognitive organiza-

tion of concepts may be faculty. It was observed that students, especially 

college students, are very clever at hiding their misconceptions by remaining 

reticent and "playing the game 11 which may include verbatim responses to ques

tions or Halgorithmic solutions" to standarad text-type problems. It was fur

ther noted by Joan Solomon that there is no substantive evidence that student 

awareness of alternate conceptions leads them to ucorrectH their own cognitive 

frameworks. 

Plenary Session One ended 

was necessary to adjourn to 

bristling in 

to the evening buffet 

and issues, as well as llght c,_ynversat:ion, were encouraged the •mh of 

the "Old Red Barn" setting, wine, 

Plenary Session Two added 

instructinn help students to 

into this issue, Herb Lin 1 s 

have about science educati0n 

a minor issue for those of 

types t There was an ackncwledgetnent 

of 11 educational research,. was 

ine image problem. 

research was cited as an 

to straighten out the 

and our cause can and 

not. 

The issue of terminology 

servation that 

This is consonant with Kuhn 1 s 

logies and Lakatos 1 ideas 

Fisher's review of the literature 

and beer .. 

HCan roe ta learning 

misconceptions? n 

misconceptions 

.'lgi;in. Gowin cited 

for the 

work 

think 

inquiry~ 

influencing res:.:arch methode

nature of HV'olving resarch programs. 

misconceptions showed the wurk was 

characterized by three ideas: {l) nmisconceptions 11 are ideas at variAnce with 

accepted 'liews, (2) many students hold the same "miscooceptionsn, and (3) mis

conceptions'' are obstinately resi~tant to change. The dialogues and tapes of 

this session added confirmation to Fisher's conclusions. 

There was also the idea exvressed that the study of umis<-onceptionsu can 

inform on the workings of the mind a way analogous to tht? way that patholo-

gist help to inform us or the natTce of normal physiology. I bel 

merit in this view. 

Finally, the discussion tdrnt~d to the issue of met;alearning and meta-

knowledge instruction. It was clear that many participants not considered 

this issue substantively in 

some further explication of the_ 

the session by Gowin and myself~ 

previous work, as littl~ was: done b-eyond 

especially for particip-anls who missed 



Our final session on Wednesday returned again to the issue of "why isn 1 t 

science education a valued enterprise, with an affirmation once again that if 

we do (continue to do?) worthwhile research and apply it to practice, we will 

be ''appreciated.'' 

Sara Ulerich suggested several concerns including the need to identify 

uconsistant and robust" student misconceptions. She also raised the issue of 

classification of student's thought (i.e., Aristotelian) and the broader view 

of misconception change -- 11 conceptua 1 change. 11 Reinders Duit, Gaalen Erick

son, John Schwartz, Joseph Nussbaum, Ed Smith, Jean Lythcott, Kathy Fisher, 

George Posner, Bob Gowin, Jim Wandersee and others commented on the issue. 

The consensus was (I believe) that we are dealing with a broad set of issues 

that confound methods of inquiry and evaluation with factual data, as well as 

with varying theoretical perspectives. Overwhelmingly, the group seemed to be 

saying that we are dealing with a complex, multifaceted problem that has no 

easy "quick fixes." Parenthetically, I sense the feeling that the growing 

world-wide concern for the quality of science and math education could lead to 

politic.ally enticing "quick fixes 11 that could have long-term deleterious con

sequences for our field. 

The discussion turned to ideas for a "research agenda," although there 

was some debate as to the value of identifying research questions in that any 

listing would be incomplete and/or might straitjacket future research in this 

area.~ Nevertheless, there was sufficient support for sharing ideas on re

searchable topics that a number were identified including the following: 

l ~ Studies of conceptual change; how it occurs "naturally"; 

how it occurs (or fails to occur) with planned instruc-

tion. 

2. How/why do student conct.~ptions influence (shape) their ex

perience in instruction~ 

3. Continued studies to identify consistent or robust miscon

ceptions. 

4. Studies of 11modes of thinking, 11 e.g., "Aristolelian," 

"anthropomorphic" and rel.at lonships to misconceptions. 

5. Studies on methodological issues, e.g., interview techni

ques, concept mapping, test validity, instructional vari-

abies. 

6. Studies on particular populations, e.g., minority groups, 

adult learners, ethnic or cultural differences. 

7. Studies focused on theoretical issues. 

8. Studies of governance issues, or issues related to the 

social matrix of teaching/learning. 

9. Possible value of history of science to understand miscon

ceptions. 

10. Studies on sources of misconceptions. 

lL Studies on influence of student awareness (metaknowledge, 

meta learning). 

12. Studies on the design of alternative instruction materials 

taking into account misconceptions. 

13. Studies on teacher education with awareness of misconcep-

tions. 

Again, let me caution that these are only ~ good researchable topics; 

it would be faulty to limit "membership" to the misconceptions research club 

only to people whose studies dealt with one of the above. 

In summary, the "sense of the meetings" seemed to be that we were dealing 

with a topic of profound importance and problems which have no easy solutions. 

The general counsel appeared to be, "be wary of prophets who have snappy solu

tions." 

Given the good counsel of our colleagues, how do some of us at Cornell 

University have the temerity (audaciousness?) to suggest that there may be a 

way out of the "misconceptions" F.torass. How can we propose that "metalearning 



and metaknowledgen instruction may be a potential long-term solution. I would 

respond to this with two major points.. First, until the 1960's, we did not 

have an adequate theory of learning that could guide educational practices in 

classrooms and that addressed the key issues of cognitive development .. We 

believe that Ausubel 1 s assimulation theory of cognitive learning, combined 

with new instructional strategies based on this theory (Novak and Gowin, in 

press) can be a psychological foundation for qualitatively improved instruc

tion. Second, advances in epistemology (or our understanding of the nature of 

knowledge and knowledge production) are highly complementary to the latter 

psychology of learning in that both stress the evolutionary (or ontogenic) 

development of hierarchically organized conceptual frameworks. Third, we be

lieve that the development of pedagogical and instructional strategies such as 
11 concept mapping" and nvee mapping" provide a means to help students "learn 

how to learnu and to understand the nature of knowledge production. We be

lieve these two instructional strategies are only the first of a potentially 

significant number of new pedagogial innovations that are "theory driven.-H 

For thirty years, Bob Gowin and I have strived to construct some compre

hensive framework of ideas and principles to guide educational practices. My 

(1977) A Theory of Education and Gowin's (1981) Educating are the first and 

only efforts we are aware of that attempts to construct a comprehensive theory 

of education. For our research group, these complementary theories have been 

highly productive and underpin all of our current research studies, including 

the work of more than forty graduate students and visiting professors .. We 

believe that ntheory driventt research can help to advance studies on student 

misconceptions. New strategies for helping students nlearn how to learn" 

(Novak and Gowin, in press) derive from these theories .. 

From the theoretical context of education we have been developing, we 

might follow up Jean Lythcottfs suggestion of using a "meaninglessu or Greek 

or Latin .label for the things we now refer to as misconceptions, alternative 

frameworks, pre-instructional ideas, etc. I would suggest the name LIPH, an 

acronym. for nLimited or Inappropriate Propositional Hierarachies .. H We see 

propoations (two or more concepts linked together) as the .,molecules" of mean

ing~ The meaning of a concept derives largely from the hierarchical framework 

of propositions in which the concept is embedded, and hence meanings develop 

over a life span and become increasingly resistant to substantive alt<?ration. 

Concept maps are a method to depict concept meanings as they portray hierar-

chies of propositional structures. And here is the rub, a label u LrPH 

is loaded with ucontext dependentn ideas including the idea that we assess 

student understanding with something likt~ concept maps and knowledge Vees, the 

former showing "misconceptionsH and the latter showing faculty connections 

with objects or events in the >.oJo-rld or records of these or claims we make 

about the records. SolomOn was especially concerned with a definition that 

might imply too much about the nature of misconceptions .. 

The consensus of the seminar group was that tt is too early in the his

tory of our research programs to label explicitly these things most of us call 
11misconceptions 11 and to imply what may be their nature original find 't"esL.,;tance 

to change. This is sa.ge advice, and so \lie cone lude this overvie~ by s.1ying 

ukeep on open mind." 

This first international seminar on student misconceptions should not be 

the last, We would be willing to host another seminar program at Cornell 

University in 1985 and we invite t.he readers 1 comments and suggestions for a 

future seminar~ We would be pleased share our computerized roster of names 

and addresses, and other information, with scholars interested in communica

tions with the "invisible college" of researchers committed to understanding 

how humans acquire and modify meanings and how they seek to integrate 

thoughts, feelings, and actions. 
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HlPLICATim:s OF THE RESEARCH 
ON MISCONCEPTIONS FOR TEACHING 

Jere Confrey 
Mount Holyoke College 

The research in mathematics education has documented repeat-
students perform on non-routine , that 

' errors are not capricious, misconcep-
particula~· \videly held, that students rely 

on memorization \veak strategies for approaching 
ideas. As a result, students hold conceptions of 

mathematics and mathematics which discourage conceptual 
and the mathematical processes. If 

and educational research is to become 
relevant to the classroom teacher, we must begin to 

some demonstration ccts which are informed by these 
findings and to seek overcome the situation. The 

SummerMath is a six -w.;•ek for young women in high 
school is devoted to mathematical understanding 
for students for whom cs is a hurdle. In this presenta-
tion I will suggest that constructivist approach provides an 

theory through which to interpret these research 
, and I will discuss I mean by constructivism. Finally, 

specifically about t!:le implications of such a theory 
for curriculum writing and for instruction in mathematics. 

THE INFLUENCE OF MODEL-INSTRUCTION ON 
"CONCEPTION- AND MISCONCEPTION-LEARNING" 

IN BIOLOGY AND PHYSICS 

Wilfrid Ennenbach 
Hochschule der Bundeswehr 

The discussion of "Misconceptions" is based on the hypothesis 
of a double "logic" in human behavior: 

logic" is based 
is fully presented 

"Invariance of Volume" by 

s in which the "Law of 
example the concept 

the "psycho-logic" works with analogies which, although 
understandable and plausible for human beings. partly or 
not at all correspond to the subject (e.g. animistic, final
istic and artificialistic explanations by Piaget; 
theory of the world in ancient times) For the 
"psycho-logic" has a significant function in orientation 
(egocentrism according to Piaget). but it also remains impor
tant in later life. We all construct our m•n "theories" in 
many fields, especiallythe social but not only here; we 
have our own logic, which often prevails over better knowledge. 

In this field misconceptions have a key-concept function. 

One aim of education is to build up correct concepts to 
the inadequate and to secure an appropriate use it. The 
of the of the subject matter in school is. 

, decisive in whether this will happen. 

A classic research in the field of "Misconceptions" dated from 
1930 (E. Wohlfahrt) is presented as well as researches of the author 
and a co-author on the effect of model-instruction in biology and 
physics (12 to 14-year-old students). 

These models were constructed in such a way that they corres
pond to the "Law of Hatter" and to psycholo~:;ical basic structures. 

Its positive effects on school 
tests, which were given up to six months 

were proved by post
the instruction. 

In control groups there were found significantly more miscon
ceptions. the number of which increased in proportion to the time 
elapsed since the instruction; they negatively influenced the 
quantity and quality of the results. 



STUDENT FRAMEWORKS AND CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION 

Gaalen L. Erickson 
University of British Columbia 

Much of the recent literature which has been directed at 
identifying and documenting students' common-sense knowledge (which 
I will try to characterize in terms of frameworks) in different 
subject areas is justified in terms of an assumption that this know-
ledge has significant instructional import. This will address 
this assumption from t~~ vantage points: first, will lay out 
some of the underlying theoretical and methodological issues which 
pertain to the possible interactions between student frameworks and 
classroom practice; and second, it will illustrate some of these 
issues using a series of empirical studies which have been recently 
carried out at the University of British Columbia 

MISCONCEPTIONS, METAPHORS AND CONCEPTUAL CHANGE: 
ONCE MORE WITH FEELING 

D. Bob Gowin 
Cornell University 

Why do misconceptions persist? One reason is they feel 
comfortable, and we can act with them without the mistake costing 
us very much. To rid ourselves and our students of misconceptions 
requires us not only to think differently (change our concepts) 
but to feel, and then to act differently. But this view is only 
to say that getting of misconceptions is an act of educating 
that integrates thinking, feeling and acting. (Educating, 1981) 

Metaphors are conceptual archetypes that subsume other concepts. 
A well-struck metaphor also makes us feel something and guides 
actions. The early stages of scientific inquiry are guided more 
often by generative metaphors than by arid hypotheses. So, too, 
it may be the early stages of learning can be guided by subsumptive 
metaphors, Strangely enough, some metaphors that work out their 
meanings in helpful ways also appear initially as misconceptions. 
If I claim "A paintbrush is a pump," your first impression is likely 
to be that I am mistaken. When, however, I analyze the claim as 
a metaphor, you will begin to change your mind and see the channels 
between bristles transport paint like a pump. 

The technique of multiple metaphors is described and explained 
as a way to improve science education. 

DO STUDENTS UNDERSTAND THE NATURE AND 
ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS? 

Hugh Helm 
Cornell University 

(Rhodes University, on leave) 

Investigations carried out during lectures to 
college students of physi.cs and of the humanities 

(a) students 
of certain 

kinematics; 
(b) given the right conditions 

students with no official 
some idea of whv and how 
are invented and constructed. 

of the signi 
in elementary 

ible even for 
science to 

as acceleration 

If the above findings have some validity there is cause 
concern about the extent to which students a sense of 
"what science is all about," and cause for optimi.sm about 
possible correction of the deficiency It suggested that 
is room both for continued research into s<:udents' 
aspects of scientific epistemology and 
teaching and learning of these aspects 

A MODEL OF CONCEPTUAL CHANGE: 
PRESENT STATUS AND PROSPECT 

George J. Posner 
Cornell University 

A general model of conceptual 
the previous work of Posner 
potential applicability of 
three application sites are analyzed 
the model to the study of student 
jects is explored. A model of 
cable for those subjects in which 
are well developed and inconsistent 
parent discipline. 

Second, the appropriateness 

is presented, based 
and Hewson (1983) The 

is scussed In particular 
First the applicability 

various school sub· 
will be 

the 
of teachers' thinking will be discussed ln particular, 

conceptual planning and teacher will 
change problems. Third, 
changes in science education, will be 
change perspective. The importance 
science education w'ill be explained 
change mode 1. 

Finally limitations and 
approaches be discussed. 
tual change models to include 
analyses will be suggested. 

and, i.n particular, 
interpreted with a 

cultural context 
of the conceptual 

conceptual 
extension of 
anthropologi 



TEACHING FOR CHANGE: SOME WAYS TO GO ~~ONG 

Edward SmHh and Gerald W. Lott 
Michi~an State-University 

Recent a widespread failure of science 
the naive theories students bring 
changes in fifth grade students' 

growth and need for light during 
a conceptual change strategy. 

observation notes and tran~ 

7he 

test resoonses, 
of class~ discuss 
conceptions and 
of instruction 

not 
level 

to identify changes in 
interpretations of 

account for the results. 

successful in bringing about the 
assmnptions of the conceptual 

account for much of the failure: many 
to make sense of the phenomena 

were frequently not framed such 
, discussions and observations 

a way that the intended issues 
communications and observations 
ways. Theoretical and practical 
discussed. 

the focus of attention, and 
often ambiguous in 

implications of these 

MISCONCEPTIONS AND CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 

Kenneth A. Strike 
Cornell University 

This paper sketches how misconceptions fit into a theory of 
conceptual change change can be characterized by con-
trasting it with views of learning. Empiricist theories 
of learning emphas the role of experience in learn-

Conceptual change while not neglecting experience, 
sees learning as the of current concepts and empha-
sizes the role of current concepts in learning. I will discuss 
three about misconceptions from a conceptual change 

L Conceptual change theory can shed light on what it would 
make sense to mean by a misconception. 

2. Conceptual can shed light on how misconcep-
tions can be 

theory can shed light on the origins 

The paper will give some emphasis to the role of culture 
(rather than experience) in generating and maintaining misconcep-

II. INSTRUCTIONAL ISSUES 

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF EVIDENCE AND INTERPRETATIOHS 

Robert D. Allen, Palter R. Sta tkiewicz, l1ichael P, Do nov au 
West Virginia University 

Practicing scientists are keenly aware of the relationship 
and differences between evidence (data, observations) and inter
pretations. Many students, however, fail to clearly distinguish 
between the two. 

Specifically they fail to: 

1) recognize that different assmnptions can lead to 
different of the same observations. 

2) recognize the have learned as the products 
of interpretation. 

3) modify accepted facts as new evidence is presented. 

Instructional procedures used in the Introductory Biology 
Program at West Virginia University have been developed to detect 
the presence of these student difficulties and to assist students 
to overcome them. Progress is, however, often a slow and frustra 
ting process for both student and teacher. Moreover, these 
difficulties appear in a variety of contexts suggesting fundamental 
flaws in the reasoning processes students use when dealing with 
science. Insight into the basis of these difficulties is provided 
by the theory of William Perry regarding students' views of the 
nature of knowledge and the role of authority. Perry's theory 
predicts difficulties such as those we have observed and offers 
some explanation for slow progress. 

DON'T LOSE YOUR STUDENTS: USE A MAP 

John F. Cullen, Jr. 
Cornell University 

The best way to correct misconceptions is to avoid them in 
the first place. Concept mapping is a powerful technique to help 
avoid the formation of conceptual misconceptions. This paper will 
discuss the philosophy, preparation, and use of concept maps. 
Examples taken from the author's experience teaching college 
chemistry will emphasize how teacher prepared concept maps have 
the potential to help teachers to: 

a) make curricular decisions locating potentially 
confusing conceptual areas laboratory experiments, 
exam questions, lectures, etc. 

b) clearly differentiate and integrate similar subject 
material that is isolated in different chapters of a 
text or areas of the course. 

c) increase student problem solving success by helping 
to form important conceptual linkages. 

d) ascertain what a student knows about a discipline. 



IDENTIFICATION OF MISCONCEPTIO~S IN GENETICS AND 
THE USE OF COMPUTER SIMULATIONS IN THEIR CORRECTION 

Judith F. Kinnear 
Melbourne College of Advanced Education 

As with any discipline, the teaching of genetics ideally 
involves exposing students to learning experiences through which 

will meaningfully acquire and elaborate relevant concepts and 
them into existing frameworks. That the desired outcome 

not achieved can be seen in reports of misconceptions and 
rote application of rules in problem solving (e.g. Stewart and Dale, 
1981)' 

Through a comparison of students' conceptions of probability 
in "genetic" and "real life" contexts, this paper will present the 
view that some misconceptions are due to factors extrinsic to the 
learner and are engendered as a consequence of limitations and 
biases in the experiences and materials to which students of genetics 
are exposed. This paper will also describe a study in which compu
ter simulations were used in a variety of modes to extend tradition
al learning experiences, e g. in active data gathering and strategy 
generation and execution. Through these uses, students' misconcep
tions were successfully confronted and concepts were refined. 

Stewart, J. and Dale, M. Aust. Sci. Teach. J. 27 (1981) 59-64. 

"DO THEY HEAR WHAT I SAY? 
AND DO THEY UNDERSTAND WHAT I MEAN" 

Charles E Lamb 
The University of Texas at Austin 

Communication in the mathematics classroom is of crucial 
importance. It is communication that teachers and students 
interact as a part learning process. Whether the communica-
tion be oral or written, it is of great importance that students 
and teachers receive information accurately and the interpret it 
correctly for application to the learning of mathematics. 

As an example, in a teacher-student dialogue there are four 
things which must occur: (1) the teacher says something; (2) the 
student hears it; (3) the teacher meant something specific; and 
finally (4) the student understands it. Clearly, there are several 
possibilities here for somethit;g to go wrong. If this happens, 
the desired outcome will not be achieved. 

This presentation will elaborate 
presenting an informal look at common 
mentarv school mathematics classroom. 
will be discussed. 

on this topic as well as 
misconceptions in the ele
Fossible causes and remedies 

INTERPRETING EVIDENCE ABOUT MISCONCEPTIONS 

Gerald 
University of 

Evidence for the existence of alternative frameworks in sci.ence 
has been obtained from interviews with children and from 
to specific tasks. The task of 
the amount of relevant instruction and 
the quality of that instruction. to be able 
to with the world of experience, does not mean that they 
need develop coherent and interconnected explanatory concepts, 
unless for some reason the phenomena involved are emotionally 
charged and recurrent and, hence, salient the child. Other 
of dealing with, and talking about, 
instruction has taken place, a lack refined 
attributed not to persistent ideas 
but to the nature the instruction 
the task of learning the concepts has 

METALEARNING AND JV.ETAKNOWLEDGE INSTRUCTION 
AS STRATEGIES TO REDUCE MISCONCEPTIONS 

Joseph D Novak 
Cornell University 

In the past decade, there have growing number of 
research studies that students all ages show a wide 
spectrum of science or other areas of 
knowledge. Moreover, attempts to curricula or "confron-
tation teaching strategies" with efforts to make students 
and teachers aware of misconceptions have usually produced only 
limited positive results. It that a teacher or 
curriculum planner armed with a typical student 
misconceptions" could organize a program where such stude.nt 
conceptions would be markedly reduced However, the latter 
alternative deserves to be, and is being, researched further. 

Another alternative is to 
that help them to "learn how to 
"learn how knowledge is constructed" 
employed cone~ lappi~ as a 
understan~an earning, and 
standing of knowledge and knowledge 
strategy developed since 1977 that 
the Epistemological Vee, to 
knowledge and the nature of 

Studies completed so far 
knowledge ideas can be taught to 
Positive results in terms of complex 
demonstrated, and research is 
effects of these strategies on 
time, it appears possible that 
meta\mm<'ledge strategies 

early) could 
and who 

conceptions. 
to design of 

metalearning and 
from six WErs old 

solving have 
to ascertain the 

At this 
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THE MICROCOMPUTER COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
(PUTTING THE BYTE ON t1ISCONCEPTIONS) 

L. Peard 
Cniversity 

discusses study currently being completed to 
microcomputer in educational research. Two 

1. How does the microcomputer contribute to 
meaningful ? 

2. Can the serve as a research tool 
in assessing cognitive development? 

This research addresses the learner's reasoning, problem
solving methods and level of thinking in Mendelian genetics. The 

, . and concept maps are being used to assess 
the of learning and cognitive development. Forty college 
students from an auto-tutorial biology course make up the sample. 

The results of the study will be discussed within an Ausubel
Novak cognitive learning theory framework. Educational implications 
will be considered 

THINKING IN T\•lO WORLDS OF KNOw"'LEDGE 

The common meanings 
dependent, and even 
forced by daily usage 
physicists will 
ris of the sun. Thi 

words will bui.ld 
but radically 

avoided, our students 
these two 

Joan Solomon 
Chelsea College 

of words such as "energy" are context
tory, but they are continually rein

will not die Even the most accomplished 
speak of "cold coming in" and "the 

means that teaching new meanings for con-
second tier of knowledge coexistent with, 

the first. If misconceptions are to 
need to be able to 

knowledge. 

The ~se of involves the interpretation of everyday 
in terms abstractions~ This requires cro over 

tween the two different drnnains, explaining the by 
means of the symbolic, which is the starting point for every piece 

solving, and to be more demanding than the 
to concrete Some recent research with grade 9 

students learning energy will be reported. 

UfPLICIT STATEMENTS IN PHYSICS: STUDENTS AND CONSTANTS 

Laurence Viennot 
Universite Paris VII 

The word "constant" may evoke a range of meanings with the 
two notions at each end: number, the essential being its 
numerical ; and a constant function of certain variables, the 
important thing now being the listing of these variables. In this 
way, constants appear as a particular aspect of functions of 
several variables. The results of an investigation among French 
and Belgian students at the beginning of their studies at University 
are reported and analyzed. These results show that the usual 
interpretation of the word "constant" is bias~d toward~ the nume:i
cal aspect of this notion, at the expense of ~ts funct~onal rnean~ng. 
Lastly follows a for the use of exercises of "text criticism" 
as pedagogical in teaching. 

Ill, RESEARCH METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

A T>ffiLVE-YEAR STUDY OF CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT 
USING CONCEPT l1APPIW; AS AN EVALUATION TOOL 

B. Bar-Lavie and Joset'h D. Novak 
Cornell University 

In 1965, •:he Audio-Tutorial Elementary Science ect 
(A.-T.E.S.P.) uas established first at Purdue and in 1 at 
Cornell University. Its was to investigate science 
concept development in 's mi.nds as we 11 as to test a new 
method of audio-tutorial instruction. The project adopted Ausubel's 
"advanced organizers" and "subsumption" ideas in analyzing concept 
acquisition. 

Among others, 
Gurley (1982) used 
in the A.-T.E.S.P. 
by introducing the 

Whitman (1975), Rowell (1975-76, 1978) and 

and 
and 

Mapping" and clinical interviews 
improved the interview technique 
Analysis (I.V.A.). 

As of today, most of the 250 students that took 
ect have just completed high school, and were 
last time in the twelve-year study. 

In this seminar, we will examine some examples of 
and misconceptions evolution over the last twelve 

show wide diversity in concept acquisition in 
over the twelve-year span of schooling, with both 
persistent misconceptions evident in some students. 

the 
for 

conceptual 
years. The 



USING CONCEPT MAPPING TO IDENTIFY INTERVENTIONS MOST 
EFFECTIVE IN CORRECTING SCIENCE MISCONCEPTIONS OF 

PRE-SERVICE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 

Catherine C. Cleare 
University of North Carolina at Wilmington 

Students enrolled in an elementary science methods course 
were asked to construct concept maps on a science topic before and 
after experiencing one or more of the following types of inter
ventions: 

l) 

2) 

3) 
4) 

5) 
6) 

7) 

The instructor graded the concept maps and returned them 
to the students. 
The methods students were sho~n the instructor's concept 

containing the same concepts. 
instructor presented a lecture on the topic. 

The instructor involved students in an inquiry activity 
to investigate the 
The i.nstructor 
The methods 
to teach the 
The methods s 
teach the topic to 

a reading on the topic. 
were required to tvrite a lesson 

to children. 
were provided the opportunity to 

children. 

plan 

This study examines the effectiveness of these different 
interventions in decreasing the nuL'.ber of misconceptions about 
the topic and in increasing the accuracy and complexity of the 
connections shown on the concept maps. 

SOME METHODS FOR MEASURING THE MEANING OF CONCEPT NA~ES 

Reinders Duit 
University of Kiel 

Hany words used in science as names for concepts are also 
used in everyday language. Unfortunately, the scientific meaning 
and the everyday meaning of many of these words are quite 
different. 

When introducing concepts, science teachers have to be aware 
that the concepts' names evoke a variety of ideas in the students' 
minds. Science i.nstruction has to take this "variety" into consi
derat~on. When planning instruction, the differences of meaning 
in sc~ence and everyday language should be familiar to the teacher 
or to the curriculum developer. 

for 

2) 

3) 
4) 

of this paper is to deal with the following methods 
the meaning of concept names. 

(the student writes down what comes to 
ly when confronted '"i th a concept 

name like or work) 
student describes the meaning a concept 

gives an example for a concept) 
~~~~,~~~~~~~,=~~~~-(the student describes a simple 

names, e.g. enersy, workj force 
and power). 

Theoretical considerations as well 
methods will be discussed. 

experiences with the 

INFO&"ll\TION PROCESSING INTERPRETATIONS 
OF ERROR RESEARCH IN LEARNING 

Kathleen M. Fisher, Univers 
J I. Lipson and J Idar, 

California-Davis 
Systems, Inc. 

By exploiting aberrant forms ), geneticists have 
gained deep insights into normal processes Similarly, 
scientists exploit human aberrations brain damage) and 
mental errors expressed in verbal, meter or other 
behaviors to gain insights into the of the mind. This 
paper reviewsrecent error research in the domain of ma~hematics 
and science learning. Findings are interpreted accord~ng to 
information processing theory. Relevant research on word 
tions is examined for its potential conceptions 
distinctive characteristics of the The 
are to: 1) provide a relatively reference to current 
error research, which is widely in the literature; 
2) identify points of convergence and divergence between studies 
3) examine the utility of information ~heory in inter-
preting errors and vice versa: and ) poten:ially 
fruitful directions for future research 

PRINCIPLES OF ENHANCING RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 
OF MISCONCEPTIONS MEASURES 

Ron Hoz 
Ben-Gurion University the Negev 

Standard psychometric methods are 
reliability and vali.dity of misconceptions 
ciples are proposed for the enhancement 
vali.dity of an interview in which the 
explain a certain situation, (2) to recall 
conflicting alternative explanations 
his own, and (4) to refer to 
native explanations. Among ign 
misconception in different contexts and 

to assess 
Several prin

the reliability and 
is asked (1) to 

and evaluate partial 
them to ht?T I 

of the alter~ 

in the sa'Ile context, and (b) using but 
different problems in different arrangements Arnone 
used to enhance the reliability of ions assessment 
(1) considering the amount and nature of (2) considering 
the effects of

0

intervening (3) characterizing 
the ways i.n which elements explanations are 
treated, and (4) lity change by 
presenting easier or more 



TESTING HYPOT:-!ESES DERIVED FROM CLINICAL INTERVIEWS 

Univers 
E, Konold 

!'las sachus et ts -Amherst 

through 
various 

explores 
In one studv that will be reviewed, 

was infeired from a set of 
predictions were made of how 

with this conception, would respond 
set of problems These predictions were verified 

in a second set of interviews with the same subjects, 

A~ ANTHROPOLOGICAL IN SCIENCE EDUCATION RESEARCH? 

Herb Lin 
Intelligence Labs 

ion research is educa-
orea• deal of in science 0 

me~hanisms which students use 
and This paper suggests 

research, while use
understand the educational process 

ience education involves social 
and teacher and between profes-

teacher has conse-
of information 

ional practice 
be offered. 

STUDENTS' HISCONCEPTIONS IN GEOMETRIC PROBLEH SOLVING 

Abraham S. Luchins and Edith H. Luchins''' 

involving two or three di~ensional objects 
over 300 high school or college students. 

were reve~led analysis 
and reactions to 
about the mathematical 
about their abilities 
from the stimulus side 
le!;ls were 

Some subiects incorrect 
knowledge ~eeded solve the 

do But 

mis-
of the same were in line 

structure. The latter descriptions tended to facilitate 
solutions and to reduce sex differences as well as differences in 
responses between mathematics and non-mathe!;latics majors. Sugges
tions are ~ade for further studies of misconceptions stemming fro!;l 
the stimulus rather than the reactive side. 

*will give presentation at the International Seminar on Students' 
Misconceptions in Science and Mathematics. 

~"< EXA!1INATION OF STUDENT MISCONCEPTIONS IN GENETICS 

Narj ory Hartin 
Victoria College 

Research studies have investigated a number of ways of trying 
to probe and understand the misconceptions of students, One area 
of biology in 'vhich students have learning difficulties is 
Students are able to :nechanically 

of ; however, the more 
between those ideas often 

In Victoria, Australia, year 12 students undertake an external 
examination. In 1982, a "new type" of question was included in 
the Biology examination paper, After being given an example, 
students were asked to make a diagrammatic (concept 
map) of their unders:anding of genotype and and the 
relationships between them. 

This reports on the results of the "new type" of 
question answers will be discussed. In addition, student 
and teacher reaction to the question will be presented. The 
implications for the teaching of genetics and biology will also 
be considered. 



INFLUENCE OF COGNITIVE INSTRUCTION ON MISCONCEPTIO:lS 
IN MATHEHATICS AND PHYSICS 

Merlyn C Mehl, University of the Western Cape 
John D. Volmink, Cornell University 

In t~is paper: an attempt is made to analyze the process
product d~chotorny ln Physics and Mathematics education. The 
analysLs LS made from two perspectives: 

(a) ~he Feuerstein approach to cognitive development as 
lt relates to disadvantaged students. 

(b) Gowin's Vee heuristic as a means of 
of the relation between conceptual 
knowledge. 

Results of the research are presented 
influence that these approaches can have on our 
how pervasive and deep-rooted misconceptions are. 

RESEARCH HETHODOLOGY IN INVESTIGATIONS 
OF STUDENTS' CONCEPTIONS IN SCIENCE 

David G. Schuster 
University of Natal 

Investigators use various methods, includin~ individual inter
views and written questions, to probe students' ~onceptions in 
scien:e. The methods can involve several difficulties, ass~~ptions 
a~d ~ltfalls. Unless t~ese are , the validity cf the 
fLndLngs ~ay be unc7rtaLn: The logy and precautiors of 
research ln the soclal sclences need to be considered in research 
on student conceptions. 

Among the difficulties involved in investigations of concep
tions are the following: 

Presence of confounding variables 
- Lack of controls 

Effect of the theory base, expectations, and subjectivity 
of investigator 

Unrecognised complexities underlying apparentlv simple 
physics problems · 

Semantic problems, including multiple and variable meaninc's, 
meanings which vary with context and different meanings'· 
to subject and investigator 

- Prem~ture conclusions and categorisations, especially from 
wrLtten texts 

Insufficient depth of probing, and need for mapping of 
schemata 

- Concept modification interviews 
- Demand characteristics investioation situation 
- Effect of mode of entation u 

-Cues, prompting, suggestibility in intervietvs 
- Need to check inferences and conclusions with subjects 

These difficulties 
conceptions, c1nd 
investigation 
response data. 

complicate cognitive studies of 
the need for care in the 

, and caution in the of 

Results of the research are presented indicating the 
influence that these approaches can have on our understanding 
how pervasive and deep-rooted misconceptions are. 

llATUl'J.L TEiWENCIES IN ANALYSING STUDENTS' REASOlHNGS: 
T~U INSTANCES IN MECHANICS 

Laurence Viennot 
Universite Paris VII 

This paper points out the main tendencies of experts in analy~ 
students' mistakes, and illustrates thc!SC tendencies on two 

in the field of mechanics It is shown that common inter~ 
p!'i"t8.tions of students' comments built in the very terms of the 
accepted theory may erase some important aspects of spontaneous 
reasoning which are illustrated in this with results obtained 
at college level. 

HISTORICAL AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

MISCONCEPTIONS ~HSCONCEIVED 
TO UNDERSTAND SOME OF TaE 

IN LEARNING SCIEHCE 

CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 
PUPILS HAVE 

The problem I ~1ant to explore in this paper is one I take 
be very closely linked to the central concerns of those engaged in 
the type of research being discussed in this seminar More 
fically, it has to do with insights deriving 
recent work in the his science as a \vay 
gaining a better and pitfalls 
encountered by children and their initial 
ters with scientific concepts and theories 
in a rather different position from those, 
experienced perhaps, who have already 
have achieved some level of unders 
of the conceptual schemes in the sciences In 
initiated, we at least have an understandi.ng 

in, 
the 

what they know 
view of heat, the 

rnechani.cs We 
we understand 

they have caught on to the kinetic 
rudiments of evolutio:1ary 
something of the content of 
theory Of course we know 

these viev.:rs cone~ 
He know something 
learning n:ore 



circumstances under which one theory 
used in judging the adequacy of 

Now all of this. especially the 
nature and development of concepts and 

traditions of science stemming in 
tory and philosophy of science, 
illuminating the problems students 

experience in sclence Nevertheless, a!= present, it shows 
most promise as one lluminating the problems of those on 
the ide of well concepts or theories Posner, 
Strike, Hewson, & 1982) The reason for is that the 
~~rk done in this field date has tended to focus on the growth 

and the relations between concepts and theories the 
community. Thus. example, the of 

Popper. (1959), Kuhn . Lakatos (1970), and Toulmin (1972), 
C~re 2£~& concerned the domestic affairs of science and 
to very much lesser extent with its "foreign relations." 

course, none of this is meant to deny that this same body 
of rescarc~ also holds out considerable promise as one way of getting 
to erips Wlth the obstacles confronting the uninitiated. But there 
are special problems here The pri~ary one is the simple fact 

possess little in the way of an explicit and systematic 
_of the content of the concepts, beliefs, and so on, 

brln~ Wlth formal encounters with science 
Indeed, I the great virtue of the recent 

work done on the views of chi.ldren and adolescents is that it has 
gradually begun to dispel some of the ignorance and prejudice that 
has too long beclouded our understanding of these matters. However, 
in the absence of more comprehensive and systematic knowledge of 
this kind, we must be on our guard against the tendency to adopt 

framework of conceptual change and theory development in an 
"all out" or unqualified That is, by simply taking it for 
granted that pupils are immature scientists, that they are animated 

by a concern with truth, consistency and 
power, and. in . that their views are 

assessed in terms of adequacy from a scientific 
view. (And if caution is to be urged in understanding the 

problem, it must be doubly urged so as to avoid premature and ill 
conceived att~pts to solve it.) Prior to the wholesale adoption 
of any such hlgh-level explanatory framework, we require studies 
p:ro':'idin€> us ~ith more detailed portraits of the kinds of concepts, 
bel~efs and v~e.ws that pupils command, along with better pictures 
of the ways in which and the circumstances under which they are 
put to use. On the other hand, while much of the yield of previous 
research is highly suggestive, it is nevertheless fragmentary 
This makes it difficult to know what to make of the views pupils 

. Do they represent a position in which they have some 
stake? Or ar~ they transient artifacts of the research 

, including the tasks , the questions asked, and 
In short, what is if talk about conceptual change 

theory development and so on to gain a proper purchase on the 
ives of those who are not yet on the inside of some part 

scientific framework, is some basis for thinking that the 
beliefs they espouse form a more or less coherent view on the 

in question, that the view has scientific purport and, 
, that it is appropriate to characterize and assess the 

view in terms of standards appropriate to science. Unless such 
a beachhead is established. any talk about preconceptions, mis
conceptions and the like is bound to be wide of the mark. 

"ARISTOTELIAN" WAS THE ANSWER, BUT \-.'HAT WAS THE QUESTION? 

Jean Lythcott 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 

The lab:'l "Aris~otelian" was first introduced as an adjective 
for the pre-lnstructlonal knowledge of children with a great deal 
of caution. Now, .four.short years later, the label is used quite 
freely, though st~ll Wlth some degree of caution by some researchers 
to describe whatever it is in the minds of children which is non- ' 
Newtonian: Further, a ~attern ~f nomenclature has been accepted, 
a conventlon for labell~ng pre-~nstructional knowledge in the minds 
of students by an historical referrent. · 

Clearly, the facilitation of communication between researchers 
~s ~ne good reas~n.for widespread acceptance of such labels; but 
7t lS not a suff~c~ently good reason. These labels are very mean
lngful; they are not consciously non-meaningful as is quark from 
particle physics. If the labels are to be accepted then their 
meaningfulness should be accepted also. 

Maybe no;-; i~ the t~me,.to ask some questio~s about the validity 
of the label Arlstotel~an before the conventlon has such inertia 
that 9ues~ioning basic assumptions will seem inappropriate. One 
questlon ~s: In what sense are children who are labelled as 
Aristotelian, Aristotelian? 

The content area usually used in this important work on 
dren's conceptions of motion is free 
under gravity. The proposition called is not 
Aristotle's, however, since for him no force at all was involved 
in such motion. 

One possible approach then would be to seek detailed evidence 
of a content-proposition match between children's conceptions and 
Aristotle's, in many content areas. 

Another question is: Is this to-be-proven match between pro
positions merely a curious and interesting phenomenon, but with
out any causal relationship? If so, its establishment would seem 
to be a waste of time. If, however, causality is to be established 
as perhap~ in vestigial language remnants, or in some learning ' 
theory whlch assumes that the growth of knowledge in an individual 
parallels the growth of scientific knowledge in history, it would 
seem that.p:ecise evidence of the existence of such a parallel is 
a prerequls~te. 
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MISCONCEPTIONS AND MYTHS MASQUERADING 
AS BIOLOGICAL FACTS 

Madhu N. Mahadeva 
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 

The persistence of myths and misconceptions masquerading as 
scientific facts in the teaching and learning of science is due to 
several factors. Inherent in the process of the scientific enter
prise is the inevitability of myths and misconceptions. These 
errors may have originated as heuristic or speculative tools quite 
legitimate to the scientific method. Such intellectual tools, 
however, long outlive their utility and persist as intractable myths. 

Another factor is our reliance on writers of textbooks who 
with patience and perseverance package an immense mass of informa
tion which often inadvertently includes such errors Authors of 
textbooks are retailers of information using materials that have 
been produced by innumerable research scientists, past and present. 
Often these scientists, too, may be victims of erroneous precon
ceptions. 

Among such myths and misconceptions, some are esoteric whereas 
others are widespread and commonplace. Examples of those that are 
esoteric include sophisticated concepts such as gene, mutation, 
species, et cetera, concepts which are inculcated by teachers and 
textbooks. Ideas relating to such concepts as race, intelligence, 
evolution, et cetera are examples of widespread myths acquired from 
parents and society at large which, of course, includes educators. 

The present paper will examine a number of these myths and 
misconceptions, both esoteric and commonplace, that bedevil the 
teaching and learning of biology. 

CONCEPTUAL CHANGE IN SCHOOL SCIENCE: 
A REVOLUTIONARY OR EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS? 

Joseph Nussbaum 
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

The proposed analogy between the history of science and the 
conceptual development of the individual has become widely accepted 
by researchers who investigate students' "misconceptions" or 
"alternative frameworks." They believe that this analogy may 
provide us with better insight into the psychological processes 
which take place in science learning. However, the history of 
science is not a field which is governed by one monolithic approach. 
Historical accounts may vary, depending on the philosophical commit
ment of the researcher. Thus, one who assumes that such an analogy 

is valid and potentially helpful for 
be more specific in indicating the 
science that he adopts. He should examine thi.s approach for all 
the potential implications it bears for education. 

In this paper, the argument will be made that the reference 
made by many science researchers to Kuhn's revolutionary 
of the development of science ideas may not be suitable. 
be so if we accept the rival evolutionary account, given 
like Toulmin and Lakatos. 

The author's studies of children will reviewed as 
the evolutionary approach. Some of the practical implications 
evolve from adopting an analogy with the evolutionary approach, in 
the history of science, will be considered 

ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS OF THE TENTATIVE NATURE 
OF SCIENTIFIC KNOwLEDGE 

Hargaret A. Waterman 
Emory University 

Scientific knowledge is characterized 
the capacity to be changed under 
the methods of inquiry in science are linked to their 
product, knowledge, the task is to understand those 1 inkages whi.ch 
make scientific knowledge tentative controversy-rich philo-
sophy of science literature provided background for 
this study of issues in epistemology 

Twenty-nine college biology students were asked to comment 
on statements about scientific knowledge which reflected one of 
two views of science Students' accounts of the growth of know
ledge and of the nature of objectivity in science revealed alter
native conceptions of some of the bases of the tentativeness of 
scientific knowledge. Three general about scientific 
knowledge emerged from the comments: it is an unchanging 
accumulation of empirically discovered ; (2) it is tentative 
because of new evidence arising by new and 
and (3) it is theoretical, a human based in 
theory-guided and theory-limited observations 



v. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE 

ENGAGING CHILDREN'S INTUITIVE PHYSICS Cot<CEPTS 
VIA CtJRRICULL'M UNITS: THE CASE OF 

HEAT AND TEMPERATURE 

Sidney Strauss 
Tel-Aviv University 

A series of studies was conducted to determine the development 
of children's intuitive understandings of the concepts of heat and 
temperature for the purpose of devising a curriculum unit that 
engages these intuitions. 

Arnone other things, the first study mapped out how 180 children 
3-14 understood the intensive physical aspect of temperature. 

was found that very young children solved the tasks correctly, 
older children solved the tasks incorrectly, while still 
older children solved 

In the second study, we exploited a conflict between children's 
correct intuitive understandings of intensive physical quantity 
(cold water when mixed with more cold water yields water at the 
same temperature) and their incorrect understanding of the same 
concept when presented numerically (water at 10•c when mixed with 
water at lO"C yields water at 20•c). Three age-related ways of 
dealing with this conflict were found. 

A curriculum unit was revised by incorporating the above into 
the unit A third study tested the effectiveness of the unit and 
it was found to be as effective as individual instruction and more 
effective than a control group. 

MISCONCEPTIONS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE -
A KELLYIAN PERSPECTIVE 

Alan E. Wheeler 
Brock University 

The distinction between students' intuitive understanding of 
world (students' science), and the conceptual understanding 

science held by the science teacher (scientists' science) is 
illustrated using the concept of energy in elementary science. 
Aspects which characterize students' science (e.g. animistic 
thinki.ng), often considered incompatible with traditional scienti
fic "objectivity" are interpreted from a Kellyian perspective. 
Implications for science using a "constructive alternati-
vist" philosophy are explored in paper. 

VI, PHYSICS 

STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS OF MECHANICS 

John J. Clement 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 

Data from written tests and video-taped problem solving 
interviews show that many physics students have a stable, alter
native view of the relationship between force and acceleration. 
This "conceptual primitive" is misunderstood at the qualitative 
level in addition to any difficulties that might occur with 
mathematical formulation. The misconception is highly resistant 
to change and is remarkably similar to one discussed by Galileo, 
as shown by comparison of his writings with transcripts from 
student interviews. The source of this qualitative misunder
standing can apparently be traced to a deep seated preconception 
which makes a full understanding of Newton's first and second laws 
very difficult. In such cases learning becomes a process in 
which new concepts must displace or be remolded from stable 
concepts that the student has constructed over many years 

ENERGY CONCEPTIONS HELD BY STUDENTS AND 
CONSEQUENCES FOR SCIENCE TEACHING 

Reinders Duit 
University of Kiel 

Energy education has become an area of or interest within 
school learning. Science instruction, physics instruc-
tion, is expected to take care of the bas , the physical concept 
of energy. Empirical studies on learning the energy concept in 
physics instruction reveal severe difficulties on the part of the 
students to grasp this concept. The results of these studies 
point out that it seems to be unlikely that many students - during 
physics instruction - a concept of energy which is indeed use-
ful for understanding energy problems of society. 

I would like to outline some studies which have been carried 
out at the IPN (Institute for Science Education) on learning the 
energy concept: 1) a study on the formation of energy ideas during 
cognitive development (done in the Piagetian manner): 2) studies 
on learning the energy concept through an instruction unit and in 
the course of four years of physics instruction (using interviews 
and questionnaires); 3) a small study on applying the energy con
cept outside of physics classrooms (the students were asked to 
write an essay on energy in German class). Some consequences for 
science instruction as well as some general considerations on 
learning science knowledge will be discussed 



ADVANCED PHYSICS COURSES DO NOT PROVIDE 
STUDENTS WITH CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 

Guy Faucher 
Ecole Polytechnique 

Montreal 

Students can pass through introductory physics cou~ses with
out acquiring a sufficient conceptual knowledge of physlcs. It 
is often assumed that this will be provided by more advanced courses. 
CON-PHY-TEST has been developed to evaluate at what level basic 
concepts of mechanics and electricity and magnetism are grasped 
by students. It has been administered to sophomore and senior 
engineering physics students, whose perfonnance in sta~dard •. quan
titative physics exams is better than that of non-physlcs maJors. 
The results of the test have revealed a low qualitative understanding 
of physics, with only a slight difference in favor of senior students. 
Though some researchers have pointed out that even physics majors 
may have conceptual problems, the situation may be more profound. 
Implications for introductory physics instruction are suggested. 

IDENTIFICATION OF CERTAIN PRECONCEPTIONS THAT HINDER 
SCIENCE LEARNING: EXAMPLES INVOLVING ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 

Elsa Feher 
San Diego State University 

This paper will give examples of student interviews on matters 
related to simple electrical circuits and will describe various 
types of preconceptions encountered. Among these are preconceptions 
based on: previous experience with similar physical phenomena, 
analogy with different physical phenomena, animistic conceptions, 
and moral determinants. It appears that the presence of the last 

of preconceptions plays a role in the inability of some 
to carry out simple predictive tasks. Excerpts from our 

interviews will be used to illustrate the relationship between these 
subjective preconceptions and the students' difficulties in making 
correct predictions. 

NOT ALL THE V.'RONG ANSJ.lERS STUDENTS GIVE REPRESENT MISCONCEPTIONS: 
EXAMPLES FROM INTERVIEWS ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS* 

Fred M. Goldberg+ and Lillian C. McDermott 
University of \\1ashington 

V.ben confronted with a task that involves manipulation of a 
physical apparatus or a judgment or prediction about a physical 
phenomenon, students often respond incorrectly. Furthermore, the 
ideas expressed are often in conflict with the principles of physics. 
We believe that these incorrect ideas should be considered miscon-

ceptions only if a student makes use of them consistently to 
actions or responses to several different but related tasks. 
this criterion, we will describe some that students 
have about images in mirrors and lenses. Our will be 
based on the results of over 100 individual demonstration interviews 
that we have conducted this year with students enrolled in 
level introductory physics courses. We will describe several 
view tasks, illustrate typical incorrect responses with excerpts, 
and discuss methodological difficulties concerning the interpretation 
of the data. 

*This work was supported in part 
(RISE) Program of the National 
12924. 

Research in Science Educati.on 
Foundation, Grant No. 

+On leave (1982-1984) from West Virginia University, Morgantown, l;.'V. 

THE EFFECTS OF MISCONCEPTIONS SPEED AND TIME 
ON THE SOLUTION OF SPEED PROBLEMS 

Ron Hoz 
Ben-Gurion 

High school students were found have the 
conceptions regarding the speed and time 
extensive rather than an intensive quantity 
sary mediator in situations that involve 
nonexistent three-concept relationship S 
direct and inverse (not strictly 
nonrecognition of the distinction 
of concepts and their 
in ten incorrect solution 
solution of algebra speed problems involving uniform motion of 
cars, each with two speed and direction changes. These forward 
strategies were schema driven, had a nature, er.1ployed . 
time-independent quantities, capitalized chance numcrl.-
cal relationships rather than on , and did 
not distinguish local from global 

MISCONCEPTIONS I~ PHYSICS &~ONGST NIGERIAN 
SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

U. :1. 0. Ivowi 
University of 

The existence of some misconceptions in physi~s 
secondary school students in Nigeria been studled 
with a similar study elsewhere. A test multiple choice 
in physics concepts was administered to of students in 
selected schools believed to have in both 
human and materials to enable physics be taught 
Teachers of physics in these schools were interviewed and also 
required to respond to the test. Two or ~ause~ ?f 
tions in physics amongst students . 1dent~f7ed as 
and available textbooks. Some suggestlons tm-rards lmprovement 
have been made. 



, AGE 12-15, UNDERSTAND 
ITS PROPERTIES 

Christina KHrrqvist 
Gllteborgs Universitet 

The history of ideas that it has taken mankind 2000 
formulate the kev idea of optics, that is, that light is 

object that ' in space, apart from sources and 
We ask to Swedish school pupils, 12-15 years 

use the key idea optics, what they imagine the link 
between object and eye to be and how they explain a phenomenon of 
refraction and the effect a coloured filter of light. Our 

are answered by allowing about 600 pupils to write down 
solutions to four optical problems and in doing so explain 

think. A qualitative analysis is made of the explanations, 
shows that for each problem given, about 30% of the pupils 

the key idea of optics after attending lessons. 

STUDENT PRECONCEPTIONS IN INTRODUCTORY 
HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS AS RELATED 

TO COURSE ACHIEVEMENT 

Heidi Kass and Pamela Lambert 
University of Alberta 

The nature and extent of preconceptions pertaining to Newton's 
First and Second Laws of Motion held by beginning grade ten physics 
students prior to formal instruction in the was explored and 
related to end-of-course marks and criterion achievement. 

Forty students randomly selected from classes in four high 
schools were each presented with four tasks in an individual inter
view setting: horizontal motion along a groove, inertia of a ball 
in a cart, inertia in space, and acceleration produced by a constant 
force 

Protocol analysis revealed that only approximately one-third 
of the students expressed conservation of motion or perception of 
motion relative to an external frame of reference, many of the other 

reflecting Aristotelian views. Gravity was used to 
inertia of a stationary or a moving body in nearly half 

instances. The vertical force of gravity was also thought to 
retard horizontal motion. 

While girls performed at a significantly lower level than boys 
on each task, they scored significantly better in end-of-term marks 
(p 0 05) but not on the concept-related criterion test. 

REINVENTING ELECTRICITY 

Melvin S. Steinberg 
Smith College 

Recent research suggests that "Current is the primary concept 
used by students, whereas potential difference i~ regarded as a 
£~quencf of current flow, and not its cause."l This major con
ceptual di ficulty appears to be largely iniiependent of prior 
instruction in static electricity. As a remedy. I propose exploring 
electrostatic phenomena in circuit contexts through hands-on exper
imentation employing miniature lightbUT!Jsas current detectors 
and large-value capacitors as sources of variable potential differ
ence. A lecture-demonstration will illustrate some of the possi
bilities for fostering an effective conception of electric potential. 
W~ys of dealing with such misconceptions as light bulb electric 
s1nk,2 resistor= current catcher,3 and wire propertyless conduit4 
will also be considered. 

1R. Cohen et al . Amer. J. Phys. (in press). 

2Norman Fredette and John Lochhead, 18 (1980): 194. 
3Emily van Zee et al., AAPT meeting in San Francisco, Jan. 27, 1982. 

4Norman Fredette and John Clement, J. Coll. Sci. Teach. 11 (1981): 
280. 

AN EXAMINATION OF STUDENT INCONSISTENCIES IN 
THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF TRAJECTORY MOTION 

Robert J. Whitaker 
Southwest Missouri State University 

This author's recent article in the 
~hysicsl reported an analysis of college to 
six questions on trajectory motion. Examples of "incorrect" 
reasons for "correct" answers were provided in the discussion, but 
these were not studied in detail. This paper will extend the 
analysis of this aspect of the study. 

1R. J. hnitaker, Am. J. Phys. 51, 352 (1983). 
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VII. BIOLOGY 

THE ACQUISITION OF CONCEPTS AND ALTERNATIVE 
INTERPRETATIONS ABOUT THE HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 

Mary W. Arnaudin 
University of North Carolina-l<l'ilmington 

This study was aimed at uncovering the valid concepts and 
alternative interpretations which students in grades 4, 5, 8, 10, 
and 13 hold about the human circulatory system. The research pro
gressed in two phases: a constructive phase followed by a valida
tion phase. The constructive phase employed interviews and concept 
maps to construct a conceptual inventory of beliefs from 50 students. 
The validation phase involved the administration of a written instru
ment (n = 195). The instrument was developed from the intervie\v 
protocol and the resulting conceptual inventories. The relative 
frequency of responses for each belief category for each grade level 
revealed that the alternative interpretations offered by elementary 
students persist in the higher grade levels. Students' statements 
of certainty in the validity of their alternative interpretations 
indicated that many of these beliefs are firmly held. It is felt 
that this catalog of student beliefs about circulation may increase 
teachers' awareness of students' alternative interpretations and 
their influence on the development of accurate science concepts 

AMINO ACIDS IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS REACTANTS OR PRODUCTS? 
A PERSISTENT MISCONCEPTION IN BIOLOGY 

Kathleen M. Fisher 
University of California-Davis 

Tests and interviews over ten years reveal a persistent error 
among genetics and biology students 45% to 75% are unable to 
identify a specific product of protein synthesis (activating enzyme) 
in a list of four items. Most who answer incorrectly choose "amino 
acids" (a reactant}. Student confusion has the following character
istics. Students apparently have difficulty: 1) translating between 
general classes (proteins} and specific instances (activating enzymes), 
even when they can recite the litany "Enzymes are proteins": 2) 
imagining that a product of protein synthesis (enzyme) is involved 
in the process of protein synthesis (this seems to violate a pre-
conception of the students that that s which is acting cannot 
be that class which is acted upon); recognizing where amino 
acids do come from (ingestion and biosynthesis), a topic only briefly 
mentioned in texts: 4) making connections between compartmentalized 
bits of knowledge; and 5) thinking through a logical thought chain 
in a new knowledge area. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF CHILDREN'S CONCEPTIONS IN PHYSICS: 
WHICH METHOD FOR \.ffilCH RESULT? 

Edith Guesne 
Universite Paris VI! 

This paper will discuss the nature :Jf the data which have been 
collected in our laboratory, according to the different types 
investigations we used. 

Our investigations have been of two kinds: 

1) Studies of children's conceptions 
(for example, at the age when 
given field of physics): 

a given moment 
an to introduce a 

2) Studies of the evolution of ch i.ldren' s ideas with a 
teaching. 

To used different techniques individual inter-
views, case of the conceptual changes of some children 
working within a standard class or within a small experimental 
group, large scale studies involving 600 pupils in several 
classes of the same grade. 

These different methods bring informations of different nature, 
which we will illustrate with examples taken from researches con
ducted with children aged 11-14. 

SELECTED SCIENCE MISCONCEPTIONS ANONGST SOME NIGERIAN 
SCHOOL CERTIFICATE STUDENTS 

Kolawole Soyibo Mibiol* 
University of Lagos 

Man/: students often display "incorrect" notions or -
ceptions' in the learning of science concepts, These misconceptions 
tend to impede their explicit of the particular 
cepts (and related ones) being learned attempts to 
identify and review briefly the major students 
strated on some biological and science concepts 
oral individual interviews. on 
and photosynthesis, in particular, 
the teacher, since these concepts are 
of the subjects sampled. 

'''The author is greatly indebted to 
Gosden of the University of Leeds 
supervision the research on which 

Lovell and Dr. 
Education, under 
is based was 

1.8 



M!SCONGEPTIONS OF OSMOSIS 

Darrel L Murray 
University of Illinois at Chicago 

The understanding of osmosis presents a significant challenge 
students. Expert ions of this physical phenomenon 

entail subordinate of concentration, semipermeability 
pressure. Hisconceptions any or all of these subordinate 

concepts may result in solutions to osmotic problems. 

detailed study student responses to a wide variety of 
osmotic problems has allowed us to characterize a number of 
misconceptions of concentration, semiperrneabili ty and pressure. 

of concentration and appear to have roots in 
of membrane permeability are 

instruction in science. 

Comparative studies, conducted on students prior to and 
instruction indicate which of these misconceptions 

stable and particular instructional atten-
tion. Some novel ions and experiments are suggested 

means for istent conceptual misunderstandings. 
are presented as a challenge to 

osmosis. 

STUDENTS' MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT PHOTOSYNTHESIS: 
A CROSS-AGE STUDY 

James H Wandersee 
Dr Martin Luther College 

This presentation w1ll report the findings of a study designed 
students' understanding of photosynthesis. A paper

Concept Test) was administered 
students in grades 5, 8, 11, and 

difficulties certain aspects of the 
present will be interpreted within an 

V l!!. CHEMISTRY 

CONCEPT MAPPING: A HETHOD FOR DETECTION OF 
POSSIBLE STUDENT MISCONCEPTIONS 

John N. Feldsine, Jr. 
Broome Community College 

Students in a college chemistry class were instructed on the 
~portance of concepts in understanding chemistry and in the tech
n~que of concep~ mapping. Students were assigned to concept map 
chapters of the~r textbook and given other mapping assignments. 
Students were also interviewed three times during the semester and 
after the course ended. The data showed that key misconceptions 
could be id7ntified and that in general, concept maps were good 
:epresentat~ons o~ the students' knowledge of chemistry, as confirmed 
~n part by later ~nterviews with the students. Students found that 

mapping was difficult but that it helped them to gain under
and to identify some of their areas of confusion. 

IX. MATHEMATICS 

ARE MISCONCEPTIONS MISCONCEIVED? 
SOME MATHEMATICAL, EPISTEMOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL 

AND PEDAGOGIC RESERVATIONS 

William Higginson 
Queen's University at Kingston 

.In so~e w':ys the "misconceptions" perspective is a recent and 
prom~s~ng JUmp~~g-off point for research in science and mathematics 
educat~on. It ~s possible, however, to argue that the approach has 
a number of or weaknesses, particularly at the implementation 
stage. In paper, a case will be made for "misconceptions" as 
more a part of the problem than as part of the solution. Reference 
w~ll be made t~ the theoretical work of, inter alia, Papert, 
P~aget, Polany~. Polya and Popper and to researCfiOn children's 
conceptions of mathematics. 
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JUST PUTTING DOWN NUMBERS: THE CHILD'S 
(AND TEACHER'S) DEFINITIONS OF "LEARNING MATH" 

Harry Osser, Floyd Rudmin and Molly Sorensen 
Queen's University, Kingston 

What cognitive and metacognitive resources does the child use 
to make school mathematics meaningful? The procedures employed to 
answer this question were a combination of classroom observations 
of a series of elementary mathematics lessons and interviews with 
the children and the teacher following the lessons. 

The interview questions were posed to the children as they 
worked on math problems and were designed to reveal each child's 
(1) definition of the task; (2) evaluation of the type and diffi
culty level of the problem; (3) selection of an algorithm; (4) 
choice o~ aids; (5) recording of intermediate values; and (6) mode 
of check~ng the results. 

The results indicated significant differences between the 
teacher's and the children's values, concepts, guiding theories 
and problem-solving strategies in doing math. These differences 
will be discussed in detail. 

MISCONCEPTIONS IN MATHEMATICS AND IMAGERY 

Arthur Powell 
Rutgers University 

. Misconcep~ions ar7 misunderstandings which are based upon 
~ncorrect mean~ngs. S~nce mental representations, or images, pre
cede meaning, then to work on misconceptions necessarily leads one 
to work on images. A source of misconceptions for learners of 
mathematics can be their lack of insight in or the insufficiency 
of their images of the mathematics with which they are dealing. 
Without adequate images, it is unlikely that misconceptions, where 
they 7xist, can be correctly re-conceived or that very deep under
stand~ng of the mathematics can be gained. This presentation will 
explore how imagination and imagery can be used in generating mathe
~at~cal knowledge and av~iding misconceptions. Participants will be 
~nv~ted to explore the use of their own imaging powers in learning 
mathematics, to reflect on that experience, to formulate research
able hypotheses with regard to imagery and mathematics education 

CONTEXTUAL NATURE OF MATHEHATICS 

Frances Rosamond 
Rochester Institute of Technology 

Cornell University 

Epistemological issues are inherent in the mathematical tasks 
of making hypotheses and checking them out, searching for negative 
evidence and seeking inconvenient facts or posing questions without 
knowing if answers exist or new methods that will lead to solutions, 
The contextual nature of mathematical statements is made explicit 
by the ever-present caution, "Holds true under the following 
conditions ... ". The mathematician realizes, at least 
the contextual nature of mathematics and has come to some 
resolution of these issues. Not so with many students who see 
mathematics as a-contextual and apart from relationships. This 
session will describe two approaches to mathematics problem solving 
One reflects an assumption of an every-day reality of connection 
while the other assumes an approach of laws and structure. 

:USCONCEPTIONS OF MATHEMATICAL SYMBOL SYSTEMS: AN OVERVIEW 

Judith E. Sims-Knight and James J. Kaput 
Southeastern Massachusetts University 

Our research has focused on the difficulties students have in 
translating the content of a problem into mathematical symbol 
systems. The crux of such difficulties apparently lies in miscon
ceptions of mathematical symbol syst:ems, Le., in the failure 
appreciate that mathematical symbol systems differ in crucial ways 
from "natural" representational systems, viz., language and 
We started with a problem that solvers to write an 
equation for a proportional Fewer than of 
students are able to solve such We first 
source of such errors by content ways 
affect problem difficulty. and consis 
error patterns. One error type direct trans 
tion from a linguistic to a equation, while. 
other is associated with an In our subsequent: 
research, we explored the results in terms 
other word problems and abilities. 



Implications Teaching From the 

Research on Misconceptions 

Jere Confrey, Xount Holyoke College 
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Afte1· describing SummerMath progrdm will describe 
current research was used 1n design1ng 1 ~ and 
usting d >;-we·ek 1n cse do 

:so~ I w1l.l descTibe the progF"am bt-iefly; indicate 
how the re5earch on misconceptions guided the p~ogram 
development; dascriba what ws know about the effects of the 
pr·ogram; and then describe specifi new questions which need 
e:~am1 on a result of i•nclementation of this research~ 

Program Description 

!~ the summer of 1981, Mount Holyoke College dectded to 
develop summer prcgram in mathernat1 for high school 
students. The goal Df the program was to encourage young 
wornen to gain an Ltnderstandi of mathemati~s in order to 
1n~rease their participation n mathematics and mathematics 
related fields. The program ~as also ntended to implement 
the f1ndings of current research from the cognitive studies of 

~ misccnceptions and the research ths participation 
young women in mathem~tics. 

~~~e staff of program i ludes a number of educational 
I came to the pr-ogr-am fr-om the 

Teaching, with an intent to 
evol tht:i' f ndi f:'n l~?a-arnir;g <::Jf 

c5. Jack Lochhead was primari y responsible for 
SummerMath to the administration the College~ 

number of ott1er members o~ the :ogniti 
Project ~t the University of Massachusetts 
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participated in curriculum writing and instruction, 
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SummerMath 1 a Sll:-wee~· summer p~ogr~m ~hi is devoted 
tc the improvement of mathematical understanding T~e 
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for themselves and is in sharp contrast to 

materi gned to 3chieve skill performance only~ The 
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v1st int~rpretation of thiS research has goad 
explanatory and predicti power- and is relatively 

I think that we can agr-ee that the following 
mathematics education are 

I. According to achievement tests, such as N!1EF', 
students perform signific~nt y poorer when asked to solve 
nQn-rauti~e problems. Their appli~ation of computational 

1! s to word pr-oblems as also weak !Carpenter et al., 19801. 

Student errors are not random~ but are often 
pr ctable. This 1mplies that they h~ve a r-ational basi§, 
Quartitative studies of errors frequently provide 

es CJf reasoned and capr1c1ou5 er-rors <Ginsberg~ 

Radatz, 1979; Erl;.-..anger,_ 1975) .. 

Specific topics as rational numbers~ 
ons~ ward probl funct1ons, equality~ limits~ and 

. extensi documentation that students 
c meanings for the concepts. These may be 

alternative concepti from those standardly pr~sented 
sconceptions (Sc~war~enberger and Tall~ 1980)~ 

interviews~ descr1be their reliance on 
rules and procedures for sol nq problems~ They 
cate their j~p~ndence on imitating examples in th2 

preted this to mean that tnere is 
the fundamental concepts {Confrey 

! 1981) .. 

Pcj!:.Jr- ,_mder~::~tandi canct:?pt s i by 
weak strategies for approaching mathematical ideas. These 
weaknesses show up in various descriptions of mathematical 
prr.:,cesses \Krutetski i ~ 976) ., probl e-rn s:ol 1 s,. a•;d 
represantatianal s-(stems (Lesh et al~, 

~. Students hold conceptions af mathematics and 
mdthemat cs le~rning which discourage conceptual develo~ment 
and the strengthening of the processes. focu~ Gn the 
importance of getting the correct answer; they m~nipu1~ta 
bl indl withuctt appeal int;~ to the1r- intui on, to .a 
representation, or to a concrete case; and see 
matl·!eJTI/3tics 21.s a rigid formal system upon w~i they h£1.\le 

little or no personal claim <Confrey, 1981). 

'* Students are unac~ustomad to thinking about th~ir own 
thought processes. When asked to solve problems out louo and 
reflect en what they have done, they frequently spontanecusly 
respond with pleasure to the novelty of the situation 
\Lo.:hh•?ad). 

In r-eviewing these statements, the situat1on for the 
learning of mathematics seems dismal indeed~ This wculd 
indeed be so if it weren't for the accompanying pleasures of 
listening to students solve pr-oblems. Researchers i these 
traditions shar-e the joys of hear-ing how or-iginal, 
spontaneous, and insightful students can be when provided 
cppor-tunities to describe their- thoughts; and these 
researchers are becomino aware of how students attempt to make 
sense of mathematics--e~en if the r-esults of those efforts ar-e 
not the ends for which we hope. We hold the fir-m belief that 
it is not students' lack of will1ngness or- ability wh1ch 
hamper-s the development of mathematical insight, but rather
th!< lack \)f oppor-tunity and encouragement. 

Perhaps the last statement 1s over-stated. The ties 
between these seven descriptions of students' under-standing of 
mathematics and instruction as it takes place in classrooms 
are unknown. Ver-y little r-esearch has baen conducted that 
connect~ these outcomes of our edL{cational processes to 
mathematics classr-ooms. Research on the act1vity of teaching 

in classrooms~ when it has focused on particular 
subject ~ has usuall. accepted achievement test results 
as its outcome measure <Good, lq80, 1979; Evertson, 1979). In 

nion, from a fusion of these two traditions, new and 
research can result. 

But this i not my task at hand. If these seven claims 
about students' understanding of mathematics are warranted 
from the evidence, if their selection represents the current 
rese~rch, and if their presentation i in a language which is 
acceptable across research paradigms~ then I can begin my next 
undertaking. I want to suggest that alone they do not 
pr-escribe action. Fr-om them one can conclude that many 
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actions are possible. One can argue that the best action i 
tnodel direct ir1structicn wherein a teacher emphas1 es 
concepts and processes, provides non-routine oroblems, model 
the use of representation and concrete examples, and so on~ 
<Good Gr·ou1,....;s"" 1979) ... Or, one can 3rgut? far a complt;tely 

programmed instructi whi 
u.:.es our errors <Bork~ Plato). Thus. 

to suggest in order to translate the research intc 
prBctice, a philosophy or a tt1eory must be ~sed. It 

a 

e:<pl n tt·1ese seven descriptions and predict other oc=urrences 
not <?,,amined. If the them-y s quite powerful, 1t should 

possible to to build bridges to other 
~hi ~ one to chart a course of action. 

to tt-,e curr 
hasten to remind m~self, :Ls alhavs 
situation; and it i5 here th2t practice 

The quest1on becomes Joes research 

dnt1 
a wav as to make s~nse of practice4 
w1ll happen and de future action~ 

w3nt to ~uggest a construct1vist approach provides 
,~ philc~sophf'~ To dest.:~'"'ibe this phllosopf·p, I hill 

describe the most fundamental tenet of it, 35 stated by 
Glasersfeld (1974): 

A per·san's repr~sentation of the environment~ hisJher 
knc~ledqe of wQrld~ is under 1 circuw$tances the result 
of his/her own cognitive activity. Cp~22) 

';; cGnstr"uct.i vi st Yl ew of know1 edge i in sharp 
contrast to ews that try reveal some ontological reality 

than to e;-:plain rot'\! we cc.me to sE?e the war· d as we do~ 
The implications for teact1ing and l~arning are vagt~ it 
afiects t1ow we all four of Schwab s ''commonplaces'' of 
schoollng: the 
tt1e conte;-: t of 

subJect-matter. the teache~~ 

Within the p~ogram, four c!i'- tenets 
basi on: 

' Students~ using their previ representati 
knowledge~ will construct a meaninq for what they are 
learni11g~ and the development of more elaborate ard unifying 
constructions d be encouraged~ 

2~ Our capacity for reflection upon our prev1ous 
representations and the construct on of these representations 
1 essential fDr developing increasingl adequate 

uatr the success o~ these 
C d~".">¢C 1 needs more direct attention 1n 

) . 
current portrayal of the ect matter 

in classrooms is inadequate promote t~e 
opment. o+ e+fect1 pe¥-sonal constr-uctions.. It:. is; 

portrayed rigid~ absolute. 
canstructi For i 
an objective discipline but 
where a student wants to be 

4~ Teachinq, accoi'-dlng 
nurtL1rinq and promotion 
construcf1ons~ Although 

students~ thei can sel 
be li~ely probl to promote 

~borat1on of students~ 

thj rnodel,. .ar-e 
interpr~tinq, and testing 
constructi by questioning 

the 

i fnt:;,ta::t of 
st..:t~.nde;.f-ds 

~ not as a 
net defir1e.J 

roadbl 
) . 
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;:onc:ept~ both 
By asking students 

plaring we Introduced 
tJ"'l<jonometry. 

tt1ms were constructed 
we meant by mathematical 

they had apprcdched 
rulDs; we r~fused~ 

from memory; we pressed 
understand them. Tog~ther we 

slowly began to replace 

were asked to write out their 
and In symbols to help them 

ism is. In seeing if they 
and non-e~amples were 

y to constrLtCt 
their 0~11~ we were able to 

that concept was understiJOd* 
a~ses5 more effectively 

material tried to 1ntroduce concepts 
:::~pmentally. Often a pr<Jbl wo;s pr·esented in hopes of 

creat1 need for the concept and to act as an advance 
Often these ems were chosen to conflict or 

ct with widely d beliefs about the con~epts, akin 
Posner 1!9821 descri as "leading one down the 

path." We wanted students to clearly articulate their 
bell sand commit to them before we provided what we hoped 

to be an inconsistency ft'r them. Other· problems were 
selected for their potential to unify various concepts such as 
the of the relationship b~tween pi, th~ variables 
circL,mferenc~ and diameter, and the concept of slope~ 

Krutetskii~s processes of generalization4 fle>:ibility~ 

lment reversibility and nformation gathering IConfrey 
Lanier, 19801 are emphasized in our material • Word 

problems were used frequentl to increas2 the accessibility of 
students' knowledge, to demonstrate the 1mportance of 
fl ibtlity and comprehension, and to stress the importance of 
appl•cation of knowledge. 

Th<< use of LOGO in the computers classes was an important 
oart of the program. The beauty of LOGO is its creation of a 
all of the world that students can manipulate and explore 

which is rich in potentl for mathematical insights. 
LOGO contr1buted tremendously to the constructivist 
fQr the program; students set their own learned 

analytically, and obta1ned immediat2 on 
their endeavors 

learned to e::pect to and that 
en~curaged them to be more pers1 r oursuit cf 

ical ideas~ They became less timid about the machines 
real zed that they might tose programs or make 

stakas, but that the would survive their tnitial 

LOGO is an exa1nple of micrcwarld that n~rtures a 
sense of empo~-J:e-rm::.-nt as she selects the probl to 

explore and sets the standards for success. 

:nS;~truc:tion 

The staff of SwnmerMath i committed to the belief that 
how one learns mathematics exerts a profound influence over 
what one believes mathematics is. Far this reason t~e 
Implications of our constructivist perspective significant 
impact on the methods of Instruction within the program. We 
wanted not only to teach students mathematical concepts but 
&lso to teach them: 1l how to learn mathematics more 
effectively, and 2) how to be more aware of their own thinking 
pr-ocesses. 

To do so~ we used a variety of innovative instructional 
methods. The pr1mary goal at the beginning was to move the 
center of authority in mathematics from us~ the i!lStructors 
(or the textbook) into the student herself. Surrendering 
one's own bility tc e~aluate the success and worth of 
what one is learning is incompatibl w1th our values for 
constructivism. Students are still constructing when they do 

adapting to what they believe are the 
demands mathematics instruction in a typical school 
setting, but it' a weak personal construction. Unless they 
can successful! avoid mathematics, it will result in severe 
restrictions on their capacity to represent their experiences. 

For e><ample, we used the method of paired-problem solving 
!Lochhead, 19771. In these methods, in order to communicate 
to students the importance of active learning the students 
work in pairs solving problems. One student acts as the 
problem-solver and the other is the questioner. As the 
problem-solver solves the problem out loud, the questioner 
must fallow the explanation, asking questions until the 
method, rtght or wrong, is clear. The assumptions underlying 
this method are three: 

Clearly plaining one's method can often result in 
increased pr~cision. 

2. Errors frequently have a rational basis, and until 
that basis becomes clear, the remedy seldom succeeds. 

3. Students need to become more aware of their own 
thinking processes. 

We treated "errors" as opportunities to gain entry into 
students" constructions. We eNplored the errors with 
students ng them to solve a variety of problems as we 
tried to find a construction that explained the students' 
responses" We learned to think of students 11 11 mi-:sconceptionsn 
from a.n advanced scholar~s point of view, not as 1'wrcmg'' in an 
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absolute sense, but as ''inadequate for the purpose of ~ 

When students asked a question, we responded with a 
question. Th1s meant that there mi be a considerable wait 
b8fcre we responded as we tried to igure out what the student 
might be thinking. The role of teacher cha~ged dramatically. 
W0 grew increasingly less uncomfcrtabl say1ng~ ''I don't know; 
let me think about it 1

' and frequently requested, '1 tell me 
more" we rE?defined our roles and became accustomed to 
original, insightful, and occasionally off-the-wall 

ons by students. We discussed explicitly their 
iefs about learning mathematics. We talked about 

memorizat on and its results.. We tried to communicate that we 
~·new changiGg survival behavior was 3 difficult wndertaking 
and that they would feel insecure and inadequate at first. As 
Dr~ Ro~nev~ our clinical psychologist, had warned us~ '1 With 
maladaptive behavior, things often get worse before they get 
better-." 

We gave no tests except for placement and evaluation of 
the program, and no grades~ The reason for this is that we 
were stressing cooperation rather than competition. We war1ted 
students to learn to work in groups sa they could learn from 
each othmr. The groups and pairs strategies seem to me to be 
essential to avoid ·the threat of these methods~ becoming 
overwhelming to the teaching in self-contained classrooms. 

Most importantly perhaps of all~ in my mind, we mini~ized 
the pressure which pace exerts on the traditional classroom .. 
Students were encouraged to pursue a topi until they 
understood it to their own satisfaction~ Cognizant of the 
rQsearch ted=hing Indicating that a brisk pace is conducive 
to better achievement scores, we on students to work 
at a reasonbly high level of V9ment~ Of course~ with 
instructor/student ratio of ten to one~ we were able to assess 
students~ involvement and to ertcOLlrage consideration of new 
but related topics~ 

it that all of these innovative curri ar and 
easily implemented without 

str.-uygl ty~ -sear-ching!' 1 me 
ate a what occurred two wee~s into tt1e program. 
Thursday second week we a significant portion of 

the students confused~ frustrated!< and uncertain~ Thi wa.s 
not ~hat they expected, and it was not mathematics~ The 
adjustment t t~tis new set of demands had them in tu~moil. 
Our staff met for three hours to decide whether to return to 2 

more traditicnal Most ~eenlv~ we debated wheth9r to 
retu~n to more tiona! curricular presentations while 
insisting on th~ innovative instrLtctional methods trying to 

our goals in a more stepwise fashion. We listed 
r- compl -3.1 nts! 

L What 1s thl cu~ri um good for? 
is not real math. 

. ..;_.,_ Tt'"JiS is easy~ 

~. This s bori"Q~ 

~. How wi!l thi help me i~ 

course, 131 SAT's? 
6. I don't know what 1 01111 

7 This lS not what 1 e>(pected 

When we compared these comMents 
in the classrooms~ we conceded 

were finding what we were 
didn~t know how to construct 
evaluating the program according 
learning mat~ematics e~<pecting 

(1) gre1des .. 

problems and to tell them the 
seeing the problems as their 
they were confused as their 

wet""e not 
~1ost of 

ng 

We C<2!,lled a meeting the I led off 
d scussi tht::o r-esearcf; thE.~ i mpac.t 

eio~pect:atiDJ'l::s st..~bseq .... u:nt ence.. l--; 1r staff 
fol owed, $electing p~rticular questions and addressing 
from the perspective Gf their c~krse from·the phil 
of the orogr-arr* 

The turnabout was then on we 
students with ~s--they became ~stic and 
it~ , what made tho;: differ-enc:e~ I 't sav~ 

talk and in the brochure, students had 
to hear k1 statem•nts. 

iness and concep~u~l 
the chang2 in their 
prcbl q ¢l_nd 1 

st1.1dy this summer~ 

on 

Mater1 
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Fi r<;t part 
lnions of the 

SpeCl f i call 
ng of curricular 

~ the adjdstments 
, and whether, 

uation asked students about 
used in learning mathematics 1n 

asked their opinion on the 
the methods of paired problem 

oresaw necessary on returning 
more aware of the mathematics 

When we asked the students ii our attempts to get them to 
nd the scenes on particular topics were successful~ 

ty-seven percent of the students indicated that they saw 
ficant~ positive differences~ Thirteen percent mot'"e of 
wrote that they saw positive differences~ while thirteen 

were ambivalent~ and seven percent saw differences 
they did nat prefer. 

When asked to specify topics which they found most 
ghtful, the students showed a preference for our treatment 

the Pythagorean theorem~ the introduction of pi, 
1:;10ncunetr·y'. Also i ctned were the wor-·d problems and 

s on fJ f2CJmt2t r· y 

tive abOLlt the approaches 
their comments sense of power and freedom they 
not h"'=tving to rel heavily on memor-ization. They 

cated a willingness persevere more on a problem, an 
ili to see a unity the ideas, a satisfaction from 

havi reasons to believe in mathematical truths~ They wrote. 
~~r thin above all I noti relation and unity between . 
mathemat cal concepts~• and ''The difference was the way we 
earned it; it was memorized whether it was right or wrong. 

the way you presented i , for us to convince you of the 
fact that it was true, made a big difference.'' S~dly~ one 
student wrote~ ''Our teachers don't care about us understanding 

concepts; they are more concerned about us passing their 

the students who did not prefer our approach, most 
indicated that the pace seemed too slow or that they already 
knew the information behind the scenes from their previous 
u1struction. One student wrote, "To remember how to do the 
procedures is harder than to re~ember the formula.'' For this 
student~ we clearly were not successfLtl. 

We asked students if they foresaw changes they would have 
to make on returning to study mathematics in their schools~ 
Fifty-seven percent said they would make major changes; 
twenty-five percent indicated the need for minor adjustments, 
and eighteen percent said they foresaw no changes necessary. 

Of the majority who expected significant adjustments, the 
students pr·edicted a need to ask more questions in class •. to 
look deeper and longer into problems, to visualize the . 
problems, to look at the concepts and not just the formulae~ 

and to demand reasons. A number of the students commented on 
the need to work at one's own pace and the difficulty of doing 
so in their regular classr~ooms. One wr-ote, ~~we have to find 
someone patient enough to ask and discuss the reasons why . 
. so we can understand it better. Sometimes it takes a long 
time~ " 

Examples of the comments by students who expected to have 
to make changes in their behavior follow. One student 
commented, '1 1 will have to learn to continue to be aggressive 
with my ideas and questions, and not to be satisfied with a 
correct answer, but with an understanding I can call back to." 
Another student wrote, ''When a problem is presented, do not go 
into a panic. Ask yourself questions~ experiment~ and when 
you find an answer, ask yourself how you got it~'' Summarizing 
the fundamental tenet of all we tried to teach~ one student 
wrote, 11 I will definitely take mot'"e time anal) .... ~ing the concept 
rather than plugging in the numbet'"s.'' 

Some students indicated concern that there would be a 
conflict with the methods of instruction in the regular 
classroom. Some indicated a determination to change their own 
behavi ot-. such as one student who wrote, n I wi 11 convert what 
the teacher is saying into a more logical way of thinking. It 
will mean more work because now I will almost always have to 
listen to what the teacher says, then reteach it to myself.'' 
Others aTe less confident: "I think that going back to school 
will be very frustrating. Now that I have seen a little bit 
of what mathematics can be, I never want to go back to 
memorizing formulae and solving everything the teacher's way. 
I will have to keep remembering what I learned here and not 
let myself slide into old habits, I am also going to demand 
more from my math teachers, especially in explaining 
problems." Some students indicate that they will respond to 
the conflict by accepting the existing methods. One such 
student wrote, "Even though I learned a lot here, when I go 
back I will have to memorize and accept things without 
explanation~ at least the ones that are new to me.'' 

Of the students who indicated no need for change, the 
t-esponses varied. One wrote, 11 I may be thinking differently 
than before, but the end result • • will be the same." 
Another said confidently, "All the changes have been made 
already. 1

' Or one wrote, ''I feel that through your instruction 
I am able to think more analytically and organize my thoughts 
better. As for changes, I won't make any; I will employ what 
I learned here .. u 

When asked for their opinions about the methods of paired 
problem solving and small group instruction, fifty-six percent 
of the students said they liked both, twenty-eight percent 
liked only one type, and sixteen percent disliked the methods. 
More students were enthusiastic about working in pairs than in 
s1nall groups. The responses given to this question seem to 
reflect the importance of considering the sociological aspects 
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of classroom learning as well as the cognitive implications. 

The students who iked the paired prcblem solving wrote 
comments such as the ollowi ''Working in pairs forces one 
to explain to her partner~ ch helps in one 1 own thinkinc 
proc9ss. listening a part11er gives one a better -
understan~ing of he~ partner~s thinking process~ Soa•e of the 

antages of pai problem sal are the thought you must 
put into everything you do~ so th~t you can justify your 
mani~ulations to your partner~ Be1ng the listener teaches you 
ta question every move and tnink in log1cal steps. I thi 
both people become more active i the lea~ning prccesS. 11 Many 
students liked the method if they were paired with a student 
who ear~ed at the same pace they did and who shared the same 
knowledge base. 

The students who were less enthusiasti about the 
nstructional meth~ds often raised concerns with the small 

group war bec..:nJse of the homoge:--tous gr·ouping and fL\rther gave 
some 1 cations that ther~ were ~aer pressures not to be too 
stuci Two student e>:orass~d a 
preft:?re:-1.:::e i ng aloile; as wrcte 1 ''I do riot v,L::rt· 
with other· people at ~11, a,d lh1s approach was fer 
me~ even though I need to lear, to wor~ with other people.'' 
Fears ab~ut reve3li inadequacy or ignorance were scussed 
repeated! However. in many of these cases. the students 
still supported the method dnd occasionall ~ace comments such 

''It' es~ier to wor~ with someone your own age, because 
they~re more on your o~n level.'' 

We asked the students for their suggestions for improving 
the program. The suggestions ~hich were made repeatedly were 
to group the asses on ~rev1ous knowledgs, to cffer shorter 
classes~ to lain earlier how our goals differ from 
trad1tional cs classrooms, ana to reorganize the 
Mat~ematics Laborator All of these sug~estions~ e~cept 

perhaps the length of the classes, will be enacted in various 
forms, and the quality of these suggestions reflects tl1e 

iousness with ch these students undertook the 
e\tal uati 

questi 1n th1s section asked the participants 
if m.:athema.tics in the same Wi<.Y as the':l did si>~ 

weeks earli Sixt)·-eight of the students said that 
there was positi change n their way cf looki at 
mathem~ti Ei per·cent sald there was r1o and 
f :i '../e pet~ cent. sai tr'~eY felt mort-? i ve about mati'"H·2m~B.ti c:.s, 
The positive responses indicated the students new find 

cs mere cl1allenging~ mar creative~ and that it can 
bg fun. Others said they were more confident and ible 
Wl mathematics and more ikely to persevere in Vl 

problem. understanding that mathematics 
than Three comments represent the 

weeks ago I jidn want get 

on the plane to come he~e. 
the first 1.AJE·e~ w;;.s scared 
I could never get the right 
someone wGuld call on me. 
very mechanical, devoid of 
knew bett•::-." 

awa1<""e 
E-: su.bj 

ev·ery dav cf 

S:i >~ ~...JE<2-k 

SummerMath 1982 were 

s-ection .. 

!Jne 
that 

students~ assessment. 
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awhil 
tc 

My currant math course 
y resour-ces are 

speak very little 
and only 25X of the 

SurrrmerMath I would not have 
li this. Cctrrentl I 

students to sl 
rhe f l::J~.o.Ji 

:::tnd better 

I don't mean that I 

am able to .do the wor~ 
feel that I ~~now what 

ties. s-tc. I can't 
a lot, 

tt-li S yt?CH"" ~ 

ing trigono~etry and 
we did this summer has 

I have not yet had the 

asks tough question~ 
1 can an:;;wer it. 

teachers. 

course 

I have noti in how I learn mathematics is in 
ng a problem from more than one direction. If I 

can't solve a certain problem by following exampl of similar 
ones, I wi 11 now go back and try 1 t from a totally new 
direction. Starting from scratch 1 use my knowledge of very 

mathematics to war to the level of the problem and 
then~ hopefully, solve it~ mes I succeed, sometimes I 
don'~. Either way I usually end up learning something more 
about the of problems and ways to solve them that we are 
currently ng. 

The Summer-Math program gave me confidence and a desire to 
learn mathemati I learned how to conceptctalize this 
summer, and that has been the most benefi ial aspect. 

One of the goals of the SctmmerMath program was to change 
students' conceptions of mathematics. Many stctdents came to 
Summer-Math belleving that getting the correct answer is far 
more 1mportant than understanding the processes involved in 
obtalning that answer~ In doing problems~ they would insist 

on oGe method and be satisfi th 
~ormul3 for that method. We tried tc 

cs 1 for ploring and discovering, 
processes involved in generaliz guess1ng, testing, and 
concl ng were a legitim~te of t~e mathemati 

HOWE'\/E'l'w .. 

and 

1f were success~ul, we asked students to rat2 
statements from 1--strongly disagree to 5--strongl 

<In describing these results, all questions are 
so that a high score indicatas a conception of 

more in line with what we hoped to achieve~ 
they were asked in various directions§) The question 

means and standard deviations of the responses 
g1ven below: 

Mathematics is important for my future. 
4.7 (with a st~r1dard deviation of ~7l)a 

The me2-<.n was 

-~ How you get an answer is as important as whether the 
~nswer is right or wrong. The mean was 4. (wit~ a standard 

;,tion Clf 1 

There 1s more th~n one way to get a ght answer in 
c~::<~ t\ii\.~3 4.. tr·~ ~ standard deviation of 

4~ Comp~ters are not smarter than people. 
4.1 (with a standard deviation of 1~0>. 

~. Mathematics is not a bag of tr>cks. 
!with a standard dev1ation of 1.01. 

The mean W.C:>tS 

6. Mathematics is not done best all by cme' s self, The 
mean was 3.7 lwith a standard deviat1on of 1.11. 

Future Directions 

The interactions between the past research, as it exists 
in articles, books, and through the spoken word, and the 
present practice of SummerMath are complex and enlightening. 
Research, so far as it is helpful in this endeavor, must help 
us to make sense of what we are seeing in the rapid pace of 
the program. lt mctst be interpreted along with its implicit 

ens and values to practices which complement 
surely exerted influence on the progam, and 

its impact was positive and unifying. 

Practice, however, was net simply the passive recipient 
of this force; and certain problems recurred in persistent 
patterns--problems for which cur current guide cr map from 
research ded no explanation or language by which to 
describe events--and so, subtly, stubbornly, these areas 
tugged at octr awareness. It i only now, nearly a year after 
the clamor of the program has subsided, that I offer new 
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guesses of some of the phenomena which were so perplexing~ 
Undoubtedly more was also missed~ experience so foreign 
to traditi of 1 ng that we cannot even speak of wt1at 
it i 

In last section~ I want to present a set of new 
Issues to addressed by researchers on student 

sconceptions~ of tl1is is provoked attempt ng 
anact the research in a teaching tuation. Ir1 general, the 
call is broadening conceptu6liz~tion of the f3ctors 
which n+luence tt1e development of ~tudents~ conceptudl 
J.,.triderst~n;Ji ng ~ 

1. The label sconceptions seems to imply that 
ons ouqht to be avoided. and I thi that this 
of the term is nappropri need to consider 

as ci body of iefs held by a student which 1s 
ther effe~ti ineffective in explaining certain 

mathem,ati !:13.1 e·v·ents,. It becomes a misconception y l n 
=ontrast to our own beliefs which expla1n more events. 
Misconceptions and alternative concepti are eYidence that 
students are active~ Bnd we need to concentrate an how to 
convince a student of their limitations~ To attempt to write 
a curriculum or pl nstruction whic~ avGids these 
misconceptions is t~ deny some of the fLrndamental tenets of 
ct")nstructi sm. 

2~ We desper~tely need to develop alternative methods of 
evaluating what students understand and what char~cteristics 
of independent learners they have developed. We need 
questions which requi students to approach them from 2 
variety of directions, w~ich promote strategies of decugging~ 

ugging in numbers using represent6tions, and tinkering~ 
questions must be on content which mathematicia~s 

consider essential artd mainstream~ and the measures i l; 
will 1llustrate dramatic differen~es between blind 
wanipulators and problem-solvers. 

In ~dditi we need measures of personal compete~ce 
1ndepender1ce in doing mathemati problems, Our graduates 
spotce increased persistence. autonomv4 flexibility, 
tolerance for smbigul open-~indednes~~ level of engagement~ 
ana critic31 of their own level of understanding. 

COllvlnCl 

educ:e.;t i 

be mathematics-specific f we ~re to 
most potent skeptics1 We must move beycnd 

ourselves--we know the state of mathemati 
and we have some tentative answers~ We need help 

1ng the forms of proof. 

consider the affective dimensi 
trying tc oeciphar what students 

n topic~ t is important remind oursel 
that how thev feel abcut that tuation influences profcundly 

~..,:e receiVE:·~ At SurroT!Gf'"M0'd:h ~ it becarn8 ous 

The 

1 as i~ classrcoros. 
C:C:;i'!Sl 

concep,t:t.L-11 

Ac If 
cl as,~roo::rrns. 
c\ttenti 

evJ the cl 
the research students' 

much more cl y .. 

In cone 1 L!Si or-, 
d!era.t:lons of 
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The Influence. of Model-Instruction on "Conception
and Misconception-Learning" in Biology and Physics 

Wi 1 frid Enne.nbach 
Hochschule der Bundes~ehr 

An 
and in 
Geneva (Plaget), which 
tive development in which his thinking functions less 

11 Everything is connected according to 
artificiallstic or finalistic. 

out, too, that nen's functions 
li.fe at least even in 

daily experience according 
, which often work well in their 

orientation in ne~ areas necessary. 

and function of 
espeeially 

phases in his cogni
than rather npsycho

principles: 
and personality found 
conditions. In t~vcryday 

thinking. That means that 
(man as a 
when 

In preparing students to solve unfamiliar: problems • teachers should try to est.c~blish con-
cepts in the studen(S 1 cognitive structure which are near and transfer. 
As I mentioned above they, however 't cannot trust on alone, if they teach a 
new matter. They have. to respect their own and the of the students~ Here 
are some statements: 

Einsiedler., a German psychuloglst, mentions: 

uThe structure.s of matter which are found by logical analysis are not identical with 
the cognitive structures of the learner., since individual cognitive structures vary 
according different assumptions and operations. 11 ;!/ 

Harvey, Hunt and Schroder describe cognitive structure under thn:~e dimensions: differen-
tiation~ discrimination and Differentiatio:-. concerns the number of the main 
categories in a specia: field, the differentiation of these categorie-s, and 
integration the rules in which tht categories work together. and 
rules based on rr.isconceptions, the more idiosyncratic 

Ausube] (1974) emphasizes that psychological~ in contrast to lcgi-cal., meanings are 
idiosyncratic (Ausubel S. 47). 

As cognitive structure determines of experlence ~ according 
tc Ausubel, there would a growing idiosyncratic development in the 
which, however$- is compensated by common facts like language~ structure 
last but not least" appropriate concepts which people le~rn at 

However~ you ne\.•er know how idiosyncrat the thinking of ethers may be in special 
field. That is a very fac:- for therapy (Rogers) but even for school te,aching, 
too (s. Ausubel and 

Our own research in found out that, in spite wor~ing with gcod teaching 
materials and adequate conce:;.?tS, students often organized the subject matter in 

or hl.story by ni"sconceptions. They learned those facts which fit!:ed to 
called those concepts "compe.ti tlve types," because. disturbed the planned organ-

ization of the subject matter. 

An example: 
In connection with the subject 
students should that the 
because, it cover;.:; nuch of the 
placed. Since it has 
lot fruits,t' it 

matter, "the meadow, an ec:Jlogical system,n sixth grade 
dandelion i a plant whLch disturbs system, 

ground by its big rosette of so thHt grass is dis-
root, it can't be eut eac.h plant has a 
spreads out very far. So a "grass thief. 11 

In a te-st one week later, students described 
to cattle and men because it has a poisonous 

for meadow children because 
the taught facts and explanations~ 

This kind of understanding ~as caused by 
the learner's cognitive structure and linkt.1d 
dandelion as a jewelry, dandelion as a poi 
that the instruction could not 
organize taught facts. 
that the rrfbst important thing 
in regard to the subject matter. 

But even if all facts of a subject 
~ifferent concepts. 

An example: 
In physics., students should understand 
student could see that the to and fro 
The axis of the electric motor revolves, 
to and fro. So you have to transf0rm this 
wiper will do its work--to and fro. 
tion, 11 transformation of a rotation. 11 

Another student could see how one mechanical 
its moving so that finally the 

formation process in the mechanical 

!;!qui valent 

What teacher do in 

First, he himself has to 
their functions from the 

rotation 
established 

free tests which 
a short nunber of 

facts of rhe 
ivat:edl 

a plant which 
they 
They 



"Imagine w-ater would weigh on1y 
happen'?" 

question, you must 
have to transfer 

science conceptions 

the question 

that sciPntists have 
pain for the rest of the life. 

Wohlfahrt, who constructed this test 
under the title, "Geist und Torhe:it 
thinking stupidity among high 
fault when in my report stupidity 

in order to select qual
became necessary because there 

to study, but much less capacity in the 
today.]/ 

the high schools--as in Germany today with 
It constructed a test with 14 sub-tests, 

thinking was 
in "fact-knowing," the tests proved 

part instead of its real weight. What would 

appropriate conception concerning swimming 
to a science fiction situation. 

select the adequate conception beyond those 
the problem. I shall give 

use in science. 

questions. Try to give an exact explanation. 

dia.mete.r. One part is of 
so that they can't be discerned 

Show the different 
most simple. 

smooth, but has spiraled grooves. W11at 
smooth dr:illed barrel which causes less 

solving technical problems. 

so that a submarine can submerge, swim 

science fiction prOblems. 

wate.r. 

a medicine which, once taken, extinguishes 
What would happen? 

Rnalyzed its results, published this project 
Primanerbfinken" (1934). That means "productive 

graduates." He said (quotation): "It's not my 
more dominant than examples of productive thinking." 

Those graduates were accepted from the 
in solving the above listed problems or 
use appropriate conceptions in 
will find in typical school textbooks. 

Among 800 high school graduates in Saxony in 1933, 200 were 
duced inadequate results or in the tt.~rrns 

were inadequate to the given problems. So 
solutions were wrong. 

The following list shows appropr:i.atc and wrong answers. 

First test: Analysis of familiar experience. 

First task (fan): 

Appropriate answer: 

were to 
which you 

rest pro
which 

elaborated 
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"Sweat evaporates; in connection with the wind of the fan, that causes evaporate-coldness." 

Wrong answer: 
1. "The fan sucks the warm air out of the room. Since the room is closed, warm air from 

outside cannot get in." 
2. "The fan causes a high air pressure in the room, which pushes out the warm air.u 
3. "The fan neutralizes warm air. 11 

4. "Hot air is dense. The fan thins the air. In high regions, air is thin, too, and 
there it is cool." 

These answers demonstrate the effect of different misconceptions: the fan as a sucker, 
as a pusher, as a killer, as a thinner. 

Second task (candle): 

Appropriate result: 
"In of b 

Wrong answer: 
blow out, is 

between the burn:lng 
burning process, because it 

Smoldering itself has 
much. So the process 

for burning coal, but it 1. 11The carbon dioxide, which 
extinguishes candlelight. 

2. "Hhen T blow into smoldering 
glow, which facilitates the 

, I give the warm temperature of my breath to the 
burning. 11 

Third task (brass bullets): 

Appropriate result: 
1. "Put them on a balance, brass is heavier." 
2. "Throw them on the hard ground. Since steel is more elastic, steel bullets will 

jump higher." 
3. "Prove all with a magnet. Brass is not magnetic. 11 

Wrong answer: 
1. "Make a fissure into the nickel with your fingernail and you shall see whether it is 

a brass bullet or not. 11 

2. "Put the box in fire, the brass bullets will melt earlier." 
3. "Beat with a hanuner on the bullets. The brass bullets will deform." 

Fourth task (gun): 

Appropriate result: 
"The spiraled barrel gives a momentum to the bullet. This will stabilize it on its path.'' 



Wrong answer! 
1. •trhe spiraled barrel gives a rifling to . So it drills through the air. 

which makes it: faster~H 
2. barrel eauses more frict_ion~ the bullet hot ancl the gunpowder 

3. TIThe prevents a buLlet from the rifle.H 
4. "If there would be no would power to release the shot. 

the bullet would 

Second test: Application of physical conceptions in solving technical problems. 

Task (submarine); 

App}opriate result: 
1. nThe boat must have hard hull against strong pressure." 
2- "The boat must have electric engines." 

So 

3~ "The boat must have tanks. which can be filled with water, 
and 'i,<;'hich can be emptied by composed ai.t.H 

that it hecortes heavier 

Wrong answer: 
uThe.boat must become heavier than the water. That 
bottom of the boat. This will be stronger than the 

a big magnet on the 
the water.n 

Third Test; Application Df physical conception on scienct~ fiction problems. 

First task (water: 

Appropriate result: 
L 11A boat had to be 10 ti.mes bigger but not heavier~ So men would never have had boats 

because you can't construct such ones. The consequences! No trade over the Atlantic 
no discovery and so on* 11 

2. 11Men would not be ab1 e swim with his normal power. n 

measures woul~ be ~rang~ If I fill up a vessel with litre, so it would not 
be a litre~n 

2 .. "All other things 
related to that 

Seeond task (medicine): 

see it. 

results: 
is a symptoT:J for 
this way t pain 

1/!0th of their "eight., their weight is 

Withnut pain this could ::,ecome worse before you 

the doctors would have less to do." 
live longer since often their death is by pain. 11 

Haw the inappropriate result you are confronted with an unusual problem, 
you often behave like a r,1an with eyes, who has to analyze an object by touching 
only. V..'hen he finds the first know:J: , he figures out in his mind, 
and this will lead Ll ft~rther touching determine the meaning following touched 
things (assimilation set). 

it out too 

, but you se1~ct another beeause: 
information, or 

within the task whit:h are, however, n;:)t these 

For instance: 
this meaning 
or ignored. 
air and that makes it faster or it 

This abuse of conceptions happened very oftk':D 

I shall present not~:. They concern research 
learning. I al mentioned details of the 
(see page 2). explaining the experiment~} 
more information about prototype instruct 

Second project: 2_/ 

Subjects and design: 

The subjects were sixth grade studEnts 
dents in each class~ The experiment was 
one-year biology course. 

The students 
sequencing~ 

school, 
schedu1c_d 

in the first two time for each subje<."t_ mr-1tter Tn 
this phase, important subje.ct matter w·ere 
presented. So the prototype was nat construe to the subject 
elaborated while facts and their In Lhe next four 
main categor-ies of matt~::r were differentiated and additional information was 
presented. At the end period were surnmariz{:~d. 

In the other group no prototype was given. The 
matter were taught in a three-phase sequer:ce 
the tradition of Herbart Germany). 

presentation 
pictures and on. 

and 
tions~ concerning the central concept 

in group two). 

s-tructure 
sequence of 

meaningEul 

So i.n both groups the same facts and explanations -w·erE~ elaborated. In 
ally a learning aid~ the prototype, was was presented \..':Lthj __ n 

This learning aid shall be explained in a 

A prototype is a model wtth a t.wofold 
analogy to the functionj~g of we~l 

structure it a 
areas 

See, fur example~ the prototype 
system, meadowu. 

Some details: 
At the roots of clover, you find 
albumin partially. Among the 
roots. it is a fertilizer to 
(albumin). 

\<.'hat is its function in the system, 

The 
So 

nitrogen or albumin 
spreadi_ng of 

tn ~:t1wr 

in th i::~ 

in 

addition
first phase. 



fac.t or 
exactly: 

picture 
and 

0 resistant disturber" 

ity the 
ntJ.mber of 

many do.tai.ls were repro-

of 

taught, there were given lf 
reproduced s.!mply; one p8int; an explan-

explained corretly how things fit 
Tht.· following tables show the results 

Misconception~.~ . ~. ~ .... ~ •. ~ 
Level Organization Low: 

At Random.................... 8 

Table 2 
Subject matter: Dandelion (~%) 

of 

Conception ..• ~··············· 19 
Misconception .•.••....••••.•. 45 

Level of Organization Low: 
At Rand~1m .................... 36 

Which mlsconceptions were used? See Table 3. 

Table 
Clover (f%) 

Misconception 
Worthy and useful 29 
Worthy 3 
Good and bad plants 3 

Total 35 

18 

91 
6 

12 
3 
3 

18 

41 
24 

32 

17 

74 
6 

16 

.) 

matter 1'dande.1ion!t is rr,uch 
many ways by children, here 

43 
0 
0 

43 

organization 
the 

14 
0 
3 

l 7 

35 



Table 4 
Dandelion ( f%) 

Misconception 
Surviver 19 0 
Good and bad plants 12 6 
Spreader 6 0 
Disturber 3 0 
Jewelry ~--2 0 

Total 45 

2. Content 

The following table shows the results of content analysis. 

Table 5 
Clover (max.: 30 points) 

Test 
11.8

2 
I 15.1 < 

II 10.1 15.2 <0.1 
III 8.5 11.0 n .. s .. 

IV 6.9 9.8 < 5 
v 6.4 11.1 < 1 

l. Median-test (Mood); U-test (Mann-Whitney) 
2. mean 

Dandelion 

11.0 
11.1 
9.2 
8.0 
8.4 

Group two is more successful in 9 out of 10 cases. 

9 3 
9 5 
3 0 
3 0 
0 

24 8 

(max.: 36 points) 

17.9 < 0.1 
18.3 < 1 
17.5 <o.1 
16. z <. 1 
13.1 <: 1 

The following table shows the. re.biticn bet\\.·een 'level of organization' and 'content. 1 

Table 6 
CLOVER 

Group 
1 

DANDELION 

Cone. 
Ml.sc. 
At r. 

Cone. 
Misc. 
At r. 

Cone. 
Mise. 
At r. 

Cone. 
Misc. 
At r. 

56} 
3~ % 

79} 
1~- % 

19} 
36 
36_, 

911 
6 % 
3j 

Content 

10.1 

15.2 

11.1 

18.3 

43 
43 

6 

76 
17 

6 

41 
24 
32 

74 
6 

16 

Content 

11.1 

8.4 

13.1 

''Level of organizatl.on" and 11Content 11 correlttte 
matter is presented as a prototype, stud-e.nts 
and reproduce more and exylanat.i;ms 
emphasizing the same Structure but not 
of misconception is high, the content. 
the information but some which 
were stored in the student•s 

Mention~ Both groups had nearly 
102) and in other sub~ee:ts such 

Interviews with students of 
of the prototype made it so 

Students mentioned: 

"If I know the picture., I can follow better. I know how the things fit together.'' 

HWhen I have painted the picture~ I look a.t it, Then I can write; there every
thing summarized, and that you can see. Wh.i.lc writing I sometimes look at 
picture again." 
0The picture tells me what I have to write~H 

"First I think what the picture looks like. 
start. k~ile writing, I remember many more 

ltThere I can see in which way the things fit 

the 13 different subject matters 
, the same results occurred. 

significant on the 5% level or better 
group 1. 

J'Jlj~oject: §/ 

it. Then I know 

The third project concerns the subject matter, , and was conducted by G~mu.>.r 

Heisterkamp in 1968 and 69. The design '-Jml the second one. 10-
students of an elementary school were divided at random in two 

beginning of a normal term.. The subject matter was "mechanics 
and gaseous things." This course was the fir:->t for the students. 
subject matter wAre everyday phenomena like water lock fnr 
drains, fountain, dam, mason jar, air suction-pipet pulleys.,. .eti.::~ 

One group was instructed in the traditional 
second group was instructed prototypically~ 
technical phenomena are: 

l. Balance or unbalance of physical pressure, 
opposite directions. It was 
ture (see picture 3, page 38 
ent applications that were taught. 

2. Dissolving 
to a solid status. 

The effect of instruction was tested in 

1. Completion of pictures (see 

z. Questions; instance, 

!'Why diver only dive up to 
0 Why does a balloon filled with 

uwhy is a darn a storage lake 

finally 

diving-suit?" 
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J. 

right (EX), 

7 
p 23 19.0 
Mi.stnke 49 28.0 

Total Hl63 100 100.0 

Group C i 

In 

this project results of the last one. 

tleisterkamp found five different 

answers. 

Explanation of 

An examp] f• ~ 

Mist:oncept.ions .••.. ,. ~ ~ ~ 

Process-description •...• 

Total •••• 

three forms: 

218 
120 

7l 

409 

98 
34 

16 

148 

no mare oxygen. u 

transfer of well-

This is even a form nf misconception like Piaget found in the child 
animistic 

Ans·Ner the diver question: 11The is going into the inner ear." 

Answer to question concerning a dam: 11The pressure on the ground of the lake 
is more deep than above. 11 

Pressure i_s not own substance. It a product of different ·influences.. So it 
somethlngs nor be deep or high.. So substantializing is a specific 

The student gives description of what has been done in the 

water with a tube? 11 

Answer: nwe a glass with water and a tube. Then everybody was allowed to suck. All 
were successful. But if sucked strong enough, then the water came out 
of the tube like a little fountain. 11 

ln the is 
he 

appropriate 
you demonstrate 

to consider the psycho-1,>gic of tlae 
they explain phenomena (see Piaget). 

If there is subject matter which has a great affinity 
if that would become a misconception if to 
equip the students with an appropriate orgonizer 
eept.ion :i.s cancelled. 

these conceptions and 
rnatte1·,. you have to 

is so powerful that the n:Lscon-

If you do net do this, in spite of emphasizing teachingt even students in the upper 
classes in high school will not be t;ble to transfer conceptions learned in the classroom 
on everyday experiences. 

NOTr:S: 
L Einsiedler, W. Lehrstrategien und Lernerfolg, 1976. 69. 

Seiler, B. (ed.), Kognitive Strukturiertheil, 1973. 
3. Wohlfahrt, E., Geist und Torheit auf Primanerb8 .. nkt:n 1 1934. 
5. Ennenbach, W., Prntntypen des Lernens und Unterric1-,tens, 1970. 
6. Heisterkamp, G., Psychologische P:rlnzipten Mathematick- und 

1974. 
r,!1ys:ikuntcrrichts, 

Picture 2: 
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act 

concent 
thAt ~ctti 
fee line 

One 

an orient 
empowers 

Metaphors 

reorganize 
exploitnticm 
if we want 

comment. Wh0n 
to identifv 
(social m111 

:1<'1?PE'n to us 
of Previouslv 

is a form of 

comoose them m~tnphors for tJS. An 
and formallv stated hvoothesis in trving 
lt seems widelv the case tho3t tht~ 
readilv expla m~tap~oricallv titan 
learning, And so 1 t mav 
thvself a 

comfortrihle, c,J:l 
riel otJrselves nnd 

~iew is nnJy to say 
Integrates thinkir1g, 

is r.:o:tS'llt 

are a~e1uate tt10ories 
vif:ws 

In my vic:-...r, 
lbeorv .lev,-~ lotJ0d 

thinking, 

pt)\.,rer 

few 

ing- 1 curriculum, 
Fnrther, we follm..r 

Rnd th.qt it 

rnE>taphor. 
In that s~nse discinlinerl 

meaning. Put differ~ntlv, 
ask the teachers to . 

is Dro~ahlv h1~tter than an arid 

ientific inquirv are more 
fon\Ftl reconstruct io(1s, like 
C0::1ceptua1 human learning: gt;t 
is al_>?:ebra. 

Metaphors are conceptltal archetvpes that subsume other concepts. A well-struck 
1T1Ptaphor also ma:.:;cs us [b~el someth"in?, and ;n1ides ,1ctions. The earlv sta~es of 
scientific inattirv are guirled more often ~y generative metap~ors than hy arid 
hvpothPses. So, too, it mav he the early stages of learning c1n he gttirled by 
sul,sumnt:i.ve metaphors. Stranp,elv enouv.h, some metaphors that work out thf'ir meanings 
in ~1elpful ways also appear initially as misconceptions. If T claim 11A paintbrush 1s 
a nump," vuur first impression is likely to ":le that I am mlstakPn. When, however, 
an,1lyze the c Jaim as a metaphor, you will beg-in to chang~ your m1nd and see the 
channels hetween bristles transport paint like a oump. Let us see how this works. 

(I 3m freely quoting a brief storv nbot1t a genPrRtive metaphor, a story tolrl by 
Donald A. Schon.2) 

So~e vears ago, a group of prodttct-development researchers was considering how 
to imnrove the performance of a m~·..; paintbrush mad~~ with svnth0tic bristles. 
Compared tn the olrl natural-bristle ~rttsh, tfte new one delivered paint to a surface 
in ,1 discontinuous~ 0 gloppv" wav. T'he researchers trie-d number of different 
improvements. They had noticed, for example, that natural hristles had split ends, 
wherea!" the synthPtic hristlPs did not, and they tried (without significant 
improvement rPsulting) to split the ends of the synthetic hrlstles. They 
experimented 1;,1ith hristles of different diameters. ~othin£', see.med to help. 

Thpn someone ohserved, nYou know, a paintbrush is a kind of pump!" He pointerl 
out that wh~n a paintbrltsh is pressed against a surface, paint is forced through the 
spaces between bristles onto the surface. paint is madr~ flmv throm~h the 
11
channels

11 
formed by t:u: bristles when chn:1nels flre deformed by the bending of 

the brush~ lit• notpd that painters wil vibrate a brush applying it to 
a surface, as to fac litate pumps the- to get 
oalnt out. 

,~j s 
was 

performance of. 
synthetic 

This line of thought led them to ~ varietv nf inventions. Perhaps fibers could 
varied so as to create greater densitv in that zone. PerhRps fibers catJld be 

~onderl to2etl1er in that zone. Some of these inventions were reduced to practice nnd 
did. indeE'ri, produce a smoother flm .. • of paint. 

In ordinary rliscourse, we c<1ll a paintbrush 0 paintbrush" and we call a pump, 
pump." Painthrushes 2nd oomps are two quite different things anr:l it is not 

.1ppropriatP to ca1l one thing hv thf! other's name. It is true that \ve can subsume 
both painthrushes and fJli'IIPS unrler a !!lOre £-,eneral catPgory; for example, they are both 
examn1~s of tools. Hut when we thin~ of the two things as tools, we also recognize 
thAt thev are ~Psigned ~nrl usPd for diffprent purposes, .qnd that they operate 
accordin~ to rlifferent mecltanisms. Hence, WP would describe them differently. We 
might say, for ex.~mple, that paintbrus.hes se-rve to "spread paint on a surface 11 

,,.,.,hereas pumps :=.~rve to 11 rnove a qnantity of liquid from one place to another. n \~e 

m-iP.;ht sav thr~t a pump works bv "pushin_g or sucking liquid through a c~~1nnel 11 whereas 
0::1e makps a Ntinthrush work hy "dipping it in paint an<i then transferring the paint 
to a surface hy wiping the hrush across that surfA:ce. 11 

~Then o:-~e of thP researchers said, 11 You know, a paintbrush is n kind of pump! 11 he 
was himself thinking of the painthrt1sh as a pump, sePin~ it as 3 pump, Rnrl he was 
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invitin~ the other researcher~ to do likewise. In the language of description, we 
might say that ht~ was tilking the ordinAry rlescrintion of 11 pump 11 --so;:nethin,r on the 
order of. "an instrument that moves liquid from one place to another by pushing or 
suckine; it throu2"h tl chctnnel"--as a nutativc <leRcription of 11 pAintbrush. 11 It is tts 

though he were posing a kind of ridrlle (''Hm., is a paintbrus'1 a pnmp?") which~ once 
entPrtained, led him and the other researchers to notice new features of the brush 
and of the painting nrocess. The constellation of notions familiarlv nssociated with 
oumping (tlhRt Black tl962h))3 calls the 11 associated commonplaces") the researchers 
project onto the painting situation, transforming th~ir percP[1t:ion of ptrnpinf'. lbev 
notice the spaCf'S between the hristles, for ~xample, rather than just the bristles; 
;1nd they think of these spaces as channels through which paint cAn flow. One might 
sav that the spaces whitt! had heen hackgro•1nd become foreground elements, objects of 
attention in their own ri,ght, as -in 11. pump the contained space c<Jlled a "channel" is 
a foreground element with a special n.1me of its own. }{,~1ther than perceiving the 
paint as arlheri_ng to the snrfacr? of the bristles (later scrapf•d off onto a surface), 
they now see the paint as flowing through the ch~nnels formed ~y the hristles. lh~y 

can then pay attention to the different bending anRles of the natural and svnthetic 
brushes, noting how these different angles make for different ways of compressing 
channels and thereby affecting the pumning of liq11id through the channels; and they 
can incorporRte this observation into a nPW explanation of the differ~nces in the 
brushes' oerformance. They invent \oJavs to smooth out the bending angJe of the syn
thetic brush in order to make it pump (not v;ipe) paint more evenly onto the snrface. 

It would be seriously misleadinR, tl1en, to say that, in making tl1eir generativP 
metaphor, the researchers first ''noticed certain similarities bet~een paintbrushes 
and pumps." For the making of generative illetaphor involves a development:d process. 
In th~ earlier stages one notices or feels that A and B are similar, witl1out b~ing 
able to say similar with respect tow~ Later on. one may come to be able to 
describe relations of elements present in a restructtlred perception of both A and B 
which accotlnt for the rre-analytic detection of similAritv hetween A and B. Later 
still, one may construct a gen12ral morl.E'L for t<ihich a redescrihed A and a redescribcd 
B can be identified as instances. To read the later model hack onto the hcginning of 
the process wottlrl be to engage in a kind of misleading historical revisionism. (End 
of story) 

* * * * 
Several important it1eas come from this clear case of conceptual change. The 

first idea is that th~ language of the mPtaphor permits hoth concepts and fePlings to 
come together. Felt significance occurs ;:t;<:; m£>;~ning and feelings are connected. 
Secondly, the metaphor form creates a minor mode of anlavsis because of the nec0ssitv 
tO rrohe for V::Jri.oUS rel::ttions t'Jetween the tWO parts Of the mPtaphor 11 pctintbrushes 11 

, 

and 11pumps. 11 A kind of pin,g-pong hack and forth her,ins. Thirdly, the metaphor 
stimulates inquirv; events and objeC'.ts are examined, tested rtnd chan.ged and, as a 
result, concepts are changed as they are needed to label precisely tl1e new-foun1 
regularities in events. Fourthly, the construction of El "general" model" or 
explanatory scheme comes rather late in the inquiry process. This fact signals the 
generative canacity of the metaphor. 

Exploiting or unpacking the m~anlng~ of the metaphor actually govern the actions 
of the inquirv. This approach i~ neithrr hypoth~~is-driven science nor sense-data, 
observational empiricism. 'fhe anoroach do0~ fit in with a constrtictionist view (t}•at 
k:10wlerlge is rJ hum:qn c:on~tructionL 

Metaphor and imagination. 

}:etaphor reqt1ircs 
mPHninp: 11nother, thinki 

on in ~oth mnker and receiver. Saving thing and 

tii to exprf'ss liten:dlv--a 1 
tracing 

the sf' 
out the impliccttions, Pxpressi·,, 

ts requin' imngination. Normal 
what is 

science and rol1ti110 evaluation rPQlii 

assemble claims cRn.•fully (,:,v<~n assi 
apparent neerl of iMaginative 
in a metaphor here or there. 

Useful imagination (tlle 
reqt•ires us to set Rssid\Jitv 
r~sponding immediatPly, as we 
its sudrlen ">AliPnce. It m1st 
sho1tld evoke wonder, a glance 
metaphor brints abont an altered sL1 

fresh ~rePze of inouirv. 

Metaphor: Combining thinking and feeling. 

S0mE> mAt,1phors have a mon~ powerful 
Thought hv itself moves :Lothinr,, claims Ari 
ways of thinl<.in?_, those metaphors ...,bich 
at ot1r depth of feeling. The langt1aae 
comhined in a well-struck ~etaphor ( 
distinction between informative lanQtJRge 

Pxnress ti1ent clear 
are surr ised if 

inte appeal to us 
Since met<'l.phor-s 

which get 
lan~uar;e of 

sea''). In modern 
tive) and expressive language 

tucks 

are 
the 

are relevant to edtacating because 
value judgments are facts 

of approval ( 11 1 l 

(noncognitive) has heen well worked. 
~l1ried the~e are all the conflicts over 
and reasons or whether they are merely 
direction ( 11 And you should like it too~ 
they are groundPd in facts anrl reasons. 
knowlerlge tlaims. Insofar as tl1ev are c 

Insofr~r as value judgments judgments, 

however, they parallel expressions of 
with tl1em. [{ we want v:1lue jt1dgments 
conviction, to commitmP.nt, then wP 

the rational and tbe emotive. (A well~w:::"otl}lht 
commitment., like warranted asser-tion, 

A comhination of the rational anrl 
n0veltv~ a poetic image sets in motion 
Bachf'lnrd, The Poetics of Space, 1964, 
following anRlvsi.s. RearlPrs of 
and rt:>verberatPs '-'1 ithin. \·le feel a 
tot1ches depths hpfore it stirs the 
to have the notion that we have created 
it exprPsses us so well. 
heing, and we he~in to express it. 
logos, cognitive) and moves to person. 
loRth to have poems analvzed; it is soul 

Metaphors abound at this conference. 
fnltnf>\VOrks 11 anrl 11 alternetive framf~W0tks.n 
"framework. 11 \.Jhat is behinrl this vie-../1 
would lead 11s to expect Rrchitects, 
huildin~ framework~ of knowledge. I 
assumes th~t kno~ledge is a htJmRn C(lnst 
parts relaterl to ot~er parts--a flnnr, 
teacher framework wottlri be to 
(I show VOll how to do this Ana 

ThC' other 
str\scturrs. It is a wav 
PXDPriPnce. SomP 

laims parallel the status of 
value (as in felt signif , 

approving, pri2',ing, which 
othprs to decision, 
1 to select language 
slogan works this way.) 
thinking, feeling and 

carry fee ling 
to 

its 

i :na ge 
begin 

mean in£: 
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Final Comments 

L 

J. 

j!JSt as easi lv 
of this seMinar. 

fhPre are lo:s nf wavs for 
we hnrran b~in£s constr,,ct. 

Just as in th~ game ~lf 

plav. 
removt:d like 

qo atomistic rerluctionism and sweeping 
views lead mist3kes at the level of 
tion~ism--E~piricism Rn1 Holism

presup?ositions which gPt scientist 
underst:1nd these troLJbl~~s; 

t!1ey exist (Holis~. 

~1gra:n is a place where 
clain1s takes R iffer~nt 

structure kr:owle:lge. 

iv0rsitv Press, 19gl. 
Lo:t:1cJr;.: Carohr1rh~e: U .. 1979. 

; Cornfdl P. Press, 1962( 

GOWIN'S VEE AND LOCATING MISCONCEPTIONS 

Theoretical and 
Conceptual Side 

- u~attended assumptions 
- Presuppositions 

Speculating 
Inagi~ing 

THEORIES G) 
Tellhtg Questions 

Ge~erative Netaphors 

PRIClCI?LES 
Haps 

Structures 
Conceptualizations 

Concepts 

::1nd 

Cross-overs 

G) EVENTS 

Ohjects 

FACTS 
Records 

Factual and' 
Methodological Side 

11Concepts \Vithout facts are empty; facts without concepts are blind." 
I. Kant 
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"Do Students Understand the Nature and Role of Scientific Concepts?" 

Hugh Helm 
Cornell University 

(On Leave From Rhodes University) 

"I can do the problems but I don•t understand the theory." Hearing that, 

you may have wondered whether I had got it the right way around, because pretty 

certainly you have never actually heard a student say that. Nor, to be truth-

ful, have I; but I have come across many students who have acquired fair facility 

in solving certain kinds of physics problems, but whose appreciation of the 

nature and the role of scientific concepts seemed to me to have left much to be de-

sired. This, then, is my concern in this paper, which thus deals with miscon-

ceptions or alternative conceptions about the nature of knowledge. As such, it 

falls within the territory explored in papers presented at this seminar by 

Margaret Waterman; Donovan, Statkiewicz and Allen, Joseph Novak and Kenneth 

Strike, among others. Waterman has provided evidence for the existence of 

alternative conceptions of the tentative nature of scientific knowledge amongst 

college biology students. In particular, she has found that in her sample 

there are students who hold to the view that "scientific knowledge is an un-

changing accumulation of empirically discovered facts," or, in the words of 

Novak (1981), "knowledge comes in neat, self-contained, hermetically sealed 

packets." I believe that similar attitudes towards and views of scientific knowl-

edge can be found amongst students of physics and that this is a matter of 

importance and concern to those active in this area of science education. 

Since I wish to look at the view of concepts implicit in this empiricist 

attitude, it is appropriate first to set out some aspects of the contrary view 

which l (and [ bel many others) happen to hold. According to the latter, 

the following are of the noteworthy characteristics of a concept: 
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1. Concepts are man-made. To adapt a phrase from Kenneth Str::i .. kc, "con-

cepts are not worn on the sleeve. nature"; instead, they have to be 

invented or constructed within the context of some theory, in order 

to facilitate the description experience. 

2. Some concepts may be capable of definition in terms of other concepts; 

others are "primitive, 11 that is, they are incapable of def':i.r'.ition in 

this sense. 

3. Concepts are not so much right or wrong, as appropriate or inappropriate, 

useful or useless. 

4. The relation defining one concept in terms of others may logical 

consequences in certain cases can no more amount to physical 

laws than the original definition does. 

My experience leads me to assert that the invented or constructt~d nature of 

concepts is not ap1Jarent to many students; and that the distinction between 

equations expressing logical conse.quences concept definitions hand \I 

and "laws of nature" on the other, is 1 not fully appreciated. 

evidence I can present or cite at this is partly informal some 

cases indirect. At best, it is suggestive rather than compelling. so, I 

believe it to be worthy of considerntion, only to draw 

to the need for more formal research area. 

wish to begin with the second assertions. Some after I 

had worked through the derivations Qquations of , uniform-

ly accelerated motion with a class of physics-for-the-life-sciences, 

I decided to probe the extent to significance of 

apparent to these students. So q,uestion: 

validity of these equations by the 

answers: -
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consider , s ut + 2 
at ; all the quantities s, u, a and of other aspects of physical theory. A.s an illustration of this which I helieve 

be that it is just a m..1.tter of seeing whether to be far from trivial, consider the problem of finding the relative speed o( 

the satisfy the relationship in question" two particles in a fr;:une of reference in which they are moving in opposite 

OR directions with relntivistic velocities. For interest's sake, suppose one of 

consequences of the definitions of the the particles to be a photon. Then there is no question that the relative 

so it is meaningless to speak of them speed in the chosen frame is greater than the speed of light; this is a simple 

being consequence of what is meant by speed and velocity. But it is my experience 

an overwhelming 11 yesn vote, and the same that when considering this result, many students need reassurance that it does 

with similar groups students. not contradict the assertion, very familiar to them by this time, that "nothing 

to students to realize that these can travel than Light." ~.Jhat is more critics actually used 

school physics, did not the fact that this in of the 

c.ould 
the 

to E.~stablish 

or 

it 

be 

t, quite subtle is too to ; 1 order 

be inclined to that whether such make point that if this kind of issue is worth bringing to students • 

just logical consequences of attention in this context, it is worth doing so in others. nothing else, 

practical importance to the student, whose repeated consideration of the matter might create the impression that it is 

with using the equations in suitable contexts. important, and provoke reflection on it. 

of the.se equations, meaning among Concerning the first of my assertions about students' misconceptions about 

statements of relationships bett..reen the nature of concepts, there is nothing in the way of ,Siirect. evidence to re.-

the contexts in which those relationships port as yet. It is possible to argue that the inability to distinguish laws of 

valid; and the reali the recognition of selection of contexts is nature from logical consequences of definitions is a manifestation o.f haziness 

must appreciation of the origin of the rclatic1n- about concept origins, but this conclusion does not follow from this kind of 

But I and argue that failure to come properly to grips evidence alone. Turning to other kinds of indirect evidence, we may note 

this kind of .L issue may inhibit understanding and acceptance first of all that it is wel.l known to physics teachers that competent solvers 



of compl~~ numerical problems may have difficulty in doing what Hewitt (1983) 

calls "conceptualizing,u meaning that they perform :nuch less well in dealing 

with problems which require little or no calculation but which focus directly 

on conceptual unde-rstanding, or in describing everyday phenomena in terms of 

physical concepts. (A good deal of evidence concerning this point has been 

published: see, for example. the references cited by Hewitt.) Rather more 

direct evidence is currently being gathered in a research project conducted by 

George Posner and Kenneth Strike~ Preli:ninary results suggest a relationship 

between the ability to "conceptualize, 11 in Hewitt's sense of the term, and the 

kind of epistemology held by the student. In a paper presented last year at a 

convocation of the ~ortheastern Education Research Association (Strike and 

Posner, 1982), they suggest that tbe evidence they bad gathered up to that point 

can be interpreted as follows: 

l. 

2. 

11 Competence in physics is associated - in so:ne cases, markedly so -

with epistemological belie.fs." 

HPeople who believe the world to be a rational place, who believe 

objective knowledge is possible, who demand consistency between 

theory and experience, and who are willing to see through the con-

ceptual eyt;s well-confirmed theory do physics better." 

As far as the present paper is concerned, what important about the second 

of these prelimi:1ary findings is that it suggests that competence in physics is 

not associated with narrow empiricism; that the students who 11 do better.,n rec:og

ni.ze at least to some extent the interplay bettve~;:n theory and experience. This 

consistent with~ \..1hile not yet unambiguous evidence for, the proposit:ion 

that students who have feelin~ for the true character of will do 

t tc:r at do not. 

to on a 

it, 

learners in physics in regard to their view the nature of 

matter is never e:x:tJlicitly brought Attention and discussed4 

it is fair to claim that episternologica: issues are inadequately 

conventional presentations of physics 

of other disciplines also). This may be 

teachers to deal as expeditiously as 

theoretical content, so as to cram as 

time as is consistent with the need tc 

solving. It is easy to find examples 

(and, one suspects~ 

consequence of the need 

with the presentation , 

the latter intc the 

adequate training 

textbook presentations 

which do not explicity discuss the invented man-made nature. of 

(The introductory te:x:tbook by Arons is a noteworthy exception.) 

(1970) has complained of "new scient:::e .:urr:i.culum programs based on 

instrumentalist philosophy of science, 

positivism, elimination of all 

"science develops by empirical refutation 

of 'critical experiments'. :::mpir:ical dec:! 

the better predicting instrument I 

authors who do not sufficiently stress 

necessarily subscribe to the view of 

do think that the effect of their 

reinforce such a philosophy, whether 

I regard that as unfortunate. Classrov!Tl 

given enough time and room in which 

possible and has real 

the past twent~l 

students some 

been 

by empiricisrr: 1 

which foster the 

0ld theories, objective 

which 

that 

the 

and origin of 

well 

of i.t or not. 

leads me to 
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ship 

the 

out 

in dimension. ~'hen 

distance a11d 

when the object in 

a r.teasure of 

th:is 

of construction 

someone will come 

be suitable. At 

in encouragement 

other contributions. 

that 

uniformity of 

Vf?C tor nature 

in Galilcds Jay, the 

leration was both 

nnialogues of Two New 

around to talking about speed as a 

1 try to indicate that while the choice 

-c;f (avc:rage) speed is the simplest relation

can pick on to give us a quantity which 

g0es faster, there is, at this stage, no 

raeasure. Consideration of what one: 

slowern emphasizes even more clear-

in the formation of the concept. 

the idea that "change of speed in a given 

in the discussion I am careful not to 

that this could indeed be suitable: 

have been rewarded with 

speed over a given dis~ 

a discussion 011~ 

0 right,tl but which night be more sensible 

audience in the direction 

- free fall is character-

"rate of change of speed" 

of the picture). I can also point 

how ?Jest to definl~ what we would now 

i::r.portant, that Galilee g"1ve j_t prominence 

and that his resolution of the dif-

ficu1ty an important brca:K_through in development of science of 

Students of this type enter 

concept-creating, 

were in it with a 

and indeed enthusiastically into 

activity, arousing hopes that if one 

students, the response might 

be equally promising. Unfortunately, with such classes I have felt 

free to devote what I consider to be adequate time to it~ That raises L'he 

question of what is really more important: to "cover" a considerable number of 

topics in n course 1 or deliberately restrict that number so as to allow more 

extended treatnent of ep:i.stemological issues~ One way of deciding that questio::1 

is to consider the degree of association that research studies rr;:veaJ beto;.;een 

appreciation of epistenclogy and competence in the given subject,. and also to 

see whether there are plausible theore.tical links between these two areas. Pre

liminary findi~gs from such studies as those of Posner and Strike support the 

view that there should be continuing efforts of thts kind, and l think chere is 

a case for research studies looking at particular aspects of the problem, such 

as connections betr..;een the appreciation 

formance certain kinds physics 

difficulties is to a suitable 

a (I do it would 

n'i;;11at is your concept of 

the nature of e1 

the 

f"r probing 

prcfitablr: to 

you think 

and the per-

concept ions of 

student directly 

concepts 

come froa'? 0
); suggestions would be welcome! We may find h:i.nts as to how best 

to proceed by searching published accounts of research results which may be 

given at least a partial interpretation 1n terms of inadequate grasp of 

the nature of a concept. An e.xar.tination of what students say write in 

descriptions or discussions of physical phenomena may also help towards the 

design of a suitable instrument .. 

As an illustration, shall examine recent very interesting study by 

Cohen et al. (1983) of students' concepts of potential diff.arence and current 

in s_imple electric. circuits~ One of their findings is that nstudents emphasize 

current rather than potential difference in analyzing electric circuits,.'* and 

are thus not properly aware p.d. as the cause of the ''flow of current.'' 

The.y consider several possible reasons for this; for ex amp lc. when studv ing 
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Vee heuristic (see e.g.,. Nevak which tc 

not only t _e key elements i.n the of knowledge in 
electric circuits as young children, students will have had 11 Current 11 

but also the interplay between them. construction of knowledge to 
emphasized for them which, say Cohen et al., 11 is a more concrete and intuitive 

begin with 11 events or objects observed the concepts we 
concept than p.d. 11 Other reasons they suggest are the nature of the high school 

These events or objects lie at the point ~f the Vee, the two sid{_~s which 
curriculumt which does not always make clear Hthe relation of cause and effect 

represent the nthinking" and Hdoing" kncrwJ edge construction 
between p.d. and current 11 and which may introduce current before potential 

t ively. The. 11 thinking" side includes 
difference. A point not ;nade by Cohen et al. is that while current is uraore 

and guiding philosophy, and the 11do1ng" 'includes, in Gowin's 
intuitive and concrete than p~d.",_ it nevertheless constitutes a sopllist:i.cated 

cords,_ transformations of records and and value claims~ 
abstraction frot:-t the phenomena which are studied as illustrations of its 

given the chance to produce nvees 11 for invPstigntions varicus so 
presence, and one wonders to what extent the way in which our 11offic.iaffconcept 

they learn among other things to make explicit the concepts, princi-p1f'.::S 
of current is constructed ever becomes clear to the students. suspect that 

theories which are relevant to the pcoble:n. llse the Vee does 
in many cases it does not become clear., that the same is true of potential 

guarantee that the student will acquire a <::lear view of where concepts 
difference, and that in these circumstances it is not surprising that stu-

from, but it can certainly form starting i.nt consideration this process. 
dents show confusion about which can be. considered"causett and which Heffect .'1 

Finally, ~:ve may note that awareness man-made or invented nature 
Probably many of us have heard students use concept names and the names 

scientific and mathematical concepts ~ay students to the in which 
of their units interchangeably~ It is conceivable that this is a manifestation 

they arrive: at their own concepts. This could signlficant 
of a general vagueness about concepts which in this instan::e is revealed when 

modification of their own view of towards the conBensus 
students have to use words in discussing phenomena or problems. Other examples 

could surely be found if sought for. REFERENCES 

On the assumption that research studies of the kind proposed will yield 

results in support of the proposition that some kind of teaching of episternal-

ogy is necessary, it is of interest to consider how this might best be done. 

One possible method of approacht of which I gave an illustration earlier in this 

paper, is tn deal with these matters in context: when a new concept is needed~ 

exhibit cleHrly possible not merely how it is defined (if, indl•ed~ a 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is indeed 

loosely be called 

children's pre-conceptionst 

have potential 

own 

of generati?;abili 

TWO SOURCES 

There some 

on. It is the 

tempered and manipulated 

Its prHn,Jry 

systcrn. 

The other scurcc of 

knowledge, and '!O 

Change With Spec- ia 1 

A. Leon Pines 
Leo H.T. West 

this conference focus on the rese<:~rch in what 

The various research studies on 

of these preconceptions, on the 

instruction, and on teaching stategies 

have high pc:Jtential lor 

The conference will 

the direction oi this research. 

in concept 

to place rniscor:ceptior;s 

c:rittCiSm in that 

to 

and to its 

two sources of knowledge the 

!:Jy culture, by other individu.::ds, 

making of the environment (s)he observes, 

mternction \Vith parcnts 1 peers, television, 

it is chiko's reolity. It is his/her 

[orrn<J.! :nst:uction~ discipline: knowledge, 

sorneonc else's interpretation of the worldi 
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someone else's reullty. [t's primary characteristic is ;JUthority. It is ".sciencc11
; 

it is what the book says; or what the teacher says. It is approved by a whole 

bunch of other people who are usually older and more highly regarded than the 

child. 

Our view of mature concepttwl learning, drawn from Vygotsky ( !962), is the 

integration of kno\vledgc from these two sources. We find a vine rnetaphor 

useful in understanding this. We iiT'agine two vines, represented these cilferent 

sources of knowledge, the one originating from the child's intuitive knowledge of 

the world (which we call the upward growing to emphasize that iS pnrt 

in the growth of the child}, the other orlginati0g from formal instruction (which 

we cnll the downward growing vine to emphasize on the child from 

above). M;,ture concept involves the two 

The vlne metaphor emphasizes the of 

particular parts 

that point, the of 

however, the sources of kno">vledge important and :s this aspect 

that we develop in this paper. 

3. INTERACTION OF THE TWO VINES 

One can imagine different situations that depending on the r>atcre of 

our two vines1 and these situations have qui:e different implications fer lct1rning 

and "tnstruction~ There are four extrerncs 1 which \Ve present diagrammtltic:zt!ly HI 

Figure I and descriptively in the text that follows. 

3a. Confli~ siruati""' 
~ 

Both vines are well estublishcd but they are m conflict. In this situatton 

the !earner 1s rea!it:f, the ide<1s that he believes and to which is committe-d 

are in conflict with the scientific pnnciples hcing presented, which carry wtth 

them the author! ty of science und the endorscmen t of the schooi. 



Examples of this are the teaching of Newtonian mechanics, when the learner has 

an Aristotelian-type belief system; or at a more microscopic level, being 

instructed that work is force times displacement when the learner's intuitive 

view of work includes situations where no movement is involved (e.g. trying, 

unsuccessfully, to push a stationary automobile). Mature learning in this case 

involves transferring one's commitments from one set of ideas to another. It 

demands the questioning of one's reality; the abandonment of ideas that have 

been established over a long period - ideas that one knows are still held by 

members of one's subculture. Mer! Wittrock gave a beautiful example of this 

at the recent AERA meeting at Montreal. He described a visit that he made 

to a school with Roger Osborne, and his observing Roger present a child with 

evidence about current flow that was incompatible with the child's articulated 

model. In response to the demonstration the child replied, "Maybe that's the 

case here, but if you <:orne home with me you'd see it's different there". This 

is a graphic illustration of the sort of thing that learners will do in order to 

retain their own reality and to yet stilt bow to the authority of science. There 

is school knowledge and there is real knowledge, and very often students will 

avoid rationalizing them; they will prevent-to use our vine metaphor - the vines 

from intertwining. This reduces the conflict for them but leaves them with 

compartmentalized knowledge. They learn the school knowledge as a set of 

symbolic knowledge, serarate from their reality. Often these students know 

whether to answer a question from one or other of their compartmentalized 

knowtedges - in school they use the school knowledge, with their peers they use 

their real knowledge - and so we, as teachers, remain unaware of the true 

situation, until researchers begin to ask di ffercnt types of questions, or to 

interview students in depth. An amusing example of a student trying to decide 

which of his knowledge worlds to use in answering a question originates in 

research by Gunstone and White with freshman physics students. were 

using Champagne ~ ~ D.O.E. technique and had built a bicycle wt:ed as a 

large scale pul!ey for a large group demonstration. After asking the students to 

make their prediction, one student asked "Is that a frictionless whe<"''" On being 

told that it was just an ordinary bicycle wheel or an ordinary bicydc axle, the 

student persisted "Are we to take it to be a frictionless wheel?" Wi:~s 

student uncertain of which of his knowledge worlds to use? This after 

a bicycle wheel, so perhaps he should answer from his experiental knowledge of 

bicycles and wheels. On the other 

should answer using his physics 

this was a physics class, 

In asking his questions, 

demonstrating that he saw that there were different predictions he 

was 

make. 

We would contend that this student had c;uite separate compartmentalized 

knowledges and that this accounts for his dilemma. 

3b. Congruent situation 

Both vines are well established but not in conflict. In this 

the scientific knowledge student's reality can be Integrated 

problems. This is no reality shock, need to abandon old con<r-;;i tments. There 

is simply an extension, an integration of one's reality into a bigger 

An example is learning about flowering plants. Every one knows 

flowers, l<nows that bees are attracted 

etc. When the formal science 

integrates them into a larger 

and so on. 

3c. Symbolic knowledge situation 

the situation where 

vine to inter2.ct \vith the do\vnward 

this is the !earring of much of 

them, that plants grow 

it merely reinforces 

cne's understanding of 

vine. 

chemistry. 

about 
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is relevan~ to the learning of, tor example) 

substitution reactions of and its derivatives. For the student, this 

pure symbolic knowledge. laboratory classes do not provide many 

carry out Grignard reactions, catalysed 

compounds. It even doubtful that 

or smelt benzeC~e. So, usually 

as well and products are not of the 

experience. 

3d. Uninstructed situation 

the case where formal science vinej where aH 

of Iearner's knowledge is fascinating 

one 

of 

and colour. They that many students t~ink that 

not composed of ''light helps our eyes to 

blue colour [of a blue Roth, Anderson and Sr:1ith (1983) showed 

the aboJt plant foods, for example that they 

that plants take in. of these studies, pre-and post-tests allow 

C>stimation of the extent misconceptions in populations of students 

persistence of thern and instruction~ 

Using a quite different Fensham (1983) identified the existence 

of nHst:onception in single after he had completed freshman course 

in chemistry. The misconception best captured by Fensham's transcript. 

"Just after describing for me how liquid acetone evaporated if it is placed 
on your skin, a first year university chemistry student with good test 
results \vas unable to give me any examples of a liquefied gas. When 
pressed he muttered "Solids, liquids, gases" (a strangely immutable 

that has nci ther evolutionary nor biblical support). Eventually, he 
thought the C02 in a cylinder was probably liquid. Gases could be 

liquefied lowering the temperature, he said. On being usked to describe 
what if he steadily cooled down the air in a space, he began 
by molecules, moving very rapidly with energy 

he cooled them down in thought he held 
down the vibration of his about a point 

fingers stopped and he "What 
dl sappe ared"? ! asked. 

longer a gas, and it's not a liquid 
suspended in space. It's nothing"!" 

(Fensham, 1983, 3) 

We classify these misconceptions us three different types, deriving from 

three different learning - res;;ectively conflict situation, a 

congruent and a knowle-dge situation~ 

lla. Misconception deriving from a conflict learning situation 

The is of of 

to that reality. In order achieve 

such a char.ge unCerstanding requires some speciaJ instructional 

procedures that are not common in science teaching. The types of strategies 

recommended C>y Champagne£.!!:';! (19&1), Erickson (1980), Nusbaum and Novick 

( 1981) and Posner £.! !:';! ( 1982) seern appropriate here. These strategies usually 

involve three phases - the first an awareness phase, the second, a disequilibrium 

phase, the third a reformulating phase. The awareness phase for Erickson 

involves what he culls "experiential and clarification rnanoevres" in which the 

teacher provides a ranse of experiential activities followed by class discussion 

to elicit and emphasize the existence and nature of competing view points in the 
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class (Erickson, 1980). Nussbaum and Novick (1981) proposed and tested the 

effectiveness of a similar technique. Champagne £! ~. proposed the use of a 

set of physics problems and student teacher dialogue with the same alm. Posner 

et a! suggested that this phase involves the student actively seeking to make 

sense of new !earning within his existing framework and finding that unsatis

factory. They suggest, here, that teachers should spend a substantial portion of 

their time diagnosing student thinking errors and identifying defensive moves by 

students to resist conceptual change. 

The disequilibrium phase for Erickson and Posner £!~involves the use of 

anomalles introduced by the teacher which challenge existing frameworks. 

Nussbaum and Novick called the anomalies they used "discrepant events". They 

involved the students in articulating the lack of consistency between the events 

and their particular framework. Posner £! ~ state, and others imply, that during 

this phase the teacher needs to adopt an adversary role in the sense of a 

Socratic tutor. 

The reformation phase involves, for Champagne £! ~. Erickson, and 

Nussbaum and Novick, the presentation of the experts' conceptualization with 

emphasis on the resolution of anomalies. We should note here that Nussbaum 

and Novick's investigation of the application of such a set of strategies was less 

successful than anticipated. Some of the affective components of concept 

development discussed by Head and Sutton ( 19& I) and included in Posner ct al 

(1982) (see also West and Pines, 1983) may be important in this regard. 

4b. Misconceptions derived from a congruent learning situation 

Misconceptions to do with the scientific view of plant food and photo

syntheses are quite different in nature. The student's intuitive idea of the 

concept "food" shares a great deal with the concept of "plant food". This is 

illustrated, with considerable over simplification, using a Venn diagram (Figure 

2). The transition from an intuitive meaning for food to the scientists meaning 

for plant food is relatively smooth. It does not involve abandoning one 

framework for another, just the extension of the intuitive meilning to a 

meaning, and the abandoning of some aspects of the intuitive meaning in favour 

of new aspects. Such evolution of worrl meanings is common in the experience 

of children. 

With regard to instruction, it would make little sense to use the awareness

disequilibrium-reformulation approaches that are proposed above. We do not 

wish to shake the student's belief in his intuitive meaning of food. Nor does it 

make any sense to demonstrate situations which are inconsistent with his 

concept of food. Rather we would be inclined to have the student articulate his 

own concept of food and use this to deve!.~p the scientific concept. Techniques 

like Novak's concept mapping, Ausubel's comparative organizers, Schaefer's free 

definition and word association, even the use of Venn Diagrams would all be 

appropriate techniques for moving the student towards acqulring the !~dentist's 

concept of food in plants. 

lie. Misconceptions derived from a symb01ic knowledge situation 

Fensham 's example of a misconcept;on different again. It gross 

misconception in the sense that the cannot relate the behaviour of 

molecules to bulk properties and behaviour of matter (the states of matter), Yet 

it does not really matter. For the student this misconception is irrelevant. It 

creates no barrier to his understanding of either the bulk properties matter 

nor to its molecular properties. The latter 

learnings are self contained areas of 

relationship to the real world knowledge 

(Indeed, they bear little relationshir to 

the chemistry deals with "ideal" 

that are simplified generalization 

may be ncct:ssary to 

so, because these 

knowledge which 

the students. 

world. At the 

SOr:Je 

Eventually, for sorne 

flut at 

of 

no 
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it 

will neither inhibit 

icr him any worrying 

more sophisticated, and if he 

the 

to 

other 

the 

this 

what 

among others, 

the last question 

first two learning 

in his subsequent learning, nor will 

/\s his symbolic knowledge becomes 

so, the student might resolve the 

of systems and their behaviour and 

of course, more mature. 

us years to appreciate real 

of 

QUESTiONS 

relaticnship 

make 

it make this 

the asslmilation/accommodatlon 

As a conclusion to paper, 

lead from there to answers to the 

appear to correspond, respectively~ to 

and assirnilationt as terms are used by Posner and others~ 

Yet their (!erivation is different and in that direction lies one of their values. 

They deri vcd from an analysis two types of learning, their nature and 

their source. This enables us to identify a particular aree~ of content as being 

of one type or the other. In addition this analysis y1elded a third learning 

situation that is neither accommodation nor assimilation. Further, it seems 

clear that observed misconceptions can be identified with one of the three 

learning situations, thus i!lurr.inating the cause of the misconception and 

indicating which instructional techniques will be useful in dealing with the 

misconception. 

It is this latter point that Jed us to rTElking this contributior to the 

conference~ There are many science. W"e en visage the 

where researchers 

explain 

both their nature and their then researc}) misconceptions in will 

be able produce some generalizations that wiU extrernely valuable in 

science education. We believe tMat our analysis pro•ides such a framework. lf, 

on closer inspection this proves not to be 50 1 we urge researchers in this area 

to search for a better framework to achieve similar aims. Without this, the 

field of rese<Jrch in rnisconceptions in science will provide only a "band-aid" or 

"finger-in-the-dyke" strategy for science education. 
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in the conference ti tie. we should record, however, that we feel 
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ccnceptions by the u~e of the "mis-" prefix. 
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ln a series of papers~ my 
(Posner 

our current approaches~ 

(4) A ne~ conception should 
be extended, 
a tory power. 

open up new areas 

havf? discussed previous 
his or her 

Posner 

and I have described the process of cancep
Strike and Posner, 1983, P. Hewson, 1980, P. 

, P. Hewson, 1983). It seems appropriate 
change, to integrate and extend 

into a generic description, 
and then to suggest some 

Change 

It should have the potential to 
to have technological and/or explan-

al, 1982), an individual's current 
will influence the selection of a 

science and our own work have 
are particularly important 

(l) Anomalies: The character the specific failures of a given idea are an 
important part of the ecology which selects its successor~ 

(2) Analogies and metaphors: These can serve to suggest new ideas and to make 
them understandable~ 

(3) Exemplars and images. Prototypical examples, thought experiments, imagined 
or artificially simulted objects and processes all influence a person's intuitive 
sense of what is reasonable. 

(4) Past experience: Conceptions which appear to contradict onets past experi
ence are unlikely to he accepted. 

(5) Epistemological eom.itmenta: 

Metaphysical beliefs 

( ) Other knowledge: 

These two dimensions of 
1. 

Most fields have some subject matte,r-speci 
a successful explanation in the field. 

s tandads for 

views 

not being ad ho~ 

change relate directly to other as 
about ) Let us examine these 

explicate a model of conceptual change. 

----------------CBNDfTI6i<s FOR AN ACCOMMODATION 
FEATURES OF Dis:satis- Minimal Phus- Fruitful-
CONCEPTUAL ECOLOGY understanding 
Anomalies 
Analogies & Metaphors X X 
EKemplars and Images X X 
Epistemological 

Commitments X X 
Metaphysical Beliefs 

and Concepts X X 
Past Experience X X X 
Other Knowledge X X X 



Dissatisfaction with Existing Conceptions 

Generally a new conception is unlikely to displace an old one 1 unless the old 
one encounters'serious difficulties and a new understandable and initially plausible 
conception is available that resolves these difficulties. That is, the individual 
must first view an existing conception with some dissatisfaction before he will seri
ously conside~ a new one. Dissatisfaction results from the individual experiencing 
one or more of the following conditions: 

(1) A conception is incapable of interpreting experiences presumed to be inter
pretable (resulting in an anomaly). 

(2} A conception is seen to be no longer necessary in the interpretation of 
experiences previously considered significant. This may be a consequence 
of another conceptionts greater success in interpreting the experiences or 
another conception reducing the significance of the experiences. 

(3) A conception is incapable of solving some problems that it presumably 
should be able to solve. 

(4) A conception violates an epistemological or metaphysical standard. 

(5) The implications of a conception are unacceptable. 

(O) A conception becomes inconsistent with knowledge in other areas. 

Let us focus for a moment on anomalies, which is the concern of several papers 
presented at this seminar. Each time a person unsuccessfully attempts to assimilate 
an experience or a new conception into his existing network of conceptions, that 
person experiences an anomaly. An anomaly exists when one is unable to assimilate 
something that is presumed assimilable--one simply cannot make sense of something. 

I am not as optimistic about the instructional value of anomalies as many 
participants of this seminar~ Let me explain~ When faced with an anomaly, the 
individual has several alternatives. One may come to the conclusion that one's 
exist:ing conceptions require svrn~ fundamental revisions (i.e., an accommodation) in 
order to eliminate the conflict. But this is the most difficult and, therefore~ the 
most unlikely approach, especially when there are other possibilities: 

(1) rejection of the observational theory; 

(2) a lack of concern with experimental findings on the grounds that they are 
irrelevant to one's c.urrent conception; 

(3) a compartmentalization of knowledge to prevent the new information from con
flicting wi.th existing belief ("Science doesn't have anything to do with the 'real 1 

world"); and 

(4) an attempt to assimilate the new information into existing conceptions 
(e.g .. , "Newtonizing" relativistic phenomena) .. 

This analysis suggests that the presentation of anomalies will produce dissatis
faction with an existing conception only if: 

(1) ctudents understand why the experimental finding represents an anomaly; 

(2) Students believe that it is necessary to reconcile the findings with their 
existing conceptions; 

(3) Students are committed to the reducticn of inconsistencies among the beliefs 
they hold; and 

(4) Attempts to assimilate the findings into th~ students 1 existing conceptions 
are seen not to work~ 

Given the improbability that all these cenditions will be mett it is no wonder 
that few students find their current conceptions weakened by anomalies~ Why consider 
alternatives to a view they hold when they unconvinced of the indadequacy of 
their conceptions? 

Minimal Understanding of a New Conception 

In order for students to consider alternative conception, they must under-
stand it at least at a minimal level. an idea requires that it be 
viewed within a context of other ideas (Strike and 1983). That under-
standing entails finding a niche within ~onceptual ecology. A understanding 
of an idea requires the ability to see w1ne of implications of the idea and 
to apply it to complex and novel situations and Posner, 1983) this 
level of understanding is not t'equired tc begin to entertain the the 
reasonableness of a new idea. All that required for a minimal is 
having enough sense of the idea to begin to explore its possibilities and to see some 
of its implications. Two requirements suffice for minimal understanding: 

(1) Ability to construct or a framework in which to locate the new 
idea. Metaphors and analogies enable to borrow frameworks from other 
contexts~ Images enable students to use visual frameworks for this purpose~ 

(2) Ability to attach the framework to the world in at least prototypical ways. 
Exemplars are standard cases to which a framework. has been applied~ 

The importance of frameworks in understanding ideas is 
tive scientistsi concern for "representation of knowledge,.n 
point out, ideas cannot function unless the 
represent them~ Representations 
tions function both passively and actively. 
which information must be fit. ln 
anomalous sentences are confusing 
fit into the representations being 
reader's memory (Bransford & Johnson, ~ Representations also function actively 
as a plan for directing onets attention and conducting purposeful searches (Neisser, 
1970).. The inability of readers to remember an anomalous sentence an otherwise 
coherent paragraph may be attributed to readers' inattention to it. 

Initial Plausibility of a New Conception 

Regardless of how understandable one 
counterintuitive. What determines whether 
on the other band, plausible? 

Initial plausibility can be thought 
conception into an existing conceptual 
ways by which a concep~ion can become 

a conception;
coneeption will be 

the anticipated 
There appear to 

plaHs ible. 

( 1) One finds it consistent th c:urrent metaphysical 
epistemological commitments, i.e-. 1 ont~' fund7'tment:al assumptions 

(2) One finds the conception to 
about which one is aware .. 

with other 

or~ 

a new 

and 



of 

aware 

the conception 

or can create 
is or could be 

the new conception 
anamalies) ~ 

conception 

consistent 'With p-ast experience. 

for the conception, which match one's sense 

of solving problems of which one is 

to some other conception with which 

Accnmmodaticm. can be viewed as ,~ between conceptions ( P. Hewson and 
~. Once students are -l''"'ttrt:: understandable and i.ni-

alternative to an relative status of these 
the issue~ Dissatisfact conception decreases its 

the fruitfulness nf an alternat~ve.conception.in;reases th: 
1983). As long as the extsttng concept1on s status lS 

s (for whatever reason), accommodation will not proceed~ 

Whenever the alternative's status exceeds the existing conception's status, accommo
dation, for the time beingt will move forward. But, as I have discussed, many 
factors .affect status. Therefore.,. between conceptions results in a 
process of accommodation temporary advances, frequent retreats and 
periods of indecision. 

Our research also indicates that what may initially appear as an accommodation 
out to be something less than that (Posner et al, 1982). 
will attempt various to escape the full 

or to reconcile it with beliefs. 
until some unfruitful 

Applicad<m Sites 

Le~n>:<ning 

of these fun~.L:1menta l 
Our pre 1 iminary 
batween Ct1rtain fundamental assumptions and 
problems. These problems require students to 

worth exploring1 

they analy~e the problem. Like other researchers, we have found an appalling 
ability to solve even elementary problems of this type in students completing as many 
as three years of college physics courses. We are now trying to determine which 
fundamental assumptions are most strongly associated with success in solving various 
sorts of problems when -we control for physics background. 
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Teaeher Thinking 

Students are not the only potential targets of conceptual change 
Smith at this seminar suggested that teachers also ~ust change their 

Ed 

students are to change theirs. Two sorts of teacher conceptions are relevant. 
First, the teachers• own scientific theories must be in accord with those 
teaching, if we teachers to mediate student learning. Since many 
(particularly at lower educational levels) lack the extensive science background 
necessary for accommodation, they are likely to hold many of the same naive 
conceptions their students do. 

Second, Smith (see also Smith and Anderson, 1983) points out that teachers' con
ceptions of teaching require fundamental change if they are to produce accommodation 
in their students. Smith reports that elementary school teachers using the SGIIS 
program conceived of teaching science in one of two , labeled "didactic" and 
11 discovery.u Didactic science teaching entails use convergent questions 
to the development of a story line with experimental results employed in 
the story line. Didactic teachers rejected with little or no explanation 
rectu student responses, hints and to help guide discussions* 
The didactic view of supports a acquisition view of learning. 

In contrast, discovery teaching supports a view of learning in which "students 
develop knowledge for themselves through active and discovery" (Smith 
and Anderson, 1963, p. 19)~ The focus of the teacher on students' observations 
and measurement, acceptance of student responses to questions, and an absence of 
teacher presentations. 

Neither view of teaching produced conceptual change in students. Didactic 
teaching ignored or rejected students' naive with the result that few 
students learned the content in a meaningful way. teaching allowed for the 
further development of naive conceptions hut begged the question of the discrepancy 
between goal and naive conceptions. The discovery view assumes that an observation 
speaks for itselfa That is, goal conceptions inductively derive from empirical 
observations~ Smith and Anderson found no evidence to support this view~ 

In order to use SCIIS to bring about conceptual change in students, teachers 
needed to change their conceptions to a conceptual change view of teaching~ Such a 
view requires the teacher: 

to bring out the students' preconceptionsJ provide a base of relevant 
experience and observations, challenge the students 1 misconceptions with 
appropriate questions and evidence, clearly present the scientific 
alternative conception, and help the student to realize the greater power 
and usefulness of the new conception4 

(Smith and Anderson, 1983 1 p. 19) 

Ironically, the SCliS program explicitly supports this view and provides a 
teacher's guide to help the teacher effect conceptual change~ However, teachers 

and utilized the teachers• guide in a way that was consistent with their 
of teaching~ if teaching is to change, teacherst conceptions of 

teaching must change • conceptual change problem is best approached 
through teachers• guides, inservice or preservice workshops, or some other means, and 
how well our current model of conceptual change will function as a blueprint for such 
work remain important but currently unresolved questions. 

Educational Change 

If our conceptual change model has anything to say about education in general, 
it is that teaching and learning occur within a context of ideas. Therefore, if we 

want to extend our application of 
education in generalJ we might 
cultural context (Posner, 1983). 

learning and 
educational 

interprets the 
of a niche wi 

tPaching to science 

new idea or practice in terms of 
prevailing views about science, 
available niche, science educators and 
unreasonable. 

the 
have sketched the current context of science 
, psychological and socio-political legacies 

1983). Therefore, rather than 
suggest a re-sea,rch agenda~ Just as my 

some theoretical attempting to 
attempts of conceptual change in students (Posner 1982), 
some progress by describing what can 
searchers to unsuccessful attempts 
identify sources difficulty in 
ject Physics), evaluation methods 
teaching methods (such as ninqui 
cant ~ays from common practice~ aim would be to develop a 
change by describing the epistemological, psychological and 
to such changes .. 

A Look Forward 

a function 
success of 

Up to the present time, conceptual like most all learning 
has been applied to individual student work seems to be based on 
assumption that learning (whether of the rote, assimulative or accommodative kind) 
determined by what the teacher says or , what the textbook , what the 
students previously have experienced or can remember .. 
This view is only partially even cl~i~ that it 
true but trivial. students instruction a soei~l context. 
classroom procedure 1 a mix of individuals with 
different social as as cognitive b:H::kgrounds 1 and estab 1 isherl communi cat ion 
authority patterns.. Schooling is more thilti. a place of learning~ is also 
one of our society's inRtitutionsr and students 
according to their roles. As institutions, schools serve not 
educational function, but also social c.ontrol and sorting functions .. 
sociological aspects of schools and classrooms affect , learning~ 
and curriculum. As Schwab (1977) has Dointed out it is a 
learning can be studied and curricula devclop~d 
epistemological perspective, much less from the 
psychological or epistemological theory. 

This broadening of 
from a conceptual change 
our view of conceptual 

student learning should not 

Herb Lin is presenting a 
studying physics classroomfi 

All that I am 
to include 

Hamlyn (1983) reported at AERA vear on a cross-cultuTal 
concepts of heat. In so doing 1 thtfy"" showed the cultural 
ecologies. Clearly this is only the beginning of a 
conceptual change that will eventually lead t~ more powerful 
to improved education. 

th!!lories and 



central concepts" 

l) There must be dissatisfaction with existing conceptions. 

2) A new conception must be intelligible. 

3) A new conception must be initially plausible. 

4) A new conception should appear (lead to new insights and discoveries) 

Nussbaum Novick (1982 a,b) describe a general teaching strategy for use where 

significant accommodation is expected. 

l. Initial exposure of students' alternative conceptions through their responses to 

an "exposing event;" 

2. Sharpening student awareness of their own and other students' alternative 

conceptions, through discus.sion and debate; 

J. Creating conceptual conflict by having the students attempt to explain a 

discrepant event; 

4. Encouraging and guiding cognitive accommodation and the invention of a new 

conceptual model consistent with the accepted scientific conception. 

In one study Nussbaum and Novick {!9&2b) their 'Dade! to the development 

and assessment of an instructional strategy to promote specific changes in sixth 

grade students' conceptions of the nature of The authors reported that the 

strategy was "highly efficient in creating cognitive challenge and motivation for 

learning," but "did not lead to the desired total conceptual change in all students." In 

fact only one ol the seventeen students was reported to have adopted the intended goal 

conception. Tne others ended up with one of conceptior<s the investigators 

identified as intermediate between the students' original preconce;nion and the goal 

conception. Another five >tudents progressed far the last inter·nediate conception. 

The remaining students, about two-thirds! instructio'l with several 

misconception;;. The major concl•Jsion dre1wn by the authors was "that a major 

conceptual chang'' does not 

Teaching For Conceptual Change: 
Some Ways of {~oi ng Wrong 

Edward L. Smith 
Gerald W. Lett 
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i\s the present se.ninar and the volume of papers attest, it is now well established 

that students generally possess conceptions relevant to curricuhr topics before they 

begin study of them. It is further clear that such preconceptions often persist despite 

instruction on scientific theories which contradict them. The discrepancies between the 

students' post instruction conceptions and the scientific theories as taught often 

represent irnp;>rtant failures of instruction. 

Vlennot (1979) among others has argued that students' preconceptions persist in part 

because they have worked so well in the everyday world of students. That similar ideas 

have sometimes held sway among scientists for centuries is testirnony to their 

explanatory power. Anderson and Smith (198.3) described how preconceptions are often 

compatible with 'nuch of the student's experience of instruction. Thus, preconceptions 

are active competitors with scientific alternatives as organizing >tructures for students 

experience of instr,Jction as well as for their everyday experience. 

The existence and persistence of ;;tudents preconceptions implies that learning 

involves not simply the acquisition or formation of new concepts. It involves the 

modification of existing concepts or their replacement with appropriate alternatives, 

i.e., conceptual change (Tou!min, !972). 

Several researchers have proposed models of conceptual change. Posner, Strike, 

Hewson and Gertzog (1982) propose four conditions that must be fui!illed if 

accommodation* is Iii< ely to occur, that is, if students are to make changes in their 

*Both Posner, et at., (1982) and Nussbaum and Novick (I982a,b) use the term 
'l.CCOrnrnodation to refer to instances where students central conceptions undergo change 
in contrast to instances in which new informatiofl is incorporated with existing 
conceptions with little change (assimilation). 
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with illustrations from the study, and their i;nplica tions for analysis and 

interpret.;;.tion empirical >tudi.es 

the instructinnal pres<mted next. 

Strategy 

the Communities 

havE> 

ideas 

the Learroing Cyde 

like Nussbaum as seen 

for the sequence d<1es include and make use of 

such events. 

The phase of the SC!IS invention. This is the introduction 

by the teacher of a new concept as an to the ''preconceptions" which limit 

have to provide definitkms and ter;ns 

as new concepts arise* TI1ls constitut.c?s ''inve'1tion."'(Knott, et at., 197&, p. xviii). 

Further insight into the intended natnre of 11inve11tinn" ls provided in an article 

occur, even with good instruction, through revolution but is ~y nature an evolutionary 

The present paper reports results of a study in which we analyzed the changes that 

did (and did not) occur in the conceptions of a class of fifth-grade stude:~ts as they 

experienced instruction designed to change their conceptions of how green plants get 

their food. The instr:.~cti<)n was based on Chapters 3-6 of the Rand McNally SCJIS 

Communities unit (Knott, Lawson, Karp Ius, Tnier and Montgomery, J 978). l"lis sequence 

incorporates of 

The 

The instructiofl 

Some im;mrtant 
questions. 

conceptual change models summarized above. 

students our study was to reported by 

appeared to 

or 

that 

to the 

by systematic svurces ambiguities, 

were not adequ"ltely framed through use of aj)propriate 

While these problems •nay not have occurred in Nussbaum and Novic:<'s study, it is 

important to consider carefully the adequacy of instruction and of the p<.~rticular 

instructional strategy in maki'1g judgments about a generic strategy and its theoretical 

base. 

l'\ detailed report of our analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. Rather we will 

present here a discussion of some ways teaching for conceptual change can go wrong 
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Anticipaterl 

~.S!.l~ll~~ 

Plants take in tlu!ir 
food ft"om the soil. 

fo:r plants, 

Anticipated 
Preconception~ 

Plants need 1 ight to 
live and gro .... 

TAELE 1 

Strategy Elemi"nB 
£!-..aming_ flu\"sth'n 

L inside 

Bean Se<>-ds have a snal1, 

:t. What do the OHll;,~-yo 

do 

3. \Jhich !';eed parts 
and g~ov~ 

What "HHJ tkink 
each part of tke 
Soiled dcesf 

3. \Jhy didr.'t thn 
or i!t1lbryo g~G'-' 

'· do the e:m~ryc and 
do for the 

iMide 
and !1 

do not ,;:,C>!'n 
to begin 

nOiled 
to cont inv.e 
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coauthored by the director of the original SC!S project, Robert Karplus, (Atkin and 

Karplus, 1962). While students are viewed as able to "invent concepts readily," they are 

not viewed as lii<ely to be "able to invent the rnodern scientific concepts ••• " thus "it 

necessary for the teachers to introduce thern" (Ibid, p. 47). The authors related this 

to the view that science itself progresses through the invention of new concepts 

are not only more powerful and useful, but which change the meaning and lnterpret.l.t.ion 

of observations. Thomas Khun's classic articulation of view (1962) was cited in the 

article. 

Following the invention of a new concept comes the discovery stage. It is 

importartt to note that it is not the new concept which discovered, that is what is 

invented (i.e., presented by the teacher). Rather, this stage consists of " ••• activities in 

which a child finds a new application of a concept through experience" (Knott, eta!., 

197&, p. xviii). The students have opportunities "to discover that new observations can 

aiso be interpreted by using (the new) concept" (Atkin and Karplus, 1962, p. 1+7). Such 

activities "strengthen the concept and expand its 'nearll11g" (Knott, et al., 197&, p. xviii). 

They are "essential, if a concept is to be used with increasing refinement and preciskm" 

(Atkin and Karplus, 1962, p. 1+7). 

The Instructional Sequence: SC!IS Chapters 3-6 

The SCTIS Learning Cycle is designed to move students from preconceptio:1s to 

new, more scientific concepts and can, therefore, be characterized as a conceptual 

change strategy. Further, the four-chapter sequence on which our research has focused 

includes elements si;nilar to the exposing and discrepant events ecnphasized by Nussbaurn 

and Novick (l982a,b). 

The instructional sequence consi5ts of four chapters 0-6) fr•J:n the SC rlS 

Communities unit and represents about six weeks rlf instruc:tion with about three lessons 

per week. The strategy for the unit is represented Tabie ! as a series of '1Uestions, 

anticipated empirical resJ!ts of student investigattons, ,1nd teacher presentations, T11e 



pr<.!sentatior> is the inventioq the concept of photosynthesis at the end of 

Chapter 5. 

The questions included in the serve several functions, some of which are 

not apparent. The SCIIS does not us:Jally 'nake such information 

interpretation of these based on observations in thirteen 

have beer1 asked, modified and 

their preconceptions about certain 

investigatilln 

attention 

explained terms of their 
aware of discrepant event) 

thinking to 'Jnderiying expla'lation for empirical 

issue for the sequence is the source 

of Foiiowing the to the parts of the bean seeds in 

of the seed parts. This focus, 

t'wough Chapter 4, is the cotyledon's function of providing food 

to the intended to lead into underlying issue of the source of food 

for plants. Raised again in Questwn 6 t'•is leads the interpretation of the 

investigat!on Chapter 4 beyond the empirical generalization that the 

cotyledon and embryo need each other for a new plant to grow with which the discussion 

might otherwise conclude. 

7 and 12 are important exposing students' preconceptions about the 

Alltidpt!t!td 

rr~~!£~:!:.'2!!!'! 

'IAB:..E l (Ccntinved) 
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vtewed as an additional source. Thus1 these pr0positions tendP'd to be 2.sshnilated into 

the studentst preconceptions of what constitutes food for p~a:'its with relatively tittle 

basic change in those preconceptions. 0:1ly one student tipoeared to have accommodated 

to the goal conception. 

The contrast between these results and the reasonableness of the SCUS strategy ted 

to examine the issue of what went wrong. We were led to a number of problems that 

appear to have general implications for c'gnitive instruction. 

Ways of Going w~rong 

Empirical ,'\mbiguitv 

The instructional strategy depends on certain empirical generalizations. For 

example, Chapter 4 addresses the issue of the functJons of P"rts of seeds and involves an 

experiment in which the students attempt to germinate four different combinations of 

bean seed parts as shown be low: 

1 

3.~ 

:::::;;·yo 
.?.lone 

l 
NO GRCr..rlH 

(f 
CotyleC.on 

e::::'~rye< 
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relationship o! light to plant growth and the sources fo,>d for plants, respectively. 

Question lJ i> the point at which the anticipated student preconception that pla;,ts get 

their food from the soil is to be confronted with the discrepancy of plants dyi11g in the 

dark despite the presence of rich soil. Tilis concludes the exploration phase of the 

sequence. 

Following the inventi<m of photosynthesis as an :t!ternative concepthln of 

source of food, Question l~ leads to the application of the new concept in explaining the 

results obtained. Chapter 6 is the discovery phase ,)f the sequence in which the 

of photosynthesis and the food supplying function the cotyledon are to be applied 

predicting and explaining continued growth of bean seedlings with cotyledons re:noved 

and left on under conditions of light and darkness, respectively. 

Overview of the Study 

In many respects the study was similar to that Nussbaum and Novick (! 982b). It 

was a case study of the use of a particular teaching strategy with a single class of fifth-

graders. Our data sources included pre and posttest responses for all students, 

interviews of target students at five different points, observatiof1 notes and Clarrativ'~ 

descriptions of instruction, tape recordings of all lessons, and transcripts of selected 

class discussions. One differertce was that, in our study, the teacher was an experienced 

elementary teacher teaching her own students without direct input from the researchers. 

She was teaching the sequence for the third year, this tlrne using a teacher's guide 

developed in a related study (Smith and Anderson, 1983) and designed to rnal<e the 

conceptual change strategy more explicit. 

As stated above, the instr'Jctlon was not very successful in bringing about the 

intended conceptual changes. About seventy percent of nudents incorporated into 

their coneptions the idea that a plants make food. However, less then twenty percent of 

them clearly related this to the availability of light. Furthermore, plants making of foo:l 

was not adopted as an alternative to t;;king in food the enviro11rnent. Rather 



which coded dots showing that 

i\pparently, she 

t'\nother 

of 

this appears to 

their original observation theories and 

concemiflg the empirical resul~s. 

of the whole seeds had indeed grown 

important to consider the 

was st,Jdents referring to 

1nore central or 

was 

rneasure me:ns~ How much change the 

some of the data. The 

and e!!ort involved and the apparent 

germind.tion systems led her to 

n<lture of the students implicit 

to the students continuing to use 

resulting ambiguity in the students' thinking 

Development of ideas about seed part functions uses the generalization that the embryo 

develops into a plant only if dttached to a cotyledon. This generalization in turn rests on 

the anticipated results that neither the isolated embryo nor the isolated cotyledons grow, 

while the embryos with one cotyledon attached and the whole seeds do grow as 

illustrated. From the sta'"ldpoint of a trained adult these trends were clear in the 

students' results. However, making the intended empirical generalization was not a 

straightforward matter for many of the students. 

Two sources difficulty relate to of what Strike Posner {l n2} refer 

to as the students' conceptual ITII'~<aiFPff\Pf!T and 

observa tlon 

dtypic3.1 results 

groups was clearly 

For example, 

First, 

excerpt from an interview 

lf illustrates: 

one of the students 

1: What did you think about the whole st>ed? 

Thus, 

The following 

of Chapter 

S: O.K., it went to 18 millimeters, and 19, 19, 20, 20. l don't know what happened. 

Wet!, the whole seed has everything right but it just didn't grow that much. 

I: Do you think that so, ne other whole seeds would grow or don't you think that any 

of the whole seeds grow? 

S: I think that maybe some of them would. I don't know. 

!: Did some of the other students' whole seeds grow? 

M: ! don't think so •••• 

This is surprising because, as she implied, this result is somewhat counter intuitive. 

Furthermore, she had just correctly explained the meaning ot points on the class chart 
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seeds without soil. The point of exploring the functions of the parts of the seed in 

Chapter 4 is primarily to provide an alternative conce;:>tion of the source and nature of 

food for young plants, the part of the seed referred to as the cotyledon. Finally, the key 

discrepant event built into the sequence is the determination in Chapter 5 that grass 

plants survive in the light but not in the dark, even though both conditions had the same 

soil. 

While the idea that plants get their food from the soil was common among students 

in the study, this does not seem to be the core of their conception. The central 

preconception also seems to be deeper than the idea that water and fertilizer or minerals 

are food for plants. Fundamentally, food for plants is conceived by the students as 

whatever materials are needed and taken in by the plants. Furthermore, their notion of 

food is additive. If the plants are unable to get certain materials from the soil, other 

materials such as air and even light may be considered as adequate alternatives. 

Given the additive conception of food for plants as whatever materials the plants 

take in, the students could simply add the cotyledon as another source of food rather 

than add an alternative to what constitutes food. Some of the students saw the 

cotyledon as an "extra" source of water or fertilizer. 

Another consequence of this underlying conception of food for plants was that the 

students easily escaped the trap represented by the intended discrepant event. Light was 

simply added as an essential component of plants' food. This preconception also tended 

to promote what Hewson (1980) ca11s "conceptual capture" of the concept of 

photosynthesis when it was invented. Photosynthesis was assimilated to this conception 

as a process in which light, water and air were mixed together but each substance 

maintained its own identity. Other students interpreted photosynthesis as the na.ne for 

this mixture. Asked in Chapter 6 why she thought the bean plants in the dark would 

continue to grow, a student explained that photosynthe,is was light, water and ;.ir and 

that "two out of three isn't bad. 11 

1\rnbiguity in Discourse 

The ambiguity just discussed in regard to empirical results may tend to arise to 

some degree in a:-~y instruction whid1 relies on first 

.1mbiguity can also occur ir~ classroom discourse. 

exacerbated the empirical ambiguity in Chapter 

referents for the tenns 'embryo' and 'cotyledon'. 

inquiry. However, systematic 

th<: present case, such an 

It arose from the possible alternative 

The issue underlying the investigation was the function of the embryo and 

cotyledon as parts of a seed. However, the experiment was set up so that an isvlated 

embryo and an isolated cotyledon were experimental conditions as w~Jl. Thus, the 

question, "Does the embryo grow?" is ambiguous. While the isolated embryo conditJ,)ns 

did not grow, the embryos as parts attached to c:oty!edons did grow. Since the funct1on 

of the embryo as the part that gr~ws is a central 

for confusion during class discussions. 

Similarly, an irnportant observation rnade by 

there were many opportunities 

the stude'lts and emphasized by 

the teacher was that the cotyledon (part) was shriveling or s~rinklng as the attached 

However, so:ne of the students interpreted these reports as referring to the isolated 

cotyledon (condition) and tended to disagree. In process they did not attend to and 

have the benefit of this important hut subtle observati<)'1. 

The SCIS instructi.of"lal strategy anticipates that students will hold a preconce;)th)n 

concerning the source of food for plants, narnely that plants get their food Irorn the 

The teacher's guide also indicates that for the students this "food" is water and fertilizer 

or minen.Js, but this is not attacked directly. The is made that bean seeds 

Chapter ~ were germinated without soil and there an optional activity of growing 
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the stt;dents' views about the seed part functions drew on the results for the four 

condition' the experiment. Thus, did not appear to match the student'> 

notion of what constitutes evidence. 

this 

the nature of the students' preconceptions about what constitutes evidence, 

11ore tightly structures the students' thinkmg about the relationship 

exper !mental results 

the teacher had e~ot 

4, 5 and 

adequately 

ideas about the funct tons was warranted. ln 

questions that had been suggested in the 

In 

when student re:socms.es ""·"'·'"c" 

student. Such cc•ncec>tl<lns 

questions suggestec' in the strategy 

articulate aspects the 

results were obtainecL 

is a very of 

gaps in 

other the 

that appeared superior to the 

explantory ideals, elements of 

"conceptual ecology". 

the indicated question but 

alternative conceptions on the 

the students' implicit observation theories 

and Posner refer to as the students' 

Discussion 

problems we have illustrated that matching instruction to the 

conceptual ecology of the students I:Joth essential and difficult. Developers must be 

a\vare 

other 

predictable alternative concepti;ons and identify appropriate questions and 

accordingly. Teachers 

and the intended roles of specific questions 

be aware of the alternative conceptions 

that they can recognize indications of 

>tudents' 3lternative conceptions and respond appropriately. 

Thus, because the stratelly failed to address the students' underlying preconception, 

few students came to ur,derstand photosynthesis as a process in which food is made out 

o! light, water, and air. Even fewer students cJnderst<.>od that green plants have no other 

source of fvvd. 

Loose Framing of Important Issues 

Many steps in the instructi<)nal strdtegy take the form of questions as reflected in 

Table l. In a number of instances we observed problems that could have been lessened 

'oy more appropriate use of questions irt fra 11ing the issues. For example, in Chapter 4 

the students appeared to have considerable difficulty relating the empirical results of 

investigation to the issue of the function of the seed parts. While part of the 

uncertainty" the students concerning the e'Tlpirical results 

above, another factor was the pattern of questions used to frame the 

interpretation of results. The strategy suggests introducing the 

m:>C:l!SS!On of the students' ideas about the seed part functh1ns. 

However, it includes no question requiring the students to use those ideas in predicting 

what might happen in the germination experiment. ln actual instruction, no question 

which would drive students' thinking to consider the relationship between the results and 

the students' ideas about the seed parts functions was posed prior to the last two lessons. 

When the issue of the relationship between the results and the students' ideas about 

the seed parts functions was raised in Jesson 5, the questions in terms of which it was 

framed appeared to be inadequate. The teacher first asked the students what they 

thought the parts' functions were. She then asked for "evidence" to support their views. 

However, the students' ideas about what would constitute evidence were such that they 

did not usually see this questio., as pointing them toward the results of the experiment. 

Fewer than a quarter of the respoC~ses to the teacher's request for evidence in support of 
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In their conclusions,(Nussbaum and Novick, 1982) state: 

ln our opinion, the state of the art in cognitive education does not at 
present offer a widely accepted theory base which could easily facilitate 
the design of instruction for learmng many baste conceptual schemes m 
school science. p. 20. 

While problems such as those described above may not have occured in their 

study, it is important to consider other levels of going wrong in assessing a 

generic strategy and its theory base. Such an assessment should probably be 

based on productivity over time rather than on the success or failure oi a single 

attempt to apply it. While we would not dispute Nussbaum and Novick's 

statement, we do think that the currently available theory base does provide an 

important foundation for ongoing development and research. 

Nussbaum and Novick (Ibid.) conclude with the fallowing recommendation 

with which we heartily concur: 

That the growing community of practitioners who are looking at SAF's 
(Student Alternative Frameworks), extend their studies in the direction of 
designing and testing new instructional sequences based on principles of 
cognitive accommodation. 

Anderson, C. and Smith, E. 
(Research Series No. 
Hid:igan State 

Atkin~ M.. and 
Septeml1er 1 

R. Discovery or Invention? 
1.5-51. 

scit:;1ce.. 

' 3il3-396 
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The heavy information processing load that role places on the teacher 

the importance of incorporatmg such information instructional materials. lS 

not to make the materials teacher proof but rather teachable. Given the best of 

strategies, the teacher plays a crucial role in the use of appropnate questions, 

in the interpreting of students' responses and takmg appropriate actions. In our 

work we are exploring the use of text materials (Roth, and overhead transparencies 

C'\nderson and Smith, 19&3) to assist the teacher appropriate use of diagnosticly and 

strategicly important questions. 

The value of a generic strategy such as Nussbaum Novick's or the SCIIS 

learning cycle lies in its prescriptive power. To the degree that it is consistent the 

real world of teaching and lear:1ing, its use in developing curriculum and planning 

instruction increases the likelihood that students will learn as mtended. While particular 

strategies might be developed and assessed independ"nt:y ol any explicit generic 

strategy, the generalizability of such efforts 

While a generic strategy must be sound ns to result in effective 

instruction, a sound generic strategy is not sufficient. particular strategy may not be 

an accurate instantiation of the generic strategy or instruction may not actually 

implement the strategy. Apart from the issue ol fidelity, the particular strategy or 

instruction •nay be inadequate in ways that have nothing do with the adequacy 

generic strategy itself. The examples presented in p21per reflect all four of 

possibilities, The cnodels of Strike and Posner (1982) and rlewson (19&1) helped 

and interpret these examples and point to other o! students conceptual ecoklgy 

which might be problematic. 
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Misconceptions and Conceptual Change: 

Philosophical Reflections an the Research Program 

Kenneth A. Strtke 

Cornell Univeroity 

Why should we carE? about student misconceptions? How will 

knowing what a student has got wrong help us to teach better? What 

do we assume about the learning prcc~ss if we assume that 

misconceptions are somehow relevant to teaching? 

Consider that it i net self evident that we need to know 

anything about misconceptions in order to teach. Why shoula we net 

think of a student"s current ideas a'!> rather like material which 

is stored in a computer~s memory~ If we don't like what is there 

and if we wish to replace it w1th something else, we just wr1te 

over 1t~ It doesn~t really matter what 1s there currently~ stnce 

whatever it is~ we can just replace it with what should be there. 

The ch~racter of what is being r~placed has no bearing on the 

procedure for replacing it. Why should we not treat the process of 

teaching like this? Indeed, manifestly many teachers do precisely 

this. Common practice would suggest that most teachers believe 

that it is sufficient tc acquaint the student witt1 the correct 

view of the n;atter, and that wh~tever views the student currently 

has on the topic~ if anv, are unrelated to instruction~ 

If one 1 seriously interested in m1sconceptions, one cannot 

believe this. Knawirg about Olisccncepticns is relevant to 

understanding teaching and learning only if one believes tnat a 

student's current views affec:t l<•«rning, that what a '!>tud<mt 

learns and how is significantly affected by that student• current 

concepts .. 

These observations seem to Sl.\qgest e..'\t le..ast two notewcrthv 

implications, The first 1s that the very act of being interested 

in misconceptions seems to presuppose a commitment to the 

assumptions of what I refer to as conceptual change theory. 

essence of the idea of conceptual ch•nge i that learni 

just a matter of qaining kn~wledge directly from exper1ence 

indirectly +rom wards. Learning 1 

eNperlE?nC~:? and infor·mation and ~ 

N.n inter a_ct i 

s current concepts. The 

character of. those concepts will determine what is learned 

experience or information and 

learning i net just a matter of 

it s t..1nderstood'5 Moreov~r ~ 

to our current 

but of changlng or reorgan1 ing th~m. Again 1 would suggest 

misconceptions must anvone who is seriously interested 

something l ke tllis .. !f one does , cataloguing misconcepti 

may provide joy t.o ·those ~vho 

mankind and relief to thoae who bel 

will have little relevance to teaching 

in original fan~ 

learning. 

Second, this view sugqests that mi::sconc:ept.ions belong 

qenre c.1+ concepts which might. bf~ 

;;;-tudent. ~ s cor--cept:ual ecologv~ 

that set ~f concepts wh1ch a feet 

iately thouqht of 

$ conceptual ecwl 

student will 
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e, comprehensibl re3sonable~ They are the conceptual 

which a new Idea must survive4 

There are several issues which are worth pursuing. 

these is the question of what precisely is to count 

The first 

misconception. How da mlscanceptians differ from oth~r components 

of conceptual ecology? mistake a misconception? I believe 

conceptual change theory has some requ1rements as to what it 

m2ke sense to mean by misconc::eption,. 

, in what respect are misconceptions of particular 

understand> 

conceptual change theory 

how concepts change? And what does 

auout how to deal with 

ons'? 

lDns came from and why do they often 

s~em so resistant to ins~ruct1on? 

on 

il 

In what follows I am ng 

m1ght be addressed 

thir~d. 

dainq sn not 

speculate a bi ("~bout. how these 

answered I will deal explic1tly 

w1th the second incidentally and in 

ng to refer to any empir1cal work 

1ons or CCJnceptual chanqe except by way of 

My pLtrpose here i to try to show how these 

be 

In 

the~ strlJCture 

someone who takE.:-s conceptual 

treat conceptual change theory 

research program about 

MC:C 

rni~.:;c:onc:E?ptions. l·f th1S J true, then 1t shculd shed some liqht on 

the nature of the relevant quest1ons and the constraints on how 

they can be ccJnsistently answered. 

I need first to say soma very general th1ngs about what I mean 

by conceptual change theory. Two points will suffice. The first i 

that I see learning as a rational enterprise. The second is that 

see conceptual change theory as the modern alternative to the 

emplrlClSm which has been the main tradition in Western 

philosophy and philosophy of science for the last several 

centuries~ 

On the first paint: Much af the way we talh and act about 

education seems to ·presuppose an image of the student as a 

retainer of rather than a processor of experience and 

information. I believe that this 1s untrue. I want to suggest that 

learning i nest thought of as a process of >nquiry. I do not mean 

by this comment to argue for some variant of the notion of 

discov~ry learning as though I believed that it w~s som~how a 

crime to tell something to a student or that students never 

"r~.:~allyH learn st1mething unless they find it out far them~Jelves .. 

Such views are manifestly untrue. What I do mean~ however, is that 

the task of learn>ng 1 primarily one of relating what one has 

encountered (regardless of its source) to one~ current concepts. 

The student who learns something is the onR who understands a 

new idea (whicts requires it to be located in a semant1c sytactical 

network of concepts>, wno judges its tr·utt1 value (which requ1 
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relating the concept to appropriate star1dards of evidence>, and 

who can judge its consistency with other concept5 (which may 

requ1re •Iterations in the overall conceptual organization). To 

''learn'' an idea in any ather way is to acquire a piece of verbal 

behavior which one emit~ to a ~timulus. It is not~ however, to 

learn an idea whi~h one understands and can employ 1n an 

intellectually fruitful way. 

Now I su.spet:t that my c:urrent audience will find th1s view 

rather attractive. I do, however, wish to note that 1t does have 

one rather surprising result. That result is that it is 

epistemology, not psychology that 1s the basic discipline for the 

study of learning. It is after all epistemology which i the 

discipline which s supposed to describe what counts as 

rationality. Moreover, learning, conceived as a rational 

phenomenon, has little do do with lfthe laws of learning•~ if indeed 

there are such things. 

Ni.JW I do not mean to be overly disparaging of peoplt:? ';;uc:n as 

Piaget and many cognitivist psychologists whom I believe have 

contributed a good deal to our understanding of l~arn1ng. am not 

accusing them of doing work wh1ch is not related to genuine 

learning~ Rather I suspect them of being epistemologists in 

psychologist clothing. The real point of these observations on the 

division cf academic turf ie to try to suggest that there is a 

per·Fectly good reason why t is that those who are interested 1n 

mtsconceptlllr)s often end up being interested in the h1stary 0nd 

philosophy of science well~ It i'5 not just tha.t:. the hi.stc,rv Cif 

MCC 

sc1ence provides examples of m1scontept1ons. More profound y, the 

de cases af rational 

to d1scover what 

history and philosophy of sc1ence 

conceptual chang~ and the opportuni 

conceptual change 1 s 1 ike. If, as claimed~ le~rning th~ory 

is a branch of epistemology~ it is not surpr1s1ng that people who 

w1sh to understand how scienti ic concepts are acquired ~nd 

they change are drawn to philosophy. I m1ght add that I 

believe that ph1losaphers have something to learn about 

epistemology by studyinq learni in a more empirical f 

they have hel--eto+ore been wi l i nq 

It also follows from these rEm~rks that it is important 

have cur philosophy of science qht~ Someone once cl that 

behirld every new econom1 theory there 1 es a defunct Phi osophy. 

I rather suspect that it is even 

theories of learning there lies a 

believe that the tradition in 

learn1ng theory is concernBd 

been because it has essentially 

true that behind mast 

epistemology. 

psychology so f 

::;terile as l 

expre5sion of tne 

epistemology of empiricism. We should then make a few observations 

about what empir1cism is and what ternatives to it 

For current purposes~ I shall represent empiric1sm 

the following: 

l)All knowledge originates n 

empir1cist motto is '1 There i nothl 

first in the •;ense~~·· 

ana.l f:~mptr·ici ~st. 

ience,. fhe tra.d 

thee mind t;,:,,t 

t:hi s was both 

dl 

not 
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concept format 

rec£?nt versions 

1r·1ctsm as a theory 

1E>tperience i 

b'? link'?d to 

<sometimes 

our beliefs~ 

~dge 1 

noc}n 

in+armat.ton as 

solvE> the prc1bl 

ion woul be 

not hi n~] .?.bout 

1'1CC 

about the evidence far our beliefs. 

ricism have wished to distinguish 

may then apprcpriately also express 

ev1.dence. 

dance far our beliefs~ Experience 

efs by subject matter neutral logical 

as scaentifl method) whtch allow us 

cates tha\t we may accept. or· should 

up., fhat is~ to 

it. U>t me 

nat know me or anythi 

a letter offering you a 

meet me n Grand Central 

ined~ however, to give you dny 

or my precise location. How wou:d 

af meeting me? Perhaps your fir .. st. 

tt1at the problem is unsolvable~ Since 

nave no criteria by means of which 

response is~ a·f course~ prec1sely 

MCC 

Plato' point~ A person who was genuinely a tabula rasa would have 

no way of ever learning anything for he would have no way of 

thinking dbout drawrng conclusions on the basis ot ~xpertence. 

Of course, if I had offerad you a lot of money you might think 

about th£".:: problem ;::~ bit mor~e .. F'er'haps you would ask whether· or- nat 

you r-eally knew nothing about me,. Ycu might for e;<ample~ look at 

my hand wr·iting and see 1f vou 

t1ow I signed my name. Or you ght 1 ook at the postmark on my 

letter to see if it offered any clues. 

The moral of this attempt 1s also worth nq OLtt. It 

y 

1ng to 

how they change~ Its s<alt feature 1s 

emp~astze the role of current concepts i generating new 

edg~- knowledge does not Sl arise from experience. 

Rather, 1t arises from the interaction bet~~een experience and our 

current concepts which occurs n problem solvinq. Some particulars 

of this vtew are: 

I)Problems are generated by current conceots. [ntellectual 

pr-oblems do not Simply emerge from expertence. Tt1ey are~ rather, 

mare li~~ely ta bE: tt1e pr·oduct of a d1Gcrepar1cy between the 
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intellectual expectations generated by our current concepts and 

our actual current capacity to e>:plain experience in terms o·f 

these concepts. 

2>Solutions to problems ar~ judged by means of current 

concepts.Praposed solutions to problems need to do more than 

simply explain or predict the phenomena. They need to do so in 

ways that current concepts regard as a successful form of 

explanation and in ways that are consistent with other knowledge. 

3)Concepts are a precondition of experienc~. Seeing is 

something we do with ideas as well as senses. We cannot see what 

we cannot conceive. Moreover, people who approach the world with 

different concepts will see it differently. 

4)Current concepts are a product of a history of conceptual 

development. Current concepts are a product of a history of 

attempts to understand the world and the modification of concepts 

in light of their inadequacies. Current concepts may not be 

perfect, but they are rarely arbitrary or altogether unreasonable. 

There is a reasonable presumption concerning views that are extant 

in the scientific community that they are received because they 

have ~1ad some success in accounting for some range of expertence~ 

they have survived over their compe·tition and they are products 

of some degree of testing and refinement. This does not guarantee 

their truth or their continued adequacy. It does. however~ make 

the1n objects of respect which should not and will not be lightly 

disnlissed. 

MCC 

Recall that I claimed that epistemological views are the 

foundation of views of learning. Consider, then, how emp1r Cl 

and conceptual change theory affect view of learning generally 

and our view of misconceptions in particular. 

The crucial difference is that empiricism gtves us no reason 

why we should consider current concepts as relevant to learning~ 

Empiricism believes that concepts taken directly from 

e>:perience and that cur~ent concepts are unnecessary to learning 

Views which emphasize conceptual change~ however~ assume the 

be learned are ghl student's ability to learn and what Wl 

dependent on the concepts which brought to the experience. 

Empiricists are also inclined to see learning as addi ve. 

Learning is a matter of accumul ng experiences~ rather li a 

squirrel acqulr-es nuts. and buil ng generalizations on them. 

the Conceptual change vi~ws~ however. are likely to emphasi 

transformation of concepts in the process of learning. ideas 

are n•Jt nterely added to old ones~ 

sometimes requirir1g the alteration 

interact with 

both. 

sts are likely to 

too narrow a 

provide much 

them 

to 

Concerning misconceptions empi 

as generalizations drawn too qui 

experience. Empiricism does not~ 

treat misconceptions as problemati For instruction except perhaps 

as possible sources of bias~ They are not~ however~ li 

seen as part of a student~s conceptual ecoloqy and thus 

and ideas. They are more 

be 

of distortion of other informati 

to be seen as r2the~ like a ·faul in a compute~ s memory, 

y 
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ng th.s.t is E>as; 1 er;;sed or wr·i tten over. 

Conceptual change 

misconceptions as 

a._nd 

iTrl ons) .. They 

ng~ The rea5on 1 

thiS 

p 1n understandt 

sc:onception"" thl 

sccnLaption ouqht to 

1ons ar-e1 

however, are likely to see 

f·rom some inter"e::tctlon between 

the student has !perhaps themselves 

so likeiy to see misconceptions as 

al phenomena for teaching and 

sconceptions will be seen as part 

ogy which will thus function as 

repet~ toi for understanding and 

, misconceptions will be seen as 

ecology and thus nat easi y 

~ m1sconcept1ons Will 

ect 

suppor"t that 

~ Conce~tual chanqe theory 

important pheno1rena havi 

leQrning and as th~mselvPs 

J we can now move on to the first of 

conceptual change theory provide 

what it would make sense to mean by a 

central po1nt to make here is that a 

sort of thing that appears to have a 

deal with some ranqe of phenomena. 

not just mistakes. they are net 

MCC 

even persistent mistakes~ rather they are mistakes which play an 

important role ir1 a student's conceptual ecolcqy. 

Consider the following illustration. When he was at Cornell a 

few years ago Joseph Nussbaum showed me some of the data he had 

collected on children~s views of the organi aticn of the solar 

system. In one case a child had drawn a picture of astronauts 

going from the earth to the moon. He showed the rocket going 

around the moon and land1ng on the other side which he represented 

as somewhat flattened. Now what the misconception here? 

Cartainl there are a number of mistakes. The other side of the 

moon is not flat~ But I would suggest that this is not the 

mi 

ng5 

ab:::,olute 

Rather what I suspect 

lS 

be the misconception is 

ute up and down. The child 

top of the attened moo'l keep 

brief perusal of Vossi~s lec:tion of 

both how common this dea of ~n 

down 1 and the extent to which children are not 

only will1ng but able to redesign the cosmos so as to render their 

cosmology consistent with absolute up and down. 

The nt:From a conceptual change view! one 1 not simply 

interested in generating a catalogue of errors. There are sam~ 

kinds of mistakes which are nothinq more than that. They are 

simply things that the person has got wrong. They can be corrected 

by providing acctJrate information. There are others which Are 

generated mistakes. That is, they are mistakes which a person 

makes because that person believes other things from which they 
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follow or because they are necessary in order ta reconcile a piece 

of data with a mistaken assumption~ These two groups are not very 

interesting, however. In the first case they are not interesting 

because they ar-e the sorts of errors which can be written over. 

They do not require a special kind of instruction to handle them,. 

The re~son is that they are not generated by something else in the 

student~s cognitive structure. They are accidents and can be 

dealt with with nothing more complex than a statement of the 

truth. 

Generated errors are mc~e interesting~ They are the hand1wari~ 

of genuine misconcepttons~ But they are not the crucial phenomena 

for the simple reason that they are generated. They are unl1~ely 

tc be the sorts of things that can be written over since they are 

the effect net lhe cause. If one succeeds in persuad1ng the 

etudent that they are incorrect1 the student is likely to respond 

with another error that serves the same role or solves the same 

procl2m in the student~ conceptual svstem. If the student who 

f at earth 1n aragr to keep the peopl frcm 

fallir,g off i~; tk-:n1ed that solution by a. teacher the studE!nt may 

simply conclude tlH~t all of the peclple on eoar-th li'./e on the 

h"'m1spher-e. If the student 1 denied that account. he or she wtl 

find another or even worse conclude that science is not supposed 

to yield a cons1stent view of the wor-ld~ 

What then 15 ther-e to mean by a misconception'' I would suq~est 

that a mlscGnception should be reqarded ~s 0n asSLimption th~t 1 

structur·dilv lmportant in the 8tudent"s bel1ef system~ Lt 1 

something that generates mistakes. It 1s 

conceptual ecology that serves to 

to render them more or less intelliqible~ 

p1ec:e of the 

reject <."!ther 1 

A few caveats may help to sharpen this idea a bit. 

Note that th1s view of what m1sconceptton i~ and the 

MCC 

or 

theoretical role misconceptions play 1n a view of learn1ng dtffers 

from the role misconceptions might 

suppose, f~r exa1nple, that d Piaqeti 

interesting because they would be 

certain stage of development. 

problems, for example, arF s1qns 

the ability to perform for1nal 1 

Piageti6n, then~ ;nisconceptions 

of their in<portanc:e as scienti...= 

thea1sel ves p l 

are 11nportant because th~y are 

posse··.;sed 

in 

pedagogical pheno~ena 1n that 

understood at a given stage or 

topic may be taught so as to 

current capacity for r-epresenti 

In the view of mlsconcentions 

misconceptions thetnselves are 

that qer1erate ~ddition~l mi 

rc.Jl in the theory I am descr1 

1n other theori 

would find mtsconceot 

aE the footprints of 

n responses to conservati 

student h&s 

operat.i ons. For 

important either 

or beca.u.se thev 

coqnitive 

c:oqnitive 

w,re thr?:r,sel 

ts on 

spe,ci +'! hew 

st~nt with a student~ 

sketched. 

the co1.1n 1 t i ve 

1 ~s akin to the 
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played by the cogn1 apparatus Piaget uses to describe a 

person ways o·f thi ng at given stage .. 

am Ll.nclea.r to whether the gene~al tnecry of conceptual 

involved in this 

It does, 

n;;specl~ th,3t 

2.t 

1 ons 

the 

not themsoel 

influenced by 

E?r were~ TherB l. 

ture or politi 

thi nki nq .-~bout 

or-q4•n 1 ::ati em 

int.ellectuctl 

scuss1cn is inconsistent with Piaqetian 

least cH from Pi~get in the very 

ve concepts, not JUSt operations, 

y i inporta-.nt. Tt-1e view a+ 

cates that so far as science 

i ve c:onc:epts--··mi sc:c:mcepti ons or 

understanding sc1ence 

stage5 coqni ti \/e 

misecncepticns th~t are 

SCl t?ntl 1 

1 s i r;terestr;:d 

It n•ay~ however~ turn out that 

scientific beliaf far good or 

fie concepts~ Einstein seems to have 

considerations~ Cer·tainly Newton 

discussion concerning the role 

mation of scientific belief. Some 

pt1enomena mav be lurkrng :n the 

lanquage we learn as children. 

too much t~ present ideas in 

t1CC 

disciplinary packages with the result that we often do not to 

think to lao'~ for relevant pieces of a conceptual ecology outside 

of the discipline we are 1nterested in. History suggests we are 

naive in this. 

Among mv favorite pl to shop for the sources of scientifi 

error is epistemology. George Posner and I have collected some 

evidence that indicates that many undergraduates ar~e not e~;actly 

overburd~ned with a ne~d to have what they learn in sc1ence 

classes be consistent either witn other ~ntific ideas or with 

th~::>i r own 

Genert:5.l l 

tence. Somewh~re they have gotten the dea that 

lowed to be aradoxi~al and is not supposed to have 

science learn1ng at those 

<;;;uspec::t if we are interested in 

nq t.hc?. make in matters scientiti 

be afrai laol~ for the sources of these errors 

outside of the o+ficial doma1n of science. 

Now this way of putting the matter suggests a terminological 

di,fficult.-v .. It would seern to folluw~ if I am correct,. that 

there are not jus·t sc1ent1fic misconcept1ons (or that 

misconc~ptions are not primarily scientific). We must also 

wi I ling to tod about epistemological misconcept1ons~ linguistic 

tntsconceptions and~ heaven forb1d, theological misconceptions. 

Somet.hinq odd 1 n 

that 1 n ·~reas wner-e we are less sure than we seem to be in 
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the naturd!l sciences that we know what is in fact the right view. 

it is harder to talk about misconceptions. In an area such as 

philosophy where reasonable people are inclined to disagree about 

almost everything--even very basic philosophical matters--it is 

question begging and therefore offensive to label some particular 

v1~w a misconception. To do so is to assume that the holder of the 

view is incorrect and that the only real problem i to d:agnose 

the source of the difficulty. 

Let us grant the ObJection. It lS probably better to save the 

word '1 rniscuncepticn'1 for those viewpoints where the presumption 

that what the student believes is clearly wrong is a justified 

presumption. For the most part, therefore, when we talk about 

student misconceptions~ we will be talking about scientific 

concepts tt1e student hold that are l>non-controverstally 

gener·ators of other mistakes. Thts wav of tal nq 

Wl 11 • balieve, prove most convenient, most th~oreticallv 

ill Un-tl 1nq and leas~ presumptive. But let us net farqet that 

misccncepti sources out.s1 de 

at E.•nce" 

This leads me to th~ last top1c that I wish to address. 

Conceptual change theory seems to me tc have some obvious 

implications about where misconceptions come from. Specifically~ 

it suqqests that they do not derive from experience~ at least not 

lrl mple or direct fashion~ Let me first characterize 

then qtve you some reasons for 

1ecti l t .. shal labal the 'llGW I ~~ish to re,ect the 

MCC 

''experience wears its misconcepttons on 1ts sleeves 1' theory. The 

theory holds that misconceptions are strongly rooted 1n 

eNperience. Misconceptions are simpl what any reasonabl :;bserver 

would conclude given a limited but typical range of e}:perience. On 

this view the answer to why people 

is that the world looks that way. 

In a recent article in the 

d the misconcepttons do 

enti+i American 

entitled "Intuitive Physics"(Aprll Michael McCloskey argues 

quite persuasively tl1at many students hold views of mot 

are quite Similar to the med1eval 1mpetus theory. He then 

to account for these theories in 

striking similari 

medieval philosophers and 

the mpetus theory is a 

wl. -ttl mot~ 1 on. 

lead to the ~asi 

an 

:nCf\/lnq fen,... same time'\ but it 

l r..:,wi ng way: 

b~tween the views 

Ot.W subje-cts 

outcome o·f 

to see how 

u1H to understand is why peopl dE~vel co i 

beli8fs about the tra_jectori 

that apparently confl1ct WI 

mov1ng cbjAc:ts~ bel1 

everyday exper1ence~ 

do peopl come to believe that 

er:t f.;d 1 stranght ar~;? dropped? 

A possibJ condi 

motion of objects 

that 
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belief ..•. (p.127l 

McCloskey then goes 

students mispercei 

the structure of 

vers1 

r'ej ect, the " 

1ence from which 

a..1 .... r::: contJ'"'adJ 

MCC 

the source of the corresponding 

describe several experiments in 

somE~th i ng ~ 

passage~ First, McCloskey provides 

ence wears its misconceptions on 

difficulty with this account~ 

flatly contradicted by 

however~ with the suggestion 

should not, i seems trust the 

1mpl J.n 

ence is theory 1mbedded.'1 

OC' r theories 

account it is the misconception 

on not t~1e other way around. 

wears its misconceptions on its 

two reasons. The first is that the 

why it is that people acquire 

not to be a body of obvicJus 

are darived and why they maintain them 

by both Eo?i<perie:~nce and tc~achinq .. T"he 

~1CC 

view is a plausible account of neither the source nor the 

resilience of misconceptions. 

Consider a case. Human beings once widely believed that the 

world was flat. Children often still do. Why? The simple answer is 

that it looks flat. But this seems clearly wrong. Firstq unless 

one has the misfortune to live in Kansas, it does not loo~ flat. Of 

course~ it does not e>:actly look lil~e a roLlnd ball either~ But why 

do people seem to want to impose a flat shape on the ambtguous 

data rather than a round shape or some other shape? Why do they 

Wl ~t>Jhen e seem to be numerous observations (such 

the curvature of the ocean or any sizable laJ~e) that provide 

The 

wor d fl would suggest that the 

!? s the 

by some other· bel ef 

character of up and down& The ld does not 

sit in its 

reason is that the view is nconsistent with the 

grounds for being interested in misconceptions. I have argued that 

misconceptions are only of serious pedagogical interest if one 

subscribes to something like a theory of conceptual change. It is 

conceptual change theory rather than empiricism that explains why 

it is that misconceptions cannot simply be written over and 

indicates something of their importance 1n learninq. Now a view 

that subscribes to a conceptual change theory of how 

misconceptions wort~ and why they ar·e of interest and also 
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subs;critJes to the 10 eNperience wears 1ts misconceptions on its 

sleeves'' account c·f the origins of misconceptions is simply 

inconsistent. It has accepted a conceptual change account of most 

learning pt1enomena. but an empiricist account <and a simplistic 

one at that) of the learning of m1sconceptions. At the very least, 

we are owed some e-;.tplanation of why WE, should accept a separate 

theory for the learning of misconceptions than the one we are 

g1ven for why they are worth know1ng about. 

This argument can be put in a slightly different way. 

Misconception research ma~~s the most sense within a certain 

research program. This prcgram emphasizes the role of prior 

concepts in learning--the role of conceptual ecologies in the 

selection ar1d reject1on of ~ew ideas and in their comprehension~ 

Thi research program 1nd1cates that when we wish to account for 

how some piece of learning tal~es place or fails to take place we 

look at the learner~ currant cor1cepts and how they interact with 

one ar'H:::therq with in~:;trLit:tL.Jn..: "'-"'nd t.\lith e>:perience. It l...;ould be 

odd to say the least to wor~ within this re5earch program when 

understanding the point 1nisccnception research and to abandon 

it when trying to understand how mis~onceptians are l~arr1ed. If we 

are to have a ccnsistent research oroqram fer misconceptions we 

will either need to J~now haw misconception research has a point 

on empiricist assumptions, or we shall have to abandon the 

"E~<pet'"iJ.?f"Jcr::: t·~ears ite; hypotheses on its sler.zves'' it\ccc,Lmt IJ-f ~-\lh>?re 

.rd.s:cO!V.:Ep-1.:i.::Jns c:ome +rom~ 

import2nt implicati 

MCC 

cb5ervaticns~ The first is that misconception research Wl Ll 

eventually take us far i:r-am thr7' domain af sc:ien':-e .. We wJll 

discover that the concepts that select for the misconceptions that 

our- student commonly hold are not other scient1fi 

will inhabit domains from rel1gion and pol1tics~ to lanquage and 

mus1c. We will find that a society s climate and its economic 

system will generate concepts which will affect how scl 

ideas are understood. Unless we are willing to look in 

places we will not come to understand the etiology of 

misconceptions well. Cross cultGral studie5 of misccncepti 

prove illuminatinq here. 

ifi 

may 

The second point s that unl 

etioloqy of misconceptions~ we wtll 

are able to track down the 

be successful in aeali 

much 

misconceptions a~e 1 v r~?sl 

sus pee;:;;; 

conce':lts 1 

a C.Qr- c:eptual 

tJndl?l""stancl 

Consider by WdY of c-: ;a.mpl 

exemplify the approach 

1 eadr:i. 

Hewson and Hamlvn 

to suggest that 

Instruction. Why-

m2unt.:: ... in~d bv 

PH scc:nc:2pt 1 

them 

that seems to 

to which mv arqument 

lnvestiQ-3ting 

1 an an G .. 

lGctua! Environment 

tn 
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ons of Heat'' AERA 

Western students 

c~uch 1 ike cal or" 

question a.s to whether 

have such a 

ay 

to 

of 

on t>f 

u.nhappy" 

conception of 

can be attributed 

there 

conceptions .. 

The s-tudy is 

t·1CC 

They begin by noting that research 

that many students hold something 

ew of heat. They then address the 

of the Sotho people of South Africa 

study includes a description of the 

Sotho culture. The study con~ludes 

the Sotho culture ar~ less i~PlY 

are Westerners and that they do 

close to a kenetic ew~ Thev sugaest 

end ingw1stic tactors 

anations of 

c?-n-t 

of ng :tn hot. 

n£ to the met~phore, 

is tht>ught to be bad l1.e. 

and Involves a 

blood. Wh1le no direct causality 

thi fact, it would appear that 

"logic:<1l fit' 1 between the 

+r·e~uency response for pr~~inetic 

bath of how cultural ~ssumpti 
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can structure scient1fic intuitions and cf how to proceed to find 

this out. 

I shall conclude with five suggestions for research . 

l>Cross cultura~ studies can be quite revealing concerning the 

sources of misconceptions. Loa~c1ng at the conceptual ecologies of 

non-Westerners can b8 a iutful way for us Western fish to see 

our conceptual water~ 

)In any -study of misconceptions, it s important that we 

attend to the coli of appropri2te demographic varidbles. 

according to r~ce~ SES 1 or sex can 

ons .. 

~'fe need to the student~s ep1stemology. 

dence that what 

makes a fference 

OF .:C<.b l lit y respond ta instruction. 

and the culture's 

stoc~- met~phores and analoqi to see how scientific top1cs are 

repre~ented n them. We may often have little further to leek for 

m~sconceptions than how we talk~ 

5i l•Je need to 1 at the structure of the institutions 1n 

which we teach. George Posner and I have a.lso found that many 

students approach their science courses w1th a distinction between 

the world of ideas and tt1e real world which easily leads th~m to 

discount contradictions between theory and experience. fh1s sort 

of student Platonism mav well tts roots 1n the tnstitutional 

form of formal education itself. To underst•nd the conceptual 

ecoloqies that students bring to science we may have to understand 

the hidden curriculum of the classroom better. 



Student PPrceptions of Evidence and Interpretations 

Robert D. Allen, Walter R. Statkiewicz, and ~ichael P. Donovan 

Biology Department, We t Virginia University, 

Morgantown, West Virginia 

Most of the literature on student misconceptions in 

science focuses on specifi content topics (e.g. electric 

circt1itst laws of motion, Mendelian genetics). Our experie~ce 

in a General Biology Progran has indicated another category 

of misconceptions regarding the processes of science (5, 8). 

In the program at West Virginia University strong emphasis 

is placed on processes such as interpretation of data, the 

derivation of concepts from evidence, identification of 

assumptions, drawing conclusions, and naking predictions. 

Such activities are highly co~plex and represent biology as 

a logical, problem-solving activity as well ilS an exercise 

in he memory and recall ter~s and definitions. 

One point which is given particular eGphasis is the 

relationship betw~en evidence and interpretations. 

scientists, we are keenly aware of the distinctions 

the two. shown in e I, evidence and interpretations 

differ with respect to the deEree of confidence that can be 

placed in thPrn, to their sensitivity to as usptions, and to 

their permanencP. In addition, observations can be gathered 

independently, whilP interpretations must proceed fron 

evidence. 

Many our tudents, bowever 1 do not these 

qualitative distinctions, and ~ even exhibit some 

difficulty distinguishing evidence from interpretation• after 

extensive practice. For instance, n Problen 1, students are 

required to evaluate the three statements regarding the 

graphical data. Rven without 

involved in the problem, it should 

C s only a description of the 

A and B are attempts to interpret 

57% of the 50 students tested 

C was an acceptable interpretati 

Probl 

The data shown in the 
muscle sti~ulated lectr 

Force of 
Contraction 

0 

St 

Thre students (A, , C) 
following statements~ 

A. Different muscle cells 
have different thre 

B. All muscle cells 
at 

C. The 
a maximun at stimulus 

Which of these statements would 
of the data? 

the muscle physio 

apparent that stat 

ions while st 

observations. r, 

proble8 claimed 

increa ing h. 

ata and 

MUSCl 

st 
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In Problem 2, s 

ition on t 

C is the 

it persistent 

det 

by st 

dual tutoring 

ral role in 

evidence and 

tat ions, re 

iblc, and t 

these interpretat 

led arguments or 

were tested on the effects of 

in each statement~ Since 

1 obtaining the same results 

in the accuracy of the 

confidence placed in the 

the st 

increased~ 

s maintained that 

represent 

ti 

latively imple 

tations and 

of students 

o tudents' difficulties is 

during class discussions and 

In our prograQ dis ssion plays 

t:ional process. Students are 

to suggest and argue for 

that several interpretations may 

further experiments which would 

Students are guided to provide 

reasoning which will relate 

the available evidence to an acceptable interpretation. 

Frequently, however, they comment, "You are the teacher, it's 

your job to tell us the answer.'' Many show a disturbing 

tendency to give responses which they know are true about 

the particular topi l..rhi.ch do not allow from the data 

presented. other occasions student to regard 

evidence as superfluous; as one tudent remarked, ''If you 

know what is true, why worry about the evidence?'' When 

student are led to recogni e interpretations which appear 

radic what to 
' they l they 

nthro-w they 

Such tudent to t.,rant to sta1~t th inter-

pre ion, ither the "knotv" or one whi is provided by 

the instructor, and se it to explain any observations of 

data. Granted, we frequently use such a deductive approach 

to explain new observations. Students, however, will often 

us existing interpretations to explain the very observations 

or evidence which were originally used to derive the inter

pretation, without recogni ing the circular nature of their 

arguments. 

These students appear to operate using what Arons (2) has 

termed ''backwards science'', or scientific reasoning being used 

in a backwards way: data being used to justify pre-existing 

interpretations or conclusions, rather than interpretations 

being generated as explanations of data. Somehow, students 

so 



appear to have the notion that conclusions are '*known•• before 

any data are available. Indeed, many instructors and text-

books may foster such perceptions by giving ''answers*' at the 

start of the lecture or beginning of a chapter and then 

proceeding to ''prove•• the concepts instead of beginning with 

observations and using them to develop the concepts. Arons 

further indicates that such procedures ''carry for the student 

the clear implication that there existed an !: priori reason 

for the phenomenon - a reason that the scientist had long ago 

discovered and that the student himself miBht also have known 

had he had the proper revelation''• 

Although t is tempting to attribute these student 

difficulties to conditioning by prior instruction, our 

expcrienc~ suggests that the causes may be ntore fundamental. 

Atte~pts to understand these difficulties in nore basic terms 

have led many ienc instructors to exa~ine cientific reasoning 

ability in relation to intellectual development~ One theory 

which may provide valuable insight into these difficulties has 

been developed by Willia~ Perry to describe intellectual growth 

in college students (6, 7). Perry and his colleagues studied 

intellectual devclopmer1t in Harvard undergraduates and perceived 

sequential change in students' views of knowledge during the 

college years~ Students were found to progress from dualistic 

views (Forry's positions 1, 2, and 3), considering knowledge 

simple right-wrong terms, to multiplisrn (Perry's position 

4), characterized by tt1e acceptance of multiple views but the 

inability to evaluate these different views. Further progress 

led to relativistic veiws (Perry's itions 5 and higher) 

knowledge as relative and evaluated according to context. 

nore detailed description of the positions is provided in 

2. These positions are conceptual as relatively 

points along the developmental inuum, but peer interacti 

and academic experience seem to favor a re-evaluation and 

revision of views toward ~ore re 

One of us (1) has previously 

position 2 would expect the ins 

pretations since only authoriti 

tic positions ( ). 

that students at 

o provide all inter-

answers. Indeed, 

probably does t occur to such stuDent that they ~ 

interpretations and they view any i 

tudents to do so as a poorly 

Moreover, they ~ould 

pretations and observations and 

information provided by authori 

At position students 

and are clearly dualistic in 

rigl1t and wrong answers exist in 

a variety of interpretations 

the variety since '
1 don • t knoT·,~ 

However, once the answer i 

an examination of the supporting 

Recall the student de cribe~ earl 

trt1ctor ~ho requires 

d authority (T.:t 

tion betwe(~n 

der both to 

ind t:he 

they believe 

For these 

lin!~ but they 

y t" (Tabl 

Houl'i likely 

) . 

). 

c as unproduc ve~ 

If you already 

t 
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(" 

, why worry about 

position 

as o 

around 

are much 

Change in deve 

such 

related to a s 

t that change 

would likely deal with inter-

no supporting argument. 

e, they would probably not 

to other 

opinion'')~ 

tions , and 4 

ea 

position 4 or hi r 

no that 

come frustrat or even 

o deal with science as a proce s 

ions. Considering the way 

ans they usc to make meaning of 

of science or otherwise, their 

tandable. 

tage is slow, but efforts to 

productive (4). If misconceptions 

developmental stage, then one waul 

eptions would also be slow. We 

have found this to be so but have also shown that instruction 

which addresses students' views of knowledge leads to 

significant improvement (8). 

Conceptualizing misconceptions in terms of a student's 

devel 

difficul 

stage offers promise of understanding their 

s in fun 

back 

such 

theoretical and appl 

material 

al, theoretical terms~ Perry's theory 

may most valuahl as a 

pecific hypotheses about the 

experience investigations 

wou productive at both the 

l 

based upon work partially supported by 

Foundation under Grant No. SED8026487. 
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Education 

~"Carlton c. 

and 

is 

to 

to whic!1 

achieved by 

measurement of 

administered in a 

are consistently unable 

icular topic can be readily 

ome or all of the 

relevant genetic concepts, the converse not neces:::,c.rily 

apply. Some students can obtain the correct answers to problems 

where that outcome does not reflect meaningful understanding of 

the relevant concepts. This situation can occur particularly when 

the "style" of the test problem replicates that of the problems 

comprising part of the student's previous learning experiences. 

Non-meaningful or rote problem lving by genetics students has 

been reported by several investigators. For example, Longden (1982) 

has identified ''the use or stereotyped procedures for solving 

problems"; Walker et al. (1979) found that "some students can ... 

solve problems the data and icas of farni.l.iar 

but ... cannot develop solut apply 

abstract and reasoning to unfamiliar, but related genetics 
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problems''; Stewart and 

cient at obtaining correct 

are right". 

"students can become 

knowing why they 

app of learned rules. 

whether lack of meaningful 

and due o a high level of difficulty of 

whether it is a result of other factors, 

biases in the learning experiences or 

application of learned rules. 

asked 

o the concept 

concerned, or 

as limitations or 

wh:i favour 

Exposure to the an import element o the 

learning 

transmiss 

assortment during gamete 

ince key components 

egregat:l.on and 

ion, are probabilist in their 

outcome. An understanding p the role of processes 

is fundamental to Mendelian and is reqiured by students 

in order that they may meaningfully interpret data and predict the 

outcome of crosses. The action of probabilistic process is 
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genetics context. 

the 

rnatings have a 4 chance 

fourth individual could be 

the majority of students 

~ferent contexts, and 

more readily in the 

context. It appears that the 

concepts of chance - one that 

genetics and focusses on classic 

ority of students( zero. 



5. POSS~BLS SOURCES OF DISCORDANCE 

Students of genetics develop their understanding of genet!c ratios and 

their concept of probabi:ity as it applies in genetics frore a 

variety sou~ces includi~g rarticipaticn in laboratory activities, 

proble:r:-.-solving tasks and textbook readings. !>~:est corr..rr.on::.y, the 

breeding experiments ch constitute the laboratory act!vies are chosen 

f'or their reliab5 .. lity in terms of' p:r>oduc=._ng the ndesiredn cutcome, 

that is, they involve 

of offspring fitting 

this kind do not necessarily 

nature 

influence 

Since 

ga.uge 

that 

t-v hat 

that yield 

learning 

genetic ratios 

sample 

the relevant 

bias in probler: 

determ!nist:c 

c-rgan:.sms 

:::·es ul t ~ 

inappropriately to ~atings 

involving small numbers of offspring. 

part of their 

expcsed 

(Kinnear 

cbeduled class 

rate 

tc 

spent :1 ""'ollow-up 

to 10 hours; X ij. 

r·iean n'Jmber of 

.5 sepatate visi~s wi~h 



sample of students, 86% indicated that the use of the program 

their understanding of genetic principles, and 81.8% stated 

the problem-solving 

experimental design. 

responses of 

(low) to 5 
summarised below: 

interest 

challenge 

oyment 

reply. 

if the 

prob 

75% 
22.7% 

the sample no 

helped their understanding of 

to rate the computer assignment 

in terms of several criteria are 

MEAN STD.DEV. 

4.3 
3.6 
4.1 
3.1 
4. 

4 .1 

.9 

0.83 
0.96 

0.81 

0.7 

0.95 
0.9 

1.0 

that the majority of students who 

computer-based problem-solving 

of value at a cognitive level 

criteria. 

undertaken with the computer simulation 

, the student responses were: 

( . ) indicated both similar and different, 

problems taught skills different 

student responses were: 

to this question. 

Specific com.rnents appended to the two questions above by students 

included: 

''We had to do our own work rather than stereotyped questions with 

perfect 'textbook' ratios. Two heterozygous parents did not give 

a perfect 1:2:1 ratio every batch" 

"It was different because you could see that the actual numbers 

and types of offspring are not always the same as Mendelian 

ratios predict" 

"It helped me to understand that even though there is an expected 

ratio of phenotypes that can occur, it is just by chance. 

Anyone of these phenotypes results" 

"It showed that the expected ratios need not result." 

"Textbook problems have only one set of data o consider.Here I 

had lots." 

"It taught me that the probability ratio does not always 

fit exactly." 

90 

"These problems made me take into consideration what the genotypes 

of the birds may have been. You weren't given the exact 

information as in the textbook. It was was left to my 

judgment and discretion." 

"It just reinforced concepts I already understood from the textbook. 

"I actually had to think about the problem and not just follow a 

set pattern for working it out.'' 

"Here we were given a little information and mostly we had to do 

more thinking for ourselves, much better not to be spoonfed so 

much and then come to some conclusion on our own information and 

choose our own mode of attack." 
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four offspring 

chestnut 

3 chestnut 

chestnut 

l chestnut 

4 black 

into capsules in a 

together. 

numbers of red halves 

of each colour: 

with 

bicoloured 

bicoloured 

bicoloured 

drug and 

to chestnut (b). 

mares, and each 

were mated and a total 

APPROPRIATE ANSWER(S) 

have been 

APPENDIX 2 

"REAL WORLD" TE.S1' TTEMS 

!A Mr and Mrs Taylor live in Carlton. Mr Taylor 
is an accountant and Mrs Taylor is a primary 
teacher. They have 4 children, aged 5~ 8.10, 
and 12. 
What are the sexes of their 4 children? 

2A Mrs Taylor went to the Wrt!st Point Casino and 
watched a game of two-up. She saw the toss of two 
coins. The result was H-T. 
The process was repeated for a further four tosses. 

The result of the 4 tosses? 

31\ Two coins placed in i.\ container 

is double headed; 
B has one face 'heads' and the other 
'tai 1 s'. 

One of the coins is selected at random 
It is tossed 4 times. The result is 2 hea.ds and 
2 tails. 

Identity c;f coin? 

4A Two coins A and B (as above) are placed in a 
container. 

SA 

6A 

One of the coins is selected and tossed 4 times. 
The result is 4 heads. 

Identity of coin? 

A tetrahedron has 4 red faces. 

This tetrahedron is tossed and the color of the 
bottom face is recorded. 

TOSS COLOR OF BDTTCI'I FACE 

lst 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

red 

red 

red 

A tetrahedron has 4 faces. It was painted so that 
faces were yellow and one face was green. This 
tetrahedron was tossed and the color of the bottom 
face was recorded, 

TOSS COLOR OF BDTTCI'I FACE 

1st yellow 

2nd yell ow 

3rd yell ow 

4th 

lB 

GENETICS TEST rrr~r'1~; 

Black (B) is dominant to brown (b), Two 
heterozygous black organisms were crossed 
and 4 offspring were produced. 
What was the result in terms of color? 

92 

2G Yellow (y) is recessive to green (Y). 
A yellow organism was crossed with a heterozygous 
green organism to produce 4 offspring. 

3B 

48 

5B 

68 

The result in tenns of colour? 

(S) is 
spotted organism 

beastie (ss) and 4 
spotted and 2 are 

Genotype of the spot ted 

to striped 
crossed a striped 

are produced; 2 are 

parent? 

Another beastie (S-) is crossed with a 
striped (ss) and 4 offspring are 
produced, al1 of which are spotted. 

Genotype of spotted parent? 

Two homozygous recessive green organisms (gg) 
are crossed and 4 offspring are produced, The 
result is 

OFFSPRING COLOR 

Is t green 

2nd green 

3rd green 

4th 

Black (G) is dominant to brown (b). 
Two heterozygous black organisms (Gb) are crossed and 
4 offspring are produced. 
The result is. as. follows: 

OFFSPRING CDLIJ.fl. 

Is t black. 

2nd black 

3rd black 

4th 



"Do They Hear What I Say? - And Do They 
Understand What I Mean?" 

Charles E. Lamb, University of Texas-Austin 

Introduction 

C.-mrrur.icaticn in the matherratics classroom is of crucial imp:Jrt.ance. 

It is through ccnm.:n.ication t'1at teac'lers and students interact as a part 

of the 

a linguistic endea~or (Lam, 1980). IY11e1::..'1er the c:a:rnunication be oral 

cr receive 

irrfox:maticn accurately~ t"'Uter it must be 

to learning of 

are 

and 

is provided c.t 

conclusion tJ1e article. 

~~ Literature 

t.'1e area of langc:age has 

been suggested as a~ several 

years research 

studies in tJ-:e 

situations is 

a,--r::i ve.rbal inst::c-.Action 

Fer 

tasks are rranipulatc-d relative 

As a:msiders the 

language skills. For example, Lamb (1983) considered im;:ortant 

language arts skill of vocabula:cy related to mathematics the 

elementary sch=l classrocm. Their indicate that ll'.any teachers 

c.'<P"rience difficulty with retheJMtiml vocabula:cy. \\'hen this hap;::ens, it 



is likely t..~at desi:cablc outCXlU>2S a:::.:e not acl1le'-""'. 

language is present at all levels 

L'oat college students 

and the ability to use it. At a mxe 

level, is k."lo."i:Jg wl:>.at to do and why. 

to underst;mcling 

Here, a to be I'rkJde OOtweE:n the surface structures 

(synta.«) and deep structures (semantics}~ The surface str~ctures are 

usee tc tra..,smit the deep structures, ,,_,.ich are at the very ha>rt of 

r. .... "ltl-:137Btical .mea.~J.ng ~ 

of L'oe rnaU1eratic:al 

is, the s trucb~es fl"k:tke up the 

their 

7\.'la.lysis 

yet i:mportc.nt 

in 

In 

Inscxt Figure I lJx:;ut Fk:re 

Obviously, L~ere are several ways in which the system can experience 

malfunctions, (i~e. misconceptions c:h'1 occur)~ problem ::new l:e with the 

teacher, the student, or the interaction L"'etween t._ytc.11.~ For things to work 

\-.-ell, a delicate balance must t.e achieved. Tbis is often not the case in the 

mathematics classroom~ 
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~ Misconceptions 

The cc.:mron misconceptions in matl1er11atics are numerous and tJms it is 

difficult to choose relevant examples for consideration. Mis=nceptions 

are aburilant in areas such as number, opzrations, georretry, :reasurerrent, 

and problem solving. 

0lumter 

l) Children write n £ n instead of n3n ~ 

2) Difficulty with 13 and 31. 

3) OVergeneralizi:og frcrn patterns. 

4) Zero is not a nurr.l:::er. 

5) Zero is nothing. 

l) 1'Ccrrwnunitativet1 pro]?2!rty 

2) C'.o:-cfusion arrong propzrties. 

3) Translation fran sentence to equation. 

4) Division of fractions. 

Gearetry 

l) Trisection of angles. 

2) V<Xabulary. 

3) Perceptual problems, 

l) Units 

2) Dimensionality 

P~obla~ Solving 

l) Understar£ing the proble~. 

2) Related problens and de2i-ls. 

Rer:"Ed.ia tinq 

specific strategies peculi2r to tr.e 

the :r00e1 and a c.arefully-det:;iled iffinlYS·lS 

Number 

as 

by 

t."'l.ere are 11 r.onell in a set, or calling 

Pravid.L;g useful descriptions for 

is, develop zero the same way as ot.1-)er 

CD2rations 

\'lolL'tiai1 (1983) re]X)rtS that ll'.any 

are n times as many x as Y11 i.nto y nx .. 

P.ilste, failure to thi!1.k oi chec..l:ing, failure 

and use of nooalgebraic syml::ols. Rerr.ediati::m 

and meaning were emphasized. 

requi::-e 

r:cssiblc, 

of 

a letter. 

helpful. 

translate 11Therz.~ 

sources of error were 

equation on 

·~hen chccki11q 



P~rcept'.la1 gecmetry. Perhaps 

difficulties, whi:e 

help 

Recc~r.datior-,s to~ Research 

It a:;;:??ars clear t~..,.at L~e quality 

classrcx::m is cr~c.J..al p:cesentcd 

hf;:re along in t.b.e 

refine tile proeess-rrodel for classrcx:ITI ir~ter;tcticn. 

2) USLng 

the 

3) 

4. 

5. Kidder, F.R. & Lamb, C.E. O:mservation of lenc,t'l: L>Variant a 
ar1d a Journal for Hesearch in ~1.a.thena.tics Educat:i.on, 
l2 (3)' 

6, La.rnb, C .. E~ You.l")g children 1 

se:ected Measur~~nt ~sks. 
verbal :;:erfor.T\:Ince ;..;hen 
A pa})er ·tc trJ.? Inter-

"""'"'"LU-l.O>Clf'.J..u~<uy UAF-USC Confer~;;:nce on Piaget.ia.n 'Iheor:{ an.d 
Febr"ary 1980. 
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7. re:::.dir:g 
253-261. 

B~ Lcrrb, C~E~ & 

t...~e teacher and 
L"':.e Research Cour:cil for 
Bc-v.-.;ling Green, Ohio, 

9 • Iarcberg , 
Chicago: ?.a:r:d !'-1cNally, 

10~ 

H. 

13 ~ 

14. 

15. 

16. 
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fr~ sente.:--.c;;s:: tc e1uati:::n~ 
Educatior>, 1983, 14 (3), 

{-;iathe:::atics, 
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MODEL FOR FRM1EWORKS OF CONCEPTS young child, interactions with a mother, parents, siblings, other adults, and peers 

are recurrent and highly emotionally charged. It is in this area experience 

that the child absolutely must learn to respond appropriately, so it is in this 
instruction~ peoples' 

area that we can expect to find the earliest and most central framework of concepts. 
idea.s to the 

Language an enormous fpat. it ac.complished by 
point to 

The required is handsomely 

by enhanced ab.i1l.ty interact with others. Learning lJ.ve with 
anU make 

continues through and when an individual 

anything which 

spend 

themselves. 

to 
, heat, cold, gravity, 

wind, know how to act 

it~ 
this, simple rules will 

it. is names conventional phrases 

delay brings 
used for talking about them, as such talk is a vehicle for negotiation of relation-

plea.sure An :i.nappro-
ships. Unless the rules or phrases lead to inappropriate action and evoke pain, 

signal either that the 
there will be no reason to look for connections between the concepts nor to 

should be avoided. These 
{/.11 elaborate them int_o frameworks. Their degree of clarity and differentiation 

recurrent will call into play, 
ne.ed not be expected to be greater than the accuracy with wh:ich their use has 

and and stable parts of the 
been experienced in context* The self-adjusting mechantsm for selective attention 

structure. which are low on will be treated peripherally. 
should ensure that the time and effort~ which would be needed, are not diverted 

Being an emotional response whose 
from more salient areas. Conventional wisdom is conventional because it 

strength some direct to which peripheral or 
generally works. If a child were to develop different ideas and express them~ 

central are involved. Where do not enhance appropriate 
social pressure might well lead to their suppression. This is not to say that 

action not be permanently 
a child cannot learn about phystcal phenomena in a consistent and interlocking 

If model has any val:ldi.ty, it becomes reasonable to ask what 
way but that typical experiences and priorities are more likely to hinder than to 

aspects of are likely to salient to an individual. For a 
promote such learning. 



When an adult te.acher or research worker deeides to interview a child, 'it is 

usually ln a school setting. Both through adulthood and through the connotations 

of the setting, the interviewer has a status whic.h makes an attempt at a response. 

virtually a social i.rnperative~ What the child may not represent the results 

of reflection but instant inventions~ It is not unusual for childrl:!n to make -ccn-

fide.nt assertions first but; when questions. to admit to lack under-

standing. recan.t ht~ unwi llinr; make an adrr.ission or 

:nay have 

at:isertions as 

highly dubious. 

In 

the 

whic.h .is 

sLze! on 

an individual is far from 

damaging implication 

child is denied opportunity 

opportunity to do something If, 

presented is internally incoherent and not 

do 

and 

1 beli.eve 

Descr.ibing tht?Lr 

be 

and 

of nrbi.tr.3rV 

by 

promote 

~atter, for the 

disaffected is denied the 

often the case, what 

to meaningful learning) it 

hardly surprising that most pupiLs perceive their task as learning unrelated 

materials leading to standard tests beyond whi.ch all can be forgotten, and adopt 

a policy of tstrategic inattention' to topics not perceived as task-oriented,. 

If this argument is essentially correct} then the most fundamental require

ment of science teaching is to persuade each student that the very real effort 

required to construct a new framework of concepts is worthwhile 1 and I believe 

this to be a very tall order. However., the follow-ing are recommendations which I 

see. as consistent with such an aim! 

1.. Do not invite expression of ill-formed thoughts except perhaps in a very 

very released group atmosphere. Just as it is usually unwise to spell 

3. 

out What is wrong to a class~ 

existing ideas wher. the new ones

It is time enough to attempt 

there are ideas to be reconciled. 

Present new ideas 

examp:ies with the 

matter that the 

strating 

Go through individual 

relationships to 

through 

exclus.ive 

high 

them out the beginning 

6. Do not allow questions and 

7. AbcJVe all, do not teach sooethong 

ensure that what pupils are expected 

meaningful. 

bring atte.ntion. 

to 

in fact, 

G. McClelland 

l'n.iversity of Sheffield 



Can 

Misconceptions? 

ltv 

11 

nature 

). 

ali 

,qnd propos it individuals possess. 

by recent work such ae thPt ( 1979) and Macnamara 

lean:; i.ng (1982), plu~ as~rl interprPtation of almost all research with human 

ional co~_nit·ive pcrf~rmance ~cvak~ 1977'{1.). However. I will arguf' in this paper 

t'lat lv rPlevant cn~nitive lt'~rnin2 strategies can be acquired and that 

ng} and 
l t ::._ lP ir.rportant qual i tntive diff<:re>nc:es lop in learners over 

knowle~lge (meta- t~P sp~n nf school ytnrs. In f~ct, have that thes~ quRlitRtive 
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1r.stT1!Ctinnal 

(nnd consider-

instruction. \Ve 

• et r!l., 1978) to Ve useful 

nl clnssr(lOm teacl1crs. Finallv, 

th t:w '"'ork nf !.\ot·n·ll in 1ri74-7(~, an ev~lu~tion strategy we cal] 

tl1is strnt0gy not clnlv to analvze 

intervieF ta ~nt also ns .1 d:irr·ct. instructional techn-ique with sturlf~nts. 

'l2rco 'loriern ( 1977) tTlnr~"i n svl1<"."'11lf' for fl co1leeP physics cour.st-~ on 

to plRcr c0ntrnl emphR.sis on tt1e ~pv 

cnncents ns~nciatPri tli .'-~<lX\-rPll'.s pquations. A control group u.serl a more 

1ll:1 av ::Hvl Resnick, l9h6) And the experimental 

thP exneri1nental ~·;roup shmvPd sorrH'' rlccli.nP in p~,vsi.cs te.c;t scores early in the. 

Using \Vord 

ass,)c:iat1o:1 tc-sts nnd for evtlluntlon, \ior .. .:ierR fnund thnt the 

cxpC'rinPntnl grotlp was ! ! :?}"lvs1cs c0r1cept~ i-:1 E anti :·: 
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N Test One 

CRITERION: Identification of 

Experimental 37 

Control 35 

1.11 

1. 23 

CRrTERION: Idenficiation 

Experimental 37 1.03 

Control 1. 06 

CRiTERION: 

Experimental 37 1.11 

1. 

• p ( .05 

TAGL F 1: Average scores and t 

three concept mappi.ng 
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Wiley and Sons, 1948. 

Second Edition. 
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35 
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vocabulary data,. 

:Jndc;r•.:stanJ.i~1~ -.Jeiosis 

I: UDo .;·ou 
aJ.:..; to 

also 

haVitL; to ~-~r .. o'..' ;,~cict::is ~;ith b.:;;;.,;,~ 

.:,;enetic.s? 11 

:12: b~c.s.use of t.:1c .s.::::ool coo..,n··se, ::,::11, ....,:J3t 
hi,3i.1 cour;::es, tiley Here ~ut under thtt t.-vt1i.:::, 
but tbey tJ0-re never r'eally ctla.t.a~.n 

consequence of state:.".:ents sini.: ar t:) 

!nstruc:ioodl intarvicw. 

I: 

I: 

1) .. 
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1'rou a prepared list :senetics concepts .. interviews Here 
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previae all ~ of the offspPln~ possibilities. He stated he did not sele~t However, students haC dlf'ficu.;. ty it worka-d or 

it. 
to 

tcp repre~ented the :~enot::.n_.:'~ of 

Studt.:nt A7 contiauod 

:.o _:_'i<.:lGSls (Figure 2). 

I: 



llFI 

:,;en\Stic.s operate~ of There b<: no for 

of 

it 

to co 

of Jeter:uinin,:; 

~rior to instruction~ be_;un with that thou:;ht in 

It 0een and pre ... .i;.structioual interviews 

trccbla are&s. It believed theJ would sorve as adv~nce or;;;.:~.nizer3 

J.irect:;.r.s the ntudent 's atte:;,tion to specific uealme;:;ses en Hhicb t;e 

c0ncentr::.;.tJZ au:.! see~.:. cl ari.fica tion durinJ; sub-seqtJe.ct st-udy. •.::cnse-

c;uentlJ"; i!;, u::.J.s e:,pected there :·Joul:.l later 

?ta:nc t t 3q_uare. 

fror.1 int.crvie:-1 co;.1- ate d. 

11 the 

students who tried 

C..:~I'Li\J tacrcco~Jput.er la)oru.tory Sl .. -~~lation pro:,sri.)..J ;;rwvidcd an 

c::celle-nt opportuni;:;y t.o the Stl.i.0Bnt in his le.arnin,::; and to 



A1 

Student 

a 

"You' 

I: (later) "Alri~ht, lat's ~o 

l$arlicr~ .\nd t:1at !<'as that you 
Punnett squars \Jl:um there 
tihere .are you ecnfused't» 

I: "I doJ' 
co Ill\: sed 

tliiS 
;;:..per),. I only _:;et ~ otfsprin:;~ ~: 

I: 

also ;;:ont.inueC to :Ji,::lintt::rpret 

Ti.1c Pun nett 

The st~dent ti~d several 

to 

t.o :1 statewent thrrt you 

th:s 
s the probl etJ, 

31: 

alleles 1 

litter, 

ll 

not rcl.ote 

ic 

V<lrious rat-ios 



do you 

said durin,_; tJJe 

would 

?.inall:lt 

\lrong one) Jasad 

produced~ 

had rJe;Jorized~ It ttas their co.;:JLJ.on experience that Punnett sc;uares 

:Cd.i th~'ully those perfect rutios Variation;; on these nu;.}bers 

~1ad ne-ver ·,:ere students Here 

to dE:al 'Ji th 

interview e~cor~t poi.nt. Of 

\Jitlwut a 

a'oout L1e.se results JOU 2re _;ettin_;? 11 

i\11: "Doutt as~.:: l'Je now~ 1 just JOt .so:.J.Bthin_; I totally didn't 
expect~" 

A11; 11 I uas 
rcquir.::G iJ.1tcr- :/L~ici1 

on the~~.thi~ jrey cat just sort of ••• ai1opped in. 
't .st::en yet.n 

on i.:endal t s 

cros.slnG over~ On L1c 

1..:i th chi square 

specify fro;J h::::r 

ner :.:.;ap and :.Jay 

.sbe 

linka;;e, or alleles and ;.:.eiosis. 

siJe had .. Juch difficulty ~;i th 

connections ;;ere too triVLJ.l 

I: 11 You were assu~in3 tl1at that was not a possiOility?" 

A11: u:'lell.~ .. no~ •• ~I s;;ue.ss not ... ~I don't ~-=~:.oH .... I'vG 
ti.1in:::. a.Jou t ti1is so,.:e .<~ore. It 

to 

I: (l;Jter) 11 ~Jhat Has t.n•m;in:~~ y-ou o:Cf in t.his t.lat ~·cL< .~o)t 
loo~<::in:.; at tl1e da.ta ::.:..nU :.;.s.;;:.:::...:·l_:; another cross?n 

.\11: nit's be..:;a.usc: I l~epi:. suci: stra.rt;e rGs\..llt.s. Li~~e L1is 
didn't co~e out 1:2:1 It didn'~ even co:~e close. 11 

(The student :1as b.:1sin~ these co~J.I.Jent.s on 36 offsprin;.) 

Si,J.ilar concerns \-Jere expressed in the intervie\: with student AS. An e:~cerpt 

is ~iven Delm.;. 

I: "O:c, you're loo:d:;;.:; at the- data in t~:e probled. 11 

A5: "1Eo2.l1, a:1d I':-.< :.JOnJcrin:; if t.iw par;;nt3 could be hctero.zy:_;ous, 
uut the ratio for kitte~1s isn't ri;at." 



+ 

A variety of diffioul ties L>:ere experienced with proble::a SAC. Of the 

20 .st~dents ir: t.(.t: ::;ic:~Jco~quter ,Jroup
1 

19 tried the proble1:1~ Four of 

tno.sc did fil~ally arrive: at 30lution. Using te¢;tcrosses and 

wa~or obstacle nere. In the interviews, 

falloHlnG ;J.isconception.s Here uncovered and prevented studer:ts fro!J 

i. The tHO all r;l cs for one trait. could be linked. 

2 .. Th.J results had reflect P~nnett square results. 

3~ The 
li~~e·wise for 

,;et!es for t:Jo traits had to be lini.(ed, 
recessives~ 

to,;ctiler t:nc-y t,.;ore lL1l:ed. 

' did not ~;.,ply 

Hell .. 

's Y t s -,,hen discuss in;:& hc~.r 

plan his attack on 

on pa,;~er, il.:: C:id Eot rely on :i:',s reason 

I: ntl.lrit,;ht. 
that are 

in t~10 Punnett Sli,t..~are you 1ve ~at offsp:-in:; 
B, little t>.tt 

The wicroco~puter and particular 

cited, 

In~erpretin_~ 

To awswer t!lese questions, the. 

~estcrosscs, ellBlcs, 



to 

~Jhere 

ins.truc:.ivn i:1 Ler.-

I: 

.i\20: 

A20: ·~··I don't really know~" 

I.llC.r'O-

out crosses here to substantiate 

't seen aaj b.: acL: an;;,: orun;.):: WoOl Gs. 11 

bl;:::,cl! and oran;a uale;;. n 

I: you i:aven t t seen ar.:1 yc;;utve .:;cner<2ted :JC cats here., 
r1,:;Ilt?" 

I; 

~ .... ~o cs ts 
in ui tn the 

witi1 this 
,J\..H'·e? 11 

, or 
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Four 
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typif.ied to a generaL stock in meaning-structures which 

th&n reinforced or obl by social and linguistic usage. In Two 

Joan Solomon 
de.sc rJ bfld as the attitude of the life-world 11

3 such Chel Co! 

to be complete, confirmed by everyday exoerience 1 The educational community can now call upon a valuable accu~ulation of research-

to incansistency,The fer this appears to be that local findings concerning children's out-of-school noticns about scienti~ic mattars. 

thus conflict between The primary intention of this paper neither tJ suqmarise nor to 

of hidjen by their relevance to them, alt1ough the course of the Brgu~ent may incluje 

Its real purn~se is to the social anc spistomGlagical differences bat~een 

such crior, unspecialised Kncwleage, anu the fnrMal explanations w~ich teach 

in science lessonso This is im~onse practical importance b8cause it 

pwrspective has when applie{:l to two ly different ways ~f 

an obnut anergy~ In first the true, this cannot 

students but uifferent light5 Before 

They sentences showing how to principles tu practical problem tney 

thtl word f~ur main''pravinces of to make choice betw~en alternative tems, w~ich is all 

which their ~sage t~e more difficult for being effectively hidden. 

Life-world KnowledQe 

For co~mon woras such as force, energy, fooo, atom, heat, or light, it is to 

be expected that students ~ill alreacy haue acQuired a whole repertoire ~f 

meanings long before they enter school. The~ wares are used in everyday conversation 

where their meanings are not defined, but are expected to be understood by others. 

They are a part of that chaotic body ~f knawledge called t'co~mon sense'' which 

most philosophers have wisely chosen to ignore. One exception to this is Stephen 

Peeper I.Uho, in '.!.lorld Hyootheses ( i9r~2), dsscribsd it .~;s n~t definitively 

cognizable, secure, and cognitively irritable, three characteristics that we 

shall return to later. 

In Structures of the Life-Worlo (1"73) Schutz and Luc~mann present a very 

detailed phenomenological account of the comolex origins and nature or such 

knowledge. Briefly, they describe a process by which cast experiences are loosely 



synonym, but increase of age anr] hence the r-ange of mear1ings available to the 

children, swelled the number of incipient operational statments such as 11 !t is 

in all things that move'' or 'tit makes everything ~ork''. There was gnaat variety 

in the words used and no significant correlation between the belief that energy 

is a measurable quantity and the ability to construct such generalisations. Rather 

than dignify this as "Children's Science 11 it would seem more realistic to accept 

it as no more than a readiness to typify qualities, ~at concepts (like bigness 

and heaviness,~ volvma or weight) cut of an experience of linguistic use. 

Comparing the Two Knowledge Syste~s 

Using these reaerch findings, anj others, an attemct will now be made to ooint 

up some of the major ~ifferences. between this life-world kno~ledge and that of 

the science domain. 

(a) Life-world knowledge is inconsistBnt and context-boJnd (cognitively irritable) 

Tha limitations of space dictate that o~ly few cf the researchers ~ho have noted 

this characteristic may be quoted here. 

"Students never®~~ notice that to explain the 

(of an in one of t~e situations 

a prop3sitiGn that th~y use explain motion in another situatian4 11 

Ci1a'11pagne et al ( 1'JBo) 

Similar comments about life-world 

Russell by 

of rather runr:ing 

In province t~ere is a typification 

in r as inanimate mov~ment 
6 as fiuman sct~vlfy,f\anL ln b 

areas of overlap lis th3sB items 

( 11 the sun makes things grow for fcou 

sun is tne source of ~ife 

Closer inspection sho~ed soveral 

difference between the contributicns 

more meanings referring to to human 

Perhaps this should be interpreted in 

as health or the 

in short 

hy one 

energy cou~a wurk 

1
wi th the 

girls' greater 

carif"!g, so well described :in !n a Uifferent Vnic8 Gilligan( 19ti2)~ 

A second surprise was the ele~ants which occurred, 

within one ano the same sst of 

Exercise builds up your 1 ifB-force) 

Exercise uses up your energy 

second ;:hase 

en 

12.8 

:;tructure., 



Life-world knowledge is well socialised (secure) 

thrive an continual use. this ±s also t~ua of scientific 

but when these ure a couple 3f periods per week dwring a fe~ 

years of school teaching, ths must be all on the side of the life-world 

meanings that are jaily rsinforcac!. ~ross-linguistic studies, such as those of 

Quit 1980) on German, Swiss Phillipino students, and Ross and Sutton (1982) 

students, demonstrate very effectively this 

blqnket socialisation of meaning t:y langua£s use. 

This produces a problem the teaching of science which is not always 

recognised. ~eanings which are in J8ily use cannot be obliterated by science 

lessons, however convincingly prasentecl. Even when the concepts and theories of 

science been learnt)the meanings, and loose explications of the life-

world, wi~l still linger o~. Al: 0f continue to speak of 11 cold creeping in14
, 

ut'lrowing glances around ths roum 11 anllnfeeding a plant through the s0il 11 however 

proficient ars in phylcs and biology* This implies that our students will 

ac4uireJ through their i~str~ction in science, a second domain of 

knowledge which is radically oiFferent from the first but coexistent with it. 

Under thes:a circumstances we shall to know if they are aware of these tUJo 

competing sets of meanings and, more importantly, ho~ thwy decide which one to 

usa our.ing problem-solving exercises. 

Student awareness of the l:wo Domains 

Awareness is a condition which snans wide boundaries. We might search for it by 

asking ''Is there any oiffersnce between the scientific meanings for words like 

force, energy and work, and their meanings ?''• Such a question seems 

to claim affirmative answer. Altt:rnatively we 

tho two sets of meanings. ~at only this beg 

could demand an articulation of 
!:ect 

the question,Athe cluttered 

meanings of the life-world are not definitively cognizable, and rote repetition 

of scientific definitions carry littlo? c:;mviction. In a more ambitious and tricky 

mode we mightpresent students with abrupt transitions between the t~o domabs of 

kno~la~ge to 'ind out if they can ce:act, identify and correct them. T~o sets of 

It consttUcts formalised symbolic concepts which go far beyond the abstract 

generalisations mentioned in the ~receeding section. Such scientific coneepts 

are tightly, conssnsually,ctefined forming part of a theoretical networ~ which 

overarches the everyday worlo of experience for the purpose of providing a causal 

explanation. 

Dv.u !"ffuc:j. 
\,r"IAC<'£ oJ 

\, 
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Explanations of this ~iqd do nat exist in life-world knowledge. Even whentttypification!: 

deriving from experience or lan9uage use, are expanded beyond their usual 

province of msaning)they operate more by analogy than by symbolic reasoning. 

Adults intsrvis~ed in the anergy projoct often sxtracted the ,,root metaphor'' 

(Terwilliger 1968) af 1liveliness'from the meanings of energy to use it in such 

terms as "mental energyt' or even 1'psychological energy'*• The intention seemed 

to be more effective description than explanation. Engel (19B1) draws attention 

to the way 'suction• is used to sxplain the rising of a liquid in a drinking straw 

and a syringe, without any attempt to clarify the term beyond ths circularity 

of meaning-and-explication, 



spray at the bottom. 

There were, in all, nine such sentences of which these form a re~rassntative 

sample. Would pupils of different abilities be able to perceil . .'e the incorrect 

transitions between symbolic and life-world knowledge in sentences 2 and ~, any 

better than theycould sort out those relating to rota learning ? 

Ability groupings 

2 3 4 

% success in ( 1) 95 60 B!l 50 

% success in ( 2) 35 14 13 3 

% success in ( 3) 100 68 79 76 

% succass in (4) 100 84 32 3 

These data suggest that all the pupils, especially the less able, find less 

difficulty in questions (1) and (3) which depend upon rete laarning than in 

ths discri~ination sentences~ The latter, nu~bers (2) and 4) 1 proouce much 

better of results natchir:~;; the pupils' abilities in ths examination 

which contained a range of mora prob~nm-solvi~g questions. could 

tentatively from discrimination betwea'l t;ho two domains 

cf knowledge plays an importa!'1t role in in scho~:l 

Moving betwAen domains of knowledge 

For of ntudi.Hs 

of theories e~Juc8tion, .and 

fram science itself. 

In the of iirtificial higher level ''~orld 

both inaludss, end allows selection mwl ti tu!jn possible local 

analysas,. 

experiments have been carried out, along these general lines, ana will b~ briefly 

reported here. 

(a) 

included questions on the formal definition 

prinicple, were asked in intervie~ whether 

of these wurds were the same as 

compared with the correctness of the 

who had got these wrong were reminoed 

( tJ= 14) 

the smallness of the sample 

form 

change of 

which studo~ts are 

1. energy is 

ki,..tetic energy 

3, 

The watar at tcp 

just complEted a shor~ 

energy and the conservation 

thcught that the physics 

Their answers 

had given in the 

answer before they 

( N 17) 

L'JO 



picture boars an rassemblBnce to figure II depicting the 131 

lifn-worlcj 
a 

What such hy;:JOthetico-d~c;ductive 

ba~wesn tne t~a domains are not 
11 5uccassful programs in AI are not so:!_ifl;istic ones which dream up their 

of observation and commonsense 
own world entirely .. Rather they combine wcrla: model knawladge Y..ith rnore 

small scale inspection of local context ..... which have called contextual, 

structural and monaoic.,n 
science instr~ction. Moving 

De Mey 

recui res thG 

examples to illustrate a 
where the higher domain is dtJvised by a human culture to deal co:"flmon 

in both •Y own work and that of 
misdt!>nsanoursl its cwnnecti;:,n with the conte-xtual pntte-rns haOi t and custom 

will not be so clear., Nevertheless can still detact the characteristics of 
the most able, experience consiaet80ly 

in solving ~ave been set in t~s life-world and need 
the life-world an~ the symbolic. 

to ths learnt theory, than they do in solving 
nThus the precepts of custom, ver~ close in this respect tc sayings and 

in an abstract setting~ 
proverbs, have nothing in co~mon with the transcendent rules of juridical 

code: evsryoos is able 1 not so much to cite and recite tham from ~emory, 

In this paper due r~sct has to the rich metaphorical meanings of 
as to reproduce them fairly accurately." Bourdisu ( 1977) 

life. we could not them eveco if, in misguided zeal for 

science Gducatio~, we so wished. splendid edifice of modern science is indeed 
In the great adifics of ;snetic epistemology which u.;as the life work of Jsan 

the cultural legacy of all our students and we need to teach it with all the flair 
Piaget it is possible to recognise a rather similar distinction betwsen two 

ard" competance 1...e can muster .. rvevertheless this approach shows that it is 
kinds of knowledge .. One is 11 knowing howu in a particular context, the other 

a foreign world which many will find uifficulty in entering while the familiar 
"knowing that" by prop•aitional and essentially syMbolic thought. In 

undemae>ding clutter of the lif>1-world st!!l proviaes its cltsrnative wsys 
Success and Understanding (1978) Piaget stresses the radically different learning 

of thinking. 
movements in preoperational thought and formal thought , the former moving from 

the periphery (contexts) to the centre (concepts) and the other from the 

REFERE7\CE5 centre to the periphery. 

f:ourrJisu, Pierre .. ( 1972) f;utline of a theory of Practice C,.U.,P. 

E, Solomon, Carol A & Cahn,Andrew ~. (1980) 
Bearing in mind this postulated difference in mova~ent between context-based 

experience and formal theory, we may now turn to the logical positivist theory 

oF science .. 

R.Reidell Pub Co. 
"A scientific theory might therefore be likened to a com~lex spatial 

Drivor, & KusseU T. of the ideas of 
network. Its terms are represented by the knobs, while threads connecting 

ths latter, in part, to ths definitions and in pa~t to the fundemantal 
oncJ change of state ~)raft ciocument~ 

•••• theory,. The whole system floats, as it were, above the plana of obssrvat: 

(Hempel 1952) 
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l~1PLICIT 

u;TRUDIJCT ION 

ihie, ttu:- ohject 

: STCDENTS A~v CUNS i'ANTS 

L.Vicnnot, Universite Paris VII 

stu1lies wi1ose goal is Lo Jescrihe lhe 

s in as simple and predictive a fashi.on as 

with a cleaxt~r image of their own 

intuitive tendencies in order b0tter lo aaster them.In this effort of description, 

importance of specific: 

students':reasoning ure 

is seen to be considerable; thus,many studies 

on a !,articular domain of physics: rnecl)anics, 

rudynamics,.he;Jt and tempt•r.:::tture,etc.This choice of c:ontent,while highly relevant,. 

not be exclusive:other of attack might reveal characteristics of rea-

which are less Jcpt:ndent on specific cuntent.Thc work which I present here 

addrcssl.:!rl to this issue. 

PnJer the gc~neral ht.>a:diu& of ::ht~ implicit in physics, this study attempt; to cla

fy the mc·anings that students attach to the c:ornmon type of statements used by 

slll(knts th!:mselves and hy instn.KLt)rs.Our object is not to call for a fully cxpli

style of expression, which \VOl.ild be both dect:ptive and impracticablc.Rather,we 

aftempt l>y this investigation r-o observe some iruportant components uf reusoning 

and to bring these clearly 

si0n~I will suggest some 

their own reasoning process. 

attention of teachers and studcnts.In the conclu-

advantages of helping students to grasp better 

we are specifically concerned with functional reasoning in physics.This 

expn::ssion is better understood by comparing two methods: 

given expression U=RI (between the voltage U at 

ends of a dipole,the resistt1nce Rand the intensity of the current which flows 

thrvugh it) is seen simply as 

the others; 

-the 

the voltaze is a function of 

tool for calculating one numerical value by means 

notation UaRI carries other significations: 

variables~ it increases with the intc:1sity for a 

resistance, and it increases with the resistance for a given intensity. 

nv' tr;o::tu;il 

un i Vl ~·z-; i nf Ll1c lWt) vari 

cn:1!::idcrLhc functii.l!l in lither v~;rinblc. 

l'y chnr;lctcristics nat\lrai r•,asnnlng in e!f_·ctrodyn<lni ,_wldeh ily con-

:>itlL·r n hattvry -ts a nsuorc~·" of con;jtnnt curTcn~ 1.) this t:entlcncy ea.n he sf:'('n in rnany 

,jiffc::_·ent contc:..;ts: tlw relation between spet:dtdisUmte COVL'n!d Lahl LLlvel time,for 

Tille EXI:r:CI SE 

WL' incr;Jas.o R 1 ~ We nott.· tl!::>.t U also incn.·asC"s~ Explain Khy. 

THE RESPONSE Of A STUDENT: 

,since R
1 

incr~nses, U increases 

TillS RESPclNSE. 

lnnJmpletc? {l1hat is missing?) Rigorous'? 

interasity varies when one increases R
1 

(in fact,it 

,in both categorics,accept the reJsuning proposed. 

Fig. 1; a textual analysis proposed to students 

in the last year of secondary school (N""25) 

in the first year at university 

(following a test of J.L.Closset) (l) 



A gf!nernl preoccupation w.ith f11netlon;d reasoning and the diff-iculties Unkt.·C 

to the functions of :4en,ral v.:J.rinhlr>s led me t<J make a J:i('rt" f.ocu!'>c(: ~tudy on h"WU 

might :<>L'etr c1.t first to ht• par;!d,n:ic;il in this conu:xt, the them.: of constant"" 

The term '·constant" can in fact cover :1 rnnge of mennings.At one end,m.tmcr}cal, 

the tvord "const::mtu op~rntes as a common noun nearly synonymous 1,.,•ith jfnumbcr", 

more or 1c.ss usl!(ul to kncn .• ·~ rnnging from one simple h'tlturP of an nbj(;ct, like the 

.At the other 

the important thing bf:ing the list 

of thPse vari3bles whicl1 one might ti1ink a priori to aff~ct the ''cons~3nt 1'.Bul when 

one attempts to specify thos~ vari<'tblt•s that are "without effect;f on the physical 

qttantity being considered, one usually perceives tltat this quantity is dependent on 

oth~?r vnriables,such that a fairly C'ornph~tc fun<:tional formulation ends 

t\Jo subdivisions: "inten:stlnt; independ<mcics" and udcpendcncies". Figure 

having 

gives an 

idea of the way in which such an t?xplicit formulation clarifies Hnd completes the 

type of Slatefll'~nt COT!'JtJC'nly pr-:1cticed in physics. 

SI'CED OF LIGHT !S A CONSTANT 

speed of 1 ight in vttcuum 

DOES NOT DEPEND ON 

thr:: frequency 

The sp0ed of light 

DEPENDS 0~ 

the index of refraction of 
the rued i UM 

the frequency {except in 

AT A CONSTM;l rE'!l'ERATURE ,TfiE RES I STNJCE 1
' 

OF A MFTAl.LJ C CONDUCTO~ IS A CONSTA!\T 

The nD.tun:,dimf:nsion.f and t~'mperatun: 
of c0nduc-tor being fixed ,its 
resist:tnce 

DOES NOT Dr:PFNll ON 

the lt"n~dJ;.n 11 applied at its ends 

the current which flo'Ws through it 

·rt1c r~sistance of a conductor 

nr,:PE~DS ON 

the nature <lf the conductor 

its dimensions 

s r att:-rncnt s ic;Jtud and completed 

for the· Ohm's 1::t.w by O'Sullivan 

l 1 Scl~lE 

tcna.:nt.s he,1\'i IY vhtcd \o:itlt the h:p! 

rrcfcr? What further .inlnrmation dt• thcv 

Con .. !c<'tcd \.tiLl! fit·.st ycnr university 

Figure .?,The questions poSt'd arc of the 

yuu cleAr anti unamhiguouz;.:?Doe~ it 

seem neces.sary? mt~rely useful? Would you like 

The GWSt sLril:ing fc3tUres o[ tl1c reGults 

PRINCIPAL CIIARACTI:rn STIGS Of THE 

in 

the frame 

t DEPENDS 

in p.:1-rticul.1r: 

mdlium 

ON STATEMENT 

AND 2 

Tahl<' 

Tab!<! 

Table t 

sit 

in 

OF ST!mENTS 



Y is constant" 
y 

constant with that of charac-

defined by it.s permanence in time. 

ccnc(:;-;::n :1boat 

Thus 

E is the internal of real gas, 

V the volume) 

cons~ant at the initial time'' 

the follovdng exercise (sun:u::arizcd here): 



lhc mcnning of st;Jtcrnont: "f'otenti~d energy is v:ithin n 

constant~ C3]cu1ate the potcnti~l energy of ~ravit3ti0nal interaction b~tw0e11 t~o 

ma::;s(~s r:1
1 

m
7 

"Vt'-rsus Lheir distanc-e r •.• Give> for r > R
1 

rad.L;s of earth) 

th(' ~h.1pc of the curve Lf'prcsentinr; the potcnl:i J1(r) of interaction between 

a m:-css m and earth in function of th~ distance r from the center of earth to m. 

Une decides that 0 .. which is unusu2.l 

1\csults obtnined in first year at university reveal tht· fol facts (N = 58 ) : 

-The question : "what does the statement ..• :ne~ns?tl 1coves very I:ew studEnts without 

.:.tn answer~Nearly all. of them have an idea on this point. 

-For half uf them~ this idea is linked to the metl1od of calculus that gives rise 

tothe constant: 11 as every primitive is defined h'ithir.. a eonstant, it is natural 

ttwt pt:tcntial \voulcl also be within a constant 11 
, c.r!.d so;netim.:.:s: 11 ::mr:! 

.:J:ways seeks to cancel ~he constant". 

-After this, the freDdom ''it depends on the 

t~at one foru~cn "it th3t one starts fro~'. 

c:;m be define-d'', 

has be~n prcvious1y recalled 

1.36 

Fig.3 Ho~,.-., to 

quantity defined ~itl1in a 

(here U:pct~ntia! 

of a mass) to fit it with 

va1ue (here us 

'"'rth) 



was 

t ma;1s used i thi were constructed by elementary 

rgraduate science methods classes from 

s used 

outlined below 

1phabet a1 ii t 

topic was displ 

d projector. 

gi en 

ec0s of paper with a 

each piece. 

tudents were 

ta how 

ment 

rrange:nent on 

the 

tudents were: 

verb 

1983. After the students haa 

maps and after they had been g ven 

t maps, they were asked to con 

stigation. The procedure that 

concepts related to a 

screen using n over-

envelope containing 

or phras typed 

rrange the pi of 

ps 1mong the concepts. 

asked to diagram his 

ransferred to a paper, 

ts to signify re-

er p irs of con-

ohrase containing 

1 i e. 

l n th i 

Using Conce 
E ff e c 

Eleme tary 

Mapping to O~tect lnte ntions 
ve itl lnlproving Pre-Service 
Edu tion Majors' Unde ta ing 

Science T0Dics 

study, the effect several different tea hing strategies 

on ~l c sing the overall quality o and redJ ing the number of mis-

conception on pre-serv ce ele~entJry s lerce methods students' ccncep· 

The stJdents enrolled in the science 

137 

1.:n i rsity of North Carolina at WI lmlngtcn have, for the nost part, very 

wea backgrounds in sc enc . Since 1980 csn ept mapping has been J ed 

in tne sc1 ~ce ~ethods class to help tudents develop an understanding 

of th0 •!lationships among science concepts, D~rlng this time, I heve 

been i ssed with how i s ex e se has helped tudents become aware 

underscard a~d what they do not understand bout a topic. 

Gy the ring of 1982 I wondered whether cuncept map ing could e 

used. nJt only to improv~ studer s' comprehension o~ t en.:e toci s 

tea chi ldren, but also to able me to dete ne ,,hi h of 

le a c vi t i s mo R the 

nd ng (_ien t s ~ (j th s 

the 2 T di re:~ i 8$' 

s1nq, o~~ in ; n on, on elementary education maj s' under tanding 

of scie ce t0pics as measured by the accu•acy and complexity of the 

conn~c i ns shown nn the conc0pt macs constructed by the students. 



e. 



Mi concep 

studen 

t h d occurred freque~tiy on 

were pointed out. 

tudents in ar inqciry acti,ity 

orovided the opportunity t 

ach the tovr c to hi 1 dren ~ 

n the top 

1e 

stions 

I•1 rder to ~valu 

ived 

ir~q iry 1ess 

Jevel ped n instructional unit 

~ts fer th~ n 

ls in the map, 

tig ted and the re tained 

irst questi in T a h 1 e 2. he 

ty of usin pre nd ost concept 

' understanding of a topic, conce~t 

tructed by students n two las es 

we 

t 

analyzed. Both classes pa 

science methods instrvctcr and 

'ndicate relationships be 

ifferent strands o the 

fOS links. 

n concepts on 

p by drawing 

e. scribe the relationship ~etween pairs of 

6. If 

1 is 

concePts located on different strands by 

writing a verb or phrase containing a verb 

on the cross link. 

ts did not know the ~eani of a term or h2w 

wa 1ated to the top were Lol d to 

he •d on the lower ight hand de of thei 1· 

7. StudP ll 

the word from their concept maps. 

to use additional concepts as 

needed to make their maps meaningful. 
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8. Some time later in the semester after at least one 

month had elan ed, the students were asked to construct 

another co t map on the same topic using the sare 

alphabetical 1 st of concepts and the same pieces of 

paper with a concept one ch and following the same 

I'Ocedure. 

twe~n the times a~ which ~~ first and second concept mans were 

drawn, the cience methods students experienced one or more of the 

following interventions: 

l. Stu~ents received feedback about their concept maps: 

lhe instructor raded the conceot maps and returned 

them to the students. 

b. The meth students were shown the instructor's 

concept ma conta ning the same cnncepts. 



given h T1bl ~he ncept m&os of the stude~b in the class 

I lng feedback were returned to the students. The e students were 

shcv,:l ;t sa;rpl2 concept ~ constructed by the instru tor. Attention 

~i; nc tions that had commonly rred on studen~s 1 mars 

and rel tionships among the concepts was expldined. After the 

ts had oppc t J n i ty to interact with each othel~ and ith 

i r, ructol' about rna r~ s ' the concept t'e coilected. Lh 

feedback Jnd n feedback sses inquiry l 

~t the son to e 1 e:npn ry children. s i ks ater, the 

in both cl sses a in constructed concept s on the topi 

re u icateo that students i vi 

ni ir2ntly better than s dents no receiving fe 

c i c:e 

the 

then 

' '. 

situa-

tions n the cas ot to c., 

i j r i c, they we give e 

signments tha 

Outline the topic, spe ify ratiGnale and ective for 

teach nst t a test to e iuate 

chilcre~· 1earn r:g topic, Write lesson plans 

se 1 di eren of activi ies to tea the 

eme ta s hoc hildren and organize 5 sons n to a 

seque~ce instructional it. 

The results ind cated that the post conce maps for the topics about 

then ught Ue arnE· lessons to 

The resul s indic ::ed t h a. t the 

p Jnd post rna r:; s bet·,teen 

2) ! n additi n, ccncept n!a 

~ the olar te~, 

Thi r,;;lys·!s a1so 

in 1 J r i 

1 ii 

had 

map 

Sci c e 

ton pt in no 

not. ncept maps nf ho uated using t cr i a 
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which the methu s stralents ex rienced nd l ter t ught inquiry lessors 

we•·e significancly better than the ~ost concept maps for the topics on 

whicn en instructional uni had been developed (See Table 2). 

The implications of this study for tea hing students with weak 

s i ce backgrounds enroll d in a methods of teaching elementary science 

cou· e are: 

Concept mapping can be used to detect the effects 

ol different interventions on methods students' 

understanding of ~cience topics. 

2. Students r·e ived more cognitive benefit from 

working indi,idual yon their map than frcm 

working with a partner. 

) . Students were helped by being made aware of my 

evaluation of the accuracy of their maps and on 

having their attention brought to focus on mis 

conceptions that hJd appeared on many of their maps. 

4. Experiencing an inquiry activity and then teaching 

the same lesson to children was much more effective 

in increasing the quality of connections on concept 

maps than was Jevelopinq an instructional unit on a 

tOll i C. 

Ncvak, Joseph D. 

Pro'l":~rr:, New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 

Con.ell University, Ithaca, New Yo,·k, 19130, Section III, pp. 1-8. 

Novak, Joseph D . "Applying Learning Theory and Philosophy of 

Sci nee to Biology Teaching," 
XVIII!l), 

Ja~uary, 19H , p. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS 

A questionnaire is imployed in my studies in order to in

vestigate some aspects of meaning. Four tasks are used. 

(1) Associations 

The words used in science as names for concepts (e.g. energy, 

work, power, force) are written on the blac;cboard one after 

the other. Every 30 seconds a new word :'ollm>~s. 

The students are asked to write down the words which come 

to their minds v1hen they are confronted with the given word. 

The responses of the students are categorized according to 

a scheme of categories presented later. 

The association method has been used frequently for r.:nrposes 

of science instruction research~ There is one group of re

scarche~s 

tionships 

Johnson, 1964, 1967; Johnson, Curran, Cox, 1971; Shavelson, 

is in 

words is mainly oriented to 

stimCllus words associations 

given t.c each of stimul:Js words taken into consideration. 

Generally categorizing associations is simple. 

There another way of association tests for purposes 

of science instruction research (see, . Jung, 1 81 , 1982; 

Schaefer, 1976, 

main interest 

979, 1980; Cochaud, Thompson, 1980). The 

met"J.tioned researchers lies in finding 

out something about the meaning of concept names within the 

context of students' knowledge of science concepts. Their 

methods for analysing and interpreting associations are 

SOME METHDDS FOR EVALLI,~TI 

Reinders Duit 

Science 
of Kiel 

N-GER'!i'.NY 

INTRODUCTIO:-l 

The following paper deals 

It coincides to a certain 

done here in Ithaca by J. 

evaluation. 

Ny 



concepts 

1: Categories 

phys .ical 

be that the 

with these 

concept.s 

association test 

, ''qualities'1 and ''relations'' 

ilosophy as a basic system of 

development of the scheme of 

general system were necessary. 

for instance, was included be

of physical concepts (terms) 

students when confronted with a 

in physics. Of course, there is 

cateqory. If 

''energy'' we can't be shure 

has come to his mind. It 

meaninq is meant. 

fundamentally different from those of the group of re

searchers mentioned first. Analysis is mainly qualitative. 

Furthermore, analysis is content-oriented. Rather complicated 

systems of evaluation categories are used to classify the 

associations~ 

My research work concerning association l 

qroup. 

amonq 

Althouqh I think that association tests researchers, 

curr information some 

significance for science instruction, limitations of the 

method should not be overlooked. There is an ongoing dis

cussion about these problems (see, for instance, some papers 

from a conference on ''Cognitive Development'' in Leeds; 

Archenhold et al., 1980). Some of the problems are the following: 

if a student writes down a word (associates) we don't know 

why he is doing this, i.e. we don't know anything about links 

to the stimulus word. Furthermore, we don't know anything 

about the meaning the student relates with the word at the 

moment of association (Stewart, 1979). If a student writes 

down "force" we don't know whether the physics or the every-

day meaning is meant. To overcome these difficulties, Gunston 

(1980) proposes asking for a sentence containing the asso

ciated word and the stimulus word. 

Another aspect has to be taken into consideration. Association 

tests as used in my study provide researchers and teachers 

with a gross insight of meanings that a group of students has. 

But the information gained for individuals is negligent (see 

Jung, 1982). 

One of the main problems in using association tests for 

measuring the meaning of concept names is finding a scheme 

of categories which are of significance with regard to the 

aims of research. want to compare the meanina of different 

concepts. Therefore, a scheme of general categories valid for 

all concepts is necessary. The starting point for this scheme 

of categories as presented in fiq. 1 was the distinction 
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Application aspect in lenr-

is :ra-r:her 



provides first 

F'iq. 4 presents 

(Eneraie) qiven 

containes 

Strom (current) are 

closely related in 

everyday German lan-

. This aspect i.s 

not only revealed by 

the fact that the 

most freauent word 

associated with energy 

is 11 Strom 11 {current, 

see fig. 4) but also 

bv other findings 

(gained from tasks 2 

and 3, see fig. 8 and 

9). Furthermore energy 

is associated with 

sources of energy (e.g. 

fuels like gasoline 

or the sun), with 

consumers of energy 

(e.g. technical app

liances) , with the 

importance of energy 

for society and with 

students are asked to make use of the concept names energy, 

work, power describing the 

presented 

parts of 

.in 

In the following section I would like to deal with some ex

periences gained by means of the methods described (task 1 

to 4). As mentioned already my main concern is to illustrate 

the characteristics of these methods. Findings concerning 

the concepts energy, work, force and power are of less 

interest here~ 

It is important to note that these findings refer to the 

meaning of the German words for energy, work, force and 

power. The meaning of these words in the English language 

certainly differs in some respects. 

~sociations 

All associations given by the students are regarded. If one 

word is written several times by a student it is regarded 

only one time. 

In order to ge·t more information about the ability of student.s to 
apply concepts, further t_asks would have to be added. My questionnaire 
contained further tasks in connection with the energy concept .. They 
are not payed any attention in this paper (see Duit, 1982, 1983a). 



4 years of physics 

instruction d~ring 

which t:te ener;y 

was qiven 

It is not posstble 

simply to col'lpare 

phenomena like 

among the most 

dm·m this Hord, 

by th<? 147 

dance ':tJi th 

between energy 

such muddles, 

(Kraft J 



10 (after 

during energy was taught 

of the process: 
weight). 

instruction in 

answer are: energy 
( 17%). 

of a simple process 

percentages refer to students 

years of physics instruction 

some detail) . 
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(2) The methods measure significa~t aspects meaning. This 

may be inferred on the basis of tl"e fact that the diagrams 

and charts obtained in comparable contexts of language and 

culture (students without any p:-tysics instruction in Germany 

and Switzerland) are very similar. This concurrence of struc

ture revealed by the schema of categories for associations 

(see fig. 1), for instance, is remarkable especially because. 

very different words are associated in the different sam!Jles. 

Similar findings with regard to association tests are reported 

by Schaefer ( 980) . 

(3) The findings gained through the different methods suoport 

one another. Conclusions concerning the meaning of concept 

names always should be based or.. results from all nethods 

employed. 

) The methods do not information about the 

abi.lity the students to make use of the concepts. Informa

tion 

also 

meaninq. 

of students~ 

. This is 

They, 

structures 

The matrix-like diagraJtl 

students. It portrays 

and parts of the used 

names are 

The 

map portraying 

process~ 

Energy is used pr0dominantly 

the battery gives energy, 

>:Jork, force and power seem 

the motor and the weight. 

The boxes in fig. 

the studHnts to refer to 

cor:cept names to 

(1) 

students' responses 

for science instruction 

schemes ) . 

'>·Jben describir:q 
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to 

th~~n:fore, 

r pre~entation ui 

know. 

infj ni te 

added. 

vohich 

rf'latlon:::hips, 

in order for new idea to r mental 

(rotP mennrizatior.) Wd)', they must 

th3t new iclra and what they 

kn~•w. 

lwrd 

dd) 

opporttm it i c·s 

and n~veal their misconception~. This may 

j)Ufl i .shi ng 

witb m.;-1stery grnding (allowing 

1)' climilt~te their ht1gs) cart 

of thinking. Once v.·c bocome owan: of thr· 

lou~ 

cxterna l 

of onr concept, 
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, for example. b_v rt'alizi that it l cads to errone-ous predictions or 

incorrect answers, begin to the need for rt"fi_n i n_Q our idea 
OI' ring better ~)-ne. t;ood study nr di on problems those 

cc rt a in i nadcqu.::tc -in their prvc:;ent leve-l 

of understa11ding, 

it. 



), 

. S i 1n i 

ahu1.1t but 

that mult 

one st ratcg) 

i ght s j nto students' 

only the presentation of new 

j s 

are a natural (not a shameful) 

process. 

encourages students 

and provides 

thinking. Teachers nnd 

from J i rn r-.h n st reI J , h'ho pro vi des 

ing information processing 

and lli gh School, 

Anderson, .J H. t\cquisition cognltin: skill. 
S9 (,J) o()9,4ilh, J9S2 

Clement, .l. Student prvconccpt ions in 

lll 

in 

llvl ' ,J Hci r 
Jlrocessos: flrohlcnl dcscri}JtloJl 

ln Press, .19S4 . 

Kcl I C, ,\ 

Constructs. SY: 

;\lin.-.;trell, .L Lxplalning tlw 'AI !U:ST' condition 
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Et\hancem-.:=nt :tnd :J:ssesBmtwt of tlh~ RellHbil iLy 

Instrum"'~nts l:e:Jr the Mcdsuret~.t<.::nt of Con,:eptua l Frm!'leworkci 

R~1n Hoz 

This paper with the re.liahU.lty ins:rw.llents for the 

measun:!ment of conceptu;ll frameworks~ lt first dese:ribt.:s t:.he nature of 

~el iah U lty and 

used cl ini·:;lt 

,,f 

pronci.ples .. 

threat~c~nlng 

interviews .. Then 

of 

the wilr~iy 

principles the 

There arc numerou,:; 

the nonstanJ:J.rd ized interview;;;} 

c::onceptua l frt:unewor~s and 

Its i_nstrum~~atat ion its 

St3ndardiz~tion is prematur0. (2) 

ideatlfy misconceptioas~ it 

correctness that l~ cons 

of the i~t~rview pr0vents its 

or l·.Jn~~ time 

llowi ng; ( ) 

rt;L±t 

15 3 
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by increasing the reliability first two parts or that of the 

and inference. My refer only to the r~liability of 
\ lit j vv,,1 ldd L 

which is used to s responses~ do rwt deal 
incocr.._,.:._::._ 

methods for by '-"hkh the conceptual 
cone vp:.u,,L 

l
11 

U'h.C. 

reUability assessed both d.irectly a.nd 

consistency 

parts of the 

of 
uy 

that were 
\ l' 

~lopt~ r, 

by 

tn:my rs 

:Lac. tors 

as a schema or knowledge llity. 

concepts propositions and 

domain, for its 

thin this dorn.:-:l..in .. 

conceptual not judge 
.ud JL'Op,Jr~.iizc: tlil.' LlSr\. iabil Y• i:1lp.:i c l 0\l 

as it appdrent ly accounts for 

considered inadequate it does fr'-:qucntly 

explain what explai.n., It is considered c ) LS lll 

when it is with the current scientific 

Hence, for framework to be incorrect or s i_ lu 

sufficient at least one of the its 

or propositions incomplete, partial., or has an 

or improper ) it is applied either incorrectly 



2. 

Uiilamil l,tr siL;J-lt 

prob ... ~ti 

d iff 

J. 

solvin~ 

s ~:rue 

.) 

J 

uf 

llii 

Certain features of conct:~ptual 

and Lead to incorrect inferences. 

L The aspects ~nd 

identify and dlsti,guish. 

2~ Conceptua 1 frame...:orks 

c::omprehens1 veness, 

to They 

occur and the relattve case 

The distinction 

from other Jomai~s 

analyst .. 

Student charact:eristic.s 

m'ight therefore endanger 

differenc.es are th~ followi.ng: 

l. The ability to express 

thinking, i&e .. , to explicate 

assumptions, :1nd to explain how 

knowledge are ~l:pplied .. 
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frameworks 
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ability to perceive 

, and propositions) in 

amount of fllt~lrng 

conceptual frameworks .. 

ability 

consideration 

abiLity to 

to 

of 

arguments~ 

They 

relate to elements (concepts, 

eroblems. 

fltt.x of the incoming information 

for the task that 

s proposals .. 

pertaining to the 

raised during 

infor'llatlon in 

situation and 

~nceptua,! Frameworks Instruments 

so far ( 1) the 

conventional psychometric methods 

ity, and 

In view 

the threats to this 

the difficulties i~ 

frameworks) which is not an 

to enhance t_he task 

by the direct ,.lnd 

approa..:ht.:!s) l.c .. , by cum.pdring cert.1in ~leu1l!nts dt1d tne conccptu,-.tl 

proposa.is Jpply to clinical intexv iewa in waich the student is dSt<.t!d 

op~n-enJed questions <.tbout tht.: qtkditutive and semi-qu.:H1L1tu.tivc aspects 

of d specific situation, ..tlh.l to interview:5 >ind writ:.l.:Ji. tttsLs in which 

the studetlt solves probl!.!illS quJ:ttitaLi~ety. 

following_ principl.:s for th~ 

to rul~ out so:n.e Dy pr~viausly described 

f~ctors~ 

J... Present prob.;:s that not hypo thL:s is-b iast!d. 

o. fry to stattJarJize the ddmini.:,;tr;Jtion by carefully 

structuring i[s schedule¥ Of pdrtlcuLlr importi.l::t.::e is thl.! 

interviewer' r~fercnces to slu~~nt conc~pts dtld argume.nt.s * 

c .. in tne i.nterview use Situations Uw.t difft!r in their 

farniliarity. th.::ir gimilarity in statt:meul, dnJ in th..:ir structure. 

Lntroduce several tasks in every situation. 

J. each situ:ttlon prt:svnt studt-mt w.ith coaflicLing 

fr:naeworKs, including tlt~ correct one. Uo it in a 

non-authoritaLive mactner-, preferably 
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e.. inc 

und lrrclevd.nt 

in the COt1flictiO& >::(Hh:t!ptudi frauewarKs ooth rcb2\s'<HlL 

whicn are inuiti.vely appealing ;H1J./or typical. to 

the studi12:d popuidtion .. 

f ~ Ask the student to explain 

propositions s/he mentions8 Point incu~sistencics or 

incom}hltibility ,>f \ler/nis concepts and .~r6UJ.nents anJ J.!ik tor their 

explolnatiou,. 

domains,. 

or 

from i nterv icw by Cihtmpagne Jm! Klopfer (l ~oJ), 

Gi 1 bert ~tnd 

Novak (l~76). 

l!. ~ Prudiction ~~: in this purt ti1r.z scuJcnt is pr~sented 

with concrete si tutnion <:tod iB ,J.sked to l:t::lke a pr..::Jicti.on ot a certain 

event. ::l/he first makes the prediction oral.ly .Jnd dr.:1ws it on a dia;5raw 

tes 

explanation. 

which 

common 

by 

correctness 

:1natlons~ Their nu;uber 

cnnc:eptudl fra'lleworks and :J!1 the 



then 

( l ) 

Jbscrvation 

tite actual event 

surprised 

to ;::.l.escribc 

part i nte rv iewe r 

student observes it. 'ci/hc is then 

anJ if sv--why.. Slhc is 

orally, to druw it on a scht.::.matic 

fin:.~lly 

the observed 

on 

to 

to 

underlying_ 

decrease the likelihood of only scraping t:.hc- urH..icrlying conceptud.l 

frameworks. 

tasK of evalu.iting tnt:: altcrnJtive predictions a ad 

explanations might pre:st:nt to t.IH:: st-udent and require her/him to 

completely iJnored, considered irrelevant, 

did not rnention because w;1s not about tht:!m .. 

( \)) recall tdSK maKes it clectr 

pred ic 

student's mt~mory 

Their pr~sence in 

s.ignif:t>::,Hlt 

(7) Tne t:valuntion of 

dimensions,. l11 

and expL1nat ions were 

<h:als 

pr~.s:cnt in the 

Tnt: student-· s 

tilt:: 1ikel.i.hood that rcfereace to 

and til LiS 

~lle:rn3.U.ve predictions and ex.planaLiO::lS 

's conceptual frameworks their aspects 

.w.al yza b i l i of r\Jsponses .. 

~d) Tne systemdtic r~feren~c to various and tht: 

quest the following individual 

wi Lntcrvh0wcr' Jrgu~nttnts, • .ntd 

( 'l The 10ffec lnterview-r~lateJ art: reduced 

the 
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W\10 

c.1.ose ex.-unination .. 

un.J..:nbiguous rec:orU 

to ' ( i .L i) 

itu:H.iJn, 

pl:CC<:pLion 

observat Lhe student's pr,.:JicLio:t, i.inJ 

perceived differences betwec:t1 til0 Lwo~ c:L.j,rify 

observLit io;-; to 

;Assessment 

in.ferreJ c:onc.cprual 

these :Jnd ::::onceptu .d 

only utk 

coastltute 

precis~ nature ot 

tirst d~clding on 

concepLud i 

interview~ 

is assessect by first JiVi<iing Ute students into tW(} equiva.lt:nt 

h~llf-.samp.les, for 

of 

lowing 

both typt:s of 

d 

tne 

(.l} 

by 

thl 

fro;n tit...: tbe 

(iii) evaluation 

~lr0rn1tive predictions 





ot ll 

v•ach tour parlz>~ 

sci 

rh;nt? 

iU 

pcoD1\.'lllS ili,lY 

int~rv~ning s~ri~s 

ic11 to proui...::m l ,.,i 

lO 

t\hlt 

by in:.:luJ. 

rvlL1Uility of tat t~·~L wJ:c; impruv1.:J,. 

wi ,Jffiert..:;_1t 

Probl\::;:1 t: 

rt:turn wi.Uwut 

to city 

g0~..~s both 

;dbil ily 

cne 

d. t 

~ff,_}rt must be: m-JJt~ to iiy 

>.VfitC'-~Tl LS .. 
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Probability is a llcularly slippery The difficulty has 

fact thwt prvbabillty a family ;)f 

made up c:f separate yet quite distinct rne:nb.;::r s; many c-oncepts share 

this distincti0n .. Nor is the difficulty a result <:'f the 

again, of (_lur cc:ncepts have been born in scientific and 

caused 

the 

that is 

While 

d 

set 

sctenti fie 

specified~ can thn(...,retical 

scht>ds of prcbability. 

Our present 

develcped 

chr:.mce, legal 

Octc-uer 27, 

chance. He 

appeared 

begu:1 

and 

allowed 

ty 

Qne hand it is 

which so:ne held tCt 

precise way r to rdati vely 

phenc-mena ~ The di fferen:::e betweer. 

comparing the two prcposi t1cns below: 

1) "My c~nfidence is X that 
live to the age of 60, 1 

refers. 

illustrated 

, 'I will 



!lot ;only 

, but~ since the 

side• of the 

schools have developed 

According te the 

the time of BerMulli, the, 

of number of favorable 

' my 

g, for a 

term 

elung kusly te the 

several sc:ho0l s have g up on 

street~ On the aleatory side, three 

definition; which was prevalent until 

cf an outcome is simply the ratic 

i ties to the total number of basic 

t~lternatives .. TtJus,. the pn."bab.i.lity c-f rolling a 3 on a 6-side1 die is 

1/6 since only cne possibility favorable to the outcome, while the 

other five are net. An 

this definition, is that 

like:ly. 

assumption, and the major limitation of 

outcc'~11e alternatives must be equally 

of 

times~ 

To the frequentistt the probability c•f an eve-nt refers to its 

frequen~y in the long run~ One ~ann0t, therefore, :::~r.msibly talk Df the 

probability of a single occurrence.. Acc0rdin to pro))ensi ty theorists 

{e.g., Hacking, 965; ~lellor, 1971), h0wever. the pr::>babEity of rolling 

a 3 is an inherent. physical character is tic e>f the die.. As a result, 

probability is viewed as something that belongs to each individual 

trial. 

On the epistemological side of probability, two major sehoels can 

be distinguished: 

Per~onalist Theory 

According to this view (e.e., Ramsey, 1931; Savaee, 195Q), all 

probability is a matter of personal judunent, and is thus subjective. 

By assuming that such juduner.ts are internally consistent, however, a 



measurement techniq~e is hyp0thesized that inv0lves an exhaustive 

ordinal ccmpariscn 0f a person's judgnents. Usinr; Bayest theorem as a 

normative algorithm fcor adjusting thesa jud'""ents when given new 

information~ the theory can be used as a -:n0del c-f rational 

decision-making. 

According to these theerists (e.g., Cana;:J, 19'50; Jeffceys, 19~8), 

the confidence in a prop0sition is the extent to which it is le>gicalJ..y 

1mpl ied some C'ther proposi ticn,. Sinc-e relati.ons 

propcsitions of this type are defined fon"ially 

specific co!1tent of the prop<:>si as an 

objective 

of these v,arious th-e0ries, 

such as means and variances, and 

statistical inference. Peterson ar.d 

stressing the need for a m0;e descr1.ptive 

of psychological theories that 

probabilistic reasoning~ Since thwt 

Tversky have been the mC>st pr0li 

account for non-n0rmative statistlcal 

articles, they have suggested that 

inform a tion-pr oc e ssin g capabilities~ 

heur-ist.ics rules. tha:. -al 

and quickly arrive 

the 

able in tasks 

their review 

and the cont.ruction 

accc-unt for human 

Kahneman and 

explanations that 

In series c-f 

1 imi ted 

vari::.,us ju:d 



generally only measures of 

inf(.">lC~.athre 

are 

have been previously 

The belief that 

of 

is a major 

of 

objectives 

assumptions cf this thesis 

The fact that the concept of probability is disputed 

ists provides t<."~ the nature cf the difficulties 

encountered in this the vqr i.e ties of informal thecries 

are staggeringly numcrcus if descr-ibed in detail. pr<'ceod ;on the 

as ing into 

ity 

( world-dt> 197'(; Harton, 

1978). I heavily cf probability as a concept that is 

"rooted in a dialoguen (Lucas, p. 9) t "exists in disccnrse 

and not the rninjs of speakers" (Hackingf 1975, P~ 16) .. Uslng the 

metaphor of a conceptual space much the same as Kuhn (1962) talks c-f 

paradig;ns c-r Foucault (1973 of episteMes, Backing suggests Vmt 

cencepts are less subject t0 c-ur decisions than a p<:>sitivist 
would think. ~nd play out lives in, as it 
were 1 a space of their own •. ~. All those who.~~eroploy the 
concept use it w'ithin this matrix C'f possiblities. (p. 15) 

In 0rder to explt>re the nature 0f "probability" as it exists in 

discc-urse, in depth interviews were employed. The study invclved tlofo 

intervielof sessiC'ns. In the first (Interview 1), 16 subjects were giv"n 

a selected set of questions dealing with various aspects of probability. 

Videotapes of these interviews were then analyzed, and aspects of 

subjects' reasoning that were at variance with f0rmal probability theory 

were ide'ltified. An hyp0thesized internal coherence among these 

identified statements was formalized in a three-feature model of 
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probabilistic reasoning ten1ed the outcome ~reach. Subject responses 

that could be regarded as indicatcr.s of reasoning acc-c-;ding to one cr 

mere features of the mcdel were then c~ded. On the basis of this 

coding, a sct>re was generated for each subject that reflected the degree 

or adherence t<:' the outcC>me approach. Interview 2 was then ccnducted to 

test the vali.rli ty of the outcr>mB- apprcach ~ The sa•ne subjects were given 

a different set 0f probl<>:ns for Wl1ich specific predictic>ns had been made 

on the basis of their scores en the first set ~f interviews~ 

METHOD: INTERVIEW 1 

Se11enteen 

by 

placing 

Insert 

Subjects ""'re interviewed 

entering the ~ subjects were 

which described the 

understar:~::l the kinds 

having 

they 

that 
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in 

forEJat 1 

' 1981) 

f:or a 

and so fo-r a CQfllplete 

ipt cf both intcTvie-w with Sc.!bjeot 11.) 

it rnea!l when a weather f0recaster 

says that 
the 

chance 0f rain? i>Jhat d0es 
yc-u? de-

everything seems t..c• go wr0ng? 

arcund 
surfaces at the 

sur 
on each sur face. 

A, B, C, and D on 
lcng ax is, and E and F en the two 

. ) ycu were to roll 
that, which side de you think would most liKely lund upright? 
How likely is it x •...rill upr is asked 
to rt'll tl-.e bene to see \.\'hat happens.) \-]hat conclude 
ab0ut your predicticn? ~lhat do yc·u cor.clude rolled the 
bone once? \·lould roll in g the:: bene more tt:r~es 

conclude Hhich side is mc.st ~ikely tc:- land 
(Subject is 23ked t;;:; roll bo-ne a3 many times a.s 

desired,) \/hat do you ccnclude iJa·;irg relied the bene several 
tirnes? How many tines t,·ould you want te roll the bone before 
you W>-::re- absolutely confident about which side i "7!C>3t likely 
to land upright? 

1.68 



One day I Rot ambiticus and rc>lled the bone 1000 times 
and recorded the results. TI1is is what I (Subject is 
handed the list which shtmed A-50, !J-279, D-375, E-52, 
F-0.) lihat dC' ye>u ce>nclude locking at these? \lculd ycu be 
willing to conclude that 0 is mere likely than E? That 13 is 
rrtore likely than C? That E is m0re likely than A? If asked 
what the chan~e was of rollir.g a Dt ¥!hat '-'iould yC<u say? 

I 1m g0ing to ask you to roll the b-ene ten times, but 
before y0u do, to predict hew cf each s:de yC>u will get. 
How did y0u arrive at thC'se values? (Subject rolls 
the bene and notes the results of each trial on the sheet of 
paper. After the 8th trial the subject is asked:) Hhat is 
y0ur best guess of what ycu will e:·~t 0:1 the ne)!t twc rclls? 
(After the last trial the subject is asked:) How de ycu feel 
about ycur predictions? If you were gc-ing to rc:ll the bene 
ten tnore times, what wculd you predict that ycu would get? 

The probleMS were presentej orally by the interviewer. Twc orders 

of presentaticn were used, the order being alternated on each successive 

interview.. Order A was the sequence Weather. BC'ne and Hisfortune 

fC'llowerl by the two other problett:~s. Order B was the reversed sequence~ 

Each intervi~w required approximately cne hcur. Following the 

interview-. subjects w~re Wld that questions about the prcject wculd be 

a.ns-were·d f0llowing the seccnd interview which would be conducted during 

the next semester~ 

AND 
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made frc>m the videotapes provided a of statements from which such a 

thecry cculd be develcped. 

The analysis comprised two general inter-related stages 

hypothesis formaticn~ The first stage repeated t'ev iHws 

transcripts and videC'tapes with the of answ~r ing questions 

the fc-rm, "What 1s this subject trylr.g nbout x? 11 An 

such a question is regarded as a 

Well, 1981 )--descriptive in the sens~ 1t si.mply attempts 

what the subject ~o~as ccrnmunicatingt h_yp0 the si. s bee a use we 

never be sure that we understand what to bt.• cc-mnunicated» 

Attenticm was especially focused that seemed inconsistent~ 

with any formal theory of probability 

subjects. 

The sec<'nd stage was to attempt from th~ collection -of 

state;'lents or descriptive hypotheses a 

which the statements could be 

Konold and \iell (1981) as one 

hypotheses--interpretive in that 

the subj0ct is explicitly 

knowledge the subject. 

appear internally 

In 



the probability of an outcome 

in fact, the au teem~ will occur~ 

from 

{1} 

two composi t.e 

of the outcome 

:lntcrpretation~ 

su~jects 

What it means 
can see all these 
patterns 

and moving into 
{.>arti::mlar are: a I b\Jt 

as dense as, say, a 
hurricane where you 
absolutely predict where 
going to go, 
means it was 

re 

translated into questions of whether. 

give an initial impression of the 

juxtaposed below. On the left is 

on the right, a prototype of a 

are assembleges of excerpts 

be regarded as ideal 

protocols will closely 

between 

Since the 

<;Xclusively in the 

formal 

~rmat.her forecaster says that. tomorrow 

54; 70$ means that the 
chances that it will rain 
are seven out of ten. 
according to him. 

{2) 

(3) 

(t.) 

thing coming over the area. 

I: What does the number, in this case the 70$, tell you? 

S6: Well, it tells me 
that it's over 50$, and 
so, that's the first 
thing I think of. And, 
well, I think of the half 
~ay mark between and 

100~ to be like, well, 
And it's a!most that! and 

I think thatts pre:.-ty good 
chance that theretll be rain. 

I: Suppose the forecaster 
tomorrow in fact, it 
conclude about the statement 

Well* that mqybe 
they just up, 

a different Cirection 
because of other 
outside factors. 

S4: Well, it says that 
there's a 30~ chance that 
it isn't going to rain. 

miniscule that 
going to rain. 

rain 
would you 

of rain? 

not 

I: Suppose you wanted to Hnd out !low good a particular 
forecaster 1 s were~ You observed happened on ten 

for chance of rain haa been reported. On three of 
ten days there was no rain.. What would you conclude about 

the accuracy of this forecaster? 

S3: Well, I suppose he 
probably should do 
better than that. I 
assume they 1 re trying 
their best. They're 
not trying to feed 
you wrong information. 

S2: He was exactly right. 
Seven out of ten times is 
10~. And he concluded 
701 chance of rain all tan 
times. So--701 of all the 
time. 

I: What should have been predicted on the days it didn't rain? 
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(5) 

S12: Well, he could either 
have said that there's a 
chance UwL. iL 
rather than being 
definite, or just said 1'mild," 
you know, "some clouds." 
or sotr.er.hing like that 
rather than being specific. 

Misfortune 

I: I know of a person to whom all of the following things happened 
on the same How would you account for all these things 
happening on same day? 

SS: I'm trying to figure 
out if the order gave 
me was the order 
they happened, or if his 
father died--or he went 
out to a restaurant with his 

(6) fa:r.ily 3nd they ,;ot food 
food poisoning, ar:d because 
he was sickw while ~e was 
driving he srt~ashed 

car~ His father 
accidentt and was on his 
Yay t0 work so he was late~ 

S?: It 1 s arbitrary, some
what. It just occurred, 
I don't see any other way I 
could explain ho~ they all 
occurred on the sane day~ 
I could see how if the guy 
totalled his cart he 1 d 
probably be late for ·,.;ork. 
Even though it's unl 
to occur, like if it 

in 1 OJO 
you live 1000 days 

odds are it's going to 
happen to So even 
thout;h it' unlO.kely for an 

I: If you were to roll this. which side do you think -,..,•ould most 
likely land upright? 

(7) 

S9: Wow. If I were a math 
major this would easy. 
B is ni~e and flat, so if 
D fell down, !l would be 
up. I'd go ~ith B, 

S2: I don't think I could 
tell you withcut rolling 
lt. This ls not like a 
die, and I think that there 
is no way of me knowing 
personally without 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

I: And about how likely do you 

S9: I wouldn't say it's much 
more likely. It depends 
on the roll, I think. 

I: So what do you concl~de 

S10! Wrong again. 
[ BJ d idr.' t come 

I: Would 
anyt was 

sg: Nv~ 

I think 
to decide 
likely, 
how you 
just by 
That' opinion. 

These prototypes wece 

highlight three features of the 

a) the tendency to i.nterpret 

O'Jtcome as questions about the 

b) the use of probability values 

no decision which, after-the-factt 

either right or wrong; and 

c) the reliance on ~~ as 

exp~rimentation. 

sq: I could only give 
best guess. I'd 
say ll up. 

is land upright? 

S4: I' ll give a 
to B, I 1 ll say 

it once? 

S15: I don't 
anything .. 
again? 

primarily 

about the probabil :i.ty 

to 

if 

a of arriving at a yes 

evaluated as having been 

to statistical or chance 

Ill 



rer1ainder of this three features: will 

to the numbe!"ed excerpts 

features will al contr as:. ted 

a ye s-<>r-no 

, ccntrasts Hit~ in v.hich 

of 

in frequency 

does in the case 

nn estimate of the long-run 

of 0ccurrence of 

wi as ar t0 a personalist 

interpretation since in b0th cases a pr0bab1lity value gauges the degree 

~f belief that a rarticular o-utcome will occur en a given trial. 

However, a persCJnalist interpretati0n dC>es not necessor y inv0lve 

yes/r.o predicti0ns, A perscmalist. having made state-nent l nrhe 

prebabil ty of x is .E•" Houle attewpt verify the accuracy of tilis 

prcpcsition by determining what pe-rcent events assi 

prcbability £actually cccur 

the several + and 

the so 60% 

In this subs-:::c tion 

considered together~ An 

discussed separately is 

which will be 

single-trial 

planation 

decis:on features are 

they are not being 

for u~derstanding coding 

latert and als0 fer helping clarify the 

perceived relation between these two fe-at:Jres~ 

Though aspzcts of subjects' reascning can be separately described 

as consistent with either the sing1e-trial or the decision fe-ature, in 

fact, in these prot0cols, ev,!dence for these tw0 fentures almo-st alw:::ys 

occurs together in the sa:ne sentence or prcposi tion. Thus, they appear 

as a funct-.ienal U'1it: Outco~.1e-oriented indivi_dunls see as thsdr task 

A 



predicting in yes/no fashion the results of a particular trial. The 

virtually perfect 00-0ccurrence of statements that s:Jpport the 

single-t:-ial and decision feat.ures may reflect a logical connection 

between the two: If the single-trial i viewed the appropriate unit 

in the treatment of uncertainty. predictions that involve average number 

cf outcmres t'Jake little sense. Average outccrnes can only be cre,puted 

and used to describe the probability of a single trial when a series of 

trials is seen as a legitimate unit of analysis over which an average 

can be computed~ 

In the cutcome appJ'()ach1 predictions of individual trials ttus take 

t-kncwn decisicns of 

whether or n0t a particular e<utccme will be observed.. Four of the 

state'!lent 

definitive qual :ita ti ve statC>~tent" 

this tran::;lation w;::s accomplished 

to 

o,; 

decision 

Thus, 70't is 

with cr "yes with 

of rain" i:1to tht:: mere 

Typically, 

the probability ranee of 0% 

ty 

t identificatiC~n 

expectation of error. 

Given this qualitative (yes/no) interpretation of the probability range, 

50% was not vi.ewed a::> a predi(!tive forecast by three of the subjects. 

but as an admissic-n the forecaster cf' total ignorance about the 

cut.cre.e .. 

Using probabilities to arrive at decisions in this way, how-3ver, 

does not necessarily imply that 

probabilities is not also available~ 

hear the statementt 11 There 

that they had better tcke an 

looked at the reccrd 

probes 

forecaster who h3:d pred:L'2ted 

factt no rain was 

pn,babil ity 

subjects' 

subjects, 

Acl 

been 

tri.als is 

either right or wrong 

Weather problem¥ a tuaticr: 

a 

of rain had been ~ade f~r a day 

would conclude cbout tt1e accuracy 

chance cf rain,. six of the subjects 

values as 

ic 

not have rair.ed. 

accur-acy 

te 

trial 

te:tion of 

fell. Asked 

statement that there 

that the state;;,en.t 
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hnve been :incorrect (as 

These evaluations of 

wrong are i nconsi sten t with 

with a sequence 

non-Jccurrence of a single 

approach, however, 

objective~ Also, 

ruquc:sting probabilitles 

of which 

has been 

as either 

Weath0r proble;n, 

as values t-Jhich 

t-know decision 

Insert 

in Excerpt 3). 

predictions as either right or 

in terpr et3 tion which is 

rathe:- than with the occurrence or 

o'..ltcome. In the context of the 

no predictton of a single trial is 

no prediction~ t L> appropriate to 

vnce the outcome of the 

fur 

predictio:Js 

was most 

to th<> effect 

up was s::i ther 

zed in 

t0'ke q:.;estions explicitly 

them into ones that a,sk instead for 

on purticu1ar- trinl. Once 

retrospectively be 

Hhen prebabilities are provided, as 

interpreted as probabilities per 

part1 tion a space into yes, no. 

2 about here 

l74 

Predicting Oulcor~e::; f..!::..~~ 

In this subsection it will be argued that outcome-oriented 

individuals arrive at predictions through consideratio:t of factors that 

would cause or bring about a particular result. Thus, the outcooe 

approach will be portrayed as involving causal opp..Jsed to a chance 

interpretation of uncertain events, the latter being characteristic of 

formal probabilistic reasoning~ A few how uncertainty is 

viewed within a formal fr a:nework will cl nr i fy distinction 

between causnl and 

First, it nead s to be str es.sed that lstic approach 

does ilot necessitate the denial underlying in the 

case of chance events~ Hypothetically t one can de5criblng the 

last in a series of 100 tosses of a fair cain in BLtfficient detail such 

that it could be seen w detormined by events h'hich precec:<icd it. In 

practice~ however. a causal description i oftBn seen as impractical if 

not ir:1possible (e.g~, von Mises. 1957, p., 208-209). Accepti!1g a current 

state of li~i ted knowledge, a probabi.listic approcF.:h adopts a 

"hlack-boxn model according to which underlying causal mechanismst if' 

not denied, are ignored~ Abandoning a fie, !.iH:chaniBtic analysis of 

cause and effect,. a chance model gains its power from observations 

related to the fact that rer;ularities oocur ov~r series of trials 

independent of specific causal agents. As will be illustrated in this 

subsection. a mechani st.ic model is not abandoned in the outcane 



of predicting the ri?Sults of i.vidual trials a 

yes/n0 fashion WC'u1d. ir: fact 1 seem imply the p~ssibility of 

determir; ing beforehand results of euch individt;al trial. This c0uld 

only 

mechanisms, 

ln the 

specific 

Three 

cover 

lucie. 

use 

results of 10 

to the way 

through an analysis of the appropriate causal 

problem subjects were a::J.ked k• expL!!in what the 

projX:'si tie<n "70~ 

. ) 

bone was rclled.. 'Table 

given 

Qf 

humidity and al6ud 

s 

vGriatir.:ns 81T.cng t!" 

subjects' 

porfe>rmnnce with respect tc the eausal f<oatur·e in the three problems. 

The are indicativ-e a tendency in subjects to believe that chance 

events be anal yz(;d in a 

Insert 

In th:i s section an 

be view.:--d as 

such a nener al 

First, 

problems: A subject •'ho an 

il 

be rel 

(right/wrong) 



th<': 

prcbl e~.. Seccnd ~ 

subject 

below. 

ted 

make a similar response in 

features aught. to cluster 

to determining a 

response 

These questions 

if 

ptlint 

t.a 

Bone probl r:m from 0 ttl 

that «as cheeked in Table 3. 

Misfortune problems ranged from 

0 to 2.. For the Weather problem, 1 point sce>r"'d fe>r each cate g<>ry 

that was checked in Table 3. For the msfortune problem, a sce>re of 0 

indicated that only a chance explanaticn had bE'en given or h<:~d been 

preforred tc p:nnation: 1 if both H chance and causal 

explanaticn were given t but no preference was fc r the fcn:11er; 

and 1 f only causal expl;;mations given,. 

Prcduc t-moment 

the 

r 

corr 

feature 

cern pari 

ind ual 

the scores for 

and the si.gnificunce 

was 

, the 

Scores for the 

~y ccmbining the features scores of the 

The evaluaticn-0f-prediction scores ranged from 0 

Bene and problems ing b<?en a;ided 

toe:ether-. For the cau:s.al feature. the scores on the 

Misfo-rt;,me. and Bene prcbl ems wern rJdded tcee.ther, giving a I->ossible 

range of from 0 to The yes/no predicti0-n scores were based only on 

perfc·rmance in the tleather problem. ranged frc-m 8 to 3, 1 point 
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being sccred fer each category checked ir. Table 2~ 

Product-m~ent corrPlations were cr:~lculated and evaluated as in the 

within--feature analyses. The causal and evaluative respont3es were 

highly cc-rrelated (r ::: ~ 752, p< .. 0005L. The yes/no predictions and 

causal responses were also related (r = 

yes/n0 predicti0ns e-valuative reponses did prove t0 be 

significantly related (r = .275). 

In spite of the restricted sarnpl e size and the fact tha the 

feature scores based c:n very few criteria, 

analyses prL~-vide evidence that suggests that, as 

correlatiC'nal 

whvle,. the features 

as decriberl are both cc-n~istent across problems a!'td clust.c:r together in 

su!Jject proto-cols .. Tbese c-e>rrelation~ the hypothesis 

subjects whose: resp0nses are inconsi fro:n 

the 

cohere-ntly 

were obtained from as 

separate SC'>urces of 

are cc;mnon but by 

three features 

tmfamilnr wi 

fc-r:na1 probability theory t their co-occurrence reflects pri-marily 

this lack of formal instruction. 

With these critisisros in :nind, d second set of interviews was 

conducted~ The same sqhjects were given four net.; problems and 

interviewed as before~ Prior to the intervie-w. specific predictions 

were made test idity 

predicti0ns were made 

for each subject fro~ 

present the methodclc-gy and the 

elab0ra ted 

Interview 

the 

fe-r par 

tho 

METHOD: 2 

lni tial instructions to suhject:s were nearly ijenttcal t:.::· 

given in Interview 1. Subjects were that they would be 



prcblems that the last set in that they 

C'f uncertainty. They were 

pen and for any figuring 

Last tirr1e you were as~;cd which side 
tiould me st l i1<e l y 1 and upright. 

reme'Tlb~r which side ccncl is 
enough away so that the lab~.~1s ca:1not b(:- read~) tc 
as!,: you the sa:nc questicn tmd tc give ycu sc~c3thinr; te-
base ycur answer on, 1 1 11 c-ffer you any c>f fcllcwing 
pieces cf ir.fcr~z:tic~.. is shC,\-.il the list as the 
interviewer reads the items.) 

1-A mea sur c f 
2-Tne results ef 

results I ge-t 
~-A drawing c.f 
5-The bene tc 

resul Ls en ycur 1 a:st 

each side~ 
maoe by 16 people. 

center cf 

rolls~ 

was ee:sier tc under stnnd.) 
Obvfc,usly. l haven't painted the die But I de have five 

black stones and cne white one.. (ihe stcne.s were identically 
shaped pieces frcm a beard game which subjects had used in a 
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previous pnoblem in Interview 1.) Suppose I put these in this 
cup shook it up really well. Then. I re2~hed in withC>ut 
l00king and drew 0ne C>Ut. wrc-te dcw'n the color, replaced it, 
sh00k it up again drawi that., (This is 
dem0nstrated as it is .. ) W0uld that be the as 
rclling the painted I rollcC t~e die ;;everal ti::Jes 
and recorded what I got1 and I dr·ew stones and recorded thc:se 
results1 c0uld yc:u tell fran 1::-cki_ng at the results \-.Jhich I 
g0t from rolling the die and which from drawing stones? I tm 
gcing to draw six stones frcm the cup, but first ask you t0 
predict what I'll get? (Stones are sa:opled, and before shown 
the results of ench trial, the subject is asked both tC~ 

predict the CC'lC'r that has been drawn, and the probability 
that it is that color.) 

You agreed that we ce>uld create m0del 0f 
drawing stc>nes from a certain ct:p--that 

that wc.,uld give results. klould there be a similar 
way that we could a mooel of the bone that instead cf 
rc-lling the we could pick something ":-ut,. cf a container 
and get the sarne kind 0f .results? 

(Subjects given the follc-wint; pr00es successively 
until they acree up0n a me>:::lel cr reached the <md of the list:) 

1-How ab0ut if we put six stones \.Jhich have been labeled 
A through F in this cup and sampled from it as we did before? 

2-Is there se<ne c0nt3iner that I could fill with some 
number of lettered stones that would give results similar to 
roll 

reads 
29$; 

took the bone to a stattsticicn and 1 however 
the following ;::rcbabili ties were calculated for 

list the tervie·wer 
3 

Ds. and the container alsc-. 
24 Cs, 37 

Then we 
thin~ that shook it up an~~ sam;;led fro:n it as IX:> you 

W('Uld re~ults cc>.:1parab-le to rolling the bone? 
we rolled the bone t:md, sayt He got a B. He 

took a abe led B and put it in the container. Then we 
r0lled the bone again, and similarly, whatever 1de got, we put 
the appropriatz:ly labeled stone in the container, and we did 
that 0ver and 0ver ~ Hc-uld we reach point Hhen it would make 
no differen-oe if we rolled the b0ne or drew from the container 
we had filled? 

( lo.'hen, and if, subj ee ts agree u;oe>o a mooel cf the !:lone, 
they are asked the fC'llowing questions:) If I rolle1 the bone 
100 times and kept trnck of what I got. then I drew 100 times 
from this can filled with the labeled stC'nes, and I showed '{C'U 

which I got frro 
drawing frc:m. the cC<ntainer? 
and the containerr 
likely than with 
me-re lUzely with one 
than with the 0ther? 

The problems were presented oral y 

order as specified ab{)ve~ The 

Interview 1.. 

The interviews required 

interview, questions abe>ut 

answered as were questions 

findings of the 

ANALYSIS AND 

As Men tic-ned, 

designed specifically to 

predicted. To Wst these 

Interview 2 \·tere cerrelated with an 

subject-s' performance in Interview L 

each subject by summint:;; their individual 

the analysis of the reliability of 

scores had possible range of from 0 

the interviewer • 

was the sa·ne 

INTERVIEW 

of 

scores as described in 

in Interview 1. C•JtcC<ne 

17. with higher scores being 

indicative of an C'utccme orientation. For the 12 subjects whc were 



intervi.cHed c:n the second 

wit.h 

the 

of 6.83 and 

for Interview 

tested~ 

Cab problem 

study 

th(: 

of prob"C>ili ty 

ity 

blu,. 1n 

tA:t pn:ovide in r:':any 

outccrne sc0res r-anged from 0 to 15, 

of 4, 39. 

ated by having two raters 

were my.sel f and a 

the nature cf IntervieH and the 

associated predictions will 

pred that m2de 

2 

the 

an:J l<NlO:d (1983) 

Cab problem~ 

that they were being 

blue, \·:hether or not, in 

answers that subjects were 

t~ be confidence ratings that 

the values were only loosely based 

on the nu."!lbe>r.s given in the problem.. TI1ese observations are similar t:.c 

subjects' statements in the Bone and Weather prcblerns fr0m which the 

decision and single-trial features of the outcC\1H" approach were 

inferred~ In questions invrl.ving uncertainty. subjects see goal 

as arriving at a decisicn c•f what will 0r d1d occur en a pc~rticular 

occasion* 

Given that the outcc.'lffit:, appn:..,ach 

uncertainty, those subjects 

fically, 

defined by 

t.._""\ ~ 

should 

repor;ded in 

a similar 

a orientation 

0Utc{'{!;e-c.-Tien fashion 

would 

problem. 

as 

more likely 

i) .ask required in anst,;..:ring the quustio-n c•f 

the probability that 

2} encode 

question~ 

a cab; 

~tbis r indica t~d 

resp:::nses to the effeo t, think the 

3) bas<? a numer answer on a or qualitative interpretation 

of the evidence they thought rE-levant. 

Performance 0f on the Cab problem is su:nmtp·· ized in Table 

4, In accc-rd with the findings previous research. the modal response 

to the Cab problem was 88%. Subjects who g?Ve 80~ as the answer 

generally expressed the belit~f that the infcrmat.ion c:::r.c-erning the base 

rates of green and blu(~ cabs was irrelevant ar.d ::;hould therefore not 

figure into the answer., Two subjects (6 and 8) argued that both the 

witness anti base-rate .information should be consider Bet gave 
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estimates of the pr0babil that. were between the 15% and 

80% (. 60 in be>th are in with 

thos~ reported by Well al .. 

Insert Table J~ here 

three i::: tions i. s 

ccxh::r s 1 with r 

c<."<ders 

for be by 

~neral 

e-n Cab 

ex a!!;pl es are belc·w) prcvides additione.l evidence 

sev~ral of the- subjects 1 respons'?S .,;ere cc>r.sistr:nt with 

approach. 

outcome 

Given that the gcal of the out.cme approach is to dcterroine what 

a 

will c-r <Jid 

questicn, tq.Jhat 

~ the question 

as 

S1 

Given 

ls 

was 

51 

1: 

goal 

feature. according to which 

~rtaining a particul 

5 justified igncrin3 the 

issue 1.-JaS the occu:rence of a par 

a set c•f events~ 

a:rounds 

t., and that information 



class of events was i.rrelcvant: 

It 

• whether 
usually r i 

the ind i v id uz.>l 

of 

f'or 

the 

know, 
there's 

S3: 80% just because 
80$, so it makes 
got it right 

M.any c.ahs there are in the 
is this cne particular 

And since the guy was 

fication cnn be seen as 

the errant cab) in a way 

the base 

of sc:t of 

is th:t s 

g excerpts 

cf 

the 

the cclc-r of the 

this attribute that 

the 80% and t!oen ghe a 

was blue '.Jhich is only 

and just 0n 
j'Jnt, you 

and 
it as 

pe!"centage correct before was 
• probably--chance 8'Jt thst he 

I: OK. 

S3: 

I: 

Maybe better. 

Can you explain why you think it might be better than that? 

Well, because more than not he g0t them right when they 
tested him bef0re. S0 that's why it would be possible that 
he'd be mere than 801. 

S13: Yeah--that he did guess~ more than he t, the right 
that it W.tiS a 

I: 

S13: 

I: 

c0l0rs. I'd •·ith the I'd 
blue cne~ 
[The ce-ders disag!"'eed as tc ¥.'hether this was an instance of 
a qualitative respcnse .. ] 

And how abcut juBt what probability would 
be, a 

I want to say just 

Is that 80 based on this tc 80:1. accuracy)? 

S13: N"o. I 1 just try:r,g find--I 1 m just think c f 
something that' 
chance th'lt it 

to 1 00--~like over 

It was predicted that, given another opp0rtunity to decide ;.'hioh 

side of the bone was most likely to land upright, outccme-e>riented 

subjects -would prefer to consider the p~1ysical features of the bone than 

frequency data. n was si'rlilarl y prcd ic ted that. ;/~len asked he>w a 

statistician would determine the probabilities associated with each side 

of the bone, C1utcome-orier.ted subjects would believe: that various 

physical features of the bone would be taken into account. 
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5,. Scorcz on pr::.-.blem were 0btained by sc0:r1ng a) 2 p0ints if 

subjects« first choice was net a frequen::y and 1 point if the seccnd 

choice 1\~S n<:ot a freq'<Jency; 2 points only physic properties were 

used in pr ad ictin g ten trials, point if used in cvnj unction with 

frequencies; c) 2 points if y physical pre per were mentioned in 

the c0ntex t of statistic ian t s method, point if mentioned alC'ng with 

frequencies.. Sccres ha-i a tial range of fr0m tc 7. The: 

interrater reliability or. this problem 100%. "fhe corr<Glation 

between scores on and the scor-es was r 

he:-e 

predicted, likely to 

that a the to 

land 

of a 

statistical 

freqc;ency 

fluctuat;; This seern-ed t0 be the 

rationale by Subject 12? for basi~g predictions on an inspection cf 

the bone. Asked why sb•' thought data from iOD rolls \Jere 

unimportant, she replied, 

S12: W~ll, because what they did may not be--it's sort of chance, 

you kncn~* 
100 rolls, 
It just 

I: And why 

312: Yeah, 

W0llld 

A second 

preferred is thst 

what wants to 

Interview· provid 

did Icterview 2, 

"real in 

S3: 

Asked how a statistician 

mentioned sur face area. 

said~ 

S3: 
it comes up~ I3ut 
real evidence or 

Ci fferen t? 

f 

j ty. 

use a:~ything el 



I: You feel like the results of what you got isn' l real 
evidence? 

Well, yeah. 
like measuring 
precise than 

s last 

bone as a more val 

think of as being 

5, 11' 

in a 

sur face 
number of 
could dec 
accord in 

in the 

sta ti sti c ian would 

had enployed: 

S5: 

ect 11 used only 

felt that a 

these with an anal 

But there must be some, you know, 
and that must be • little more 

that she regards the properties 

evidence because they are easier for 

i sel y. 

considered features of the bone to 

ities, felt that they should 

than to the exclusion of, frequency 

c 

data], and I'd look at each 
up and canpare it to the 

and Hhy it had so I 
were accurate, 

the bone carefully to 

since, according !;) him, they 

His explanation of 

i ties was consistent Hith the 

t a great deal 0f weight to the 
t related, and, taking your 

cc~e up with a bunch of 
reflect fairly accurately 

some modification according to 
of the bone gave out. 

data to make predictions about the 

wculd t in a "joint effort," 

of physical properties: 

s 11: *Cause you 1 d roll the bone and get a rcugh idea of the 
pr0bnbilities, whatever they arc--yeah, probabilitcs--and 
take it tc have it analyzed t0 figure out if, structurally, 
you can understand 1-Jhy these--you know. Y2u assign these 
particular values to each face, and then through ccmparing 
both, just--

I: But I might want ro modify wtlat I had got rolling it? 

S11: Yeah. It's just kind 0f like added significance, or ne-t 
signiflcance--added sureness, or whatever--belief in your 
percentaGes. 

In summary, the tendency to view physical properties of the bone as 

important in the determination of prob8bilites of the various landing 

orientations is strongly related to measures the outcrne approach .. 

Physical properties appear to be regurded as information at least on a 

par with frequenoy data in making predicticns. 

That the first two predictions were verified is not surprising. 

What has been established is that subjects will respond consist.ently 

vis-.3-vis the outcome approach on problems of the same type~ The last 

two predictions are meant to serve a different purpose. They involve 

using the outcome approach to anti.cipate specific responses that had not 

yet been observed .. Because of this. they provide more CC'ITipellinc 

evidence of the validity of the outcome approach. 

In the Painted-die problem, subjects were first presented a die and 

then six stones, both of which consisted of five elementary outccmes of 
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one type (black) and one of an<Other (white). They were asked t.o ict 

whether six trials Ht'Uld be me-re likely t<; observe five 

and one 'Whi tc, er six The answer according 't..c formal 

probability 

exactly 

is that the former is more likely, the probability of 

.335. 

Mt"st people 1 

being drawn 

such an 

If people 

th0y would 

~ which is 

should 

not 

It was 

regard six blacks 

the primary ur:it 

being • the probability of six blacks being 

asked f will that the probability of white 

six. But it is not clear s meant ~y 

white out sides .. 

line cf 

.f1.ve 

the 

that 

t W0U}d 

the rnore outcrn:e approach, 

is ividual trial~ Given a 

probability value, one way to arrive at a prediction of a trial is to 

decide which yes/no e>r I-don• t-know decision point the probability val:Je 

is clo:>est to. Thus, rather than viewing the 5/5 as a value that 

relates to the expected relative frequency of blacks in randomly drawn 

samples, they n·e<uld give it 

approximate form nthe 

black." When asked to predict the 

uslng the 5 an 

should arrive at a predic<:,ion 

each of the si• trials. Since 

quanti~?.tive in nature, 

'WOUld fflf\fB 

would also 

!r.terrater 

Table 6 

outcome 

point 

;JC<ir:.t 

tr 

the 

above 

with outcome 

(one-tailed). 

Insert 

1, 

of 

trials. 

six trialB* 

e:<:pecta 

wer-e corr 

.S73, p<.Cl5 

than 



of 

at 

fl.ve 

Excerpts from the 

problem by 

is overwhelming, 

conclusicn that 

The responses of 

in In te rv iew 1 1 

or less wh:l. tes 

S7: 
sure 
always 
even 

515: Because it's a 

Subject 3 combined the 

Subject 5 believed that 

but that roll 

icate that, as suggested 1 subjects 

single trial for which the probability 

extending this over trials to arrive 

the more likely outccrne. 

characteristic of a frequency 

though he l<nows that the probability 

are more likely and 

the odds are 
in there. So 
things in there, 

that's going to ccme up each 
than-five to Cine, one 

15: 

and so therets more 
it, you're going to get a 
white side. 

rationale with the reasoning 

procedure does not guarantee white: 

all blacl< just cause--I don't 
:-~10st of die is black, so it's 

tea use yout re not going to 
each time y0u roll it, so that 

So it 

six die e at one e would result in 

die six times h'ould result in six 

S5: Well, each roll is a separate enti.ty. You roll itt and a 
:stde will co11e out. Then you rC'll it, and a side will CC":ne 

out. You don't roll CJll six at one time. S0 likel:i is 
that each ti;,w it come out, the side th:It hzs the dcminate 
color, which is black, is the colN~ that'll ccme out .. 

He finally rejected this reasoning, favoring five blacks in both cases. 

His initial response, hcr.wcver, provides a gc-od example of YJhat is being 

regarded as the outccme appr0ach t0 this problem--that cf imagining the 

results of one trial as almost certainly being black, and, by extending 

this qualitative judgnent, c0ncluding that six blacks are rrtore likely 

over six trials. It is especially significant that this subject began 

thinking differently about the probl when he imagined all six trials 

occurring at once~ (A similar belief in a difference between flipping 

one coin repeatedly or several at once was defended by the 8th century 

mathematician, D'Alembert. For an interesting account of this and ether 

of D'Al.embert's unconventional beliefs about probability, see Todhu~ter, 

1949.) 

Mod ell in g Problem 

The M0delling problem was designed t0 test some implications of the 

causal feature of the outcome approach. According to the outcome 

approach, frequency data are not considered to be as reliable a source 

in predicting outcomes as are pheno:nena that are causally relate<i to the 

outcme. This being the case. it ·Has predicted that outcome-oriented 

individuals would hold that if the causal features of a set-up were 

altered, outcome frequencies f0r that set-up would change accordingly. 
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In the Modelling subjects were if it would jX'SSible !;.(' Interrnter reliability for 

cc-nstruct urn the that would pr<'duce results that c0uld determi!ied by ccrr·r:lat.ing the r = • 

not be distinguished results obtained from rolll.ng the They 
correlation between sec-res fr-om 

were intr0duced tc- the rnooelling concept in the Painted-die problem, was r = .610, 025 (one-tailed). 

where it was suggested that randcmly sampling with replacement from six 

identically shaped ste>nes would be the as rolling a fair die. It, 
In~ert Table 

\.."aS as:<::umed that me'st subjects would accept this c('fl!parist'n since the 

most obvious physical feature-the symmetry of the six sides--was 
The reasons the urn 

maintained. With an urn Model of the !)one, hc~o~ever, the im!X'rtan t 
congruent wi 

physic;tl aspects the bc-n<>--l ts irregularly-shaped sides and unequal 
analys:i 

distributicn of weight--are transformed unequal numbe~s of objects 
models. 

that are identical in weigllt shap<!. was pr·edicted ~h3t Subjects and felt 

outccrne-criented subjf;}cts, fc:cusing 011 this difference 1 would 
over the 

that data cbtained from conducting the trr:c set-ups W\."~uld 
corresycnd in g urn 

be distinguishnble in sc:o:!le \..tay~ 
the differing 

The results of the problem are Sl.4'TJ:r,ar ized in 

Subjects' c-f the i.e 

problem is for the Mcdelling problem 1.1ere 

generated by assignir: fvr each of the fc-lle>wing four 
S3: 

categories: a) the urn model -was not ac-cepted in the case of the 

b) if a model ft>r n:\lling the b0ne cv'Jld nC't be generated by the 

subject; c) if th"! can filled with labeled stones corres;xmding in 
S13: 

numbers tc> the statistician's estimates for each side was not accepted 

as a model the bone, but the trial-by-trial method of filling the can 

was accepted, d) if it was b:elieved no model of the bone could be 

created .. Scores en this problem could thus range from 0 to 4. 



ln the following excerpts, 

.in the case of 

sur faces~ and 

as tmpcrtant 

Probably 
of 00 
it 

Because? 

come up 

And Hhy is 

37: ••. It just 
could just 

why an urn model is 

The fact th2t the b0ne has six 

than picked cut are all 

fe>ll 

;.1 thco~t hitting an 
the bone you d t 

you're picking 

shape of 
Likn it vtould 

you'd have 

out you 

side is 
is a~ l 
side «ill 
be harder 
to 

replicote the little indents and stuff like--Se> you couUn' t 
make a--you ccu1dn' t turn it into. six stones {)r s<Ynething 
like that. 

The persistance demonstrated by subjects in insisting that the bone 

could not be modelled was particularly impressive~ The interview probes 

were designed to give subjects several opportunities to accept a model: 

They were given one alternative after anc-ther~ The independent ceder~ 

not knowing the intention in this pre-bing, discretely n0ted in two 

instances that the subjects hnd been stronr).y tc accept a model. 

The other subjects were as strongly "1ed'1 but insisted repeatodly that 

the rnojel suggested would not be ..::rnparable rell ing the bone~ 

Attending to the physical features as opp0sed tc> the resultant frequency 

data of a ohance set-up appesrs to be a deeply ingrained orientation 

GENERt,L DISCUSSION 

Behavior inconsistent with formal probability theory has usually 

been described as irrational (Cohen, 1981, notwithstanding). In this 

study. the basis for an alternattve description was sought-a 

des;:;ription according to which such behavi0r could be viewed as coherent 

within the context 0f so:ne the0retical framework.. Such a framework \iaS 

inferred from an initial set 0f interviews and was described as an 

outc0:-ne-r:riented approach to uncertainty~ In a second set of interviews 

l>.i.th the same subjects. the outccme approach was used to successfully 

predict per f0rmance 0n a different set o!' problems. 

Tne primary gc•al of the outcQ!lle appr0ach is to predict the outcome 
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in nn uncerta 

will provide val their 

this r·espec t. the outccme approach is 

that probability is a 

fid enc:e the pr ed ticm . In 

~rsonalist tllec>ry in 

belief~ However, there are 

at least two major differences between the two perspectives. First, 

desire t0 put subjective 

prebabilities on rational and sc fie basis. Thus, among ether 

requirer:1ents in these syste'?ls, subjective prc-·babilities of repe~ted 

ts should • ever a 

approximate the actual frequencies 

n~e 

as defira:d 

a correct 

inc0rrec t 1 the 

assigned, was 

ic tion wrong 

trials, closely 

eccurrenr.:e; 

, on a occasion, 

predi.cti::.n turns out to b~ 

confid<:!nce value, f 

The other, and relat,ed ~ difference betwr;oen the outct\"ile 

personalist opproachs is the method by which frequency data are 

translated intc a confidence value. Since a goal in a perooMlist 

theory is 

event is 

be 

of the event, all 

to refine 

cal ibrati0n 

used t<:> fc-rmula 

Painted-die, .3nd 

confidence 

process 

Adarns 

Fisct:Mff 1 S&J), 

strength 

predicting the most 

need be aware of which 

feeling. In this respect, 

well-prepared for the 

(Fhaner, 1977), When a 

of of 

face 

'l'iO t only are 



3Vail 

W0U]d 

the. si tua ti0ns we face. 

It is 

nant 

tC' start 

be 

beliefs appears not t0 be accomplished 

Kalmernan Tversky. but through 

judgnent heuristics a la 

analysis and theory 

construction .. That is. the outce\ne-crinnted ind 

thec."r ies abo.ut the 

If the c~utcC>tllC approach 

orientation tc uncertain this desire- w rather 

a bl 

that 

of 

an1 -exp1 icates 

will 

This paper on a Ph.D. thesis to the tJaive-rsity of 

was &llpported by 13321 and 

SED-8016567 from NationaL 

Substant.ive t'Ontr:ibut advi 

Alexdnder thank oen:hcrs 

of my 

for their and 

should be to Department 

of Psychology, of Hassacf:usetts, ' 01003, 
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ar to that of tho 

, a point too 

tui!tl 

~ath~matics 

!i: srtuatt 

ar 

is if 

st investlgating • ;oretgn tur e. 

cogn!tlve education research 

the sutUect mat\trial of 

th a teacher, and 

al setting. 

research has documented the 

ve and 

V8 

a gestal 

be ;uccenfuL 

primarv goal of thls research £ not detai pr~Oiction about 

ch 

at tempt 

cerhl n set of 

or •hat gl student , or 

cult1es ~il war~. lndeeo, 1t 

a caus~l and determi sti theory~ 1n 

o~ sho•n to be untqueiy responsible 

Rathert it see-ks describe a 

lati on of i uenc~s, a gestalt a mind-set, which facilitates 

1s nat necessari v 

outcomes. ln doing ~o, it 

intulticn ano exper1ence~ 

rHtl responsible forl the observed 

es to transm1t to the roader Insight, 

res~arch 1 will descr1be thus has some of the tone and flavor of 

Herb Lin 

Cornel.l University 

full ng rec~nt ch suggests that 

from on ot ~wet 

tne 1 s 

.snd- scnnp, of ideds ~t aovarces are embryonic 

basis. My go:1l to end a 

S.CUSS1011 what should or should not be don~ in the future, but 

rather to start one. 

in this work, ! have adopted an anthropolog1cal approach 1n examining 

the relat onship of between phys1c1 students, physics clalsroo~s, and 

phys1cs subject mater:al. One reason 1s that I have noted that science 

teachers often speak of their 1tudents "be1ng 1n a different •orld' and 

1tudents saying that sc:ence or mathematics Is "a fare1gn language to 

~··· Assuming that the use of these cultural metaphors 1s not 

accidental, an anthropological approach to studying th1s interaction may 

be fruitful. 

A second, mor• 1•portant, reason is that the education researcher has a 

relat1anship wtth his/her subjects that is in certatn important ways 
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Of cour&e, this was rather disturbing to me. l attempted to find out pol1tical scien~e, psyc~iatry, history, work all prolilssi 

why they did not use t~e&e techniques 1n their actual work when mast had 

described these techniques as helpful 10 seminar evaluations. multiple cawsal factors and mutual! dep~ndent and highly interact! 

discovered two pr1mary reason;. One reason was that the e•istence of influences which are affected by the 

partial and other academ1c pressures led them to expend tn~ir i nd i vi rc:umstances the 

the 

succ~ss at us1ng the~, they din not believe tteir efficacy. lt is 

the sources of this disb~liof that I wa~t to explore now. 

F1rst, note the empirical fact that lntroductwry phys!ts 

essenti the ~ame al over co~ntry. A sui iteral arts tel 

t:Dv€'r$ rou-ghly 

cf l 0 

clJsely 
cons1dered good; ~ it 15 n~t 

~nreasanabl~ tn as$ume that b~~1n~1ng cryurses 



student made an error s measurement. 

s not the same as 1se facing the research 

s position comes from the fact 

st1c of research physics do not appear 

list of Introductory lntraductory courses do not 

ate problems! guess 

though analogous demands are often 

pl subject areas, 

existence of a human land 

somewhat judgments made in the world 

courses, and 1 1s Inconceivable that non-objective 

ght nf!uence the of ostensibl object ve material. 

Thus, l w1 1 spend the rest of s paper exploring the socialization 

s. 

n particular, l •• I ask does the social context of the 

Introductory phys1cs course re 1ts own ways of thinking, as 

Stl from ways of nk! useful outside the physics classroom'' 

answer to this quest1on !um1nate some of the d1fficult1es 

that students encounter in thelr physics courses. I recognize that it 

may be controvers1al, but I offer 1t simply as a different perspective 

on the process of science education, which after all does take place 

mostly in classrooms. 

The purpose of formal classroom education is to transmit to students 

seek to make the student more like the teacher along 
certain charact~ristic dimensions 1n particular, with 
respect to problem-solvlng techn1ques. To the extent 
that a student learns to reproduce independently the 
problem solutions that the teacher can praduce, then to 
that extent the student deserves hlgh grades and the 
course 15 a success. 

This uniformity of introductory courses is consistent with two 

hypotheses One hypothesis 1s that unlformltY would be expected 1n 

courses n which there are "objective" standards~ such courses might 

Include those 1n phys1cs 1 mathematics, eng1neer1ng. 

Th!s hypothesis does have • certain appeal !especial! to physicists, 

mathemat cians, and engineers), but there is at least one ather 

hypothesis consistent with this uniformity, !n particular, one would 

also expect uniformity 1f the introductory course were a kind of 

~Q£i!li~~ii2n-~C9£~!!~ an init ation rite for students about to enter a 

d1fferent world, namely the world of the physicist. 

To help decide between these hypotheses, consider the fact that there 

are significant differences between physics and physics courses. In 

physics, the ultimate judge of the researcher is nature. In a physics 

course, the ultimate judge of the student is not nature but rather the 

l~~Eh![, laboratory experiments and lecture demonstrations nat 

withstanding. Theoretical calculations (i.e., problem sets and exams! 

are checked by reference to authority (i.e., 1nstructorsl, not by 

referenc@ to experiment. In laboratories, students strive for «good» 

results, where ngood" is defined by closeness to accepted values; when a 

student measurement does not conform to accepted values (within 

appropriate error barsl 1 the usual lab instructor reaction is that the 
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University of Washington 1n which the primary purpose of the interview 

was to elicit student predictions about the behavior of a demonstration 

ln which objects came under the influence of external forces. These 

excerpts emerged from conversation after the primary questions were 

asked. 

!!:~!!!>.L!.aLl 

5: 

l: 

S: 

I have the attitude that I should just believe •hat 
they (physics teachers tell me. 

t seems ke you re saying that your everyday ife 
expor:ence doesn t help; it [the demonstration] 
doesn t at al do wh•t physics s you it 
d 0. 

Yeah •• , because the things 
comphtel 

to 

ntuition physl way :sn 
ways the 'm told they're supposed 

can ~e~ haw thg maJor work~ but when i com8s 
to actual do1ng problems, when try to intui vel 
work the problems, t just doesn't fol ow ••. Whatever 
they tell us, that s what m ng to say, because 
don t real y understand it.. read the te<t, but 
don't real! understand, because the book and the 
profe>sors assume you know some of the basic rules of 
the game already .•. Its ke learning to play chess 
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knowledge and thought processe; which are to them in interpreting 

their exper1ence (broadly construed), ng decisions, or 1n 

becoming proficient w1th desirable forms of behavior. This Is also 

reasonable approximation to the def niti the term "culture• used bv 

cognitive anthropologists studying societies (cf., Spradley 

(!97211, and therefore suggests a tural metaphor might shed 

on the situation. 

Of course, detailed correspondences from metaphors are never 

guaranteed, •nd the val: ty of indi correspondence~ must 

correspondence 

personality c ashes. 

A second t of evidenc• 1 excerpts bel 

These transcr1pts were taken 



to a very strong sense that physics 

11 least the phy&!CI thRy ••• g•ttlng 1n their courses - as 

gn~ 51 mentions 1'str crazyu thing' going on; substltut ng 

"arbitrary change the t of 

anal between earning physiCS 

activity 1 which tha es are 

~u&ething he has been 

be played, ••d their sense 

that tha rulos are arbi a rather potent challenge to the 

that physics teachers teacnlng something about something 

th unquest1anabl vity. lntlaed, to the extent that a 

1st, might also expect to 

th:s florence an perspective lt 

1s a description of some spec1 differences that is the subJect of the 

More soec1fically, nere are transcr1ots •nich illustrate that 

st~dants do ndeed percexve fferences between the mental culture to 

which they are accustomed and ~ental culture which they must adapt 

1n order to survive ln a poysics class. In particular, the transcripts 

below ;llustrate a certain discomfort and unfamiliarity with the type of 

s: 

1: 

S: 

I: 

5: 

!: 

S: 

1: 

S: 

l: 

by watcn:ng people play, when nobody tells you the 
knight moves an an L ••• l"d have to s1t there and 
figure these tnings out my>elf and it might take a 
year. 

[Student has been asked what are the forces acting on 
a frictionless puck mavin< on a frlctiGnless t•ole 
after a push.l 

, tho force oi tv, and th~ table 

How do you know? 

Well, 1 know there·s gravity, and there's got to be 
the force from the table, ••• , and no• 1 ·m nat so sure 
1f the initial push is a force sttl ,,. yeah, 1 think 
so. 

You th1nk so, what' 

There s the force of the initial push, 
are fall n9 off the sides cf roofs and 
free-body diagram, in mid-air you just 
going down, and that s it, so. 

So new you have a conflict. 

1 have a confltct now, 

but •hen things 
you draw the 
have gravity 

How are you going to resolve your conflict? 

l"m going to remember the mistakes 1 've made before, 
and take things that J had in physics class.,. like 
things 1 've gotten right even when 1 was sure it was 
the opposite... like the th1ng falling off the roof, 
when we drew the free-body diagram in mid-air, 1 
really wanted to put a force pushing sideways, but he 
told us In class there was only gravity, so that's 
what put, and 1 got it right. 1 stlll look at it 
like t'm following the rules of the game. 

How come' Do you have your own rules? 

Well, if there's an effect from something, then 1 want 
to put that in as a force. 1 mean, the effect is 
still there. 
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S: My e<per1ence tells me certain things, which gets me 
confused. When I JUst think physics, I get what I 
5hould get, but when I start using my e<periences, I'm 
never sure what will happen, because sometimes it does 
one thing, sometimes anoth.r. If I uu my first 
reaction, I '11 get ona answer. If I ask 11 Why?u, 
though, I'll get another, because you start tracing it 
through and you realize there's no goad reason for 
your answer~ 

Thls student realizes (but is uncomfortable •ithl the need 
for drawing conclusions based on some kind of argument. 

Additional examples will Ia! ow later, but for now, s uport ant to 

note that thes@ tr1nscrlpts al ••ke ref&rance to new thi 

about the world. In addition, f nd that these expressions of unease 

aro relatively common. 

The flrst spacif c difference want to illustrate concern the 

es can of 

cs aues. The 

lustra h. 

[Th~ problem n que<tion 1s • standard textbook probl 
which two masses ar~ oresent. 

5: want to use F=ma on thls problem. 

l: OK, that s r1ght. How can you use it? 

S: Well, I m not sure. 

1 n 

analysis that characterizes the •tandard ntroductary cour•e. 

s: 

l: 

s: 

It seems that physi flerent way ol 1 ng 
at th ngs, where everything, and It' 
JUst ••• lt seems separate from real 1 fe. 

Haw t difhrent? 

It's the taking apart 
little, motion, 
something. l hadn' 
thought about it that 
have to try to Jearn 

cons1der everything. 

This student notes the 
and explici y comments 

ngs n new •ays. He 
hiS difficulties in 

ng and explaining avery 
force that acts on 

physics, ! •auldn't have 
physics,] I just 

cs oaks at thi 

of 



1: 

S: 

What does Ioree mean? 

A :• present when an object changes 
speed, rect1o~, stops, or starts. 

What are 
it 

forces act:ng on the puck when 
north? 

[The situation IS ch a frAct\onless puck is set in 
stra:ght-line motion 1, and the student :s asked to 
deflect it (to the nortn~~ast! us:ng an a:r hose. 

S: •peed. At the ntersection 
a:r hcse s applied , the forces 

1 mass, and the push. When it s 
NE, the forces are mass and speed. 

nterview proceeds to tferent top1ci returns to same 
topic !0 minutes later. 

I: 

s: 

l: 

s: 

What are the forces wnen •t·s going NE? 

The speed :s acting NE, and the mass :s 
act ng do~n ... Actually, I don't know if you 
can tal about speed as • force that way. 

How so? 

I guess, speed isn't a force, it's a measure 
of d:stanca and t:me. It may reflect another 
force, but don't th1nk speed is the actual 
terce. 

interview proceeds to a puck in circular motion. 

!: 

S: 

!: 

S: 

1: 

S: 

1: 

S: 

i: 

5: 

!: 

S: 

l: 

5 I 

1: 

S: 

What do the F, them, and the a ~ean? 

F is force, m 1s I!Hiss, a 1s acceleration. 

Sure, It applies to the problem. 

Can you apply F•ma t" some part:cular object 
ln the problem? 

What do you mean? 

Tne m in F=ma stands for some particular mass 
when you apply it in •orking a particular 
problem. 

l still don't understand. 

What do you th:nk of when you say the word 
11 momentuma? 

l thlnk of force, movement, vou know, I ke 
the Ioree behind it. 

How is the concept of momentum related to 
this situation, a ouck sliding on the table 
at steady speed? 

It's the force or the speed that's keeping it 
going, 

What about the word 'Ioree"' ~hat do you 
think of there? 

I think of energy, something like the energy 
to move it. Force that is producing an 
action. 

What are the forces on the puck when it·s 
moving on the table with a steady speed? 

The initial momentum that you use, the 
:nitial pushing is just continued out1 :t is 
JUst carrying out that force. 
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difficulty".C4l 

By contrast, language in phystcs (and in physics classrooms) is used not 

only for transmission of Inform•tion but also for defending an 

argument. The latter use of language arises from the physicist s faith 

that unreliable information is best e!Jminated through public 

criticism. Therefore, physics places one burder on the one setting 

forth the argument (e.g., the student solving the problem) to be 

explltit, and a second burden on the one cnalleng1ng tne argument (e.g. 1 

the teacher grading the probleml to b• skeptical. In aaoltzon, physlts 

•peclfios that di+ferences ond amblguitzes are to be resolved through 

the ••• of "rules th1t d•flne 1n adequate l cal proof". tSl 

Thii oroc~ss is cl~ar1y sible t~~ grading of problecs; ''unclearu, 

fc ll are al very common rtmark; on grad~a 

homawork and e~ams. Indeed, tn& ~r&der insists that the student s 

solutr 

canonical v currect soluti 

h:gher the grade, 

skeptical it discourse, s ~narad unoersta~ding b~ taken 

th • potentially gucus maa~ing must be 

further specatied. tin addition, t~e use nciple 

sol ens requare& that variables must 01 bound to spec1 c elements 1n 

the problem. Thus, tha dJscoursa o• pMySICI classrooms 

el1miratP \or at least mi mizeJ ambigu~us concepts 1 unbound var1ables, 

a,1d informal detinltiuns. It is Hds $et of expectat1ons that seems to 

underlie a typ1cal physicist s reaction to Transcripts 7-9 above as 

l: What are th• forces on the puok? 

S: The mass, acting down; the pull [of the 
string! to•ards the center, and the speed 
stra~ ght anead. 

Transcript 7 portrays a student who the need to b1nd the 

variables 1n the general relation to the :tics the prob!~m. 

Tronscr1pt B illustrates 1 student •ha does 

ma~entum all seem to ~ean roughly th~ saiDe 

Trarsc:r illustr.$tEs tht.• 

the 1 ntervi ew. 

use of the 

lifo '"" physits 

co~text and und~rstandi 

says 1 y Oecaus~ i share 

1denti+y tM nim:~1 cues the 

specification terms ~nd refinement of ens are unn~cessary, 

In ether woros, 2veryday discourse pracea~s on 

part es Involved ••I '" fact understaod other wzth ittlo 



S: Huh We! , 
th1ngs 

don t have much energy to do 

P: Why IS that? And why today' Was yesterday 
any ff er en t' 

5: 

Why that have made you t:red' 

th:ngs. 

that made them so heavy' 

, these simulated 1 p t s could go on forever, to the 

:on of S. Why be frustrated? suggest it 5 because 

discourse simpl re the prec1 on of express1on 

(Transcript 0), or the (Transcript I to which phys:cists 

are accustomed; indeed, the far expl CitnESS and the assumption 

sm can ead to when applied to everyday 

discourse. [6] 

contrast to these 5lmulat•d transcripts, Transcr1pt 9 depicts a 

student who initially provides a certa1n definition of 'force', and 

proceeds to Ignore thls deli :n subsequent dialogue. It sounds 

much :ke an everyday conversat1 1 and It is th:s very casualness •hich 

•ould ead many physicists to critiCIZe this student on the grounds that 

he is using the term "force• without sufficient precision. 

A possible consequence of the skept!cal/expliclt form of discourse may 

be that students w1ll perce:ve t as adversarial and hostile, even if no 

illustrat1ng student error. 

A focused contrast between everyday discourse and skeptical/explicit 

d:scourse may be useful here. The (denotative! meaning of a •ord 1s its 

definition. In everyday life, definitions are implemented through the 

use of prototypical examples: w1th enough examples of a chair, one 

learns what does and does not count as a cha1r. However, the approach 

of the physicist to the defin t1on of 'chaar' might go I ke this: 

P: 

s' 

p' 

S: 

P: 

5: 

p' 

5' 

P: 

What's the definition of a chair' 

Well , that 's a chair over there. 

No, I want to know what a chair lS. 

Well, It's something with four legs, a seat, 
and a bark. 

What about the swivel cha1r that I'm s:tting 
on now? It doesn't have four legs. 

A chair is something with a seat elevated 
from the ground and a back. 

Does a bean-bag chair count' They're listed 
1n the Sears catalog under chairs. 

I'm tired. 

How do you know you're tired? 
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are going and all that. In real like, you just think 
"Well, if l throw the rock over there, it's going to 
go up and come down." In physics, you have to figure 
out !nY It does that. 

This student is apparently uncomfortable with the 
counter-intuitive demonstrations that all physicists like to 
use. ln addition, he comments that a difference between 
phys1cs and the rest of life is the need in physics to 
answer aWhy?n Here is a more specific transcript related to 
the same discomfort. 

A 40 kg slab rests on a frictionless floor. A 10 kg block 
rests on top of the slab. The coeffitlent of static 
fr ction between block and slab s Q, , while the 
co~fficient of kinetic friction is 0.4. A hori!ontal force 
of 100 Nt acts upon the blotk. What are the resulting 
accelerataons of the Dloc1 and slab• 

The student has written tho following as her complete 
solution to the problem: 

!: 

S: 

l: 

S: 

!: 

S: 

l: 

F = lf!a 
100 N- (0.4l (!Ol (9,81 

2 
a=b.l~/SIIC 

( 1 Oi a 

How come you used kinetic fr1ctlan ~ere• 

W~ll, it·s moving, and kinetic means mov1ng~ 
so I used kinetic friction. 

Let 1 say mov~ this back with my hand. Is 
the friction act1ng on the book static or 
kinetic'? 

Static. 

Even if it"; moving? 

Yes. 

How come:' 

Because vour hand and the book ~re mov1ng the 
same. 

such intent 1s implied, Certainly, the hypothetlral S in Transcripts 

and 11 might react with hostil ty and ang~r. have heard students 

complain about •being badgerea'' and ubrowbaaten". Conversely, gooa 

student work is very rarely orlg!nal; . it mimics v~ry wel expert 

work. Thus, the student s 10 the tion of recEl 

criticism far poor work, but l1tt • parsanal acknowledgement for ~aad 

war k. 

Finally, it is useful to note that skept1 t discourse 

s contraats strong! 

1, student 

do ce-rtain emJ whi l st operat~;; 

just1ficat1nn mode. 7J 

s: 

s: 

S: 

ways, .:tnd 
out te 
rol uph1 

So that seems ~eal w~i 

Yeah. It JUBt doaan' 
l fe, and then In physl 
l1ke a magic shaw. 

Haw 1 s physics fferent 

to you. 

would happen n raal 
see 1t happen, and I 

real life? 

In real life, l don·t terms of all this tn 
and other stuff, and when you look at a physics 
problem, you have to gur• cut where ~ll the forcas 
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s student 1 s th• 

So 

A 

ln th1s caset 
not clearly separdte 
and Just after httti 

1n Tr~nscr pt 12.1 

the ffere-nc~ 

ysJ s 

from a he:ght n. What 1s 
hits the 

ground 

arises •hen the student aoes 
Instants just before 

!: 

1 s 1 l ustratl 

requirement 

Right Now haw do you know that the block 
anG the sl u are ng the same (or 
d! fferent l 

WelL •• ong pause] 

have to make an 

apparent! does 

en the 
so that 

accept thi 

pt 

the mental ture of the introductory course lS the 

emphasiS on what call "co~ponential analysis" - the idea that • 

em can be decomposed 1nta smal er parts, each of which can be the 

suo;ect of analysis which • useful n sol ng the crig1nal problem, 

For exuple, may refer to a cha!n of causal relations in which the 

proximate cause of an event is consiaerea worthy of analysis (and indeed 

:s often considered the d1rect cause of the event/: 
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The l~st l!ne 1n Transcr1pt 15 is significant. It Illustrates 

significant resistance to th& notion of successive decomposition, thi; 

time in the form of looKing at different parts of the system. 

In all three types of decomposition, the unifying theme is looking at 

smaller and small~r things welch canoe readi analyzed, and then 

JOining the parti an•l yses a cam:::lete Pre vi y, 

Transcript 4 Illustrated a student uneasy !n global sense •ith the 

9eneral notion of decomposition. 

St ll dnother difference between the sts and 

s coni dence solaticns 

th~ student's lat< 

transcripts which follow below llustrate. 

(The situation involve~ accelerati 
puck across a frictionless table 

an~ a l 
an r hose. 

bl~st is applied in a single direct on 
lines on the table, and ncwhere else.l 

between two green 

I: 

S: 

1: 

5: 

What do you kno~ about the term •work•? 

The definition is that it is the amount of 
force times the distance. 

How do you apply that to this situation' 

You do a certain amount of work on it for the 
distance between the lines: you apply the 
force for that distance, and after that 
point, it goes at a constant veloc1ty Wlth no 
forces on it~ 

•uccessivelv differ~nt 

aspects af the physical situation 1n questi 

which refers to the f1rst mass, and then to the second mass, and so 

onl. Here is an •-ample of this specific 

m are attached to 

pul ey. m is in contact 
2 

rest en 

I: 

+ m 
2 p 

You're looking 
Ume. 

It makes s!1nse 
that's f 

T 
2 

the 
to look at the~ too. 

Look at the pul 

T Newt can vou 
2 

involve T and T ' Yes~ 

l 
the rope go to m ~ 

l 

scomf orL 

secwnd 

the 

not. 

n at 

bee au .. 
r c.ra T a.nc 

it? T and 
1 

eouatl ons that 

because the ends of 

The trouble l 5 

that YOU re not bre,;king l into p1ecos. 

S: But why can"t you as " whcle? 
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ive concl thei heuristtc conclusions. 

tor confic!eru:e 

!S the 

against 

contrast 1 the DOSt people live r everyday 

l! this is the essence of the moral 

conflict w1th one another. No one 

l SituattGns; a person who attempts to 

li s 1 fe actording riasoning pattern is v1ewed as 

cal. In additton, people do not l1ve their lives under 

c2nstant criticism, 1n that they do nat need to justify the1r actions 

pucks. l 

S: think of i squared. 

So what does that impl about whlch one had 
the great~•t klneti ener~y? 

~ctual y, l reasoned that mo111enta 
the ••me, then l ~auld have to say that the 
kinetic energies are the same, because thB 
quantities Involved are tne same ones ••• 
They both (kinetic energy and momentuol 
incorporate mass and velocity. 

ln each ol these cases, the student employs heuristic reasoning which 

does work 1n many Instances, but which does not have the reliability of 

deduct1on from general principles. Indeed, both students seem to be 

aware of the principles relevant to the g1ven situation, but •overrade' 
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arguments, and thus the issues raised in the last two sections will 

oecome important. 

The last difference betweer student and physicist mental cultures that ! 

wish to address is the physicist's notion of successive •pproximat on as 

• powerful way of solving problems. The dea ~en!nd successive 

approximation is that lt !S possible to construct a useful aod 

meaningful salutlan to 1 1impl ed version the nr glnal problem. 

One obtains a solution in the b•l th relatively li 

effort 

fort 

for 

det•ils gnor~d. 

By contrast, students seem to have a notion that sciento means exact, 

and mast physics teachers have seen students submit proole• solution• or 

ab raport; with S-digit rtprecision 4
• In addition, many st~dents s~em to 

have great d:lf!culty with the notion df estim~tion ~• being ~ssful. 

ther 

incorrect~ accurat~ or inaccurate~ Here are scm& indicators 

wnlch 1msrg1d from stuaants in a "physics nan-scient~ majorS 11 course 

or the arms race: 

Askea specificall to the proauct of 342 and 796, 
201 of the class c•rr! oat a long-hand ~ultiplicot!on, 
giving the answer to slx significant digits. 

Requireo to make calculations ccncern1ng the results of a 
surprise nuclear att•c> on the th~ US b~ the Soviet Un1on, 

constantly. The choice point$ 1n 1fe are , the tues when 

justification ts necessary are few; indeed, JUstification ls needed 

mostly in the resolution of disputes - wnich ~re exper1ences which most 

people find unpleasant and try to avald. 

There ara alternative e~planat st's preferonce 

ve 1 mw:h of the 

a comael ing 

Good r~acticns of 

sts to the 

manv cases, they too stumbl~, make 

behav~ wtth considerable uncertatnty. 

One ma.y argu~ 

justi ic~U.on \whi 

tne focus of 

•hi ng 

gues$:ng relationships, and devel What should be c 

1s that, at some point, Justif cat! 

!t turns out to be iodependent of the 

some point to Ju•tlfy their 



The stence of peer rav1ew 1 central to the soctalitatlon of the 

st. Indeed, 1t community that judges the quality of 

s work.[BJ Thus, he must tnternal!ze 1ts standards tf he is to 

ve. However, paer rew1ew dee~ not base its judgMents on the 

activities of tM~ F~l~drch@rst rather 1 it i; wore concerned with 

tho publ c research report 

conclusions in such a w~y 

reproduced Independent! 

r~i~archer reach~d 

reconstructi 

!shed paper), The paper presents 

they car. be criticized¥ verfied or 

1 the actual protess by ~hi:h th2 

1rre!evar.t all that matters s 

way that makes 1t as 

low from what is alre•dy ear as poss!hle hew 

acce?t&d as corr~ct* ftar•ovar, 1ost pnys1 sts would argue that tne 

proce~s of criticism and faul 

ons which have wi 

l~portant elements of 

princlplas 

of 

lpag" 25l, 1, e,, many 

ncting is c~ntral to progress: only 

crlta ism successful y should be 

ty lpage 19), clear 

componential analysis 

the physicist's mental cultur~ 

that have described above. These are aspects of reasoning that have 

boen oxpi:citly articulated for public access, and it is quite possible 

thlt tho physicist has lntern•llzld them las standards of nls peer 

commun1 1 strongly enough that they affect his teaching. 

Indeed, he may have Internal them so well that for problems whose 

1s very familiar[ l , t~ere 1 longer a meaningful distinction 

l take this persp<ctive because these epistemologies have the potential 

for guiding at a qu1te oba! level the analytical methods that an 

Individual Wlll use 1n solving a g!ven problem; whether a person thinks 

(consciously or unconsc!ouslyi t,at a g1ven method will yield useful 

rasults 11 1 strong detarm1nant of hll actual use of that method, 

regardl~ss of his ma>terv 

why students may feel 

p~rha;::s they ses 

It, [ThiS suggests • possible reason lor 

the physics they se~ in ca~rses 1 a game: 

rr:asorr fer usinJ th~ physi st 's analytical 

tools, other then the teacher·s 1nsistence.l 

An indi dual's epi 

often tacit, and thcs 

lead to denial or 

ttments are 

to ~robe. In som~ cases, dir~ct probes will 

ment af the attitude u'l que-stion: in wtrHu· 

cases, the ncti dual may bo unable to artitulat~ his views on the 

subject. ln aodi , •plstemalagies and world-views are transmitted In 

social settings, and a chiracteristic feature 

settings 11 that 1t 

must 

and ues 

and often nldoan. 

stamology from a variety 

thl? researcher 

ndirect c ues, 

often over drinks at the bar or tn a bull 

session than n off ci•l or formal statements. 

With this caveat, let me speculate on some of the reasons that these 

conflicts do arise. One major feature of the Introductory physics 

classroom is tho disparity between teacher and stud~nt. The teacher tor 

textbook autho•l has years of experience 1n t1e field; ne has published 

popers in professional journals or completed a doctoral thesis, and he 

has experienced R~~[_[~Yl~~· 
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6' knaw that problem th th~ ~~ick 

fall down frlct 
! , thoy always 
~tl 

feel better 1 f said that it 
s straight ac~n. 2nd t~e 

friction there }$ 1 the straight~r lt 

s' Yeah but cowl never t!!llr fal 

2. 3 Dl•tussl on 

In the transcripts above, l have descr1bed a variety of stJdent 

dl icult! whith ~ris~ trtH'!\ I ct• batwaen studacts and Cl 

courses. f'tane these shoula be •••v surpr1 ng to phys1t1 teachers, 

and indeed~ ~ost could report quit~ Slffli1ar or relat~d manifestations of 

difficulty. However, the perspective have taken 1n report1ng these 

dilficultie> rests on the premise that whi!a they are rather unrelated 

to the 1ntu1tlve beliefs o+ students about wiat w1ll happen In the 

phys1cal world (which s characteristic of much research on 

misconcept ons 1n students), they are 1mcortant to Intuitive 

!ll.i§i!!!.f!!Q!H!! of studenh: when analysis is necessary (Tr•nscript !2), 

how one doc1des what analytical methods are likely to be useful 

ITranscrapt 41, what constatutel a good reason for do1ng somethang 

\Transcripts 6 and 131, and so on. 

a~out 401. of the clas; {pr~lt 

vie~ that the results of th~ cal 
cecause they were so 1mpretlse ~nd 
assumotton; o~e made 1n postul~t 

tneri?fore 
situati 

non-science majors'1 cour~es will 

es 

encount~r !r the context 

transcripts whith illu~trate an un~ase 

For the accelerati of • 
;tudent has written correctlY 

a )'! g 1nn q 

~sttmatPJ e~pressed t~e 

ons were meantngless 
so ~ependent on toe 

the •tUck. 

phys:cs 

fri i !led rup 

l: Now check it. What hlppens when q Is 90 
degren? 

S: 

1: 

S: 

l: 

5: 

\\hen it's 
0, ID a g, 

Does that make •••••' 

I'm not sure. Shou!an 
affect it" 

Why should 1t' 

Because even though 
when g • 90 degrees, 
ralflp. 

friction still 

ct1on gets lPss, even 
t 's stll touching the 

two 



Student~ acc~pt this structure. How~v~r, tna calculations and 

students 

•oul 

e, 

stuctents have a reasonable relation to reality 

the framework of the 

•• I 

oblurd to u5e Ph.D. pbyll 

the 

about thls 

t1 s epistemology. [indeed, lf 

and measurements which 

fe, it 

~~ at al unreasonable about 

one accepts the above 

between the act of creating the solution an~ the act of Justifying it. 

lf so, his attempts to help students 1n creating solutions may well be 

perce1ved as critical and adversar1a1. In additton, when the physicist 

must evaluate stud•nt oork, he m~y be crJtJcal in 1 manner that 11 

sim1 ar to his p~sr 

•~arch for deviations 

tal iiHJ 

manner in both instanc~s, hi ts lkal to 

~ccepted forms of explanation, 

urned to ve, although 

has spent a 

!us 

Th~ s.tar:dards of this world ar~ diffarent 

st. 

The 

and have a reasonable rel•tion 



The last area has been studied, but in areas possibly unfamiliar to most 

education researchers. In particular, linguistics (especially English 

as a Second Language) may be useful in understanding how people give 

meaning to new terms or learn to descrtbe the world in a different 

language; indeed, it might address concerns that lead to comments that 

'physics is like a different language.' Psychiatrists and social 

workers deal with people who are unwill ng or unable to change despite 

the availability of more workable alternatives; their insights might be 

relevant to students who continue using ineffective methods of problem 

solving even when they have more effective methods at their disposal. 

As mentioned before, consider the work described above suggestive 

rather than conclualve. More work s necessary n each a! the three 

areas on page 36. In addition, l have the sense that my separation of 

actors into physics students vs. physics teachers may be misleading; a 

more appropriate separation may be that of the differences between 

academic vs. nonacademic life. Finally, it may be that the drawing of 

correspondences between cultural contrasts and student/teacher 

epistemological contrasts at a much more detailed level will prove 

fruitful. 

If you find yourself persuaded that the cultural metaphor I propose 15 a 

reasonable one, then I think you can agree that this approach can 

provide a useful complement to more standard cognitive research. 

analysis, it is clear that change WI I not be •••Y· The cultural 

transmission of committments and values 

many explicit reminders. One lecture about 

epistemology will not suffice. 

a.ce over years, th 

value of the phys: st s 

Where to start' There are three elements worthy of investigation, n my 

vtew: understanding of the comm:ttments 

the tommittments of the student, and 

1n the student so that h s committments 

the teacher. 

For the f:rst, the sociology and phil 

helpful. Sociologists and philosophers 

scientists n research 

may prove useful in the study of prof 

classroom. In addi ion 1 it 

philosoph cal 1ns:ghts into the 

carry over directly 1nto the classroom. 

The second area has not been considered 

until recently. Ethnomethodalogy (cf., 

(tf., Barritt (198011, and phenomenal 

to pay attention to the analysis ol 

teacher, understand! of 

ng how to nduce change 

more similar to those of 

ence may prove 

studied professional 

ques of investi 

n tl1 e 

sntist 1n research 

•rea worthy of investigation 

inkel (!967! I 1 human ~?nee 

• , Schutz ( 1957! I have begun 

e<perience, but these 

fields are still on the margins of accept•bi ity. Nevertheless, 

believe that they hold significant lluminating an area 

which has gone unexamined simply becausQ 1t lS so commonplace. 

addition, understanding students' ep1 

plated in contrast to those of teachers 

ogies may be easier when 



L cL, Champagne et a! \ 
These 1t"dles ••e typical 
rinclud1og those for which 
remediation suggestion, 

, Trowbnoge and McDermott \1980, !981), 
ossont1al y every study I have ever seen 

l been responsiblel ~·• made the direct 

A co~pari~on betw~en this 
and moro traditional styles 

~as s1 
currGntly 

cf., Mert~n \1973, Part 
to characterize •orqan zed skepti 
tar cumulat1ve progress. Whether 
debatobl• lei., IMulkay ( 

assroom:. 

cg1cal style of 
on rese~rcn 1 s 

tive- research 
laolo ILln, 

prJmlt! than the work that 
icl, f and ler 119821 l, 

enti c: Method and Sci c 
thoughtful w.ay the nature of 

ar r1ference to physics. 

~arl er work, Merton was th~ first 
~s a canon of science, necessary 

5 holds for science proper IS 
does seem valid Jn the physics 

11~ Certainly this is true •or vast majority o+ proble~s 1n 

introductory ohysics caurs2s; most teachers would be unlikely to ass1gn 
a problem whose form was unfami iar. 
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However, if you find yourself unpersu~ded o+ my cultural metaphor, 

would hope that you might stil consid~r 

could affect cogni ve performance. 

Th• ideas s paper h11 bean 

years, thsy would not 

thout S~org~ Posn~t \CornGl 

provotutive 

that 

be warthwh1la. Norgarat 

wher& ! didn't 

provided useful data which he ••• 

Thanks to all. 

nat1on ~tage for 

COlli}} lift& 

verst of 

for something el 

.. ) 
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In Experiment III, 
Problem T; three needed only Hint 1; 
1, 2 and 3; and nine needed all of Hints 
of all 20 male non-mathematics major and 

IN 

214 

problem ~ a series 
administration in Experi-

problem within minutes, four 

, 1 required hints to solve 
and 2; three Hints 

l, 2, 3 and These nine Ss constitute 45% 
56% oE the 16 who needed any hints. For 



there i.s an important educational implication here: Misconceptions may stem frorr" 
the stimulus side, from the manner in which problens and materials are presented. On the 
other of the coin, underst~tnding of the structure of 
line with the .structure, m.:ty (~_ncourage c0rrect conceptions 
Pro-structural descriptions may :i_mprove problem solving for 
ninimi:ze. sex diffcre-n\:cs. 

, and presentations in 
facilitate problem solving. 

both boys and girls, and 

Why did Ta~k bring about recognition tet-rahedron and Task ..1gainst 
it? ln part, the 44!1SWPt mdy be that the pro-strc:tural description led 
dimensional Clbject contra-structura] (me l~~d often tc 
describing two-dimensional Pt:'Xhaps an 

involved since Task T came immediately .afte-r two-d imensiontl 1 geometric tasks+ 
However, this v.ras not the reason since throughont_ 
conception was that two-dimenstonal 0bjects were 
4 which gives the eri'\)rS involved in f{-tilures to solve these problems 
(see p.218). 

the 

t ions that 
struc.tura1 in 
the shape the cut? 
diffen:mces'r 

More general what be clune makt~ 

presentatlon which do take structure into account? 
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leaf. Even after Hint 4, Ss had 
realized that al:. that was needed 
required area. 

Problems T, 
hints. They 
private high 

members. 

of eac:h problem. 

What interesting is that, 
males and \.;rere statistically significant 
virtually wiped out ancl not 

Similar trends of results., 
For example, in Spatial Task II 
the private high school girls had 

nThe study hints that it 
ID(~thods of teaching mathematics 
matics. More generally~ methods of 
variations in learning than do sex 
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FIGURE 1 

c 
FIGURE 2 

s 
FIGURE 

IN THE SCUARE WJTH THE PARALLELOGRAM STRIP 

ACROSS JT, THE LlNES OF LENGTH a AN~ bARE 

GIVEN, FIND THE SW1 OF THE TWO AREAS~ THAT 

IS, THE SW1 OF THE AREAS OF THE SQUARE AND 

OF THE PARALLELOGRAM, 

A CIRCLE OF RAD!US 4 lS lNSCRlE;::]J A 

SQUARE. F!ND THE AREA OF THE SQUARE, 

A CIRCULAR WINDOW WAS DECORATED THE 

FOLLOWING MANNER, THE DREW 

WHlCH WERE TANGENT 

AND WERE OF THE SAME 

LENGTH AS THE DIAMETER OF THE CIRCLE, 

CNE TO THE LEFT AND ONE TO THE RIGHT 

THE: CIRCLE, THEN THEY ERECTED 

SEMlC!RCLES ON THE OF THESE TANGENTS, 

ONE SEM!C!RCLE ABOVE AND ONE BELOW THE 

CIRCLE. THE PAINTERS H!ID TO WITH 

GOL.D LEAF THE REGION BETWEEN WHAT THEY 

HAD DRAWN AND THE C! RCULAR WINDOW, 

ORDER TO KNO\'f MUCH GOLD lEAF W!'I.S 

NEEDED, THEY HAD TO KNOW THE AREA OF 

THIS REGlON, THEY WERE ABLE TO FIND THIS 

AREA~ KNOWING THAT THE DIAMETER OF THE 

CIRCULAR WINDOW WAS 10 FEET. How WOULD 

YOU FlND THE AREA? 
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.TABLE 4. PERCENTAGEs OF FAILURES ro SoLvE TAsKs I-V WHICH 

INVOLVED VARIOUS ERRORS. 

.G.ll.o..u..i: H..S R.E...l. 1:i__w_j, 

GEOM 11 ToTAL t1 ToTAL 
(Ss) (41) (79) (22) (101) (25) (5) (30) 
# FAILURES 9G 120 38 158 49 10 59 
ERRORS 

F, Two-DIMENSIONAL OBJEcT 31.2 27.5 36.8 29.7 26.5 10 23.7 
D. DID NOT CONNECT VERTICES 16.5 23. 3 23.7 23.4 16.3 30 18.6 
c. RoTATED INCORRECTLY 12.5 5. 0 2.6 4. 4 16.3 13.5 
B. DID NOT ROTATE 9. 3 2.5 2.6 2.5 22.4 10 20.3 
E. UsED CURVED Ll NES 10.4 0.8 2.6 1.2 2. 0 30 6. 7 
G, iiRONG BASE OR NO BASE 7.3 12.5 10.5 12.0 9. 5 20 11.4 
H. OMITTED DIAGONAL 4.2 11.7 5.3 10.2 0 0 
J. f1ETHOD UNCLEAR 3.1 15' 8 10.5 14.5 2.0 1.7 GROUP Ss 

I. OM IT TED PROBLEM 5.2 0. 8 5. 3 1.3 0.2 8.5 
H. S. GcoM. 41 

H. S. GEoM. 41 

H. S. GEOM, 41 

RPI FEMALES 22 

ALL FEMALES 53 

RP I MALES 79 

ALL FEMALES 53 

ALL FEMALES 53 -

TABLE 3, PERCENTAGES OF SoLUTIONS OF 

TASKS 

GRoups/ Ss ll ill 

H. S. GEOM, F 41 22 93 85 

RPI M 79 68 86 911 
F 22 59 82 91 

TOTAL 101 56 85 93 

~1! N, A M 25 35 95 100 
F 5 50 80 50 

ToTAL 30 40 93 93 

~liN. B ~1 27 67 85 95 
F 14 51 79 8G 

ToTAL 41 65 83 93 

(oM PAR l SON OF PERCENTAGES 

SEX DIFFERENCES FOR H.S, 

TASK % GROUP Ss 

I 22 H.S. GEOM, 41 

I 65 RPI ToTAL 101 

Ill 93 RPI ToTAL 101 

I 59 RPI FEMALES 22 

I 35 ALL FEMALES 63 

I 58 RPI MALES ;g 

l 35 RPI MALES 79 

III 87 RPI MALES J9 

I-VI 

MEANS 

Yl 

44 53 

l3 61 70 
0 55 65 

10 59 59 

0 55 66 
0 50 50 

54 65 

55 76 
60 72 

53 75 

AND OF 

TAsK % Dr FF T-VALUE P-VALUE 

APPROACHES 
l!l 85 53 7, 38 0 

l 22 44 5. 50 
I APPR~ACHES 

Ill 85 8 1.31 .19 

Ill 91 32 2. 64 .01 

Ill 87 52 7.07 0 

Ill 94 26 4. 41 .002 

I ! 58 33 4,14 .IJ!JI.j 

Ill 94 7 1.110 '16 



nto tert ary institutions examination papers go into 

hundreds of schools and are seen by teachers in those schools. So 

ts of the nc1 

logy examination 

ute of Secondary E 
choi ubject taken by st 

d setting fo 

from any pre 
considered 

po nts 2 and 
appropr 

luded on the examin 

ng teachers to the idea of concept 
f wasn't used. This paper reports on 
fa 'concept map' question on the 

prepared for the Victorian 

, Biology is the most popular 

and in 1982, 9207 students 

at on cf compulsory English 

cept map quest on was quite 

reported and a number of questions 

cept map without 

most probab y w 1 

any 

ra ate 

re ect 

as a val d 

sat sfactorily be cons dered 

be fo for and the question 

ts have earning difficulties 

and B rd-Stewart 982), a topic 

B ology course in Victoria
ctorian Institute of Secondary 

INTRODUCTION 

AN EXAMINATION OF STUDENT 
MISCONCEPTIONS IN GENETICS 

by 

Dr Marjory Martin 

Head, Department of Human Sc ences 

Victoria College 

336 Glenferrie Road 

Malvern, Victoria 3144 

AUSTRALIA 

In recent years great emphas s has been p aced on ways n wh ch 

student knowledge and misconcept ons n science can be revea ed. 

This emphas s has arisen out of Ausubel's (1968) not on that any 

teaching s ould be based on teache knowledge of the relevant 

concepts that already ex st in the learner's cogn t ve structure 

when entering the instructional sett ng. To help elicit such 

informat on about a student the techn que of concept mapping 

(Novak 1976,1979,and 1980) has been used by reseachers th 

students over a arge age range and in a numbe of d scipl ne 

areas. 

Although concept mapp ng has proved to be a valuab e research 

strategy, there seems to be little evidence that teachers are 

us ng the technique to any great extent. If concept mapping is 

the powerfu technique that many claim it to be, how can 

teachers be introduced to it 

In Victoria, Australia, the majority of students in the final 

year of secondary schooling (year 12) si an 'ex ernal' examination, 

the results of which are used, among other th ngs, for entry 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Part (a) of the quest on was aimed at pro ding a mode for 

students that could guide them for part (b of the question.Cou d 

students make genera sat ons abou part (a) that they could then 
e1 aborate within the context provided in part (b)? 

For the purpose of the analys s reported in th s paper, 30 answers 

were ected from the total sc pts. The scripts were chosen 

a ance mpression that the fu range of student abi ty 

wou d be uded. No attempt was made to b as the- select on 
toward those scripts that ncluded many o 

As it turned out, the chosen group perfo 

n terms of marks obtained for the quest 

rt ar cept ons. 

s .z:s eR 3.,s .7. 

better than ave 

students l\ 2. 5. 

n answer to part 

to four main areas 
student comments could have been re ated 

n fact ow the quest on was marked 
th students be ng given 

areas and the numbe of 

to them are as fo ows: 

Number o 
student 
(max 30 

More 
de as 

eluded 

4 

fo each dea g ven), These 

the e making reference 

ationsh ps 
between 

deas exp a ned 

Web 
of 

ideas 

20 

t appears from these res at the majority of studen s 

acknowlegded he mportance of examp es and in fact a further 

prompt w th rd to h was given in part (b) of the quest on. 

t wou d seem reason 1 then to expect s udents to fol ow t at 

model n prepar ng their own concept maps. This n fact was not 

the case as the following analys s of student answers to (b) 

shows. 

Education 

genetics. 

pape 

of Examiners 

A range 

t fa 

attempt a 

on t 

ven 

Two student 

the 

were 

a. 

lows: 

b. Make a di agrammat c 
of genotype and 
them. Give spec 
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concern regarding the arrows 

direction 11
, 

in scientific 

Examples 
ven i'l answer 

~0 (b) 

l 0 

5 

In Total 
answer to b) 

10 20 



made attempts, th more ( ee Figure 4) or ess success, to 

bu that expres len rectly i to their concept maps. Although 

25 f the 30 students included the notion f 

their answers cnly 0 we 

gun~s and 

peci 

to 
re 

e exampl 

agent 

consequent changes 

between at 

as rt 

i c 

environment 

the effect 
rhaps the 

un 

Students 

5 

he student 
impa on 

acknowledge that mutations d the 

genotypes de occur. 
and the p~ssibility of 

is lack o~ connect on 
nvol vement of 

environmental factors may be su rted by the tendency to teach 

about mutations as spontaneous events. In addition, mucn o~ 

the text materi 1 ava lable on the topic of mutations is 

misleading Mahadeva and Randerson 1982). 

3. A ack 

and an 

ob v 

f app ciat 

nab 1 ity to 

genotype + 

and one stude~t gave rs 



There have been a number 

rs of the Pane of 

n. Obvious 
be cons 

v rtue 

chers who have asked the different 

rtue n us ng such a technique 
at on technique. Whether they 
t n assroom teaching remains 

So the markers were able to perform their task and it was possib e 
to analyse student misconceptions in this way but how did teachers 
and students react to the 'new' type of question Because of the 
guarantee of confidential ty of results it was not possible to 
discuss a particular map with its author, However it was pass ble 

to carry out a survey among 35 students engaged in tertiary study 
in 1983 who had successfully completed Highe School Certificate 
including Bio ogy in 1982, Of these students one had previously 

drawn a concept map. Their react on to the question can best be 
summar sed by the following two quotes: 

Student A 

"! foun this quest on qu te easy a though the d agram l drew 
seemed fairl s mple to be worth 4 marks even after giv ng 
speci c examples and l wasn't sure f what had written was 
exactly what they required • 

Student B 
"I found part (a) of the question to be quite straightforward 

but part (b) was different to anything we'd ever done before so 
I had to do a lot of thinking before I attempted this quesion 
on paper. I didn't really like part (b)." 

The reaction of students seemed to be dependent on how well they 
thought they had scored on the question. 

Anecdotal evidence from teachers seems to indicate that they were 
not too concerned about the 'new' type of question. Comments made 

included: 
''I was delighted when I saw that question. I always get my kids 

to summarise their work in that way." 

"It was an unusual question b~t really •••• I suppose •••• you 

could ask questions in that way on any topic." 

"I didn't like it when first looked at it." 

"That question was a bit different." 
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APPENDIX 

IDEAS IN GENETICS - FDR THE HIGHER SCHOOL CERT! FICATE CORE EXAMINATIO~ 

I~ BIOLOGY 1982 (Victorian Institute of Secondary Education - 19&~) 

a, The characteristics of organism can be interpreted 
an inheritance from generations and partly to 
environmental factors during that organism's lifetime, 

In 111Jst organisms continuity of life 
chroi11Jsomes from cell to cell in 
generation to generation in 

involves the transmission of 

and ani~ls whicn 
occur in the nuclei 

and cell replacement 
!n rrcst hi 
sets of 

c. Meiosis results in cells with single chromosome 
chro!IDsome each pair. The ch rorr.osorr·<! 
when the chrorosome sets contr·ibuted by 

to 
of 

d. Offspring produced 
asexually. 

lly ity than those produced 

e. Chromosomes affect the charucterls7:ics 
determine ide~tifiable attributes of the 
species, maleness and fe~a1eness, 

f. 

g. asses aiTIOngst the 
frequencies of each 

located on different chromosomes h. When alleles of two or 
are followed in a cross of inheritance of the characteristics 
invo1 from ;;n 

and paternally 
distribution to the of the 

chromosomes of each 

compound, 
basis 

from one the 
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Car: fiNo because it can't ngr but is a force on 
man because has to push it and that puts a force 

him." (9 year: 

Bike: "No ... not really because he is not or 

Bike: "Yes} it is putting force on by i.tself. 11 (9 year old) 

Bike: ''Yes because it is forci11g itself to stop.'' (9 year old) 

Even after considerable instruction in science (British 0 and A levels), 

students give the follov.'ing responses to the "bike 11 question. 

11 There's a force because of the bike's own mass . the mass of 
the hike has come to such a that it won't just stop 
stxaight away .. , the force is still , .. in the bike ... 
the force was transferred to the ling ... and it is 
now still adherent the bike. still moves forward." 

(l9 year old) 

It is perhaps relevant at the outset ask what exactly is being probed 

in determining students misconcepti It is, of course, hoped that a 

clear view is being obtained of their understanding of a particular 

concept, law etc., .e , of the content of the subject However, the 

product of teaching (i.e., the concepts teachers hope students will 

learn) is inextricably bound up with the process of learning it. Cogni-

tive functions are brought to bear on the learning process which will 

inevitabily influence not only what is learnt, but also how it is learnt. 

Thus it becomes a daunting task to unravel the two in any testing procedure. 

In this paper an attempt will be made to place this process-product 

dichotomy in perspective from 2 vieKpoints: 

(a) deficient cognitive structures which students may have as elaborated 

by Feuerstein and his co-,wrkers (2), (3). 

(b) Gowin's Vee heuristic and concept mapping as means of establishing 

the relationshJp between the conceptual and procedural components 

of the structure of kno;;ledge (5), (6) 
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a::1d present some x:e.search 

and other 
Based on 

from 
deficient cognitive 

perspective is Stimulus-

to and reacting with the 
It that 

on 

Stimulus· 

the 

use 

test 

of 



in 

ize 

, it was decided 

The student is given a 

all 

made probe 

examine hov.' 

covered 

the following: 

, ordered 

physical situation described 

only in difficulties 

the lack of clarity of detail 

Indeed, the majority drew 

sketches 

real a qualitative evaluation of the 

problem situati to on the numerical data 

followed use it in equations. 

not easily or automatically made 

difficulty in relating s and t for 

the two some did) majority experi-

where relationships have to be 

established 

The 

are used in 

5. Students on each olJj ect 

data of each 

Overlapping the interviews with deficiencies 

on input giv~n by Feuerstein, indicates the 

in the students 

(a) Blurred and sweeping perception. 

(b) Unplanned, impulsive and unsystematic exploratory behavior. 

(c) Lack of precision and accuracy. 

(d) Impaired use of two or more information. 

While more \>.'Ork needs to done pervasive and deep-

rooted these deficiences are the interviews provided interesting 

insight into the actual difficulties which students experience as they 

approach a piece of physics content 

Note, how the input function are relevant if examination-type 

questions are used to test misconception. The following question comes 

from a test designed by Helm C•): 

~ 
(I) (2) 

Particles (1) and (2) are a long way from the rest of the universe but 

quite close to each other. The mass of particle (1) is half that of 

particle (2), and the two particles exert gravitational force on each 

other. If the arrow above represents the force exerted by (2) on (l) 10 

magnitude and direction, which ONE of the foll01dng arrows represents 

the force exerted by (I) on (2) 

(a)f- (b) ---7 (c)----;. (d) 'If--



Considering the amount of data that has to be sifted through, the deci-

sioo that must be of 

that needs use 

to planning procedure 

is clear 

that more is required simple knowledge that action 

there is an equal but opposite reaction. 

is to be understood as implying that misconceptions 

do not exist. They are obviously al 

being made is the of 

of pervasive they need to be 

task 

will 

in 

from 

the 

If this 

knowledge 

to 

of 

attention 

is we will 

of 

the 

as 

of the 

Clearly, the 

a particular 

' 

merely 

hut 

for 

9_£Win '~jl_r2_ach 

For 

iencc 11 not 

and 

shared 

four 

qualified 

types 

of 
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and 

concepts 

The students 

of 

required to 

in 

\-.'Ork covered 

take-home 

approach 

nantly 

proce ... 

and by the 

the major concepts 

and meaningful 

created 

fcu:ld the 

\..'ere con;:;t rue ted with 

students, 

hierachy of theit maps. This 

then addressed in a 

misconceptions, i.e., A 

An examplf': a 

error 

clear the 

incorrect manner '-''ith other 

between the conncpt and 

of meaning whl is apparent from 

and lack hierarchical structure. 

mon~ than a fixed set of 

later reproduced but 

less 

taken on 

of 

new meaning for Lhe!n 

confidence n their o;,.'n ab:i1 

concept 

connection 

clearly devoid 

meaningl.ess i~ks between concepts 

had become 

be learned and 

and large.ly meaning

th;lt mathematics had 

they had developed a greater 

mathematics. 

out of thi study was the lack of One point of concern 

proceducal efficiency by some the students even after 

have identified the key concepts and could link them meaningful way 

form a concept map. This question \\US probed further in a subsequent 

study which involved 16 Cornell University calculus students all of ••hom 

bad completed at least one semester course in calculus. During clinical 

intervie"-'S students were first questioned about their command of the key 

concepts as identified by their instructors and as suggested from the 

course material. These concepts \-.'ere: 

(a) 

(b) 

notions of rate of change 

the idea of infinitesimal rate of change ~7hich then involves the 

idea of a limit and the notion of a derivative. 



(c) the concept af linear 

(d) the 

(e) integration 

After establishing 

and syntactic 

also identi 

the students v.·ere asked 

some sernantic 

reflpct aloud 

about the following t~·o problems: 

en.countered these problems in a 

ide 5]. had previously 

4 

earlier. 'fhe 

sam. Those 

involved the idea of as a cont.inuous 

operation to 

answer the 

circumscribed and 

here was the 

who had command 

it was accomplished with less effi 

students 

the 

the -invt~rsc 

of the studEnts 

em though 

procedure~ 

concept of limit needed to be discussed in a procedural v.•ay 

relation to derivatives as well as integrals. 

This was reinforced when tried to discuss the 

.react1on most Wkls: nr cantt it, 

which I could to do this 1•roblem. c 

had 

problem 

term~ 

the 

the 

of a 

It is impc:rLant 

mathematics is l 

such as "+" 

very usefu] 

It 

are 

We 

the 

is 

ly. couLJ 

could 

6J 



of believe that the reason 

threatening to so many students 

insight are overridden by the 

The notion that there could 

problem has led many 

experience and perception of reality and 

in their o~n way of thinking. 

any other subject there is a tendency 

on part of teachers assertion rattier than by agreement. 

on its integration into, 

structure which in turn 

the students' own and understanding of reality. It 

understood that cannot take place unless the 

are made We have attempted to 

that in mathematics concepts also imply proce-

These procedures from the concepts and are subsumed 

[Slide 8] 

In order to address we need to reintroduce an event-

in our instruction Feuerstein's and Gowin's theories give 

to this need. pointed out that a misconceptiort is as 

a process as it a cognitive instruction such as 

above could be a effective means of analyzing and allevi-

cognitive faulty conceptual structures of 
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OUTPUT PHASE 
11. AT THE INSTANT THE TRAFFIC liGHT TURNS GREEN, 

CAR STARTS WITH CONSTANT ACCELERATION OF 
L EGOCENTRIC COMMUNICATIONAL MODAEITIES 

AT THE SAME INSTANT EORR Y, 

TRAVElLING WITH CONSTANT SPEED OF IO M s· 1 

1. LACK OF, OR IMPAIRED, VERBAL TOOLS FOR COMMUNICATING PASSES THE CAR. 

ADEQUATElY ELABORATED RESPONSES 

(A) HOW FAR BEYOND THE STARTING POINT Will THE 

LACK OF, OR IMPAIRED, NEED FOR PRECISION AND CAR OVERTAKE THE LORRY? 

ACCURACY IN COMMUNICATION PROCESSES 
(B) HOW FAST WILL THE CAR BE TRAVElliNG AT THAT 

INSTANT? 

#2. LIFT, HEIGHT l m, ACCELERATES UPWARD AT 2 M 

AT THE INSTANT THAT ITS VELOCITY Is 2 M s -1, 

SCREW FALLS FROM THE ROOF OF THE liFT. CALCUlATE 

(A) HOW LONG THE SCREW WILL TAKE TO REACH TKE 

Sll DE FLOOR 

(B) WHAT DISTANCE IT THEN HAS FALLEN, 

SLIDE 4-
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assume~ typi 

in a 

it 

have occas 

ir:_ transcript3_on, it seems reasonable 

occurs not infrequently 

science classrooms~ Interestingly, however, 

on suclJ as this fairly that 

any more than a cursory glance from 

researchers in science Nevertheless, in the past 

ten or 

ways and 

years, all of this 

community; especially 

a variety of 

changed quite dramatically. 

teacher st_udents 

a :r:'tatter of intense 

the science 

those who 1 in 

insight into ' understanding of 

gain more 

Research efforts, 

ic~ 

whose 

and Driver? 

fact th3t scHnt_~thing 

r:d.sf.ired 

the 

ls 1 

Introduction 

a 

pupil into 

takes 



is 

by 

by 

, just 

s t 

' 

or 

nature 

in the 

within 

important 

cu''"''""''! frameworks, by 

classrooms 

as 

are 

t.he 

talk, like enter 

and a of 

at 

t has 

by 

of and 

for tolerance 

attempts 

Indeed, 

literature 

it the 

that or that 

short something 

oE mark. been set 

of now the some 

sympathy for Spinoza's position. 

acknowledge that people are 

misfired 

sort oE 

f is prepared to 

and that something 

, it often unclear 

whom it should 

contrastr 



prior 

with the 

il:ustrates s point 

, confronteC. 

) adherents of 

different things. flanson (1958) 

us to imagine and 

B~uhe cncounterins the dawn.. Hould both see the sane 
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a view constitutes misconception because it 

parts company with the current scientific view. 
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Introduction ------

without a concerted understand whether or not it is an appropriate 

label for what it purports to describe. The History of Science provides demonstrated 

instances of the crucial role of nomenclature in its progress, and provides ideas 

guidance in terms of what would be considered good nomenclature. These 1980). These 

guidelines will then be used to examine appropriateness of the label, 

Aristotelian, from the aspects of the reasons for its use, pitfalls which knowledge interferes 

could re.suJ from i_ts use, h'hat it really means description of the knowledge to 

pre-instructional lmm;ledge of students. t-he extent of the exi st.ence pre-instructional in 

various populations (Champagne et Further, 

ideas about the orjgins of , Klopfer 

Thi,S matter of nomenclature is not trivial one. There are many examples and Anderson 1979), its 

from the history of science where names of things actively Jdndercd the gr01cth 1982) and the 

of a science and conversely, where a caTeful consideration of nomenclature (Champ;;.tgne, Gunst one 

facili tatcd the gro1<t.h of by new ideas more objective and of this 

less controversial than they might othcndse have The choice of tM' such tion of prc-cxi 

examples will suffice to make this point. of 

First, in a paper at the Royal Institution, in 1833, Michael knowledge 1979, 

Faraday stated, "I find the greatest difficulty in stating results, think, 1·dth a great 

correctly, whilst limited to the use of terms, arc current, with t1 certain latcT, 

accepted meaning.n was attempting to his electrochemical research 1982) ~' often 

and his concern about appropriate nomcnc.laturc was twofold. On the one as information about 

he was concerned that not electrical theory, of 

since theory was highly at the on the other hand, he felt that history of 

a nomenclature ) . 
He in regard the exj terminology of "electro-posit .ive 11 and the advi stotclian, 
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like Aristotle. It instructive to ask if was selected for th.i 

reason, because the student beliefs arc in diTect accord 1d.th Y.'hat Aristotle 

believed~ It is worth examining all the reasons for its selection, in 

particular to determine whether or not it is a label which to a large extent 

supports some theory or another, since the lesson from history is that such 

lahels perhaps should be avoided. It is certainly worthwhile to resurface 

the re:J.son.s p:rovlsos with h'hich it was introduced by Champagne, Klopfer 

and Anderson in 19"19, as well as to look at any chnnges that have occurred 

since then. Four different aspects of concern can be described. 

When the adjective Aristotelian wns introduced, it was written t.hat 

"the foregoing description of the situation implies that the Aristotelian 

paradigm of the students is fully developed and articulated. Unfm:tunately 

this is an oversimplification~ In many respects, the pre-instructional 

knowledge of many, but not all, of the students is more accurately described 

as "prc-paradigmatic0 (Champagne et al, P~ 31). It \Vas also said that "To a 

large degree the rules of the belief system parallel the descriptive aspects 

of Aristotelian physics. Although the causal notions of Aristotle (which arc 

often animistic) ~Vcre not encountered in the students protocols" (p. 31). 

The authors wrote, "It is convenient to refer to the common sense belief 

system about motion as Aristotelian . 11 (p. 31), and later, "Aristotelian 

emphasizes the contrast between ~;hat they have and Ne;;tonian ideas ." (p. 31). 

And in bet ween all of it Kas written that, "It seems useful to view the 

students pre-instructional bel:ief system and courses h'hich target mechanics 

as competing paradigms which Kuhn has described in his ,,.nrk on scientific 

revolutions ." (p. 30). In summary, then, the name 
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h imse 1 f believed. Upon a careful of Ls question, hoNcvcr"' the shape nature, a 

simple answeT that they do not. parallel exists, 

theory of cauee 

testcJ. It 

Firstly, the propositions believed by students which are described as Testing on 

Aristotelian will be exanined. One set of four common elements among the but create confusion 

variety of idiosynCTatic personal belief of the students being invcsti- fl 

gated were recognized and described as Aristotelian hy Champagne, Klopfer and observations and 

Anderson in 1979. They are students hold 

1. A force, when applied to an 11 produce mot ion. 

2. Under the -::-1 constant forcer objects with a 

constant velocity. least,. 

3. The proportional tho magnitude 

of the force, due tv increasing forces .. could 

WithGut at rest, or if moving of whether 

while previous forces were acting) they are 

sl01dng C(llm (and ~torcd-up momentum)~ hypothesized to exi~'t 

At times propositions •,;ere also designated Aristotellnn, by labels 

Champagne and others. Aristotelian 

be force cannot 

and ·che force of 

on Klopfer, histor.ica1 

yet, unstnted 
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the 

par·allcl and a 

attempted. Sufficient justification presented that 1ii thout ci thcr 

of thc:;e;t flnd ourselves in t-he 

position of on of his 

father} n1 was much the proportion of speculation being so 

large 

Therefore, after a concerted effort to understand what Aristotelian 

means when illJplied to the belief system of students prior to encountering 

:-lewtoni:m physics, it would seem that its is inadvisable because it is 

incorrect. 
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that the tenn ifi s going to a particular section of the DNA 

molecule coding for polypeptide no longer be associated with tongue 

rolling or widow's peak, free or attached earlobes, etc. 

Another idea, namely the "fitness" of individual genes, may be a useful 

reductionist tool in what Ernst Mayr calls beanbag genetics, but to my 

coll,•ague and me, fitness of a gene, like the adaptive advantage of ever·y 

single organ is not so mean-ingful n an evolutionary sense. By this we do not 

deny the existence of occasional individual lethal genes or genes conferring 

profound morbid effect, such as Tay-Sach's disease. Enough said about genes for now. 

A misconception we have dealt with In another one of our papers is 

about species, entitled "The Importance of Being Earnest about Species Concepts" 

(In press The American Biology Teacher, 983, Fall). We discuss here the 

common confusion regarding the biological species concept versus the typological 

species concept. The former i based populational thinking whereas the 

latter from ancient Greek 
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This 

arti e is an effort to that almost every of the 46 human chromosomes 

is nervous system and therefore human 

li to the fact that abberration of almost 

chromosome adversely affect nervous system development by disrupting 

metaboli pathways by interfering or interacting with other genes. 

In conclusion, let me share a few thoughts on what we teachers can do to 

reduce the prevalence and perpetuation of misconceptions and myths of biology. 

and foremsot of textbooks exercise more care to scru-

that the dogmatic general zations, and 

2) to ously avoid statements have attained the status of adages 

Teachers of biology should awal'e of the perpetuation of such misconceptions 

and myths through the teacher's guides supplied with textbooks; these guides 

not only tend to be doctrinaire but also have true/false test questions. 

should pay special attention to 

s ta te:nen ts. 

1-inclusi and all-exclusive 

Students should be taught to understand that we also learn science when 

we demonstrate that a widely held idea is erroneous; this is the falsifying 

principle of science at work. Students must be trained in the skill of 

recogni ng fal acious arguments based on erroneous premises, even if impressive 

figures of means, frequencies and correlation coefficients are used in the 

arti e or text Numbers and apparent quantification do not automatically make 

the information scientific. 



essc'fltial that \ve train students to undet'stand that a 

ientific theory is time-tested and has the hi9hest place in the order of 

ientific ideas, It has withstood repeated attempts to r·epudiate it, 

and has dttained predictive value, Therefore, it is accepted by the 

majority of scientists as the best possible generalization of hitherto 

observed phenomena. 

Finally, I am sure we all realize that misconceptions are easier to 

con·ect but myths which arc longstanding, especially those with societal 

r·einforcernents are much har·der to combat. But in the neverending challenge 

of science teaching, we should not be afraid to play the role of the Man 

fro111 La Mancha. 
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This is obviously the issue betwf::en Kuhn and the other Neokantian 

thinkers. Kuhn will probably be the only one who 1.vil.l "-''elcorne the 

sharp dichotomy suggested in the question. Otl1ers will have more 

complex answers. 

(l9R2a) 

in thJs 

of educa.tion, the answer influence the strategies 

init and encourage conf.':eptual change. Do we want to 

on the 

Minstrel! (1982), 

the classroom in planning 

can be learned from tl1e 

us observe, understand and 

C:lass

Nussbaum and Nov:tck 

hy 

mainly Toulmin (1972) who has tried to 

of concepts) 

by Posner et . (1982) 
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In hl~torical researcl1 

tran~Jformations of :ideas, 

trace the line 

occt1rred bet~een 

b,:>twT·en inJ ividua1 s 

of the 

validity 

to 

for 

but 
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theory of • 1982), 1s 
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further expect be 
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h:ty scit-ntific it th::a 

trcntmcnt of ~1at 

, test, or 

re 
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at tent 

dinensions of science. 
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Immediately following publication Thotfl::1s Kuhn's revolutionary book 

Struc_ture of._Scient.ific Rt!volutions (1962), issues in epistemology 

scicmce becar:1e highly controversial in the philosophy l.itt::r:ature. Th12 

controversy centered on proble:n the role of theory in observation. 

Kuhnts view science was in opposition to the view the logic:al 

th.~;;:orists at the tiwe. O'Jt this empiricists who were the 

scholarJv ferment has a new epi.stemol:)gy 

enjoying increasing Jccepta~1ce philcsophe::-s 

(though some vhi "!,osophers th~::: is 

science L; sometim-0.s referred as conceptual chaage theury. 

Rubba f inJ in~ about coupl 

with cynical itude 

students 

that 

St' 

nt least two 

to 01e 

empir'icist and that of the conceptual 

science formed the basis for questions 

biology students in which they 

science. L-et's look briefly <1t 

vieWj)Oints ~ 

SELECTED ISSUES 

The epistemological issues 

what W(i think about the 

ilt;H'JUt some facet scient if 

thought of direct~ accurate 

when verbalizing 

in an absolute ser.se. 'However, 

wh.nt the chserver already 

The 

this study: 

ist ~ These two 

with 

in 



for r'rror. t~eor:ists, the other hand~ 

3S Their ries must 

must 

t-.J 

ic 

fCTI'lOVed 

true factsJ l:ut would change the truth of propositions eontJinlng 

concepts. 

The c~_nce.:rtual ch,·1:.~ti_1eo~_::~: Tht~ 11
nt•W

0 phi} 

indepe:>dent. 

Legit i:na te 

of deliberation. 

In conceptual 

as.) 

In addi t io:-. 

_pr inci plcs 

are 

to what is rl'i 

an eilr1y theorv 

enp:iricisw. Truth in 

is 

beyond and into the_ arls 

An 

on 

as 0 ~ To 

it and this requires backgrl,und 

attc:ntio!1. ThePrv 

knm.: l c dgc' 

not onty 
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liuitcd to characte::izing , or to documenting th~ 

locations of diseased plants. With a different theory of disease, for 

example the germ theory of disease, it becomes r.el evant to observe 

microorganisms, their dispersal~ and the processes inJection. 

In conceptual change theory, the relationship betWt"!en experienct: 

and knowledge is of direct Experience is ~t :...11 

vit.1l pG.rt 

in fall ibh, truth. 

from proven hvnnrhPHPH Rnther, 

within a subject matter anci as 

and r<..?W ob.servatiom;. Ch<lnges 

the 

short 

an .irnp~;rtant 

no 

, rather than 

A survey 

being 

but is not the 

view, 

develop within 

resu~t 

bull t 1.1p 

context, 

theories c:ome about for a variety of 

become cverv.:helming dW.i 

concepts 

Thts 

contact with ity. 

to the survey. Each student was 

selected by a matrix sampling 

about each item as follows: 

What did item 

How did 

Plea so 

Additional probes for 

the were ased as 

directlv about their 

students vcluntec.•red their own 

Subjects were a subset 

(80% first year college 

and lab courses cf the 

~t Cornell University. 

Jnt 

L 

in 

(which 

words. 

it i 



~heir intervicw t.:ommentsl were remainder acknowl~..:dge that there are lirnits to the truth 

~ and \Vere docurr:entt!d with quotes knowledge and qualified that vimv by one Df two £enernl 

uf generalization ~ithe::: because the limitations and 

interviews because consists in 

one three were 

ite:n statements ab1:._1ut 

i.tems ahcul 

:t part!cular student the 

observations wi11 reported flrst. 

33 

36 ic 
it are trained 

who 

ob serva. t ions. 

39 

On perce~tion: 

18 Knowledge of the natural world is 
of the world. 

hunu1n 

Students responded it~~;ns l)U objec-tivity 

of two they saiJ. 0..ither" that 

should be) 

On several 
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observntions are rr..:1de, but then are subjectively interpreted 

(0273-25, 1837-25, 0273-39, 1243-33). The following quote from 0273 on 

item 25 illustrates this position. 

Cth.cr 

..... A lot of times observ.::ttions can be - they're 

done objectively but theyt re interpreted subjectively. 

·~·.Just likt~ when we did the b~:::e. study last semester. 

I was in a grf'UP of six,. and we all had opposi.te pa;>ers. 

Same and everything, but we al came to different 

conclu.sicns about the bees. 

say that observati-ons should h::: t;bjc>cti.ve (07::.0-36, 

but that seientists are and fud;se 

their data (1980-36, 1956-25, 1983-33, 0504-33, 1980-36). :he follot.'ing 

e.xcerptfi are typical of this position. 

The dnta and are.n' t ahvays going tc be 

1 neutral). They should be, but 

every or1c.e 'in a whil~ youtre prejudice-d or your 

op i.nion ik crc.ep' into yuu::; observations. 

(1956-25) 

Well., r:mybe 'What sclentists feel is objective 

is act· .. taL~y on intuition. fe~lings 

ins tend 

1 t. . ... Like when 

right -

shoulJ out , but they don''.:.~ 

ynu 

feeL 

The follov;ing ttvo 

are objectfve. 'Wi.thin limits. 

one in that the neither the claim 

of inhe.rant subjectivity is strongly 

. ~ .. So,. I think that 

objective :~s possible but 

object_ivtty. . .•. Even when 

ccnes in there. So it 

true. (02 73-25) 

I don't knm"' that 

you can al\<Jays put your 

thi:ags. And, like~ 

of what something should 

to fudge l.itt1e bit, 1 

Students usc ~everal different: 

observation!:' can not be objective. 

aspc::c-ts the obsarve:r, either 

1836-36) 

and lirritati~ns of 

I think 

his 

the ~;nly 

is 

0349 covers 

that 

the 

nor 

~ t1St 

nlways be 

f_ think 

into 

idea 
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Sometimes when you at an experinent, not only 

you 
that you role of tho:Jght knowledge also reappears throughout the inte-rviei.o.'S. 

may overlrwk lcok for cert<J.in 

Othr:r iter.ts fron the survey charac-

AnJ te.rist ic.s scientific knowledge, perhaps 

Tf youtre r.tore th;u1 the others, revt.:.::r.1 ed how j_t i.s th~lt 

and scientific knowledge. can be 

On the- and li.mitations a means 

about 1:mr1 d the 

ing stude:nls that final unobt::tinable. 

The one that people can here (e. , digestion 
the worLd 

Jn 
evoluticn) or 

versus lirr.its that 
true by twc-

yoc. uc.:.J.:1
1 t sure of the final truth 

With or other observations nnd (2022~23)' 

that. reality up by everything we 
vf 

tho.t can the pro-bability of f:.ncwing 

o= that ·1 scit;n::ifie method isn't~ that perfecet (1634-21). 

The people talk ilbout knowl~dge being n1odcls 
'ti~Y know1 

reality sorts of reasons. Tht~ co;r.rr,enLs of student 0504 on ite;r~ 

recurs 
21 illustrate one uf these: 

n .. T. You can never know exactly what's going or 
in f 

because you can 1 t tear a c.ell apart like an en' 

and put it back together. But science tries t 

from 

1 t. 1< Thi theme thv 
2: 23 \Ve never sure we knct~· 

ftna.l truth. hut it is il[ 
Scienti~ic ~ethod ~ill 

let ~earn the real truth tlbout 
the natural t.:orld and how it \vorks. 

science 



come up wlth ...• close as possible models that it 

can". 

In this case, models are thought to be constructed bt:=cause of the limits 

biology impt1ses en finding out. The other position is that because we 

are human, the best we can do is to make models. 

nwe have no one to tell us what :.he truth is directly. 

We can only postulate think the 

truth ls ~ and that's ""'here the scientific methods 

come in" (1310-21). 

All of the students interviewed on item 41 agreed ~"'rith the state-

ment that "Theories and mo::iels are pr-oduc_ts of the human :nir.d and 

or may not accurnt0.ly represent reality. 't Once again the two tht~mes 

emerged when students explained why reality be reached. One 

group used the the limit:1tions science (1836, 1243) and 

of human the organs (1310) and prior 

respon::>c. was that student 1836: 

are things in real life, like the DNA 

model. dontt know that it works exactly 

that., but the mod<2!l fits all the. we 

and it .is very useful lt may in .fact 

rPality ...• but you sure 

actually 

tb:. DNA •• ~ • 3. 

which \.JC canlt make. 

The other gr:]up of stude-nts regardf>-d 

to nbring it about better in human minds 

concept they've developt.:!d therr.selves 11 

understand reality more, they make 

Interview excerpts based on 

items on grow~J:l of knowledge are 

students hold .on this issue~ The 

32 

38 

On 32. all 

in one of several 

The:ori~C~~; 

New theories 
interplay 
observations. 

occurs with a high probabilityH 

is repeatable, workablel' (1982). 

of human and 

11 nothl ng can be proved 0 
( 1618). 

Several 

the 

A 

t.hat. 

tim<.': 

This 
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"to help 

(1238-41). 

range of 
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up without 

mor0 

Scrne.timcs 

hypotheses and 

his theory 

as physical 

physical 

could work both 

{Thee 

prcve 

the· 

just substantiate them later. This is 

view than the one previously illustrated. 

with a theory and you find 

it. Like Einstein with 

He didn f t figure it out 

He figured it out and later 

l1e was right. So, it 

student hand~ed the 

rete- manner,_ '!::lt=t at the 

not provablY-

finally knocked tho.t into 

(161.8) 

can be 

can't rr.:a1ly 

is just 

to fit in all 

the that since 

esse:nti::llly r.he 

is, 

which, if incompatibl..:.: with the 

these students 

In contr:tst, student 0276 er.1phasized theories as the foundation on 

which to build and change knm.;ledge. Further s/ht: said 

Maybe there' just one little part of the current 

theory that• ,.;rong. ':'hat' t,,rhen they go tc change 

it and the whole thing~ ..• evolutionizes to a new 

theory. Tha::' s my only explanati0n as to hew new 

theories ar'ise. think nowadays everything in the 

physical sense has been explained in one way or 

nnother. . ... The only way ;1ew theories are 

to originate is from buildi::0 up and tc.!sth:g (with) 

the observations until thc.y (the old rho: .. :or!f?:s?) are. 

proved false. 

0:1ce again the rangt': of posit on issues of the origin of theories 

and the growth knowledge is broad, including hoth strong t:mpiricist 

views as well as ilOre conc.ertua1ly oriented vic'i.<.TS. 

tet!tative chnracter Gf scientific knowledge 

believing in 

into 

two groups: those who believe knowledge tentative of 

equipment and sens-ory limits, and those who know! edge is 

tentative because it is what we think. 

CONCLUSIONS 

G~:>neralized POSitionS held by students on t:hP threr~. philosophical issue:;; 

the nature knowledgL--: ~ growth obsL'rvation~ 

in s t uch .. :n u-: ' 

interpn .. ~tJ.t ir1 :1n ahsolutiRt view 

th:-1 t 'dithout t.hHtht. 
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comments, however; indicutt:d belief in a tentative character 

scien.tifit:. know~~:-,dge, but for t-wo different sort0 of the limitations 

of technology and/or limits; or notion that knowledge is 

such is sub_1ect ta These three themes w~re 

evident throughout the interviews, but on questions of truth of 

anJ -:i.mited nature o':Jsc rvat ior..s . 

tended 

in 

the 

naturE l.:.mit;~ot ions objectivity. Having a belief that it is 

tc1 

det.errr:ined in this study) 

devel,1p instructional nc.tivities 

on observations and the observations for 

knowledv,.e c lai:11S result 1 ng the observd t ions. 

su...:.h foundJtion for aubs0quc1,t 

in 

the: 

Brown~ Harold 
University 

Kuh;<,, Thomas S. 
Chicar~o; 

Levison, ~1el vin 
exposed .. 
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thE' 

1n Cle::1 

::O-UCh E-.~-

and ( 

of 

tnt 

C:;r r t furL [!l?'v''?lOprnE-nf: li1e (;;.: 

H~at and Temper~ ure 

dr 

l u 

tl 

ot 

t r 2u:;, 

b I : C•9' 

:< r -, tne '" 

tt1u12 d€-)elc:tprne-ntal P'=>-·ch 1·:·9-· 

-/.:•ne t<ll th tnc! 1nattons: to1/.Jards. the=e 

a P l ~.c e tor· h j m,·- hE< r s-e it . Th i ~- e: r t ~ ; 1 ·, 

t theorrsts and e~per:menter~ see~~ 

a l l to t h ~ good, 

J i i 

If< 

developed 

tr,e chlid eNter-s: the pictur-.: s-C• th21.~ l\l€- c2.r, ~-upp!f?rnE<r,t the 

model£ aboct development. Gi t.,Jen our ~,r-edlle<c~ion-:::. 1t 1 

wonder that we th1nk that t~e plact wMert O~\·•Iopme·,tal mod&l! ~nd 

childr-en come- toge-the-; 1{;; tn the are:.. C>t e-ducc.~Jon. 

For or for = e- ~ ~ h eo c h i l d ; s- us u 2.1 l -" t ou n d 1 rj h l s 

(un)natural t~1e school. Artd 1n We tern socJet•es most 

ch1ldr·en spend appr·oxtmately 30 hou~E per wee~ there ar1d pert1~D~ 

a.nother 5-10 hours pe- .. - wee-k dotng home,,-.~<:~rk pr-eparing the-m:::o?l''E' 
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chi 1 d 

school•, 

g.,n~r a 1 l> 

(an o t t"n? r r-oom 

.f~ce-d or VJl 11 

1;.1'1-?t Sei?rrts str-ange- 1 n th 1 

h:s classroom and what 1t ; 

th.s<.t thE'f!? 

1 t l 

trt fc.,ct~ th ~ m.;_--,· nc•t be tar oft tho;: rr1ark. But !_·J~ <:J 1 f:~ 

another mor~.1 

learntng~ and cvvelopment i 

&duc~tlon that bear directlY on d•v•lopmental psycholog~. 

V.JOU i d likE< to presPnt h~re a s~etch of a model 

i\ ... ; 

;,··:: 

' t ' ' 

1 It_ 

1 _j bP. 

-?. de(· t:' 

deve1opmental psYcholog~ ana sctencP and m~themat• e- d\.,;C c t: on 

be broug~t clo~er 

descr1be~ h1mge1f ~i ~~ app! •~o 

the i'Te.; C<t d.ppl!Cd.tiOii IS. E<dlJC-3:1:1 

e-ducat!on,;l 

I e 

~~rtrtClt'> 

c t h t t ,, 

concec·t 

d>~t•r,ct>N•. 

l t [1 

t t 

the l 1 ne sf!piJ.r t' 

E-duc t1cinal p 

should get blurred. Rather tha~ 
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I ftr.;J tl"tf'IT: U[•' tht t1 e -ste:.~· Since j 

a.ca .. jemtc de•· 

educ I I Ul .:.. r~ d t e 11'1 ~· e r 2 t u r- e . Cl t t1 12 r c a. -=: e ;;, v 1 hE- r e c u r r 1 c ·~· ' u r-1 

1t could m~~-& 

pr.:..ct::ce. 1 rr the development of 

thE 

Str.E~u'£'£ 

VJOf fi urrtculum de•,elopmer,i; \.d.::<~ done b:- Eeb1e ()laubm.3rl 1n ·:•..-,:::.ult t,o.-1 

cle 1 t b S, 1 d f• t? y :::. t r Cr U S ~- \ ~- ) ~~ r C1 b ~- b I 1 I t -;.· , VIr, e r· E t h '.? dE' ') >? 1 C• (• rT! ~ ft t 2 ·: V3 C• :- k 

C.h I J Efr~1m F1shbe1n and the curr1culum wor~ w2 do~.~ b·· 

chem1 c.!\1 ~ol ut 1 or,s, t·l\tt?f e th-2 

1ghtfull:. d& t n c e .;_ n d t 1 m 1 n ~ o o~- 1 n ~- t r· 'J c ': 1 

the ~-a.me : t C•IJ t 

The 

of educa 

Q iJ S. t I te&.m c,f in•v'e-::tig?tors er.t Tel-H•-)! 1) Urrt','o?r-=:lt·· ~~ete ::.tr2.u , Sta.• .. •y·~ 

edUC2i::IOil?1 p 1 ~ n t a.nd Dr-pa.z, 1977) and the curriculum mater 12tl'S- l-•.1ere de•-.~e!opE"d bv 

or mu l ate the d 1 ',' 1 s- 1 

The h~-..'br 1 d 1 s an four ph21.'S.E'S VJE' ha 1.)E' !der!tlt!ed 1 n cur r- 1 c u l um do?'·-' e l Dpme rt t : ' 1 . ., 

who are thiS- k1nd assessing the development of 

theor> where thev keep an eYe on a~d cur·riculum urtit, (2) del,.Jelopmenta.l tr"'-'1rt1no for tt-1e diff1cult 

1 s 1 r1tormt: 

ar· e- r-esear·ch 1 ng mear11n9 for educat 1 or121 the-or·,- ~nd 



concept-.:. 3 ., 

1nt 

the curriculum ur11t s efte:cti•.1ene= . .;. 

Th~ De-v~lopm~nt Of The Concepts Of Temperature and Heat 

One wa~ of characteriZing the d1ffer·en:ei between temper~twre 

and h~~t th.:< t the for mer 1 s. ~ n 1 n ten~ 1 ') e ~~ r-1 ·:--·-.: 1 r:: 2 1 q u eo t , t , 

wh1le the la.tter an e>>::tert=:-1')e ph>··stc~.1 aua.ntJtY \C.ac.r·n-a~·. 1·::.:· 

An 

1n I t a.mount or E>xt~n'E.-I'"e qu.a..r:tltY·, To Jl1us.tr-?te-. Jmag1ne ~h 

cont.;in.er-s. of 

1ll rem-2<.1n cold d~~-~·ito: the ch.Etn<;~e lf· 

the amount o+ water. In 

intenSIVE' phYSICal quant1 tv, 

water increased 1n 1ts e-:;;;tensi!.-'1? ouantit":<·; 1.e., 1t':: r~e.:..t. D'!:hl0r 

examples- of ph>··i:-ical 

conc~ntrations, viscosity, hardne-ss~ and d~nsrt>. 

Tho':-E' farnil far wtth F'1ageotta.n tai:.ks:- for- rnec..s:.ur·tng con:~r•,.<a_t!c.r, 

of iqu1d quanti t·y ma.Y r·eco·~nize a ;.tm! 1ar-i t·~-· betv,1eer: ti1E' t.s- r 

just d~scribeod ~nd thE> conservatton o4 conttnuou5 quantit> ta:.k. 

In a typical con~.ei'\..1 ett!Orl task two same-siZed cups are filled v .. ll tr, 

equa 1 amour1t: o-t water ar1d a cht ld is: 8!:-kE<d to judge t.o..lhe-thE<r or 

th~Y ar-e thE> same amount of water. The water fr·om one of the 
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CUP'S: 1 -s: the-n pour e d 1 n to a t h l r d. em!> ~ , 

hI ] 

the amount t: r 

highe-r-, 

ther·e- 1 s a chant:Ji? 1 

the wBte-r but 

quantlt-...->. In cor1 trc-.s t. 1 n the- ph 1 c a 1 q u t I 

t t It 

and I t ·:: 1oc-at;on. but ICI the vJa ter 

ou?.ntit·~-. that 1-:::, 1t<S t~m~~ere.tur 

In a rec~nt stud)· Straus~. 11!:" ,. i 

In or·d12r to tE" 

r·a.t l o com~·~-r 1 ;.on:-: 

and proportions. Also, va.ry1ng 

A re-•.• 1 ev; c•-f the findtngs on 

under·s:.tandtngs of the-s-P comb! Ft t 1 areo four.d tr. 

Stavy ( 1982). 

For· theo ~~ur·po;.e-: of th 1 f::. t:)ac,er 1 11 l tndicate th• t1 

of hGvJ ch1ldrer. at different a.ge und~rstood the- c 

intensive physic~! q u .co. n t i t )': 

wa.-:- mt xeod. In onevariarttC•f 
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; ! f 
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tas>,s and 

a I thovgh 

numEr teal 

m~.n"" 

tne 

Th<? ft• 

cor r· f2 c t 

co'd 

becomes cot 

fsenta_t 1 

11 t t 

' th 

r. Th•s~ ot course~ put 

now thE-Y ~rgue 1 theouaJ,ht 

1 t. One s1gn. 

~ th + 

t h If t r • 

tbe \ ; c t 

t ch1 ldr;en the :-' ~nd 

cc·n f i c 1 t 

d t>2"f 

lT1E<.flY childr-~n 'S:-t.a.te,.:.J. ''1t 

ter at ~he am& temper~tur 

tt,em 1n ~ doJble b•nd. s1nce 

"S-; ttn t h .21 t t ~ e m 1 ;; E< d \'·-'~ ~ e r 

ccd der-· wh ! e tt-.E< nu!Tler· l ce 1 equ 1 lent lead$ to hotter water 

~ drop 1 

results from 0'"1~ repr·ese:;tati t~rr~ V..li";!Ch ca.rr;e 1A1 ith 1t:;: 

:..et of rule (tn thi£ cAs:e a.dditl'~~ t1> of r1umt~e-r-~ b121r:g pr-ominent·, 

CYJer r l d\ n9 another· reopce-sentatl whose code- Is:. 

d\ff!?rent: in th1s example, 

The th 1 r-d re-sponse to the c. on tr ad c t ion was found amor";t the 

answers tc cor 

reasonable ~no~gh~ 

about. Wh> 

0-yea_r--oi ChiHfQf>d 

o' c = 1 o" TM1s seems 

this- come-

numbers? Why should the>· rE<c;:ogntze- that their· arithmE-tic !Sc 

modeling the wr-ong phYsical quantities? We have- 1aim€'d .elst<where 

<Strauss & Stavy, 1982) that 

chl1dren~s. incorrect answers come- about V-Jhen the>" consult t.t"H;lr 

corr<>ct qualitative ur,der,standing of the priJblern. That <S, tf",e,· 

must first paY attention to the fact that 1t IS water that Is 

being poured and temperature that •• beong ask•d about, and that 

temperature is not additive. This knowl~dg? 1s necessar to chang~ 

incorrect numerical solut1ons to correct one-:;: .• Nov..' wE' ~e-e the-

int.,resting developmental ph~ nome non that th~ numertco.l 

repr~sentatl on that overrode the performance 1 n H1e qual i tall ve 

represenation (In the second response! becomes reorganized by that 

very qualttaltve representation. 

Th~re 1s also an interesting parallel tn the histor> of 

science. It tool< 150 years from thlii ttme that Gal1leo 1nvented the 

th•rmomet•r until the time that scientists could separate heat 

from temperature. The reason th~y were able to do so was that 

BlacK had developed a model that made that distinction, But notice 
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tmpor·tant for the- Fc·r ' i 

units. S•co~d. we learnec about how 

Th' =· 1rrt 

e-xper-Jences. 1n cur-r! c:<tner t r. 1nte-ns1 
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To recaprtulate, we have: shov.;n that curr-Iculum de'-.Jelor::tmer~t e._rlo 

developme-nt 1 psYchologY can inf e-ach other r n such a wa.> th t 

both be + ' The f1rst ph urriculum development reou1r&~ 

I C. hov..t the conce~· t 1ntere~t develop at a 

range. The second phase r~qu1re 

age we can dete t h 

resolve. the- case t.-Je presented, tt"1e cognitive cordlicts:. that 

aros~ between two wa>·s that understand thP temper-ature 

conep t. The th1r·d phase s translating the results c•f the 

f 1 r s t two phas.es into cur·rtcultJm de::ign. J...-le ::-hCtV.Jed hov.t s.p£-clftc 

a.c t i i t i E~ s 1n the rev1sed 11 Temperatur·e" included tasks 

that par-a11eled what weo had lear·rte>d fr-orn our init1a.l de-velopmer1t2\l 

research. Notice that the se-que-nce of actJvittes and the1r tim1n9 

were d~ ermrned bY that resear·c • The fourth phase pertained to 
eva. 1 ua t 1 

conceptua 

classroom. 

th~ ~ff~cts of 
dev~lopment when 

tl're currtculum 
the un 1 t wa.s 

unit on chr ldrer: -: 
tau9ht 1n a. regulB.r 

It should b~ noted at the tools for evaluat1ng the 

1 n the t 1 r·s.t pha.s.e. Our 

r~sults were that the curriculum based on these- four phase~ was 

eff•ct1v~. 

of this suggests tt'Ja.t 1 t 1 s- pos;.:.J bl e to cornbi nE< 

information about 
the d~velopmental courses of var1ous concepts 

and the1r 
inter·act1ons in making cur-r-icular· dec1:-1Ctr1-:-. t..Jith this 

information, our dectsions "'''I I not b~ bl1nd but rath~r focused 

and directed. lt se~ms to us that a series of investigations m
1
ght 

have t be conducted tor each and e~·er 
conce·_:__ t tc· b-e- t ~U·::Jr, t. 
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Table I 

Percent Children 

Correctly Solving Intensivity Tasks for Temperature 

Percent Correct 

6 15 

7 so 

8 30 

55 

10 ss 

11 8S 

12 85 

13 
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Pe<cenl Chddr(!;<'! &uccG~a!wtly SoNin;; Vtl.fi(}U$ fl}J!~~rt~hr.;. Co~ 
:,;::;;:c="-'-....=.;.;,;,cc.;.;.;._~-~~~·~----
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:::LASS~ 

U .. I.JII£0 ~S'tl 
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10} dealing \~ith 

i: It used up all 

Tt's gore. 

~-:here it 

knob) 

I: ~lhe f'eabouts? 

interview concerned his understand-

of' the \l!as indicative of a num~e( 

In interviews an effort 

ly called, casting verbs 'in the 

ertitled "The Larguage of 

that this procedure invites the 

s tener to (in thi case Jbjects 

asso:::iated with energy,: 

ruther- tnan 
that ~e has 

new ways and constructions and that: 

invites one to on 
life, to test, 
to !lrofiJ: from mistakes, 

vlith guilt on realizing 
156) 

ire intervi used i the ;Jresent tudy was a mod'ifi ed form 

the approach (IAI) developed by Csborne 

and Gi by Watts ( his investigation 

or. cr:i ldren 1 s concepti 

The t~e pacer is trat sound science teacning 

involves the identi ation and ~nderstanding of the 

tbat stJdents brirg to bear on 

their s"ierce ver and Easley, l Carl's understanding, 

for \';hat a:tually happens during the transforc•ation of 

ca1 energy i'1 t~e nd-up toy lntc heat and frictional compon-

ents reflects the tradit~oral gap betvteen w~a~ has been termed 

'children's scier.ce' ( lbert et al., 1981) and 'scientists' science', 

the "'urni an tern• associ att>d with the meaning he 1 d by the majority of 

the scientific corr;Junity. Instead viewing Carl's response as 

misconceiving cr ~isunde•standing an energy change, it may be more 

accurate (from a osychologica1 point of view) and useful (from an 

i'lstructiona1 point of vipw) to consic.!er his response fron a con-

struct;onist perspecthe. This exploratory paper analyzes students' 

of the term enerqy ~Vithin Gem·ge Kelly's Psychology of 

Personal Construct Theory ( 19SS). The paper divided into three 

major sections. first arovides an over·vieh of Kelly's tion 

and the application of his work with particular reference to science 

education. The second section focuses on energy as an important 
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concept in the science curriculum e~nd the method used here to un.,ack 

student constructionsof the te•·rn. concluding section of the 

paper presents a number of implications for science teacning witnin 

a Kellyian perspective, based on student interview data. 

Man :ooks at his world 
templets whicn he creates 
t~e realiti of w~ich the 

in •onnulating h 

transoarent patterns m
then attempts to fit over 

wor1a is comuosed. 
r:e 1ly, 1 

of personal constr~cts. 

(1955, vols. 1, ng a constructive alternative 

ly 

the 

behaviorist fr01nework ·.vas in the 1950's. Keily's 

empnasizes t~e creative caoacity of the living thing to represent the 

tG respond to it. Each person is seen as 

actively constructing his world of events througn a process of 

observati , inter,pr'etati l prediction and control. 

ly' s theor·y ~et·sonal constructs provides a ricn c~nceptual 

for e:q::1ori students.' understandings (scrr:etirues referred 

tc, erToneous 1 y believe~ ) in n1any areas. 

P·,ccordi ng Kelly, the on 1y \'ay grasps his environment is 

by means of interpretation from ences. 

Ke1 

set cf personal 

ned in 

in tur·n, to these ences A construct 

t!ous a )Jer·:;on 1 knmiledge and vit::l'iS of the wor1d. ~Jhi lo:: 

the' t' of ~he ccnstru~t system tc reality is not ah,ays V'e best, 

one can improve hi con5tructs 

them to provide better ts, 

cons true ts or s ys terns ( Ke 1 

Kelly's central notion 

metaphor in attending to ~he 

and 'scientists' science'. 

persc~-as scientist: 

ar:: e1errentary science 

scientist, could serve as 

alternative frameworks in 

tr·ansitic~al nature of 

fcc;;s this papEr, to 

sciencei. All persons 

continuum which 

on the scale 

constant 1 y 

(Pope, 1932). 

7ne resi 

we 11 kno~>m and 

Nussbaum wnd 

this lity 8f al 

surprising. He writes: 
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ncrNsing ~is repertory, alteri 

subsuming t~em with 

9). 

'·~an-the-scientist' may 

ft between 'chi 

us to consider thi of 

the 

found somewhen? 

cons!r~ctions of 

~etter 

face 

would not 



that Kelly's 

on in 

'man-the-scientist'. 

!1e turn now 

pticn of the 

constructicn of the 

2urriculum. Often the ' 

hnvr: 
'Jo 

la, 1920) and 

JSeful in uncov2ring 

(see, for e::t;ample, Olson, 

argue in tneir current work on 

knowledge in science 

cularly appropriate for science 

the 

uuon the base metaphor of 

the ter·m 'energy' and a brief 

students' construction of 

at the• very core of much of science 

be founc at all levels of tre science 

ts' science' vieh1 of energy, i 

the capacity matter or radi to perform physical h'ork, bears 

1 ttle reser;;blance to intuitive n:Jtions of energy associated 

everyday This be ated to ly' observation that the 

truct has caused cular· difficulty whEn used outside 

"l t has been ble to make a very 

literal translaticn of 

Further 

of 

animism 

nctes, "ln its practical application to the realm 

'energy 1 an uncomfortable resemblance tc 

). 

tc a nur.'\Jer of obvious concepts subsumed by the 

I, 
\1 . vmrk. mass, etc.) the ccnplexity 

tl1<" ter:'o is f,;rther enhanced ,.;hen one considers the 

expected Jnderstandings associated with a formal definition of energy. 

These v;oulc! ude at :east tt>e follov:ing: the understanding of the 

difference betv:een potentia 1 ar.d idneti c energy, the ability tc 
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identify a variety of forms o• enersy (mechanical, chemical, electrical, 

thermal, light, etc.), the convertibility of these forms, and the 

principle of universal conservation of energy. Also an additional 

emphasis in energy education often is an 'affective' component related 

to energy conservation and the wise use of erergy resources. Viewed 

in this light, what understanaings about erergy might one expect from 

stuaents (age 9-12 years)? 

In the present exploratory ln•estigation, constructions about 

'energy' .vere elicited from a group of 18 students (age 9-12 years) 

using a modified form of the Intervielv-a)out-lnstances technique (IA!) 

introduced by Gilbert and Osborne (1980). This approach is responsive 

to the views of the individual students themselves while incorporating 



a systematic attempt to explore individual constr·uction. ;~s mentioned 

earlier, the nterviews used the technique Kelly called 'using the 

invitational mood'. s cft0n took the fonn of asking the student to 

explain 1vhat energy is to a hypothetical friend. For exam~le: 

Suppose a friena missed school when you talked about 

enet'9Y and came to you and asked, "\,Jha t i enerjjy?" 

¥Jhat '"auld you tell your friend? 

The rest of ~he IA! as used here consisted of audic-

recorded dyadic d1scussions vtith individual students, using series 

of related objects. 

In 

and 

onjects to reflect various 

t a 1:1i 

students were asked for 

for tenns. 

ever ib1e, 

by the 

by t~e tudent in o: her on 

to 

ncluded wind-up mechanical beetle, 

and bulb, candle, sugar cube, 

explore the idea. Objects "sed 

vo It battery 1vi tr, v1i ,·e 

ncl ned plane, and wood 

sa:nples. Students vmre encouraged to :nanipulate the ~bjects curing 

the and in their tnroughout the 

the !AI method a means cf t;npacking student 

works o.bout i r'!tO Driver Er'i 

type 

it can be vi thin 

studies' ample o~portuni ty i 

afforded for discussions t0 develop in a r"'elaxed:t private atmosphere. 

The power of 

conjunction with 

Bannister (1974) have 

applied them to an educati 

kind of typology that 

techniques fJr studert 

techni qL.ES frcrn ly's 

teacher 

s tuder t (as 

L 

2. 

3. 

th; 

4. beli 

i ent) hcs: 

ideas 

6. 

7. 

8. 

reeds constructs 

lacks nt·cessary 

things ' 

that 

di 

procedures 

the refev<ence 

like Ill,! is enhanced 

psychotherapy. 

thet·apeutic techni 

in 

T~ey are pt·esented as a 

in fomulating n .. n;,nn'c' 

math<"ll!atics and 

trans late a eight 

a 11 i nvo 1 

assumption, 

inconsistent~ 

of 
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Of trw ng the fourth and sixti1 wer'e deen1ed 

evidar1t in students' the present investigation. 

fourth type of internal inconsistencies in 

students' thinking, 

t' 

Jo you thin!.; 

Mm, if 

you low 

It me 1 ts 

that 

Steaks? ary energy: 

No, just in , .. in eh. 

The educational \'IOU 1 d be elaborate on food in 

as a sourct: and hence realize his conflicting inter· 

pretations. In a sense of problem may reflect the presence 

concepts in a Pi ageti an of the term. 

Numerous instances the sixth type of problem 11ere encountered 

the student who viei<S all as being 'electrical' in nature), 

From a construct perspective, these etsht situations 

bed by Salmon Bannister represc>nt key junctures at wilier 

development may blocked. As such they could be useful in ooth 

defining the type of sbder't construction being dealt with and 

appropriate instructional s which are likely tc bring about 

their solution. Teaching strategies such as those sugges Dy 

Posner' et a l. ( 1982 i based their •·;ork on brinsing abcut conceptual 

change seen as highly consistent with those that nay arise 

logically out of tech•linues formulated by Kelly in his v1ork in 

psychotherapy. 

In closing, it should be noted that Kelly advocated the constant 

testing of his major hypothesis, which itself constitutes a human 
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construct. 'iis tnecry is ah:ays open to revision and possible replace· 

~ent. I could not more vlith Pooe ( 1922) 11h0 icentifiec the 

challenge for educators is for them: 

... to experiment 1-Jith ly's notions _!S_jl they were 
usefJl ways of seeing and learning. 
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10. One releases a negative chnrge at point A. Represent its trajec-

tory qualitatively. 

15. A paint P lies olong a peqwnducular bisector of a straight wire 

segment of length 1. Can one use 

a) Gauss's law r.o calculate E(P) if the wire is uniformly charged? 

b) Ampere's la\,1 to calculate 'U(P) if the wire carries a current? 

16. One turns on the ignition key in an automobile. How long will 

an electron take to migrate from the negative battery terminal 

to the positive? 

(Suggested values: 10-9s, l/32s, a few seconds, a few minutes, 

a few hours) 

17. Represent qualitatively the electric field for the circuit formed 

by a battery and a wire in which a direct current circulates. 

+ 

11. of 

energy the 

12. In one needs r:he relation m "' m(v). whil~ in electro-

magnetism one has q # q(v). That is wby relativity is not involved 

in elcctromagneti_g:f'A.. 

Doe;; Faraday's 

Which down? f icld is perpen~ 

dicular to the trajectory. 

-+ 
I 

B 

IX X X XI 
lx X X X I 
I xi D IX 

X X 

!X X X x' I _,_, I I __ ,_ 

Vi I X X X XI I Vt 
,x X X XI L --1 

IX X X xi 
lx X X X I 
I I 

U:L '!he pial<'::> ol a capacltor charged + 

to produce a spnrk. Whn.t would have hnppc•ncd if the plates had 

been pulled farther apart before being r>horted? 

19. One closes the switch A bet-.1een the plates of a capilcitor. \<lh<:~t 

will be the effect on the compass? 

+ 

@ comooss 

20. A photon toward a ship (v"" 0,8 c). Th.e astrollaut 

the V, the rnomf'ntum P and the energy E of the 

photon. \Jill V, P and E if the spC'ed 

of the ship is increased? 

1) For tht! test I will obtain •.•• /100. 

(do no.t be. ;(;{)o modu;t noJt oveJL~eonfi-Lde.nt) 

2) The group average will be ••.• /100. 

3) What do you think of this test and of the nature of the questions? 



4. What is the=: weight of A l-kg object pl.-.ced at 10m from th~ center 

o ( the c-ar th 1 The mean c~ rth rnd ius h1 fi, 3 7 x 106m, the mass of 

the earth is 5,98 x 10
24

kg and the gravitational constant is 

6,67 x lD-llN.m2/kg 2 . 

S. A pendulum oscillates between A. and B. Are linear momentum and 

angular marnentum conserved? At\d energy? 

I 
I 

' I 
I '\ 

'-· I I I 

I 
,_, 

A C) B 

0 

6. One fires at a block of wood two balls having the same mass, size 

and speed. One is made of rubber and the other aluminium. 

a) Which is most likely to knock the block over? 

b) l.'hich is most likely to damage the block? 

J})fr/.)))/??))}))/)/)))))))/)j))/)///)/)))))~)))//// 

CON-PHY- TEST 

EVALUATION OF CONCEPTUAL UNVERSTANV!NG !N PHYSICS 

INSTRUCTIONS 

A. The questions are qualitative and do not require long calculations, 

They hnve been chosen so that your level of conceptual understanding 

in phyE>ics (only mechanics and electrC>magnetism) can be evaluated. 

B. The twer1.ty (20) questions must be answered in forty-five (45) 

minutes. 

C. Eaeh question is worth five (S) points. 

D. Explain your ans\ol~rs, but be brief. the main point, nat details. 

F. If there nre than otte all of 

1. Starting with an initial velocity v
1 

i1 projecr::ile reaches a final v~-

locity v f in a time t:.r:: 10 s. For which time durat.ion does it have 

the intermediate speed Vi ; Vf if 

a) vi= 10 m/s and vf"' 20 m/s; 

v 1 ""0,6 c and vf ""0,8 

7. RcprcE~ent qualitatively the resultant p,ravit:nti.on.11 field producE.>d 

by tht:' earth and the moon. 

Earth 0---- _____ 
0

Hoon 

8. Orte throws a ball at a horizontal surface·. 
the three 

a) 

>) 

shoo.rn, indir:ate the direction of the frictional force and the 

rf'.sulting motion after the impact. 

w:::o 

\ 
\ 
\ 

~//..'l//./////////:»///7..-

~ 
\ 

\ 

c) ~~ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

7.-'7??/77?////?)/7?.//77; 

9. During the oscillation of a pendulum, the ball breaks loosE.>, suddenly 

at the four indicated positions. What will he thee trajec-tories of 

the bnll? 

2. From the hround a satellite is launtltvd \Jlth a velocity v
0 

and ,,n 

nnp,le of 45° above the horizontal. Drn\~ jts orhit qu:illLttl,·ely. 

/ 

3. h on 

c 

8 





places; therefore, this information, cannot be or at least it 't 

knnwn to be_ done," or "The trip could possibLy made, but are it cannot 

be. 11 One of intervlewes went ] ike this~ Vf~rbat:bn: 

Student: "It's like when you take exams, the qHt.'Stions true or false. Unless 

ull parts of the statement are true, then you know that the answer is false." 

Interviewer: "So you'd say that i_n all your student experience with tests you've 

bPc . .m programmed t.o consider all Lhat is not expllcitly allowed or labeled 'true' 

as forbidden or unt.rue7u 

Student~ "Yes,. defin.itely." 

Interviewer: 11 Would you say that is true also in your personal life? Say that 

when you were srtall i.f your moth<:.r did not explicitly say you could go to play after 

school it rr.eant automatically that you couldn't'?'* 

Student: "Oh, yes. ~ I rm lt~arning uomething about myself! n 

There is no way that these kinds id"iosyuc.ratic approac.hes to the szi'lution 

to problems could have possibly bee:1 from the writtt.~n responses that 

were first produced .. the first did uncover the full of 

the personal that them. shuu1,d he.re clarify that: the 

to the written the student. tbe student much 

time as s/he needed come hack and go the answers an interviev; 

fashiOIL numbnrs .arr~ striking: one-t.hi.rd the chose responses to the 

problems that with the.tr nwn 

the absence uf any one of 
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three,. 

, why 
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answers. In 
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may 

A ft:w stude·nt.s me.nt i.oned not be directly 

thinking of a cable that leads from li.ght source plugs 

i.nto the. wall or power source and there is no obvious return wi.re; were 

unaware really contains two wires. In these the flashlight 

and lamp, students c:i.rcuitry that 

prev:ious 



From the point of view of the operational definitL)n of a c.losed cireuit with 

a lit bulb as an indicator, all the circuits in Figure are equivalent. Not equal; 

equivalent. 

Dealing with this typ~::. of equivalence in a classroom situation s~ems to require 

explicit clarification, not only of that which does matter but also of the many 

items that the student might think do or could matter but don't. It isn't alto-

get her surprising that it should be so. After all,_ things that don rt matter in one 

set of circumstances do matter in others: coi.ls in wires don't matter in this work 

but matter in the work on magne.tism, orientation of the circuit in a horizontal 

plane doesn't matter in this work but matters when the earth's magnetic field affects 

compass readings near c.oils in circuits, length of copper wires doesn't matter now 

in class but length of ntc.hrome wires will matter "'•hen introduced~ 

Here arises another problem: We found that students who had predicted correctly 

but with difficulty what would happen In a certain circuit, did not recognize it 

as being the same entity when it was rotated~ They laboriously went through the 

whole process of predicting again as if it were a n~w problem. They seemed to under-

stand that spatial rotation of the circuit does not matter but were not able to recog

(5) 
nize it when they saw it. This behavior made us suspect a lack in spatial ability 

in these students, something different from an understanding of the equivalence itS(~lf, 

but rather at the visual proc.esstng level. In order to test this outside the 

realm of circuitry, we devised ~1. very simple conservation exercise where a student has 

to see that the shape and size of a geometric figure are not alte.red under displace-

ment and rotation in the plane. 

Of the students tested; 43 gave perfectly correct answers~ reporting three inde-

pendent triplets of superimposable triangles~ namely , BFH, and DEG. The remaining 

3 ~ situational expectations 

4. moral determinants 

A preconception implies a system, a :set. coordinated thoughts knowledge 

structure off which the student works~ is interesting about BOtn.£' the examples 

we have given today is that they imply a system of thoughts 

but that these have little, if anything, with physical scle.ncC>: t-uther ~ th€y 

are based on belief systems external to the subject matter is elf. And their 

tration into the problem-solving activity very suht le indeed to 

detect. 

Now I will turn my attention to another diffl.culty that students experi~?.nce 

with their work with circuits. A..ss~nrne that a student knows how to l:!.ght one with 

a cell or two, that is to say 1 that ean confidently use the rule 

that the only thing that mattero in bulb is that the two rarts 

of the cell be connected respectively to two special parts the lf this 

----------Figure 

is so, then the student knows thnt with a lit (a) remains 

invariant under the following operations; 

reflections (b), rotations (c), displacement thl? system as 

sy.nmetry of bulb positioning with the cell (d); 

transposition of the side and bottom of the bulb (e, f); 

transposition of the flat-end and bump--end the cell connection 

the bulb (g and h) (but not t.'ith to another ce.ll); 

change in length of the wires involvt~d; ; angling (j) ; of the 

wires; 

type of insulationJ color of :i.nsulatit.--n .. list infinite. 
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rotating the first nnd H ~ D and G). 

is a rt:.&ld t of a 

t-:xplanntjons that 

stuCt::nts decision were of the 

following "H looks thinner than nu ioo~<-; ta~lcr than and G~ n 

locks like its not. 11 :io explana-

than 

vertlc.r:Ll.ica 1 ity horizonality will 

un 

penc:tls or a 

of paper verify "tal.ln !!thin~" The: thought of actualJy roanipulattng the 

figures not Gcc-urred them at all nf obtaining from the other 

hy rotation, V.'HB distant anything tbey might 

have trit:d. who were having trouble visualizing the t).quivalencies, 

it necessary cut the figure out and physically show that it could be super-

on the seerning1y taller or longer 

In work ~:ith circuits one might that the laek reCt!gnit ion 

of the rvtatc:d circuit a preconception on part student about 

mattP-t" and what 'L matter in establishing Our w-ork 

with a perceptual problem; ial visualization, 

problems \>::ith actual i.ndieat(': 

of kind. 
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FROM 

tn much of our 

playei 

interview is a one-

observed physical 

manipulate the 

wU:hout 

in-depth 

task. 

paper by ~escrihing 

i de-nt 

r it. of 

the 

11 

to 

throughout 

based introductory level 

intervJe~..: lasted ho.tJ ... :een 40 

the mater 1 al in 

The t)ther half, 

ln their col 

the 

coarse. 

In 

tht? ier 

stude.nrs 

that 

•.Iiewer 

look 

lry 

first 

it :is 

year 

makes 

at 

your J.t. 





h'im-

"looking 

hi;J; and 

hiD. 

his image as 

objects appear 

reasons that as he moves further 

image "fits into" 

further the 

d~Jes. Ftgure 

for this interview 

converging 

lens, a screen 

which is an 

intt>rviewe.r then asks: 0 Suppose 

are. Would 

explain reascning. 

that 

true 

be..._'_ome 

that prediction 

fc·rm 

on 

the 

rot her ial fon:1 nn 

be that lh)t 

but really did il•)t 

the 1 ight, probe fur'.::.her. it turned ;::ut 

to 

careful 

question-ing,_ !Tlany still that even without the lens might 

predi 

lines 

on 

by claimi.ng that without the l0ns the 1 

the screen. The excerpts in Figure 17 and 

Somt~ Justi.f.ieG 

would 

illustrate 

in straight 

miscon-

ce-ptioo,_ artd Figure 19 presents a summary of interview data. 

At the end cf the academic year; we W(~re able to some tasks in a 

writt:e:i multiple format part the final examination in a Jecture 

section calculus-based introductory 

the. percentage incorrect responses in the 

2btained through the 

that was to the task in which the 

in see:i.ng how 

format compared with that 

cho:tce q_IJestion 

numbers at the 

bottor.. of the 170 students wh0 Jnswer. 

As can of the 

same incorrect respo'8se on the- intl:rview written task. 

The next was dt~~:tgned to determine whether bell8VF! that the 

entire lens surface 

viewer holds up an 

uSuppose I were 

leaving the half 

21. 

The 

appear* 

hHlf \Vculd 

(but not cnvering) the. lens 

CC'l rd ove.r and cover upper 

anything on 

Jeyend front 

task the inter-

asks: 

of the 

se reen?" See 

would 

its brightness 

that 

ha1f the 



dre\.., 

rays 

and travel parallel 

diagram~ in the 

;oints. 

Otht;r 

that: 

at t1H?: top 

principal axis.. Figure: 

draws one 

c!.iagrnms, 

an 

shows 

students drew the to the 

but not nece.ssary~ The stude:1ts 

third the "'f the image. (This 

passes through the 

26 fro:n intervtews and fro-r1 the writt{;\n multiple 

chotce exam:i.nation. 

in tasks 

demonstration interviews students enrolled 

courses. 

a on 



!: 

DREW THE IMAGE ] WOULD SEE OVER THERE, 

S: UH, HHI1t1. LET tiE THINK. )T SEEIIS 

IN A STRAIGHT LINE OF YOUf~ V lSI OiL lW 

AT. THAT THE IMAGE WOULD DE IN 

I 
) 

TRIED TO MAKE THIS ;\S STiUdGHT AS P'JSSJBL2 i"l!Ti1 YCl!f; SION 

AND SM1E WITH MY VISJO~: LiNE, 

I: I r You \·ICLE s ITTII~G ovu~ Hu~c \'lOUt 11 vou Ll r u1 -~ 1 

IN ·1 HI SM!L PLACE:: Yi!iERE JT IS f!0\'1, 

IT IN A DHTEHE!H Po:;JTIOfi. 

S: I r-IOULD nc rtriT a:r; n 1:1 

I : ALR 1 GHT' YOU CMl Tt1KE YOUR 

EXPLA Ill OUT LOUD HOI'/ YOU 1 W: 

s: EECAU~E IF YOU'RE IN !1 

OFF THC. t•iiR!WR DIFFERCNfLY, 

~ ANGLE 1/'it\GES ~'i1ULJJ 

' ,/ 

f? RoD 

FIGliRE 3 

I: Q;(, l~i!D !iG>i COHFIDENT fiRE YOU 1iJ YOlJf{ PREDlCTIOU? 

S: Pt\ETTY coNr 

J: Do YOO THINK YOU 

DIAGRAI-i, 

S: YEA. 



I: 

u,p I. (I) E. 

t-J tciG 

AT 

ARE YOU 

LL I NTEi~SECT 

A DIFFERENT ANS¥/ER EARLIER 

THE 

·tcu LOOK AT n 

SEEc\ f'10RE OVER HERE, 

REGULAR OBJECTS, YOU SEE 

FROM \.'!HERE YOU /\RE, 

TO 

L[} 

c.o\J 3 n. CJ \! 2.c.:.. 
t \1:'.;.~ 'l 

()M CO VSR. THE 

YOLJ SEG AN 

7 

£. NA: INA e 

6 

S: 

I: 

FFERE;n PLACE 

FFERE:H PLACE 

(CHANGED 

/SURE 

l N fTOi-J f or MJP 

UNCOVE!~ THE rnwn 

\,1'ouLD l 

JUST THJUi<HlG THAT, 

THOUC!ff L!~J[S HLPE, 

DO\'l[L ViOULD END UP 

IN 

V' ,\T IS YOUR rREDICTIOil? 

I YiOULD BE /\BLE TO 

D 11 T 1\ s ll i1 ll y 

4% 

IT 
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FIGLRE 14-

s L:::: w. 
:<:· i.: .. ~ tt'. lbw. l'o ur:-2 rc•J m P.Y ro 

t:Lir.\:; nm r:n:u:ii L:? l.:::t"Jl ~;;;:u: YC'J TO 
111 nus rar:,m. 

r :cr.:..r~ J \'[ EN' cruc ~ lt: t;:;; I t:.· 1 n:\r's 
L.T 1:·; ;;:;~. 

r. e:~r mJ mv m E>H.AIN r.s r:osr vru em t:rt vru t::L!Ev:: m'r 
I.:':.'Ul 112 CJ.::. E? 

S. lf A ~_:r: IS FL'1TI:::R t:;W \-'C'J .. YC;J C/.'1 

MJf lti1HlN II GIVEN Flf.l.D CF VIS!f:l. l!!::, IF 

Tl{'l.(J'Jl;"i A UTT\£ =~"f TH..IT'S Lli:E IJl H::::t 

Pita. CF Pt.Frn., 1F t~ 1 S r..::EllY CWSE TO \U'J" Tl=t ~>-::JJ C'-!l 

O:i!.Y S"..£ A UTIU Pl!lT Cf 11111. l1rr IF YO'J t.'O< L"' F:.1 C:'J..I:'Ti, 

1'00 C-'ll EEE HIS iH:lL!: toiJf Tf:lO'.Gi THAT UTT1.£ s·-~·;;;; W 11i\f 
PlftE CF Ft,"!Jl, A;.n n's S!MHA~ ID A ! 
'J'Hf\T'S-YES .. BECAUSE 1hE Hl!\,';;'l~ IS ct?-'f GtVH:G YO'J t; 

A crnrAH! SIZE. f;:n IF YOO !l:CK Lt', n;: !l.:l'lr::R 

lHS Sl·!\I.LER YOO N'fVJ!, N:D SO KJ1E CF YO'J FIT'S 
'WAT SIZE, 

l fl T v H jl !\ 

CftH 

iS 



crsu se. :r: TO ov~:, 

1M~ LG:N~ ~ LEAVING EVI!~'(TMIIIJ G 

THe SANE. WOVI..O 

MJV11~ G C.HANG!;: ? t) 

17 

1: 

I N 1 1\ V l E fl fl I f1 

1, 

4H 

9% 



EX;\ Ii~AT ON D I\ T II SUMMARY 

{No .ur.age at all] 

\, C;;;,y, n::; ll~'.GE-1~1-\T fi\Pffll:S IS 1\l.\T Th'E 11:';)11 CJF Tt£ cm;s ro::s 
lf:TO T!:E LOIS foS WE SEE IT, IS n.t:x:D ~!DE 00:1, /IW1!Zi4 a;;ss 
CJ!, S:l If '100 M n~ roilJl t.rr•::rn TilE LIGHT set.'U l::D n;s WS, 

IT t:"":/r 1:'.') TW! 1U n.:-::1 ~Ill£ 0:::;1 Ycr, SO l~T hltl."S 1.S n:z 
W cr T::! LICIT ~ IS 11-:E l:OTl1:r1 OF Th'E 11\'>GE 11',\T YOO SEE, 

$:> r.:~:~c::E Y0J ln'I'T SIE M l:OT!1:r1, lm:WISE, IF '100M TilE 

a;.:;~ C:11l:! TC? HALf GF n£ lDOS fMIN, CILY lliiS Tilt Ill C£11::'"!); 

Y::::..'"! W.'SE I:::J n£ I.Dl:S, Uli\T 'IOO'r.z ESSDlTifllY Q7i!Jll!l:l IS M 

l't1l1U1 IW1' a TI£ cross, ll!:CMJSE 1r's I!IDI n.t!Sl AArll1:0. 

Fl Ll 



I II T E V I E W D ft. T 

LENS ThSK: 

~0.'-iPLt:TE I i1AGE (CORRECT) 0% 

HALe '"' IM.~GE 

OTHER 

FlGUR.E 25 

u A R Y 

YOU SH 

(ii~?ql 

21% 

10% 
49% 23% 23% 



in 

I. The :!ethodol ogy 

rrtagn.i tude 1 pn~sent nr 

B, Hnd 

km .. 

. ':lL t ht? kmlh • 

the 

i~ns and 

lrtst tt>Je and to 

differ~nce between the 

absi~nt w~s first, 

ion appeared: you 

nrob1em 

To 

·:it tent 

nt<:>d 



tht:n 

the 

ively 

• a 

t_<J the students' written 

classified the solutions into 29 

t~etr oathematics1 procedures 

were then grouped into 12 

quantttit:s that were computed 

levels physicRl representation 

and :nathemntical modeling (v.rhich csre exnl-ai be low) for submodel; 

these submodels were 

representation and 

ThE 

speed, 

distinction between the 

thei levels of physical 

into 6 solution models) four 

and global aspects 

iu a hierarchy 

the. 

~nd 

the 

in the 

crucial 

tht.! situation .. 

The Dathemati.cal modeling is the natheoatical m(~thot: that was used 

to represent: -=tnd rrtanipulate the concepts, their features, ~nd their 

relationshivs .. 

ions hypothesis that 

the physical representation the mathematical mode1ing have thret" 

levels each~ The levels of physical repr~sentatton arel None: The 

solution lacks any physical referents. Intuitive,£!. yartial: The 

solution inclut~es incorrect physical referent!:>, includes some but not 

all of the correct physical referents, or does not distinguish local 

from global relationships and considerations.. Complete: The solution 

includes the relevant physical re,ferents and makes a clear distinction 

between local and global relatonships and considerations. 



sect :i 

inferred 

2. The 

ion 

them in 

1v 

solut model. 

the tl1irJ secti~11 

Models 

Figure 1, and the followi~g 

1 ARO\IT HERF: 

in 

ly r in 

s t in 

1: Formal 

Cllmn8red ataantitles that ar2 either 

(i) for ea.eh car the total time' that is the sum of the parti:ll times, or 

(ii) for the car that was slower on the way to city B: either the time 

tl111t it needs to close the dist~nres gap between the cars, or the speerl 

thflt it needs to cdtch the ottwr car on the way bdck. 

l\{ode1 i comprises two submodels th:lt differ in their relRtion to 

the t;:wght procedures. 

Hodel ~ (Standard solution): Computation for each car of the 

total ti.TTH?. as the sum of its two unideretional times. The latter are 

computed by the for:nula t=S/v or its equivalents. The totB.l time was a 

global quantity and the uniderctiona1 time8 are obtained from local 

quantities by correct local use of the three-concept relationship. 

Model lb (Non-st::mdard solutions): This morlel comprises a variety 

of original (unt~ught) procedtlres that are apparently worked out by the 

more ahle students. It includes the expli~it clerivation by local ttse of 

the formnL'I t =S/v of ( i) the average speed for e--u:-h c;3r, ( i i) the 

148 
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distances betwe~n either or direct dnd/or "l,'Jde l Intuitive ----·----
(iii) the ti'11e tht~ car that !,,Jas the to city B 

to close the distances on the wny 
Model ~ inclt1des 

of the 

;1_ re 
two time, or t 

is 

L • 

.g t -j 
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Li ity 
1) 

ing 

local \Vhi.ch derived 

i.t id 

oh:-rJ 

'1odel 4 compri three suhmoJels differ in the sort the 

computed gap. 

"d between 

itat 

in 

conparison~ 

Hodel 4b: cars 

d ion as 
units~ the 

~'lode l 

it 
tly 

r s i numhers answer 

is: Tbt'' car that on the way back is "more faster" than it was "more 

slower" on the way to city B returned rst to city A. 

LO for ~orlel 4 has intuitive represent:'ltion the a. 

ither "distanc0:s gaus", 
sp0ed, distancP, Flnd time concepts are imprecise and vJgue (for 

identified , tht" units a used interchangeahly; no conflict is recognized 

inn distance between the cit assumed to equal to the 

is ex:pl.icitly differ2nt speeds of two cars; distance was identified with speed 

or d.i l y thoor re;:dizing the implication that t=l hour; ~Deeds mnntnulated 
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rtS it 
' 

b. or Hodel Sa: 

for is ly t recited (for either 

instance, 
' 

times, and are introduced), c. a the Riven speeds with a 

t':.:ro-concept re lctt tonship implicitly considered althougl1 it is neither 
Model Sb: ----stated nor used* 

the :1m.Jei:;_s:ht 

intu'i.tive mathematical ----- a. ':>y:nbols 
Model Sc: 

formulas nor reL~t 
sum of the 

quanti. tat. ivt~1y, 
combi~ation of t 

and c. ari.thmet with 

the Hodel Sd: 
is 

Model 5: Concrete -----

dist 

I i 

i ty. 

if by 
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of b. i p ' l •i s 

I). thvr iDn..._<1 \lf1i re xed 

U[), sneed jf 

h. 

t i hy recirroci11 

( i) t 

or wld,;.~h re 

1 ter i.on 

ivcneso; the 

1 ~i r<-trchi,~al 

~u_les compri n :n,·l _io r of lFll i T1 next 

c1arifv the-ir Ln the so11.Jti of speed proh1cms by sect 
1pn~r0nt qttempt 

icating l~labonJtinr; ,ln t r nature E'/tch so1ution 
l >)h.'1 1 i ~- y t 

l. 
qu:-1nt i_ t it::~s. 

no p:\ysir'n1 

inn (for 

directirrn 

n_ 'ii in i re:~tion, 
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rl"lati.onshir .. 

The ns~::- rul is hy ~.;b~ ru tes usl?<1, for wha.t of 

purpose, :1nd when in. the solut.i.on were r:hey applied. not as shortcut 

relationship. Rather, is 
Fig urP tl1e three pArts of the ution processes,. 

from 

of the 

by 

itn1: 

a) 

hy ) ~ 

subst i tut 

c) 

"1odr:,1 s 

hy to 



. ) 

rt.' 

:in tf1e problern sL1teraenr 

;::jnrl 

the 

I id. 

-11 ways cont,qin 

Rather, 

(e .. g .. , Friedm,c1n, 1982; 

c rel~ttonships are the 

irect relAtion of time 

rlifferen(>?s. They do not 

kind of fu11ctiona1 

th speed ;::jnd time through the 

0. 

di_sti'lcti 

other t'~ses these 

f-J~ Tirne i.s not inc1 

.i_nn~ Tt i'3 

med i 

ruc-t 

is 

solution 

rviews 

potent 

in 

nnt inc the 

re1 ionshif}, in 

nn.:~oord i nated. 

knowl strurtures 

strucLures. It 

be lO 

of their 

also 

picture: 

~.::::1 r1y 

by 

i r 

very 

of 

bt-: us~~d to study 

the 

i nd i vi dua 1 

solut i.on 

instructional 
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of 

thrrugh e:<periml?..ntation, look 

and me.ke reasonable conclusions. In 

precess of doing this, try to explain their observations and 

a number of concepts in physics. Apart 

frcre the mis=nceptions listed in P.alm (1960) sorre camcn mistakes are 

fourrl in other areas of physics. Fbr instance, rMIJ.Y candidates do not 

~r to unde:rstarrl uniform notion. In S0!:1'e textb<:x:ks the impression 

is given that uniform maticn only =tion with ccnstsnt accelera-

The case of a body nuvin:J L'1 such a way t'1at its velocity is 

const.mt is descril::ed in sctch bo:::c<s as "a body :mov:L.-,g wit": constant 

~cclty" as if it were rot uniformly. The misc1.'1derstarrlir1g of 

S[:ecial case of a U.'1iform mati~"l leads to a miscor.c.-eptiD<"l a.tout the 

In waves, t'le dist.Lrction be~n transverse an:5 lon~itudinal 

is often imprcperly st•'!ttoQ l:ecause of t.'":te misconception a!x:ut the 

relative to t:l1c direction of J'OCJtion, candidates often talk of the 

waves vib:r:atin;J. 

rep:xte:l cy Helm e::mron arrK)n;JSt South Africa.'1 students, 

desirable to investigate spreaci of these rrd.sccnceptions in 

ste~dents in !;igeria. In t.>-te light 

,~:rl mlutions l!'aY te suggested. 

test administered 

Lagos 

Int.rcd..lctiDn 

In recent years, 80100 miaxmceptions in physics have l"X'!en detecte:l 
.t 

amon::~st candidates takin;J t.l)e West African Scl1o::Jl Certificate (WASC) 

Exa:ninations in Nigeria. respite the practice of the West African 

Examinations Co.lncil (~'IAEC) sen:li11g the Chief E-xaminer's report to 

schools, wi t.'l the aim of !Mking teachers teoorre aware of .FQPUlar J:ri.istakes 

in the 

und~starrling of sore physics =cepts are still repeated. 

A com::cn cause of t.'lese misconceptions nay arise from t.'le teaching 

met.'lodology in schools. M:>st sc.'lo::Jls are not lucky ~"h to have 

adequate number of physics teachers; the few that are availa!:lle often 

have tD cq:e with a large l1Ull11:>3r :;:,f teaching periocla a.'"ld student;;. 

Ca1sequently, teachin;J is accanpliched t.>-trough L'\l.k and c.fJa].k rroot of 

t.loe t::ilre, resulting in. the m?..norisation of facts for t.'oe pur;:cse 

questicns :::elating to the higher 

ccxJrdtive levels of 



reactions, t..~c test- itern.s ~:re and ad:n.:tnistered on t.he s':uoo-:ts. 

As a way of i..~:estigatin; r:ossililc ca'..lses cf :t:lisconceptions 1 FhJ:'"Sics 

teachers th.e sc.'1ools where the test w'as administ<?xed also t.ock t.'le 

l<esul t.s: 

Table 1 sl1ow'S the frequency of selectio:-t of :;oa.-ticular options 

by bot.'! the stude.""lts and t.'leir teachers for all tile 20 questions. '!he 

rorrect options are shown i.'1 the column for key. On a number of questions 

(1, 4, 7-8, 13, 15, 17-18) less than 20% of tl1e students selected t.'le 

rorrect options; in particular questions 1 and 8 had less ti-tan 10% of the 

students able to select the right ansv;er. In these cases, particular 

distracters were very papular witl1 t.'1e students. In 7 C;_"Uestions 

(3, 5, 9, ll-12, 19-20) !lOre than 50% of t.';e students se1c.>cted the correct 

optio:1s and in particular questio!':LS 9 and 20 were very fav-o.lrab1y r~"lswered 

by over 80% of the students. 

As for the teachers, all of them chose me c'Orrect. options in 

questions 9, 11, 12, 19; rrajority of them se1ecte:l th.e oorrect options 

in n<my of t."te questions v.hile moo of thcr:\ selected the correct optio:-ts 

in questions 7 a.'>d 15 . 1he p2rfom= of t. '>e teac_>;ers in sare of the 

questions follows about the same trend as t.l)at of th.e students. For 

exil!:!ple, o:lly 30% or less of the teachers chose th.e correct cptions 

for q~esti~~s 2, 4, 8, 14 a~d 17-18. 

In 2, t.'>.e ca:nbined frequency distril::ution of t.'le students' 

resp:::mses is shc;;wn. In order to invt'?stigate any statistic.:'11 difference 

me perf·:Jrranres of the students frc:m the Established State 

Schcois (ESSl and the Federal C'.:wexn::ent O.::lleges (FG:l, the Chi-s.::rc:are 

statistic was calculatt:d.~ Tl1e table shcw.;; that the grcupin;:~ of the 

State Fa1eral not siqniflc-_ant factor 

Fo.rr 

fc:ur .....ere 

each cate<:Jory of ='<ools 

country. 7his also 9ave a 

co;mtry. '!he perforr:anm of 

examinations -.as alsc .-r'"'<"'''rJr'"'' 

of facilities, all the schcols 

~~te staff to handle science 

Scheel s. Tw:J 

sc.heols fran 

at the 1980 an'l 

s<e2ecting these sc.':o::;ls. Ln 

al:Dut e<:,ually eq'Jij:p:"d and 

....ere therefore expected to ]Xlrfonn vexy high 1e>;,'el. Of 

rru1tiple choice items on physics usee for the test 12 

m::xlified ita'TIS of He11n (1980). of these itans ""'re sa-m 

as those used by Hel:m options wt?re now to 

comply with t.'1e W.'?G: fornet of options in n-.Utiple 

Si.'1ce the pli:Jlished version 

opticr.s 

questi.ons ro:tce:rT'Ed selected 

hl\EC '0' level sylliUus i1l 

distractcrs i.'1 confo:r.m:i.ty with 

and J&~'1Stone a.'>d ;tilghol 

Realising t.'izlt me form 

tcp:lcs at the t:L"C the 

any questions relating to 

By t'oe ge.":eral practi.ce L'1 

and ma:Jnetisrr, brings 

in P1ysics in 

In 

"-'?re to 

test did not cc:nt<:J.in 

notion" rr>r'<""'~'·'•r•nn 

whic.l-, form me 

SUSPCK11C.Ul.' ;niso:mceptj.onz 

,..,,,, ,rn:11 ''' s us;_~ 

<:1-ndc>nr" rray not h1:ve 

ad-ninistc 1:'-rl , tl:ey were 

not yet t.reata:l in 

sChools in 

for 

and 

test. On 



at 

""''"''"'"'''"'u of distracters are 

regarded as selL~tion of the 

129 

* 

score by the FG:-

tJ\0 

utilisii1g 

cauparison ¥,OS fo1:' the' calcc\llated rrean 

and mear. score of the prese."lt st:u.dy, The 

'3 are 0.424 1.522 re!'.~>Ctively, v.h1ch 

2. 704 required !or significance at the 0. Cl 

ccnfirmed the non-statistical differa~ce 

two gr01ps of stude:Jts in t'Je 

misconceptions in ;::hysics 

of (l980) 

with 

the value 

further 

the pcrfor::re.J1ces of 

""""'"''"r·s; that the 

t':is a'1d that 



for 

( 1'-Jt:::J'Wi t h Gee tell i er1 

rrilating to co~~~tion 

principles, arcl rrot ion. 

C t.c the correct cption 

tl1cir initial st...iltn (i .. e~ value af velccity). C)n.c: 

rc;t: cr_~tTE::ct:ly pn::dict thr~ir jcurne:; \•l:it.'1out kno.-:ir-.g their initial 

velccities,. 

n::c<:qni.s.c zero velrxi.ty as u 

rot ion. 

re:sr.c~t t£> roi:diur::. 

~l(? t:.O:::r [J(:::rfornli-1.<'1!Y~ 

in 

·"'rEts 

gi V>m rJ1e S?~W 0J(llJC,at.LOf1iU 

\oklo t?..ac:O 

clifficulty L'1 

undo t fai:tch i..t-:g) 

~OW'l.d 

lr::.a.m t.•.'hen the t<::acher is 

sob jest can bs· 

tc any 

of a 

t:~e class is 

His 



ncrtes 

limitations 

'!here 

is 

stat£3rrent 

concept 

Ha'JCe 

'lhe teachers • 

case 

A serious 

acute s.'ull:tage 

teachers 

to 

and 

C'O!lcepts ,. 

the use 

and uniform acceleration 

concept of e.m.L Since 

tcxt:bocks and fo:m.al 

sc>Urce c..f their 

attention rot 

defi:ution. '!his 

11 arrl 15 . AoT:f 

of a physics 

the corr.e::t definition. 

opted for the dist.racter A in question 8. 

the sane distracter is indeed a 

physics teaching in Ni9eria is the 

fbysics teachers. As a result, the few 

v.ork load anrl coupled with the 

ina'kquatel y tx:rujxl!:>e<l lat:oratoriesjl tl1ere is a low teacher 

effectiva~:lss 

The style p:r!?"rs had tended to er1ccurage 

tr .. ensclvcs to la.;er ccgnitive level 

j'JSt to change 

require evidence of 

actual set. 

some 19 

to to i_t in it causes excitation 

atan.s. But hence 

quest"..J.on 20 wcmd be regarded as f,"lir all satre. 

'!he misconceptions in this study, ;,hich find similar 

explanations in difficulties :J."'lderstanding as stated by (1980), 

indicate a n1JJ'Tll1E.':r d:Jservation.s. alro relate to an 

e..xaminatiDn of :t±:ysics ta~ks in the country and to the ir~te!:"\Tie-ws 

with. sc::xrc teachers~ They also in:licato the directior..s for p:>ssible 

solutions t.'1e prcblem of misconceptions fbysics arrongst students. 

The cbservations are as follc"Ms.: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Too ::any facts are given m:::>stly ir1 their general f= 

withrut much reo:urse L'1eir a:pplicatic,n.s. In questions 

1 and 2, apart fr:n inability to identify the agel'lts 

exe...rt:l..ng forces on the different obj,ects =cerned, L'1e 

k.-nwn fact that forces always occur in pairs could mt be 

applied to UJ.e given situation. Also the fact that tension 

is an exa:Tple of a contact force ccruld not be utilised in 

this question. In question 1, the fact that t.l-Je gravita

tional p.1ll on block A pn:xfuces t.'">e tension ill t.l-Je stt.ring 

that is tied to block B ought to make st.1dents see bloc.lc A 

as a very ren:ote agent. 

Many explanations of O.JrlGepts are aloo given ill general 

forn: w:i. thout extra r.ains l::eing t..'lke.'i tc n::duce sum 

explanations to the easily wn:lerstoJd by the 

deperclence an the text:bod. explarations 
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Sinoe rost of the prcblcms 

the solution ap:::cars to rest irnprova-rent of the 

j:hysics in schools and of the nateirals to 

students. 'lhere is a great deal in the direction 

textb::lak prod..JCtion, an example b<<i."lg t'1e Nigeria."! Se=dary 

Science Project (NSSSP) Physics !CESAC, 1979 arrl 1980). As 

teaching, t.'1ree :najor problems been l.der.tified (Ivc;wi, 

personnel, equip:nent and cu=icuhJ:n. Art:ic-.llated efforts 

made to spell out the philosoj:hy, object.i ves arrl =tents of 

j:hysics =wrses. Canpared with 

countries, one is quite satisfi.ed wit.'>. these efforts. 'lhe e<.piprem: 

proolem re:nains very real despite 

aut.'lorities. 'Ihe proole.•11 is eva"! CCI:li?Ecated ~ t.'1e astrorar-illal 

population explosion in schools 1979 . An anrt•Jal teacher 

in-service-trai11ing prcgramrre had !::egun in 1975 for science 

pilot sc.'l=ls run by CESAC. The of' physics teachers 

f!'J'erj year to this va~tion cccrse rat.'ler small (less 

evidence exists of the useful:mss rourse to j:hysics 

e5]:€Cially in the area of positive c:u'ID:;e in at:t.itudes towards 

teaching i.'-1 sch=ls (Ive~>:i, 

in j:hysics are held for a Jruch 

regularly 1 sane improverre11t in 

:Oinal arruysis stuCla'lts m'ly have 

Conclusion: 

en the basis of t,he 

that cisoonceptions in physics 

sc.'lool stude.'1ts in Nigeria in 

stude.'lts i11 Sough Africa. 'lhe 

artictJ.latc-'<l effort 

textl:Jock prcx:luction 

If this and other vacation 

number of physics ~~chers 

teaching can be 

b<o~tter underst:anding of 

it 

in 
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in 

There 

that 

This 

emitted 

the object. 

The 

eye 

This 

with 

extcrn0l 

anir:w.ls that 

pass outsidt::: the 

imagine a flux only frow 

Atomists are representatives 

Leucippus, contc!np0rary 

as the could net 

objects must come r1gnc 

the organs. Eui :he 

. They must, therefore, emit 

soul. Leucippus 

, that detached 

and conveyed properties$ 

cont~mporary explanation, namely 

the interior to the exterior. 

by the Pvthagoreans. Archytas, 

of see_ing could be e.x

e:xistenc-e of an invisible fire, 

ths· colour and fon::~. of 

of the link between the object and 

by ~clid, whose great contribution 

was the concept of the ray. 

appe.aranee on the scene of history 

fLrst optical work: 

travel in straight lines." 

rays, properties of 

HJSTORLCAL ."11\,LK,u~,UUNLI 

Up ti 11 the 

light 

that exists propagates in space~ apart from sources 

a:-..C effects. The decisive break-through was achieved 

Ke;;Ier, who his work "Ad Vitellione.m Paralipomcna" 

(1604) with the propositions: 

Light has the property of flowing ur of being 

emitted by source towards distant place. 

II: From any point the flow of light takes place 

according to an infinite number straight lines. 

III: l.ight itself is advancing to the infi-:::i.te. 

The lines of these emissions are straight and arc 

called rays. 

There is ev~ry reason to regard Kep:ler•s propositions with 

-respect. They represent the culmination of 2000 years uf 

mental extertion, which began in Ancient Greece. 

The Greeks wt!re deeply interested in undefstanding man 

and as vision is an important human faculty, the_y tried 

to answer the question: n'What happens when Wt~ see an 

object?u During the fifth and fourth centuries B.C., in 

particular, keen discussions took place to clarify, 

among other things, the link between the eye and the 

object seen* 

*) This article summarizes 
in the series of 
pupil's 

report included 
(The 

and its 
Swe:dish and in 
number of 

artic1 e:'~ In addition, 
and illustra-t.ed 

from Bjorn 
oE Educational 

Molndal, Swed,m. 



Keplc~r returnt:d the ideas of Alhazen and developed 

the;;t in his own t4ay ~ without any :side-glances at 

Classical writers, who were still great popular-

ity. Ke?lerfs wor~; decisively established the idea thar 

light is a physical object, which propagatas in space, 

apart from sou~ces and effects. 

In the continued development of optics colour phenomena 

came to play ~n important role. Kepler believed that 

colour was a property of the object and that lighL was 

colourless. He thought that when light passed through 

coloured platps of glass, or was reflected against 

surfaces, it extracted colour. It was left to Isaac Newt~n 

and others to make df:-c.isive C~)ntributions to the unde::

standing of colour phenomena. 

EARL!SR INVESTIGATIO~S 

As NtTly as 1903, Stanley Hall (quoted by Piaget, 1927) 

reported a spontaneous question by a five-year-old: 

nPapa, why don't. our looks mix when they meet.?" Hall 

also reports soreething one adult remembered from 

childhood: ui used also to wonder why it was one did 

not fef"l s.:>meone else:fs look~ on the cheek for instance 

if: they were looking at one's cheek." 

Piaget himself (1927) describes some related ideas, 

in three excerpts from int~rvie:ws. In his work 

llUnderstanding Causality", Piaget also describes three 

that t:oncern the: way children unCerstand light. 

(Piaget 1 1971+) The childrt>n interviewed were asked to 

explain how it is possible to an image of an object 

in a mirror aad hot..~ a circle of light can be made. on a 

wall by a lamp. interviews are de:sribed vnly very 

briefly Piaget su~ns them up <lS follows: 
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between 

optics are 

inte~est because 

granted that the 

ion. In the course 

refraction syst2ms 

understand from the 

in space. 

understanding, the 

to 

about the link 

of visual 

the case, 

into consideration. 

Ar the end of the ~~-roup for 

pupils about 

Thiberghien 

leadership 

DclacOte~ carried out some interviews of 

understanding light and vision. 

pupi~s of 11 years of 

age Go not gHnerally 

that prc~agates in 

model HLight something 

they try to explain the 

fonaation of shadows and images. On the oLher hand, 

fonTteen-year-o~ds show many signs 

They say, for instance, that an 

using this 

obstructs the light. 

cannot =:...;.;;-=-::,;:;_.;:.the objH<:t. Light~ on the 

mirror. the question nln what purt of the 

room is there light? 11

1 an 11-yt~ar-old mtty "on the walls and 

and ceilingn~ A 14-year-old, on the other hand 1 more 

often says 11 in the whole rooma. 

(1978) interviewed 20 pupils 14 abcut light and 

vision. The introductory question sr~ems to have. been 11"~at 

is it that makes you see this objec;.t? 11 The pupil was 

asked to explain how he/ sht~ could see sources of light, 

both primary and secondary. Most of the pupils never 

mention any linking mechanism between the object and 

eye.. They believE> that you s£~e the ohjnct simply because 

it is bright or because light falls on it. Some of the 

pupils explain the act of by the look or vision 

going from to object. 

St~~d and Osb0rne 

the of 9 and 16 

intervier,;1e.d 36 pupils bet'to.•etm 

to what ideas they had on light 

sources and reflectors, on the prop::1gation of light and 

on act of seeing. They also a written multiple-



and :-:.he 

book. and the eyes. Does 

anything happen be twet~-n them? 

What ':Vould you ansY..rer? Dra1..1 and explain. 

5:~-Q~~~~-~ (Compare Questions 1,2 and 3.) 

Johan looks dm-m into a bucket. There is a 

piece of plasticine on the bottom. Johan 

see the plasticine. 

Explain why Johan cannot see the plasticine. 

Add a drawing to your explanation, if you like. 

Now the bucket is filled with water. Johan c2~ 

then see the piece of plasticine, in spite of 

not shifting his position. The bucket is also 

in the same place as before. 

Explain why Johan can see the plasticine when 

the bucket has been filled with water. Add a 

drawing to your explanation, if you like. 

~!!:Q!l!;~~-~ (Compare Questions 1 and 6) 

A torch is shone on a door.. A spot of white 

light can be seen on the door. 

A plate of transparent red glass is placed in 

front of the torch. A spot of red light is 

then seen on the door. 

Explain how the plate of glass changes the 

colour of the spot of light from white to 

red, Add a drawing to your explanation, if 

you like. 

In 

to 

3. !low do 

4. How do 

colour 

Both refract 

Form 8. It 

who have 

phenomena 

life too. 

alternative 

by the 

TEST PROBLEXS 

dippEd. 

can 

into 

these befon~ 

may need to 

(Compare Question 1 .) 

dark night a car 

pedestrian, who is 

headlights. The 

sections. In which 

Explain your answer. 
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RESULTS 

PROBLE!·f 1 ---------
We have categories of answer~ 

D. 

D 

6 

4 

20 3 

3 



,...--;;--~ 

-- ..-t;:, IJ~ 

G. 

G1 l~~S£· (Also impression, colour and suchlike) 

t.hPoug h a hole 
to a wall. 

r•e r::·ina. 

(Also waves and photons) 

i.Jhen 
the 

H. Others 

The distribution of the categories stated can be seen 

in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 

(n;124) 

Form 7 
(n:205) 

Form 8 
(n~136) 

Form 9 
(n:166) 

Problem 2. The pupils 1 explanations of the 
link between object and eye. Distribution 
by categories. (%) 

A B c D E F H 

20 

27 25 10 11 5 

23 5 1 5 14 21 4 

29 13 4 4 5 30 
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c. 

D. 

E. 



I 

We 

as if 



D. 

F. Others 

Table 1!, Problem ' Pupils 1 of how a '. 
f:ilter affects the tore~. 

Distribution categories 

A B c D E F 

Fur:;n b 16 61 5 2 0 16 
(n=iJ3) 

For!n 7 60 Hl 8 12 
(n=205) 

Form 8 8 50 12 8 12 
(n~121) 

Fonn 9 12 43 10 13 10 11 
(n=15J) 

DISCUSSIO~ 
~----

A first question in this study is the extent to which 

pupils :!lake use of the conception that light is something 

physical that Jnd propagatt~s in spa::::e, apart from 

sources and effects. It no exaggeration to call this 

the key idea opt.ics~ 

D. 

(n~124) 

Form 8 0 () 

Form 6 
(n=136) 

For!TI 9 10 19 
(n=166) 

~l!cQlH,!2tL~ 

We have 

A. 

Jl. 

c. 



As the problem of 

ensure that 

attendin.!S 

irrunediate and 

basic 

to take 

of answ·t:~rs is 

in ;.:a.ch 

:::p tics 

38 11 It!~ 

35 21 11 48 

F0r::1 9 30 11 411 

Prob and are not However, 

it is possil::le~ by mild make an 

est of the 

whc; tnc: key of l'roblcm 

the criterion Category c, with the sub-categories 

"un-specifit:>d di-rection 11 and ndirection from object to 

and for Problem 4 the criterion includes Categories 

of pupils D 

of for Probl,om 3 are 10%, 1 

6-9, inclusive, and 7%, 

Consequt:!ntlyt find t:hat i\n: 

30% the pupils in 

after tending th~ 

the key 

31;!: in For::1s 

id;;;a of optics 

that its applica-



It cs 

Table 6. of 

Form 6 

Form 

Forrw 8 

Forn: 

ray 
for at least 
and 

20 12 

20 17 11 

25 1; 

28 21 
----~,--,--

Table 6 

papil , in their 

35 

-40 

55 

4S 

,;~. form that us·2s 
Problems 1, 2 and 3, 
three of the prob 

all ( 1 +2+3) 

but not particul..ar1:; stab1 i.n a 

not. 

temporary idea theti, whict1 

"'-'hen they ponGe:r over !:he 



to Ke;;ler 

ti:r,e) 

through a 

it extracted 

who water towards 

The results of our study show paral to the ideas formed 

in earl and in detail. 

Generally, we conclude. that 

understanding cf optics 

something that exists and propagates in spa~e> 

npart from sources and effects 

not 

have also been difficulties 

Kepler's work 

culmination of 

present-day 

few minates, 



can also explain how the idea a~;out 

tc cbic:ct ~Jc. say, 

that -,.;e throw glances/cast looks. Looks w·arm us, al::,wst :naf:e 

us melt. We can shoot looks, too~ Superman even has x-ray 

and infra-red sight, which c.an penctrJ.te walls~ This 

language usage, coupled with the. absence of a modL.'l of 

physical light,. can create .'1 tendency to exp~ain~ for 

ins tanc: e, the 1 ink be twee~1 obj e:c t and 

1 O<'ks and S'Jchlike. 

by ~;isual 

In this way, we: w·ish to expl.ai>J Y..lhy the pupils t ideas on 

optics show characteristics before optics leasons 

begin~ We have also show11 that everyday concepts are not 

altered to any ,;xtcnt as a result of teac::i:~:;. 

hope that our :St'Jdy will stimulate science teach<.:Ts t:J 

invent and better ways teaching elementary 

£ F N C 

way: 
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l i i nd i v 1 thout 

~igh 

ins the physical world, it does 
Heidi Kass and Pamela l<lmben 

evidence. The University Alberta 

to comp;ehend 
lntrod,,ction 
-~-~-' -~~--

or own 
.A. .signiffcant factor ln s.chool t s, t nc 1 ud i ng 

the basis 
physics, is s tudcnt s ing sltut1tions th some 

i rre), 
previously forned about the k~ These prcconcept ions or Hal ternatlve 

~ypotheses", Driver Easley, 1378, can either fere with learning the 

formal su"ject ter or, in the hands of ious of the ste:nce 

scientific vie~·,s) has 
a~d characteristics of the most prevalent bel ~ be used to good effect~ 

s; 
That there shod1d be a disparity !.JettoJe:er't the chifdls pre.tation of 

the physical horld and that by i cis t s not ising 

re:;.ember that the pn:sent state of our understanding of physics has been built 
in gi 

up over centuries and has itself ~ndergone radical change (Kuhn, 1962). 

The student has, prior to entering physfcs c~ass, so experienced and 

iyzed his limited environll'erts~ building up his own ica) 11 framework of 
of this study i nature and extent of pre-

which appears to him to be in with is 5urroundings (Drivert 
~rca of Newton 1 Fi and Second 

This ical frai'lework is not acquired passivefy~ but is ~idopted with a Strong 

ics classes before 
tment, directing the student 1 s attention to selected stimuli and determining 

his interpretation of a~y probl that is encocntered. 
In que'5 t lons: 

Since these alternative arebuitton of a'>'iareness 
1 preconceptions 

the student i L1b 1 of e in ear 1 i er 

fHistotellan 
; a 

in 

ite 

life. ientifically tQry in the 



rst ball 
0' 
~; Hov, 

be- 3) Are tr1ere 

he could not 1Je oi red. t f , he was by the stud::!nt about var 

the next q:testion. TI1e ball, a marble~ was propelled along the 4) Is 

It was so lf h'ay nlong groove. by; 

The student \..:as then encouraged to p,1.ss other v...-o r,;':nblcs so that a) 

he could feel their weights n:lnt:i.ve. to that of other ball v:ithout his b) er:d of , '" rk 

attention Ut..~lng dre.wn to this factor. r:.arb1e. of the h it ion, i cv 

but s;naller than first, u~ptions to earlier iews of 

ubout t.wi ce thilt of tWO di dnd the infl if 

as exjJloration tvf i1 

t.hc~se two b;:Llls 

t.o 

A SJ':1all open cart with sides ,rmd a htilldle \l.~as presented to the 

student. A small marble v:as placed in the centre of t~le cart. The student 

was told that the cart s:tarp1y pul"led <1.long the table and equally 

suddenly stopped .. to his 

why,. 

This un 

lii'¥ 



'J:)-

l 5. 

6 

13 10 

rm 

ge 

17 

1 .6 

in three ;,;ays ~ 

18.7-

6 

made by difft:rent students 

Ji.sted and 

:tnd 

profile. 

were 

the 

:Jnd 

A 

in n trajectcHy 

In this task, a sma11 cart on a 

pulled b~H:k and 

when 

a 

pedes~ The 

the 

p. 

\?as attached to hanging 

the pulley, There would thus 

from its initial position~ 

cart was nhout ha:_f 

})lightly 

when cart 

nnd the stw.k:nt 

tn 

and why~ 

pulley 

of the 



r-epli_cs of 92.5 per c~nt the 

studPnts. Of 

know" md the The 

given by half of the , .sngs<~-sted that the distance travelled dept:~nded 

only on the _given to the baLL Tht? at): of P!oving up the energy 

a cor:st;J.nt relatL::-nship 

':'hirty per cent of the students expr?3Sed the concept of conserve-

th1n of motion, but only half of these ment1.oned it as a first response~ It 

was found on this task that while a large nureber of responses can be obtained 

from the students • only a fe.-..: concepts nre "l:"epresen te:d. Gravi. ty, as \.m 11 as 

being confused with c:nt:rgy, ight, and mo:Tl~ntum, has a pecsonal and often 

uncle f!_ned v-exy , it is Je 

fur st in 

this idea in spite of visu~l 

W1;en r balls were intro: 1 ~Jced tv the ttlJk, the .stuch::nt.s 

travelled. Thi.s 

1. 

to the batl, 

but not the 

were: 

travt?lled. 

of the ball. 

to lL 

three with in the 

ro 

of 

AS an fourth 

school of 

d fvr 

I~.Q.~_L :r~r~!l!!.J~i!:~!~~ 

The te-achers' end 

students - t\.Jo students had 

in iPtroductory 

th 
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Possr:ssion of relative r:~otion 

~ithout relative ion 

With cartial relative n·ction 

th re1:: ve 

Totai 

rlitr'1 ~~art 

~.Jith relative 

To tal 

ion 

cf a _fore~ 

Soys Girls 

r~~2 6 ::01 ~ 

19.2 21.4 

7. 7 21.4 

• 7 7.1 

24.6 SO. 
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3. 

vr of ion. 

4. 1nertia, in the 

with which these responses 

per cent because rr.any :studt::nts which fell into 
ng 

category ur gave a different 
Tot a 1 

the first. 
ii :c-40 

The f rc:quen t 

the 

20.0 

12.5 
or a cessation of force5 
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with 
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" m effect of that be di rcmt, the 
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"' 0 
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being surprising 
0 

after Task 2, wl1ere six of expected the larger ball to go 
-; 

" 0 

~ 

,, 
0 

~ r t-ind stop sooner. Ag<8in, this an Aristotelinn concept - thi1t gravity 

effL~ct on a s had a confused idea of 

'<'>'hat 0rb:iting the earth meant. Tl;eir pre-c"'mceptlons often ::-~htM the influence 

\vhat they have or on space trz.v-e1 and from tion. 

Table 6 gi_ve:a the stribution of the first replies of the students. 

Compar-Lng f.igures -with TRble 5, later n:!plies tended to pl3ce the space-

or to it-.. \1u:re is a ~:;igniflcantly 

larger proportion of rls th3n boys who the spnceman would remain 

the when first respc·nrHng t_o the <jUC~Stion where the would 

be~ Hm.Je±VPr,. if constdering tho the mns t pYi mit i ve, the t-v.·o 

who should be 

of pr i.IT.i t i ve 
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~ -· ~ 
0 
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The with enders t anCi.ng 

of inertia of .station:1ry nnd moving objects, tlhtt with New-::.on• first law 

of rnotior,. The fourth tvith acce1era"'.:ed ] aw~ 

attempt to 

asc-ertain ther the 

of the u .. w 

Table 7 presents the rlistribution of for 

perceived intrease in spet~d. The- three 

favored by thirty-three students who 

are similar to those obtzdned by Aguirre (1978) with ;:;tud<-:nts six Lo four-

teen years of and U?i th Pi age t ( 19 74). As was the case with Ro':Jertson and 

Rl (1975), s ted 

acceleration. In sum::c:ary, prt~sents little 

rli f ftcttlty for 

in 

are 

vn 

task. 
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it 

me lion 
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Distribution by sex of 

accel~ration of Ccirt pull 
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ra 11 i ng 
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= 4.12, for di~tribution by sex, corrected for small ted 

ies. p< .C5. 

ing tion fGr 
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~ns a positive correlation t-wc~en scores on the criterion 

test and end of term marks (r o. 52, p 0.001) At one school, from 

which there were f.ivt:.~ studo.nts, the criterion 
as an C'nd of 

section test and therefore would contribute to end of t't:>rm marks. At the 

other schools the criterton test was 
heforchrmd as an l_mportant test 

but \-Jns not included in the end of rm ~:irk. It sll011ld be red th 'It 

the end of term mark reflected perform~mce on othl:r sections of physics 

than the narrow field of Newton's first two laws reflected in the criterion 

tPst. This is possibly (me re.ason \vhy there is no ienificant relationship 

br:.t\\'ccn end of term mark and preconceptions. 

Cognitive S Related to Achi 

Cri rion Test 

The criterion test was related to the cognitive 
8Ssigned in 

Task I ;md Task 3. '111e correlat 
' r 0,1;3, p 0.010, 

and r 0.49, p < 0.01 (see Table 9). An earlier 
of co.s,nitive 

in Task 2 gave r weight to the perception of re1ative ion. 

re relaterl to the criterion tc>st, (r = O,!.tJ, 

p(O.Ol). 
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r or do 

'lhe 

related to one preconception 
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is, th12 more 
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This whi 1e girls 1 i f,en t on 

they are not as t::ible to tack1e the type of qu,:stion set on the test as are 

the boys. 

There v..·ns Jess a1so 

the tnsks nnd their achiever<~c~nt on the criterion test than th~-:re v:2s for 

boys. This is prob3b1y due to the p in the 

g'lrl's rs to the :i r :><~k u f f 

in the world of physics. 
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Melvin 

tment, Smith 

body or rase 

and magnetism 

to r 

dev cl 

this ng 

methods that 

e it, prase 

arc hampered by 

of these :ls th 

circuit phenomena 

th t. 

em r:!O 

rg 

tham pt , HA 01063, U.S, A. 

tes at instruction in 

el 

students 

trio oircui 

po ten tends to 

current concept. 

st some instructional 

in alleviating this 

approaches in electricity 

or difficul4ies. 

perceptual difference between 

the macroscopi ul 

rate fundal!lental 

troatati. us 

concepts. 

to imagine circuit behavi 

events occuring within an 

The presence of 

battaries in e tri it tempting to 

attribute too L1UOh or the observed bell&vic.r to these very 

obvious causal agents and too li tl 

charge on itself. 

to tbe action of electric 

A second major difficulty, I suggest, is the praoentation 

of electric potential as an energy-related rather than a 

force-related concept. When introduced in this manner, the 

concept becomes too heavily associated with an abstract 

structure of energy book-keeping and too little related to 

intuitive notions of pushing-and-shoving within tbe system of 

mobile charge. Such an approach invites problems with causal 

.reasoning., 

Tha recent work of Cohan, lon and Ganiel,[1] speaks 

directly to the the lattep issue. 

circuit concepts employed i em 

school students who had completed 

magnetism. The students came from 

These authors studied tha 

solving by Israeli high 

a year of electricity and 

good high schools, with 

experienced physics teachers, and their level of preparation was 

equivalent to first-year college in the U.S. or tba A level in 

the U.K. 

The study draws the following conclusions: •current is the 

primary concept used by students. whereas potential difference 

is regarded as a _QQJ!.-'lsLiU!.£.D .. £.£: of current flow, and not its 

cause ..... We believe that pd is the prime concept since it 

Although considerable time is spent 

in the teaching of pd in school or in college, wa claim that 
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thinki the simil of essed and 

air, readily t 

•pressure which Cohen. lon Ganiel s are 

important for effective rGaso about OaUs<J-effcct 

relationships in electric circuits. 
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experiment ti bulb with two a tantial minority of ntudents. 

in the bulb's 

lla t t,ery is 

rev tan t point that .illJl. 

If th c,y Here t. 
ly identi , a cry orientation could 

the bulb's respo 

different battery 

terminals is consistent with two simple models. The catcher 

model assumes that heating is caused by al absorption of a 

single mobile substance as it pa ses th the filament. The 

friction modal, on the other hand, holds that none of tbe mobile 

substance is absorbed, and that heating is cause by that 

a are consistent substance rubbing againat the fixed material of the filament 

wi bulb ligh ng. I'll while passing through. The catcher model tends to be by far the 

11 catcheP model and the more popular among beginning students, and is quite capable of 

morjel. I t productive to invite surviving a year of college physics. 

consider in the followinG order. 

nk model ill assumes 

are emitted tterY terminals, and that 

heati caused by the tancea coming together and 

1 in the fil This model provides an 

1 improbable expl for the behavior of complex 

Ci tends ev to fall of its own weight. I 

i useful to sink model explicitly, 

it pr erred nitial option for 



INTRODUCING CAPAGI 

After ts nti fy conducting 

insulati terial , and a dernonstrati of the sandwich-11 

construction of apaai th for cxp,r1enc 

the effects of charging nd di nL!: capacitors light 

bulbs. 

e :l.s 

ins onal 

to 20 vol 

beauti ly 

available off-

specifications 

i.e t..OS~ "Til~ 
SWITCH 

circuit 

s. 

shel 

noderate 

have nd usef u1 for· 

nonpolaP, at up 

capa 

capaci t 

t they manufac 

cost. 

3.1~f.C 

Students invariably intuit that the eapacitor> li.Qr_Q.£. a 

substance uhich reaches it through the wires, I'll call tllat 

substance •electricity• until a precise technical term ems 

desirable. Students also nearly always int it that tllQ 
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charging and 

this vali.d 

functioning 

absorpti 

with the model. 

Of' irnmedi 

capaci ch 

model 

build up in 

the two 

bulb, Thercf e, the 

should argi 

su 

Before trying 0 n catcher 

models of bu 1 b ligh resolve i 

l.ssue r ai sad tt whi 

shat•e, The q tion is: th" el tri 

through the w;i OP 1g1na 



capacitor chargi 

of bulb lighti 

deois:fon. 

to 

and 

I also feel it i 

bc+lief 

used 

::uobil 

bulb 

elootri 

ortginates Qll.U 

in batteries. 

wires, while th 

I am 

correspondence that 

up during bulb 

preconception 

electric charge. Si 

na tu 

ng-vector 

for th eru 

ng wires( 

ng wi 

t 

lha fPictior~ 

students 

on available 

tion rev ersi bili ty of 

on t!J oiJ ae of an appropriate model 

m the tima required to come to a 

h1J;lpful to ~cknowledge ani conf 

I' ly is being tran~ferred 

l give 

the enerey 

fforent from the 

tile wires. The energy 

as student~ intuit, while 

in metallic matorial aa well as 

sport 

of 

belief in "elec 

e uoefully 

t11e idlBC ti ng 

l.ll 

used 

a Vi::.l.li d 

an as a misconception 

nnars cannot po3 bly imagine a 

of energy port, is only 

t as tile 

about the 

conception 

ncn-

:Lssue -- and imagination. 

A COMPRESSED AIR CAU 

To generate an intuitive conception of electric potential 

at thi point, t>ne need only io capacitor ch~rging 

tranaient Why is the ah3rglng proc a 

simplG 

conception 

The passiv 

becomes f1lled up 

any more 1 

giva up any mora. 

explanation .. 

ba ery 

obs~rved renewal 

as 

fully. Thi 

to 

and 

holds th one 

electricity a11d is th~n 

plate becomes 

beli.0VC 

be lenged by 

the fi 

transient bulb 

a tea th 

limiting? Two 

olving a 

ve on. 

plate 

take in 

can' 

in th].s 

plates wer0 ~eith empty, and eff3ctively 

tor 

the 

passive explanation to rest. 



Hi circui light bulbs al In eo rnodol ing to decl 
suggests to of a I friction JT;dde l bu b 1 
thi or· that mobile electri ty of 

in the rcui \Hl are looking at ling materials as well as of bat 
suggesti tes in si vo co oti clear phy cal picture 

as well in terias 
~chargectn and then "returni a pi 

Const in mind, it becomes possible to medal the geome the itoposed by 

presence of the ci e electricity passing demonstrating that absorption of ance in li 

th uppc di am na Lurally be supposed 
bulbs cannot be reconciled wi turning to 

to come the battery, the elect ng th the 
after a cycle of charsing and di 

lowGJ' bulb e lower Assume that the capa 
ca tor 

G lower in the same manner, with an 
plate, and thus 

one plata of each capacitor 

other plate. Assume further th tehcs" an 

during subsequent disuhargi 

The conditions for the caraci turn to normal 

IN o consequence of discharging are upper path and 

by the lower path. Note that these requirement3 can 

satisfied only if C=O. Thus they 

Accordingly, I have plaeed -) signs by the lower plate to 

indicate the Pl'esence cf CBS than normal am t of thiS 

intrinsic subs when e capacitor is argcd .. The +) 

signs by t.l: e up r plate indicate the prose nc e of more than tho 

normal amount, resulting passage th upper bulb. 

c 



electri 

i 

pani 

ty is in trnnsit 

compression 

ca tor arouses increasi 

The for 

the 

th 

n arise 

of buildup 

~ 

qui 

second 

tteriea 

ca ci 

e addi onal 

plate to the other. But the 

city in one plata of the 

opposition to further 

tion eventually becomes strong 

again 1 and again to bring 

an activo explanation is 

citor ~chacging. 

secl electricity 

Here, 

return 

pleti n? Why doesn't it 

just st left t the 

pr·esse 

11.ti£.!l.~':']: j_ J.;~ 

electricity. 

Here is the explanati 

ti 

di ribution of 

of capacitor discharging that I 

have seen develop spontaneously in acllege and high school 

classes: 

(a) "Electric pressure xi t as a condition in th mobile 

electrici found in conducting m ttar, just as "air pressure• 

exists as a condition in th ai found in containers. 

(b) Electr•icity PU§hes itself away from sites of high 

electric pressure and toward sites of low, just as air pushes 

itself from sites of high to sites of low air pressure. 

(c) As with air pressure, only a QLtt~~~ of electric 

pressure between two space points can cause displacement of 

electricity from one; point toward the other. 
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I would like to pause at thi~ juncture to share with you my 

dilemma regarding use of tho compres3cd air analogy. 

On the one hand, I have ample evidence from classroom 

experience that beginning students adopt the electric pressure 

idea vitb enthusiasm, and that they find it very useful for 

reasoning about e1ectri ci Moreover, as I shall 

demonstrate later on, the overgancralization which is built into 

the compressed air taphor may be subsequently exploited to 

own 1 and to motivate introduction the 

standard modal of aleotr1aal causality employed by experts. 

Thus tho aomprossa air ana 1 ogy may regarded as an 

whose func i to ide an intuitive 

stepping st a e a rac:t co pt i c n. 

On hand, I e found th rtioular 

1 ten of the human, 

non- op tior. t:· non-

the !Wept from fluJd 

mechanics and o t aching look to 

hearing about the problems di perceives 

implementation of my approach. 

PROPERTIES OF RESIS10RS IHllES 

When the idaa of electric pressure has become 

it becomes possible to with precision about the 

properties of circuit elements. 

The resistance concept may generated by ti. n~ 

identically charged car-aci tors to .!J..QJl-identical light 

order to associate different rel 

bulbs. Nonpolar capacitors with 

in e ranga 

commercial as back-up 

tloa times with different 

ficiant capacitana for 

Farad) 

COlO put 

n 
' 

are 
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!. rty 

pl 

ty 

el 

a 

th "" of ( b or to have a of 

bul ) A .1'-:~UJ more 

bulb B. 
(c) 

of th<:t 

ccmpared to ligh 
To 

bu is 
of electro u. ::: 

Uity wires to resist internal 

thn lb 

ev a th th r•ourh 
roui l 

which a negligibl arnoant of' time. 
relaxation of internal electr in pr&ct.i inntar:t 

prcs&u~ difference • 

Ia my students find the electric pressure 

concept very hel~ful fot' about the equipotential 

prop::!rty of anc the oonseque~ciou thaL property. 

l"!i th compr sed air anal , it be <::ifficult for 

them -- ~hich su~erfioially don't 

s seerr to in activo circuit elemcnto th&t 

electric pr valuea .. Without 

this one risks a retanticn of 



pr0coc:eptual idea, as observed in the interviews of Fredette 

and Clament 1 [2] that wires are merely propertyless conduits. 

COLOR COlliNG J.:lD GLOBAL RtASONU!G 

The fact that different wires in a circuit may have 

diffcreq.t uniform electric pressure values auggests the utility 

of color-coding the wires of circuit diagrams for values of the 

electric pressure. Students regard color coding as an 

exceptionally valuable procecture, and the rosearch of Cohen, 

Eylon and Ganiel has made 1t clear to me why this is so. In 

their words: •students have difficulties in analyzing the 

effect which a change in one component has on the rest of the 

circ·uit .... The results indicate that many students are unable 

to consider both the global and local changes, and they stick to 

a local analysis," 

The usarulness of color coding lies in its ability to kn~t 

local inforcation ther into a global pattern. It prov i.des 

an ever-present reminder thnt local infor~ation is enbedded in a 

global context, and ~hat local ahaoges will have global 

consequences" 

•voltage" to 

t;,o points.) 

are a 111ustrati ons. 

I case of voltage meanuremont 

wires needed meter may ba ide 

(1 1 11 su the term 

the two Ling 

as the 

el pressur values as ia v:ith th r 

the circuit which is tc 

invites the Qi[fer:~:.lL~j~, of 

and the meter to respond to 

meter should have very large 

to cct on 

difference. Of 

t..er 1 

tiHl 

if its introduaticn ia 

intended to have a negligible effect on the distribution of 

electric pressure values in 

There arc four circuit di 

color ceding provides 

question regarding vol 

(1)Ir;the 

battery 

( 2) n 

In 

a 11 t"d bul to 

t. 

which 

possibly 

why addi 

bulb 

lb 
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light 

lb ing 

CURRENT ITY 

Color coding can also bel fy the question of current 

conti nui in series-connec resist or s. As Van Zee 1 Evans, 

McDermott [3 current continuity is 

ot' n ng issue even nts who have had instruction 

ill sics courses. the problem is linked in 

an to use model of bulb lighting. 

For , however, it cou al arise from lack of insight 

into causal current continuity. That 

consequence of self-~egul tion of electric 

es. 



There are two pcints to be 

is th "t th i in fact mere cur~eut through ona uf the bulbs 

than through the ath 

have current conti ty 1 in an important sense, duri~g tho tioe 

required for electric pressure differences to relax to their 

equilibrium values. The second point is that strict current 

continuity is indeed necesaapy, as an il1\~.J<li condition, ;,hen 

the distribution of electric pressure values finally reaches 

global equilibrium. These arc subtle but instructive 

predictlona or the ooupres9&d air model of electrical causality. 

This raises an issue which may merit nome research: The 

difficulty many students have applying currant continuity to 

steady-state circuits could arise frou this principle being 

presented to them as valid Ai ~- ~Dd· Such an interpretation 

would correspond to flow with no spatial redstribut1on whatever, 

which could violate fundamental feelings about th way 

distributed matter beh es I have bean repeatedly struck by 

the new-found ease reel in applyi current cont1Luity 

to problema invol a ch they real e 

they arc to describe a new 

and ahould ignore the period or transition during which that 

state is aah1evact. 

I thHl:ile 

of the tiire ng 

reasoni 

voltage e;.nges 

Co::tsidor: If there ever 

outflow to the conncct1ng 

result w:i,ll he 

say 1 fror: 

growing el 

toward gr 

across tho resistor that contrc 

and raises the voltage across 

The effect 

decrease the rate of i~flow 

increase th~ rate of outflow, 

the electric pressur 

The aaymptoti limit 

characterized by 

resistors 

ccnti 

in 

ity 

may 

lOGY to 

to be grcate!' 

that jcins the rasi 

pressure value in that 

growth reducea 

to the co 

t the 

Vt>l 

wire, 

resistor that controla out 

voltage changes wil be to 

the connecting wire and to 

in a r~ctvs;!Pd r.A!..l:. s;tt 

in tba connecting wi 

will be a 

ent3 
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duri 

first of all 

ng and 

tho 1 circuit lighta up 

the capaci even though 

electricity can reach it 

and 

to 

of the bulb 

mo tall:!. c 

lling 

ici 

for 

Aft~r 

is 

electric! ty away 

marked marked 

This suggests that tha sites 

a1 tes depletion of a singla kind, 

attract each othor. 

\otithout 

for This 

tho plates marked 

ars that 

rcuit 

sites 

each otbar in place. 

(-) are active 

and that the two kinds 

Action-at-a-distance lila:action can be proved witn a pair 

of large demonstration capacitor~, a Neon bulb and a battery of 

several h~ndred vol When the capacitors aro charged and in 

place, lift the upper plates deftly ;;way and watch the N~on bulb 

light up. This is evidence that the ci. ty Oil each of the 

lower was ng at hel in place- by 

electric:!. the ki on corrvspo ur> per p!ate 
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Experiments such as theso create the need for a mocel of 

electrical causality is richar in possibilities than tha 

compre:Jsed air model" I see functioning n support a 

cognitive pro~ese which has described by Karm1loff-Sm1th 

and Inhelder,[5] who argue that tho nstruction of false 

theories til overge ization ally valid ones can 

bel nerable the surprise 

produDt1 na ti 

leap cour a 

two 

(a to nate pr 

value!5 in otors, and 

(b) b10 of electr for at 

wall as repulsive interact! 

This is the point at which I it is useful 

terminology from "electricity" "electric charge• 

"electric pressure• to "electric tential•, This juncture 

seems the appropriate moment for introducing traditional 

experiments in macroscopic electrostatioa, and for discovering 

the presence of ~ charge in insulating materials together 

with the dielectric property of materials. 

It is now a straightforward technical procedure to 

construct the familiar electrostatic field model, including a 

generalized conception of electric potential as~ ~ !ll 

~ which exists in insulating matter and vacuum as wel as t 

sites occupied by mobile electric That procedure builds 

directly upon an intuitive on supplied by the 

air model of electrical Since it bas littl do 

with overcoming however, 

appropriate place for 

1 • il. 

(1983 : 407. 
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questions 

enrolled in a 

reveal 

ven 

students, who had 

to the questions, tne 

and the reasons for their 

paper wi 11 

responded 

1 s 

, only 

of the of ar a 1 s~; 

ar·e some of the 

sponses to the 

wl"i ch students gave 

1-C. Newton's Law 

Galileo' Law 

Gravity acts the same. 

gravity 

the 

weignt. 

Gravi 

Everything 

the 

It 

of the 

longer 



2-B. Oecause I thini< something like the laws cf inertia and the velocity at 

which the tr·ain is traveling. 

The speed of the train forces the bolt to move "backwards" as it falls, 

but it actually does not. It depenos on your viewooint. 

The bullet r is traveling at the same forward speed as the train; 

the distance it has to fall is short enough that t won't be significantly 

affected by gravity. 

Guess. 

3-B. Both objects acce 1 era te downward at the same ve 1 ocity. Motions in 

horizontal and vertical directions are independent of each other .. t~arl<ed 

"correct." Other questions showed "correct" answers or "same as above. 

Gravity nulls all ~ass down at the same rate no matter of what its 

side ways force. 

i~y brother told me ti1is story before. Marked "correct. 

Because the bullet has a higher speed, twill travel a horizontal 

distance until loses mon:entur:. enough to fall to earth, and hit when the 

ua11 does. 

While the b~l 

dmm at the same 

accelerated fon,ard, the 'orce of gravity pulls it 

as the ball and1 nee the stance is negli , they 

stoou 1 d hit the ground at the time .. 

s may depend on the ty 

ght 

ty 

v10ul d assuflle lar weights. 

the ~s 

They lloth have 

4-B. If the muzzle velocity of 

the bullet to its target will 

the falling body. 

The bullet travels faster than 

The horizontal path the 

faster rate than the monkey would 

Assuming a tal of the trajectory 

said monkey before it has time tc 

"correct" with good reasons. 

pull. 

! i ng, 

cient, ther 

the acceleration 

falls. 

ng tol<ard the 

the bullet, the bul 

enough. All other 

lt seems as if tne bullet 

before he falls. 

have ty to 

~lor:keys are slow. 

let speed is faster than 

Depends on speed 

rr!Onkey sn 1 

answered incorrectly, .. 

the monkey to 

of the bJ1let. 

on the 

The bul 

tion fall. 
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treatment 
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stude~ts' answers) only about have answered this question correctly. 

Students, 1'lw indicate that the object fol owing oatn ''C" will striKe the 

ground first, give the reason that it has the gher ve 1 ocity when t 1 eaves 

the table. Those, who state that the object following path "A" will strike 

the ground first, give t~e reason that it has a shorter distance to travel. 

t•lany of these students answer numeri ca 1 prob 1 ems, nvo 1 vi ng similar concepts, 

correctly on the same quiz. 

"Correct" answers to problem sets Ot' examination questions may serve 

to mask student understanding of the concepts i nvo 1 ved. The abi 1 i ty to 

manipulate an algebt·ai equation to arrive at an acceptable answer may not 

be the same as a qualitative understanding of the concept(s) the equation 

intended to represent. Arons (1982) has recently nrovided us with evidence 

that these may not be the same thing. Resnick (l983) has also pointed oot 

the importance of confronting students witn tneir understandings of 

p~enomenon as a beginning 

consu!"i ng task for both 

needs to taken into 

and s t\<dent 

for formal nstruction. This is a time 

student and the instructor, but It is one t~at 

our cont1 nui ng search for 

1. A 5 pound ball and 

bJildirg. Each ball is tno 

diameter. The poond !Jall 

sooner than the pound ball. 

d. later than the 5 pound ball. 

C. at the same time as the 5 

liilS the 

ground 

track at a 

hole the 

ling. Sudde~!y th{' 
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A var ty of "alternative ccncepticns" hav been 

cbserved amen students of matbematicR and physics. Some 

alternati conceptions, judged to be erroneous ideas or 

misconcepticns, have the fallowing characteristics. 

1. They are at variance with the ccncepticns held 
by experts in the field. 

2. A single mlsocnceptian, or a small nu~ber of 
misccnceptions 1 tend tc be pervasive~ tha is. 
they are shared by many differ individuals. 

3~ Misccr.ceptions range aorcss 
relatively r l~tively 

Many hl to 
at lea by 

spectrum from 
ult to change, 

alterati 

b) may be 
that e 

c) may be acquired 
cr other settings 

2. With r~spec to 

l • 

a) 
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tr 

ar 

urac 

about 

been 

change. 

synthesis invcl 

a messenger RN 

the informat 

ectide bases 

in messenger RIIA 

amine acids in a 

with 

n, cr 

10 

cf eac 

We do 

egard to 

worl • 

0d cf 

in 

as ci ed 

nd 

cr processes In the 

from cne or mere 

In the second, 

1 converted from the linear 

, guanine~ cytcsine, and 

esponding linear array of 

A single polypeptide 

mcdificaticns) a biclog

chains may 

n. it 

are l;he pre-

ducts cf translation. 

We fi became aware of students' difficul 

ept about ten years age, when 

Snow, placed e following i n 

colleague, 

te 

wi 

bank: 

thi 

chard 

When this question was first asked (in 1972-73) ln an upper 

division introductory genetics course for science majors, 

about 55~ of the students chose the correct answer, 

"activating enzymes". 

amino acids .. " 

Mcst of the remaining 45$ chose 

The proportion cr students who ware able tc correctly 

answer this seemingly simple question remained stubbornly 

persistent ever the years, even as we a) tried to address 

the problem in cur presentations of the material, b) changed 

textbooks, and c) changed instructors. Given the difficulty 

in maintaining a particular instructional outcome in the 

face of such global changesin instruction, 

of this errcr is surprising. 

the persistence 

Fer example, cf 271 students who received that question 

en their final examinati in introductory genetics in 

55.7l ( 5 students answered correctly. The in ect 

answer, "amino acids", was chosen by 35.8$ 97 students and 



the other twe i 

(23 student ). 

rect answer chci wer selected by 8.5$ 

ilarly, in 1977, 50~ of the students in 

an introductory genetics class answered 

correctly. 

the question 

The question sometimes bothers students. Often fter an 

exam cne or two students will say, "That's a bad questicn~ 

Amino acids aren't really products of translation they 

take part in the reaction." When I respond, "I knew. Why 

did you cheese that answer?", they leek utterly dumbfounded, 

It hasn 1 t eccurred to them that "amino acids" may not be the 

correct answer! Many such informal discussions suggest that 

virtuall all genetics students knew the individual facts 

) translati is par cf prctein synthesis, 2) prctein 

synthesis produces prcteins, ) 0nzy~es are proteins, and ~) 

acti ing enzymes 

icn correctly~ 

ual pi es of in 

n•3Ce y 

ized in a meaningfu 

el In 

a ccr 

ty 

enzymes -- yet m•nr don't answer tna 

though they seem tc have the indlvi

cn, they apparently haven't made the 

cr den' have the fcrmaticn organ-

managea way~ as in a runna~le 

pJC'C\CSSi termst they haventt 

schCJma~ 

The 

pc?ular cho e, ind 

scriptien and translat 

!!.!.!.21.l:!Ei~.: 

Thus far, attempts tc 

(tc teach m~re effacti 

As noted, the error persi 

many dif 

teachPrs and a variety 

understand the menta: 

the errcr in order to 

Ncr man 19811 

hRve 

per sen 

to 

vccab 

s s11bstituted fer 

bi 

may 

the 
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the same rate 

with many 

It seems 

ble ng 
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it previcusly, 

the cess f 

fer RNA. 
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t Sl: Wel , they 
they ccme! oh, okay, 
•.. yah, translatic • 

I: Amine acids de? 

ycu have,,,the 
icn cf amine 

acids from? 

cf the plasm, 
cut. c genetic 

least cede fer the 
protein, 

I: sen~s carry the message fc linking amine 
acids together intc protein ••• 

: Yeh, but you're asking 
are made. where they are 

I : 

fter ext 

•• the amino acids 
g from. 

ti focusing en 

id 

twc s' 

sn' 
errcnecus concept; 

am 

tt:i may 

errcr: 

an 

(2) s~~ject is aware cf the error when it is 
explained Oy scmecne else; 

(31 subject makes and subsequently catches cwn 
errcr; 

(4) subjects slips (makes error) but is 
it instantaneously, as seen as the 
response peps intc his or her mind; and 

(5) subject steps making error. 

aware of 
automatic 

en 

Sternberg 911) discusses the role cf w~rd assccla-

tions in the generation cf cognitive errors and reviews evi-

dence shewing that it is possible but difficult to override 

these "autcmatic" responses. 

These interviews are taken as evidence suppcrting 

Hypothesis 3, that e is a strong semanti ccnnecticn 

between •amine acids" and translation. 



f students had a id biosynthesis 

mind, it would pre mere difficult fer them tc 

by translation, Hew-

en s given tc amine acid 

b.\clogy texts the essen-

acid 't be synthesized by humans 

be ingested) are ly mentioned, and there is 

lly some indic Kreb's cycle intermediates 

ser e precursor fc synthesis. However, much 

is amino acids. The 

sider the question 

many b chemistry 

sis~ 

fr 

it 

a 

(1) 

n all the enzymes nvc ved metabolic 

pathway ar eft cluster ntc gr ups cal ed ron 

The genes in an cpercn are transcribed together into a 

pclymessenger RNA which is then translated sc that all the 

proteins (enzymes) in the group are synthesized simultane-

usly. 6) Humans can synthesize 12 o the 20 common amino 

acids and must obtain the remai through dietary 

scurces ~ 

The subject does net understand these relationships, as 

revealed in the transcript below: 

S: ••• I guess I don't see why it (metabolic path
ways) s b g deal in genetics. 

u don't? 

I: 

413 



sy 

ac 

e se 

s 
methionine, 
scmehcw we 't rnak~ we can't 
them or change frcm one tc another. 

I: OK, suppose we can't synthesize these. 
knew where they wculd come from? 

you 

S: They acme from your diet, but I don't sea hew 
they get intc the call. 

Although the subject has tha concept f essentia amine 

acids, it held with a certain skepticism isbel ef. 

Hew aculd tha body possibly break dcwn what we eat and 

deliver every cell in thl? body the ocmplet~ array of 

amino acid any given time? the subject 

pointed out: 

s: pi cf a ere 

'f ci logy ,;er 

Their espcns~s are 

-P students 

-9 -synthesized in cr cell t cr 
obtained from feed 

-7 -ccrne frcm rgarHsms, 
ether amine ac s, cr 

-2 -frcm elements 

-1 -primeval seas 

there 

an 

-5 



giving this quest en c examinations, T have never received 

-1 -nc completely sure this argument frcm a student. Ncr has emerg-ed in any 

-2 -Gcd 
ccnversaticns or interviews with students~ Thusf Hypothesis 

5, that students assume the quasticn refers to the ultimate 

-7 synthesized en the mRNA products of translation, is rejected. at least as a majcr 
en the ribc 

sc urce of prcblems, Additional resea~ch ccul reveal 

uld be cons dered at whether this errcr is m3de by a minority cf students, and if 

partially rree:tT e-spec ly since the question was sc. hew cften 

in an open-ended :len. it is interesting that 

aci are synthesized 

stated they 

~. that meat stu-
'tc answer 

5 



~ l' 

am 

s t pro 

chcse rtions 

each) selected each cf twc wrcng answerst amine acids* a~d 

"mRNA". 

Spectfic-specif 

and •acti 

dents selected the 

tion ec 

tiH; 

twc answer wer given as 

particular &mine acid) 

cnly 

ver 

sticn 

answer 

many stu-

incor-rect 

ffioul 

t;n z.ymes. In other 

half ~hat with tha 

Thus. there is st~ong 

the persistent error 1 

cf reccgn zing 

rnor familiar gen al ases~ 

Most ts ave 

"tryptcpnan,n in spite 

cl S 11 "amine 

uncertainty as to 

acid, si 

(a ) . 

llypcthesis 6. 

t. to 

bly 



su an in the ce 1. On 

abl recognize that 

451 selected •enzymes• as a 

se ed "activat ng en 

t by the next and last 

ther hand, students presum

vating enzyme" is an enzyme, yet 

t answer while only 25$ 

This may be explained in 

thesis. 

Students recognize that activating enzymes (like amino 

ti 

s transfer RNA, and 

n synthesis. Hew can 

also be the 

ng a machine 

may take part i 

be 

f 

RNA) are involved in prc

ances that are making the 

a machine tool be used 

substance can't make itsel 

substances just like itsel 

di n si 

at 

) ; 

receiving the second question, five (261 chose the correct 

answer (digestive enzymes ~ 

This data supports Hypothesis 7, that there is a con

tradicticn in some students minds between the roles of 

activating enzymes as (a) players in and (b) 

protein synthesis. 

products of 

In summary, I have described a misconception which is 

prevalent among and persistent in students of biology and 

genetics: that amine acids are produced by genetic transla-

tic n. A seemingly simple multiple choice question on this 

topic has been consistently answered incorrectly by 75% of 

the studen s n intrcductc bi logy and 45$ cf students in 

an upper divisi n g etics ccur ver a ten year pericd. 

ni 

ble 

ex 

In ac rdance 

ve 

's suggest 

rnultiple causesw 

1) that 

us 

hav 

ror: 
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tc 

at 

bicl gy ents ver 

Several underlyi auses cf the er identi ed 

and their relative contributions the frequency f errcr 

occurrence in populations have been examined 

It appears that twc underlying causal mechanisms 

account for about 601 of the error generation The first is 

a general, domain-independent characteristic cf the cogni

tive processor, that cf word asscciaticn operating, in this 

instance, with two domain-specific terms The second is 

fer stud t tc acquire and sto 

r terms these spec fically used 

information 

instruc 

the tend 

in fam 

withe 
t implication , mere gen-

eral classes, instances~ Ev when u-
dent atl.cn n ry to me up 

and de the erarchy, they do net eadily de so. 

pre 

ti s 

usal 

rrespcnds 

ear 

cha 

sc 

Fer example, if the gener 

d tcmy described in Hype 

fourth cf the errcrs mad 

i. t 

r abcut 

ts, does s 

mean that (a) this problem occurs egul ly in ana-fourth 

the students, or b this 

students about one-fourth of 

else? 

There appears to be no d 

the errcr among (a students 

for the first time in 

evicus knowledge 

e may t be 

of "deep-seated" 

is 

i sten 

perates in al 

c scmethin 

frequency 

sed to the concept 

ents who 

sts that 

eati 
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The methode , using variations cf multiple 

ce questicns characteristics cf a particu-

misccnception among cf students, may be generally 

useful in misccncepticn research. 
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sconception About I<;volution Among 
Secondary ~chool Pupils in 

~lUll SUIJBAJ! iN I 
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l 1; Best 1 

197il, P• 51). 

af Social Affairs 
act:.Lvities 

11 Evolution'', in particular, was considered a• the least 

important topic in biology teaching. 





, animals, 
succession in 

-orld widens, its speci.es 
becoma numerous, and, in a gradual process o£ 
crea.tiont it finally lea,d.s to man, who is 
nble to think and to The higher stage 
of man is reached from the world of monkeys, 

which both sagacity nnd are 
found, but which has not the stogo 
of actual reflection and tl1inking. At tl1is 

we come to first stage of man after 
mollkeys) • 

.l) obaorvtttion 
). 



In tbia short passage such atntements us "Cully prepared 

gradua:l process 

craati.on 11 .. "The higher stage:< man is reached !"rom the 

world of: tha monkeys" ... , •• are very significant. 

If we recall the Wilberforce-Huxley debate, we shall :find 

Sarton was quite justifiable to state that "Christian thrologians 

were leas hospitable to evolutionary views than their Muslim 

forerunners, •••• (Serton, , p. xix). Indeed, those broad-

minded acholars were much more tolerant to scientific 

philoaaphica1 idea• than many of 

twentieth century. Neverthel<HU 

grand-children in 

textbooks on evolution 



in secondary 

the Alecso 
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Al'l'ENDIX - - (Definition of 

Definitions, here are conrined to 

in the study. 

major terms used 

~econdary ~chool: A school that encompasses grade 9 - 12 (age 14-

!8) of the general education system in Kuwait 

Fourth Secondary Class Pupils: Pupils in grade 12 (age 17 - 18) 

who were in the last year of their schooling and experienced the 

whole biology progratm~~a in the secondary school, 

Students: The 1st year Kuwait University students in the Faculty 

of Medicine or in the Department of Zoology or Botany, and who 

attended at least one biology course in the university, 

Senior HasttH'S and Hi stresses: Those male and f'em&le teachers 

who besides teaching biology in secondary school.,, hold rasponsib~ 

Their performance 

!leads of Departments: Those n1ale and :femal teachers who 

besides teaching biology in secondary schools, take the role of 

inspectors in their schools. Their un-official title ia, the 

local inspectors. Their performance is evaluated by headmasters 

and the Senior Science Supervisor, Usually, outstanding Senior 

Hasters/Mistrasses are promoted to Heads of Departments, 

University Teachers: Staff members in both the Zoology and 

Botany Departments at Kuwait University. 

Parents: Fathers end mothers who had children in the fourth 

secondary class (grade 12). 

Futurists: Ncmbers in the Working futurusts' Group for Expectations 

of Kuwait in the Twenty first Century. Futurists worked for two 

years (1976-1978) under tho auspices of the Kuwaiti Society for 

the Prornotion of Family Affairs and projected a picture for Kuwait 

in tl1e year 2000. 

Verma, G~K~ and Ueard, 
Gower Publishing Comp~, 

Wcd.ss, C.,H. 
Strucning, ~. and 

Vol. 1, 

Wiersma, W. {1 
J.B. Lippincott 

Wood, D. ( 
l>d.) ( 

, G, and J 
Heinemann 
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Preliminary of 71 college sophomores using tho 

PC'T allowed me develop a categorical coding key 

answers. Nussbaum and Sharoni-Dagan {1983) have observed 

that theoretically tho number of variations of the 

alternatives may be as high as number o±" individuals, in 

fact these alternatives tend to fall into a few distinct 

categories." Thus, free response items can be coded. 

calculated repeat reliability for the 

key was and for test , • 72. According to 

Burns (19130 , 

when the 

Assumptions 

'rhis study 

theory 

by Novak (197'?). 

reliability appropriate use 

are intentionally 

a 

Assumptions and Expectations 

on Ausube1 1 (1968) assimilation 

l[,arning and its subsequent elaboration 

Principal assumptions are that concepts 

are regulariti.es among facts that are designated by a symbol 

or sign, that meaningful concept learning will occur only 

when the learner consciously tries to relate new knowledge 

in a substantive way to concepts which already exist in the 

learner's cognitive structure, and that meaningful concept 

plants 

Photosynthesis 

of the test.) 

The 

iment, a 

response. Subj 

responses, 

As 

concept 

tested. 

A jury 

and a high 

made 

criteria of clarity, 

content valirii ty 

construct validity stems 

clinical interviews and 
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into a particular 
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a base 
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more likely to a t@.ill in weight. contrast, the 

succeeding grade levels' dominant misconception was that the 

soil would lose a lot of weight. 

In interpreting any multiple-choice diagnostic test 

item, a researcher must consider the possibility that the 

student was guessing. 'I'able l presents the rosul ts cf a 

chi-square goodness-of-fit type statistical test for each 

grade level. The observed frequencies of students in each 

response category within each grade were found to be 

significantly different from those expected due to chance 

(guessing) at the .01 probability level. 

Table the results of a chi-square test of 

independence in which it determined that there are 

signif'icant four class levels at 

the d.= . Ol level. 

However, if a student answers a particular question 

incorrectly, the researcher may still not know how s/he 

arrived at that answer. Task 2 sought a free 

response f'rom student, opportunity for explanation 

of how the decision was made. Table 3 off'ers a representa

tive sample of' explanatory written responses from students 

at each grade level. The examples were chosen tc demonstrate 

the variety of misconceptions students hold about the role 

soil in plant growth and photosynthesis. The explanations 

were taken (verbatim) from the students' PCT forms. 

analyzed 

metric and 

PCT was 

regarding selected 

The aspects under 

(a) the 

photosynthesis; 

(b) the basic role 

cycle; 

(c) the basic 

photosynthesi : and 

(d) 

and Photofl,Yllthcsis (Ta§.l~'L.l~J 

Biologists whc 

variation of van Helmont' 

question was 

soil in the process of 

There is a general 

percentage of pupils 

soil's weight stayed abcut the 

majority of fifth and eighth 

in soil weight (see l). 

were: 

growth 

the 

levels 

answer (" 

appears 

expected a large 

grade students 





showed 

with 

"minerals.") 

It should al 

students 

cf causality. 

2 had 

categcries, 

pc"'rceived soil 

to 

gr:._Jwth decreased 

grade level 

with the term 

be neted that a :fairly large nun:ber 

a written lack':.ng a stac;oment 

recognize it as a 

variation Priestley' study of the gases released by living 

plants animals. This test question was :iesigned to study 

the perceptions students have the relationship between 

a~.imal respiration in carbon cycle. 

The is intentionally constructed pose a general 

problem and allow the student to define the limiting factors 
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that determined his/her answer in the f'ree r(~Sponse 

that f'ollows it. 

There is a general increase over grade in 

percentage (38% 67%) students accepted 

answer ("Both the and the plant would live"). This 

is accompanied by a decrease 

believed "both the would die" 

grade level rose ( ). ( to 10%) 

that plant would 2 shows the 

pattern of responses 

Table 4 shows frequencies students 

loading into each each grade were 

significantly different expected due 

01 level. that 

were 

The 4 ' 

s 

I 
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adult 

In 

of' 

bee~ use 

, only 

also rar.k 

:food an animal' 

person must 

is 

and 

number 

and 

l~'Jate::-- vapor 



was -the second most attractlve option :for 12% to 14% of 

students at each grade level. Beyond grade S, studen-cs do not 

see:n likely to ncarbon dioxide" with uoxygenn in 

explaining respiration. 

Tables 

differe:-1ces 

demonstrate that there were significant 

within a~1rl between grad r1 levels. f'ormer 

implies that guess~ng not an important scurce of' measure-

ment while the latter indicates ':;hat conceptual change 

occurred as students progressed to higher grade levels, 

Energy 

Historians of science who examine Task will see a 

number of ideas anciHnts propounded to explain what the 

leaf does along with the accepted answer ("Leaves make food 

that keeps the plant alive" • This item is considered critical 

in assessing students' understanding of the photosynthesis 

concep't 

Figure 4 presents the pattern aY student resp8nses 

Task by grade level. It noteworthy that nearly one-half 

(45%) of the graders tested did believe that the 

main job a leaf is make food. Almost one-third (32%) 

o:f the grade students were al unaware of that. 

Consider the St'.!dents; approximately one-fifth still 

held contrary notions. 
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Analysis of Results 

What Eff'ect Does •reaching Have on the Development 

of the Photosynthesis Concept in Students over Time? 

With exceptions, students' concepts of photosynthesis 

continued to change as they moved through the educational 

system. Significant differences between grade levels were 

demonstrated by chi-square testing. 

'Phe least amount of' improvement ever time was demonstrated 

for the following concepts: 

(a) the role of water in photosynthesis; 

(b) the role of chlorophyll in photosynthesis; 

(c) the importance of carbon dioxide as the main source 

of "raw material" :for photosynthesis; and 

(d) the "product" of photosynthesis, carbohydrates. 

The results of this study support previous findings 

(Roth, Smith, & Lavender, no date) that students' beliefs 

about what plants need may be modified by instruction but 

"specific functional understandings" about plants and photo

synthesis may often be lacking. Their conclusion on this 

matter (drawn from work with fifth graders) agrees with my 

findings across four grade levels. 

Lavcmder and Anderson (1982) worked with college students 

and showed that only 6% were able to describe the basic 

chemical change that occurs in photosynthesis. 
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Factor II 

Type 1. Target problem variant: Interpretation of equation 

At Vallapart Motors the equation 

5B = 4R 

describes the relationship which QXists between B, the number of blue curs 

produced and R~ the number of red cars produced. 

Next to each of the following statements place a T if the statement 

follows from the equation, an F if the statement contradicts the equation, 

and a U if there is no certain connection. 

_____ a) There are 5 blue cars produced for every 4 red cars. 

_____ b) The ratio of red to blue cars is five to four. 

More blue cars are produced than red cars~ 

_____ d) The same number of blue and red cars are produced but the blue 
cars are bigger. 

__ £) 

SB is larger than 4R. 

The equation ! 
a 

expresses the- same relationship between the 

number of blue cars and the number of red cars as the original 

equation bela,.. 

~~· Target Problems 

service sta1:ion has found that for every 1 gallon of leaded gas he sells" 

he sells gal]ons <.mleaded gas. Let L stand for the number gallons of 

leaded stand for the number of gallons of unleaded gas he sells. Write 

an equation relating the number of gallons o£ leaded gas to the number of gallons 

of unleaded gas he sells. 
~ 
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INSTRUCTION 

t hi::; 

, l91ll) 

studt::nts 

whlch 

it 

is 

i), of 

an 
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teaching 

P. l9Hl; Posner 1 

context of 

we upon 

knowledg{:-, 
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to Il it ln \..!C: are not claiming 

sl:1ply indicating that suffi-

to the next phase 

uf (•ven greatt::.r 

in t itv f l 

(' cumrni tmcnts is 

(1982) 
Ll<L' l r r 

-.:haracterized th~Jt it is 

conduct 11 the 

quant 'i tative 

ldWS and p. 192) Alt!H)Ugh 

our .ap~lr{htch dif the eon.tt:.nt 

were, lllowing three 

both ;-:tud 

(l) beJ ht,\1 by il z,;tudents how 
tH".ior to fonHdl instru{'.thm'! 

identifying br:Liefs in classroom 

how do students 'ruk~, i v L t 



t t 

oi n t, d t 

questions, all 

w~rl• t:I!lC-recordcd for 

written work of a 

for 

measures, 

on whether 

to any extent 

oriented instruction, 

of 

involved in 

the 

faster. 

in terms of; 

matter, or its 

kinds of inter

which occurred 

ol t.he eight 

students' 

it 

ftilDH:;l_WUrk 

\,~dlP 

opportunity 

l heir 

following brief 

With 

burner would not 

Bob: l t 

Teacher: 

it 1 s cuJ • 

ipt of the 

unit (as 

importantly, 

their initial 

they 

responses 

in-

made to 

(1932). 

~tppilr0nt that very little 

either articulate 

frame-

The 

This 

ring apparatus. 

bunsen 

in cold water 

ld 



tlu: ·~crding 

(~.<.'hid!. t(:nd.s to 

iL ~:ncir0.ly and 

-S:omP students can 

nf m;ot 

In sum:tt.cny, 

ll l ~-, own mind. 

instruction did lndPed influence 

is 

unit. First, 

fr::tnH.?Work foi heat 

and it should nol 

boping for an 

cxchang~ effectively 

lo try and 

and the reacher. In 

classroom, 

idL'.as even though 

refute 

revealed 

with evidt~nctc:. 

shifts in 

and 

inding to dnte is thc1t evun though 

almost verbatim, 

tl\(' pcnticles increaseu) in 

t1tcm ~rite about: the 

itndf 

completL•J, would seem that 

to make kineti~-like respoos~s 

on the innn.Jirt.::, but nonetheless many o! their common-
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interest to 

of these different formats 

Fi here 

some attf•mpt~~ 

are asked t!w:ir own mo.'taphors for a 

, they formats which provide 

This i metaphor a difficult task 

for students ctnd r.tetnphors which we think may 

their 

deLt:rmination or i en tat ion then, is based upon 

m~tnphor whic:i1: rhey selected best 

their thinking event or organism. Among some 

q~llte stable over different events 

and formats. An example of a series of 

from one stfmul i nnd formats i:-; ~iven below. 

Figure explanation formats.) 

Task 

lask 2: 

Task ): 

IO 

11 ft 1 

tht.'"m to 

11A clam is a por.-luck dinner. u 
potlatch feast they makt> clam soup. 

of an.imals. You 
sell th(~m to 

11 ! Wt)tdd t..•dibie t't~,th~ 11 (Why?) 11 Bt:t.~<l.u~c you could eat them. 
l them and eat theln., Anti yt'U ..::ould put them ln tha aquarium. 11 

n-! .un ln til~' ;.,~':l:·dh>r.._- :l dt·ivvr h; !<l a r,;u·.u (J,thy'!) "l 

drivt.:r~ Til'-' ~··a,:-;.hore i th~· A drlvt..•r drhtt•s a 
Jriv;.f ;J tH.~illl'r boaL anJ g~J t i;.>hing." 

ThesP are t:>lmply verv br1Pf excerpt f~w sel~ctcd responses from 

ld [) Ul Ll i Lm or lcntut which seems to 

pervai..le the ttwugbt:::; of this icular nat Indian ch ld. They also illu-

strate another imp.orUJ.nt i::ls[H;ct of children's concept: ions of the seashore 

revealed by netaphcric int~rvi~ws that 1;;: tht.: importance of the two-sided 

of mode of 

specific, sensory-b:1scd 

out in his father's fiBhif'.g boat) whit.:: on tht' othtJ:r we see children 

images er.tbedded in specific ~0cinl or t·ultural conLext (eg. the reference 

tu ;J pntl.J.tC'b). 

cmnpl..::te ~et il!:nt~itinns,. whid1 wt:re identified in earlier pilot 

scientific .. spirit"Jal, r;::creathHtal and utilitarL:HL ln all cases there was 

some mixtng the inte:r-

view Gut:s:tions, howcvP.r, ::>orne studl?nts maintained or two strong orientations 

acrost) all t.::Lsk formats and que.;-Jt ion0~ 
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about first 

much Hast students n .. H)m. 

they 

unit and also the 

interv a.fter 
and 1nater lah;; 

part 

lt.'\10 t our 

nalHralistlc 

ive. 

sotting; 

length 

1.982}. 

factors~ 
lt 

l 4 -~ 

is 

lc t (j ll 

oStrusLvencss in the class-

lec.tion 

tnking 

the degree 

oss.:;mtially 
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lhii study either an f rame-..;ork or a of 

ished int in t tm(· l!<lVi.' contenr 

very much dcHcriptiVt' of naturisLic 

esscntial.ly mi•·ror tt1e natural t1istory-type studies 

11ot in 

::;truct ivist which ruise th..:Jt icu1t 

curriculum? 1 

l vdJl. comment br i£· r ly lng strategies since 

it did impinge on Otir studies in sev~ral The most obv-ious of is 

nr during 

an instructional unit. 

:.::pportunlly tlu L we to intc n: l 1.:w sludcnt. te~ponse that we had 

earlier to develop intervtews wltl1 the teacher dis-

playing and the frunl the room the 

responding direct their <'J.wn q uc.s t (e.g.: Er.ickson, 

l9HO: :mJ :\gui ). 

to 

rl'ading 

ln add 

t hi knoh'l in 

fnrmr!l ls .:-:: lar in some 

from m<:::Jical practice. 

na]i?1ng children 1 s 

.:Jbout any 

fie trc·.:Hments 

t ltt' 

in 

tll t 

unit. 

l'h i.s 

a re<i. Tl!d. t .is. 

We 

ir. 

conv-inc 



1 7 

recent area Wc~t, Pines and Sutton (1983) 

,J PfliV>H'i!l I lhdt Lhi~~ dvvP1opment can occur ln 

a "rc•volut dep~nding upon the nature 

C(f:\lt'llt l:nt o[ tht:/ studt·nts' prior knowledge 

content interesting and useful 

udentc.; r interpret<lt:lve frameworks 

in:p l i Cil t 

instr-u~~tional events in such a way that 

PHHL: fruitful ways of explaining 

n sttH.h:·nt may 'opt' for what 

ft,1Jncwork (such as a fLuid view of heat). 

iencc; a ,.;ap that most of 

critictll question 

S\JCcess f u1 teaching r.1ay havt': occurred 

the undersland the 'correct 

gua1 o! 

important aims have been shifted to 

on thc·ir own knowh·'dgc~ 1nJ Jn tbe light 

alternatives cl1 would be tl1e current 

ic framework) ;1 ~t1oice to eitl1er continue with 

their original comrnon-sen-->e of be 1 i or perhaps even elaborating a 

more sophisticated version. scenario \>.'(HJld imply th.·Jt the students have 

nalnre or lent if ic knowh}dg(' --- th(• role thdt theories 

play in account ior expe-r:ienct•, tlw way in \..'hich tht:ories may be altered 

rationale for a 

(Roberts, 982) which have 

traditionally with the domin~1nt sc ucorrect PXplanatians". 

For example, thil of students' knn'Wledge, \t,l"hieh i.s based 

upon r;1easure of iun, would Sf't'm to be more compatible 

with the emphase.::> Lhat Roht..:rts (1982) ldent i 

it}nce and t•xpLliner11 en:tphnsis. 

If we were to look s~rit>usJy at t·hQ lo..::giti;no("-Y of these other goal 

Lo iw thv with the sr.:ience 

orientation) then the type of undt>rstanJ.ing of the relation-

ip be tween theory ;::~nd p!wrwmena impl i il cotl~Lructivist aJlproach may indeed 

lt:Jd to;:;. situeltion \¥here stuJents will "know less th.:"J.t they can l.earn more. 11* 

A proposal ruade in a reccttt talk by Kic·l1ard West (UltiverAity of Sussex, 

Svcund.1ry S..:iJ,Jols Pn)jl'L·t, England), during ,J meeting nt thP Canadian 

Society for the Study ul Ldth',-ll ion. 
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1:1ClJKE l 

Implicit Ar~umcnl Used to Jttstify Researcl1 

Programs on Students Existing Beliefs 

(fnHn nr·ivvr nnd Erick.'"'Oll~ 19HJ) 

Empirical Premise One: ~!any students have constructed from previous 

physical ,1nd l ingui:-.;t ic expcriC'IlCl' frnnwworks whiC'h can be used 

t.u iuLt'rprvl :>omc n! Lhl' tl;Jlural. pltc·nomvua whic!t LlH.:y :--;Ludy 

formaJ ty in sdwo.l sc it.>nL·v cl.::Jssvs; 

Empirical Premise Two: These studt'nt frnmeworks oft("n result in 

conceptual confusion as they lead to di fferen,t predictions and 

explanations from those frameworks sanctioned by school science; 

Empirical Premise Three: \Jell-plantH:'d Lnstruclion employing teaching 

strategies wlticl1 take accourlt student frameworks will result 

in the developmcnL of framl'Worb-o Lhat conform more closely to 

school sc'ienct_'; 

Value Premise One: One slH:ndd conduct n_')·>t>.:1rch which will lead to a 

bQtter undcrstanJLng of sclli.Hll sciencP by studPnts. 

Conclusion: We ought to cngagL~ in research endeavours which will 

uncover student frameworks, investigate the ways t!tey interact 

witll instructional exp~riences and tltilize thi~ knowledge in 

the d€.~velopmcnt t ead1i ng programmes. 

FIGURE 

Overview of Framework for ll. 

ldentificaliLlll of 
Stude11t FrJmt'works 

Development 
T~aclting ~\;1tcrinls 

and Strategi 

lmp1L'l11\'!ll ,lt i1H\ d! 

i'L';!dlillt', ~L!t.t•ri,·l!:-; 

.:-_md ;ltrategiP.s 

Program 

What. constitutt:·::s a framework? 

Are frameworks 

Vlhal is the best 

teachers aware 
frameworks? 

student 
interact witl1 instruction? 

stable are student 
frameworks? 

Wl1at are the desired of 
Science Education? 

group-administered assessment 
tecl1niques be developed? 

ruqui_red? 

! l1L· ~·h:tll)','--'~' 

Ll fcn:~nce? 



FIGURE 3 

Different Formats Used .i.n the Metaphoric Interview 

Format 1. 
l()r tilL' S(•:tshor(' 

-----------,,,,. 

F\1 1 

I :\ l,ltlll 

(It\ d,JJ'i<'l 

( [ I /' . .t\.tV'~Yard 

( j) hl.J(·kht·rry bw;h 

(k) !Pli''>l !;0)(> 

( I ) ho1 c·l 
(f) 

C> l CilfdH'J"j 

(t) ]Llll·k.vt)rk qtr i l t 

(") L\!11i iy 

(v) 
jew,~ l 

\k) SP<tl_-t•S!J j p 

(<J 

Format 2* 

In 

tlll1p1 e, 

1. 

rock 

Crab 

mDbile Lou:Je 

can 

1 U, ~:ud 

Luw 

tur:nu1 

city 

1 j, Sea Aner:ldllL' 

garden 

flower 

drcs:.; 

person 

1 '• 

,):ln.i Lur 

d<J.J'IC8 

umbrc·l 

hairhnwh 

[t)\·.f! 

Clam 

Jl''Uatch 

n~.ccklace 

! ~l: 1 J ~~ L:~ 

to decide, for ex-

tack, fir herman, song, 

In addition, 

metaphor was chosen, 

5. Seaweed 

ganlen 

ba,nana peel 

curtain 

forest 

patchllork quilt 

Tidal pool 

painting 

store 

tolln 

dance 

war 

'). Sun 

jewel 

furnace 

gift 

lamp 

factory 

L'. Sea \later 

d io.unorK1 

soup 

theatre 

factory 

dance 

15. Sea Urchin 

pin cushion 

sun l:urst 

spaceship 

lawn mower 

farmer 
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Format 3. 

\ k j '' i .: ) 1 WI,,;; L I i l_i) a: 

L I _j to lw~ a: 

( L' i ) , lJ; ti•' a: 

beach pebble 

"'"H)Jll ( t' slk~i) 

:,, 

i ike be a: 

mud flat 

: i)·, L:, :L: 

:i !I.Y d,ty 

If you I, 1.: \ J;, .I)>_> 'J.: 

\ I i . l'i) i I I ~~h~tlc.: 

;,,i I 1'1 ,!·, \ )'l i, <' 

gentJ.e 

1.oH 

j'O\l I i to be a: 

Wlf? -----------·------

j 'i lW j :, • im tl:;, ~'hl.ch une would 

crab, sea 

Format '-"'. 

t.o decide 

I am tc the 

drivnr 

~;tory teller 
~l :,;tory 

nanage~ lS 

tee an 

:'nit 
berry 

fishint; boat 

Hindow i~; to 

cloth is c. 

relationship, 

:utlm<t1 
:.~ t,( >ry 

fJ.OW(;r 

bte:rry 

ruof 

to 



Carr 

Ch ilC.re.u 1 
,., 

or five, 
pht:nomen<l. 

10 twPlve-yenr-oid 

Dnta Collection: 
L.:) 60 m.inult:s 
quest ions and 

Stability; 
elements of th.c 

obtained. 

Finding:;: 
to ::,oth 
to f\btain 

tt:mpe:-rature 

APPENDIX I 

Concepts 

to explain or in some way account 
ifit'd ~o'ithcr tllf• child or the 

attl'nlpt to clc:scribe the 
using to interpret aspects 
l1eat and temperature 

interview lasting from 40 
free to pose 

the basis common 
over two or more tasks~ 

over difft~n·nt were 

t.'nn.struct of ch-t1dn~n 's ideas seemed 
frltitful. It allowed the investigator 

analysis of one child's thinking 
lustratE; some types of la:Ht flnd 

_Appendix . .!. (continued) 

Sunmary of Findings (continued) 

Title: 

Source: 

fype! 

Wldl~' aJ 1 ,)f tlh' Sllhjn·t;c; ,J working not ion u! temperature 
and could use a thermometer, none of them conceived of it as a 
property of matter. Rnthnr, it "''~Js a quality of hotness or coldness 
pos~L'!"';.>'-:d by an <Jbjvcl ,l! :1 givvn fH'illl in time. Only one subjecl 
spontaneously discuSRl'd matter in terms of particles and he. 
dttributcd the obs~:.:rvilt'inw; m;Hie in the macroscopic world (e.g. 
~.~::.q>;ln~·-d•Jn of liquid w·hvn lt !J~_·:HL'd) to stmdar mechanism 1n the 
microscopic world (i.e., part 0xpand or contract). 

~lPsl ni t h•.> :-; llltlug\:t u! hv:d s.uhslatiL'c-llke aucl often 
usPd terms such fumes or in an end(:avour to describe it. 
These rays had the cap<1bility of travel1 through all types of 
matter. although nuF.lher of the subjt.:cts preferred to -use air as a 
caus.:Jl rnechanism for transferring ht;a t between objects and through 
objects (i.e.l heat travL~ls through tht: air :::;pact~t' in objects}. 

Some 
was 

used a tv.·o substance modl~l heat and cold-- but heat 
considt~r~::d lhc mon: powerful of the twu. 

Generallv their vxplorat ions phe.nomeml u~nded to focus 
on (where pt">sslblc ono that was flhysically related 
to the pht:~nomena under ~cntt tnv). For f~XHmple, tl)any .subjects argued 
that SL~fl obj(.'CtB~ liKe \•fi1X~ rnPlt more cru-d]y thnn hard objects; 
or a large ic{~ cube t·nkvs longvr t melt th:Hl SJ!l;d ler ont.: because 
it i! L'nldcr Lt..'!;tpvr:lturv. 

Children' Viewpoints \)f Heat: A Second tuuk 

(3)' 323-336. 

Group Questionnair£? study to cross-validate extend interview study. 

Hethod of A:::.a.tys:ts: \{w.:•stionnain: constructed to n:present three view-
points: a kinL7ti-ct a caloric and chi1Cren's vi.ewpoin_t~ Data r,.1as 
analyzed to tJf to teach of these view-
pn int:-;. 
over subjects. 

subjects in grades 5, 7 ancl 8. 
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!'1ethod of Data Collection: Four classroom demonstrations (using phenomena 
.sintilar lo th.1t report1?d in the• t!:<J.rlier stuJy) were performed; after 
each demonstration the entire class re:-::ponded to a set of ions. 
Each quest i.on consistt•d .:m explanation utilizing one three view-
points and tile subjects responded to six bipolar, adjectival scales. 

Indicators of Stability: Response consistency to dlfferent items from the same 
vit:>\o/point (stability across itc_~ms); responsE.~ patterns over different 
age groups {stability over ag~:_~ using cross-st:~etional design}. 

Summary o1 Findings: u::;ed ,_ St_~vente.en 

t'orn•spond ing 
clearly broke down 

int:.s which 
fairly high 
representing a 

Title: 

Source: 

Type: 

!-iethod 

Sample: 

the questionnuire. 

ln viewpoint subjects only one 
some prPft~renco fo1· a kineti~ viewpoint, 

t1khkl profil1_~:-; lud .-1 slrong pr~.__,fc;rence for tile caloric 
explana t :Luns. The dLi 1dren 1 s vicwro i nt had general] y positive rating 
on two out of th.rc.tc: model profil.es. 

Tl1ere was some indication that an agt•-rt•lntcd be in evidence 
as a greater of grade nine students to the model 
pr"'r ilt• j(" vil:wpoint. 

Master 

this iawt rument could possib.le be used as a type 
detennint~ both spt:cif ic beliefs and preferred 
hPat and tcrnlH;rature phenomena 

About Force in Static Ecpd lihrium. 

J. Aguirre al U.B.C. in 1978. 

Natural history. 

Analysis: Conc\.-•ptual Profile for entirtt sample. 

tl1is ist~d of n of bel h•r pntlcrn!'i constructed by the analyst 
f,Jr l'.lt'll ol thl' rtvv Hid jor ClilH't-'pt idvrcd in Ult' study. 

t~.;cru was a cmr.pos ite st<tteraent which represented common 
quf:stion/preJicr ions about givQn concept:. 

32 ranging from 6 tu 14 of age. 

t'lethod 

(cant inued) 

Collection; A 
i nv,) 1 v .. ,d pn_~J i c t ion:~ 
obtain static equilibrium. 
Etudes J'EpistcmologiE' 
movement of att object r~sul 
of a string ov0r u single 

lndi.cators nf Stability: 
categorization 

Title: 

of FinJJngs: All 
which al];__)"...,'L'd tht.:cm 

lwv~ an intuit 
~JubjL·Cts)~ 

~tore than hal i 

No subjects 
L'XP l ;u):J t inn~-> 

(:hildren's Reliefs 

Sourc<..?: Naster Th~,;"~ds by K. Kuhn, 

Natural 

Metl1od of Analysis: 
for thret~ 

Data 

iun 

level. 

24 subjec 
complt•lL)d an 

6, R ~ 
in::--;lnKt icdw1 

~~~t!JuJ of Oat:a Co'l1ccliou: 
\.Jhic.h lnvol vecl the 

lndic;Jtors of 
tim<>). 

1 i 

possible ts of instruct 
th~1n prt"'-post dt'S ign). 

inlo 

using thn:e L;wk 
two objects. 

lity over 

tonal dPsign 
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(conti-nued) 

free-fall 

in·itial velocity, 
continuously; often 

witl1 a dissipating effect. 

:tr~ n[lpar~nl in tile grade 6 

Charac:teristics 

l980, l4, 137-146 (with D. Kargbo and 

struclurf•d interview consist.ing of the 
<(tecompanyi11:g stories a~out plants, 

questions followed each story. 

(stability over 

environmf>ntally-induced 
rwxt gt:neration, this 

type organism suffering the 
sustaining the injury and the bearing 

(e.g. colour of dogs, height 
motl1er ~ontributed more to the 

p;trt icularly if offspring was 
contributions from the male. 

tlc: 

H0thud 

there was some evidence that rhe older subjects were nwarc of the 
possibl~ i11fluenc~ of Jnc~:;Lor8 in determining tlte colour of puppies, 
howevert this und~;~rst.::mding was very limited and tended to be based 
on experience rather than on understanding of ~lOY genetic principles. 

is tic 
v..'hich 

~At••r~ll history. 

by ln 

,\nul ys1s: Concept u~tl inv-t':ntory 
raajor (im:stlons. 

ret ern:~d to any explanation 
notion gen~tlc inheritance. 

tl at the- Lnlver~:d ty of 

all subjects for three 

inve:nlot·y consists a ~wt o[ belit·'r patternB fer each of three major 
research quentiuns; the furH.::rion of the he:1rt, the methods of blood 
circulat iwn and the functions bh)oJ. 

503 

~kt_hod 1Jf Data Collt:"ction: A sinr,lt·, ~-:trurtured interview using visual aids 
and S\'JnH.' Blmplc activit: .:h:compat1 hy f.i fixt·d schedule of questions. 

Lndic-ators of Stnbility: Cro~;;;-age cat:egorizzttion of beliefs (stability over 
tim0 witlt a design). 

at all were aware thHt the heart pumped 
or throught.~ut the body. Some st11dt~nts also thought that 
the a.ir through t:ither by me-ans of separate 

younger students) or mixing the air with the blood 
1 t is pusht)d to other part the body. 

Tht:'y t?Xplained polsL' (whi le1t and listened to wtth a stetho-
n t flowing through (m.ainty older students), 

breathing, bniin nctivi ty ur thf' dirpct the heurt (mainly 
y()Ufl~.~er c~tudents). 

thpr (low in :1 cftflt intwus fashion from the ht~art 
the n.~turning to lhe hear for re-

circulation sLud0ntB) or lt flows to one of the body. Some 
of the students w·ith latter heJ wen.' not sure whetht.:r thls blood 
returned to the hearr ttnd some thought it returned in the same vessel 
in back and forth f .:1.!:-'bion. 



Source: 

Some of tl!t.' older chi1dn•n Wl.'l'l' 

~lit~ .tnd ! huL lc\o.' wvrv :dd"· 
for these [unctions. 

tlLJt thrv• blood cornainf•d both 
!I•J~.;t iii<Jtc rL·asunable mecllaHit:>ms 

that blc\ud :in tht! 
stomach and only one said bone marrow. 

bctwe(:n those expressed by cht"• 
scientists/philosophers in 

Students* Conc;;~pthm:s 
Physh.:s Concepts. 

thf' Vector Characteristics of Three 

(with J. Aguirre). 

1 nterv i ew quL'St:ionnairf_' stthJV upon r.1timwl task an\llysis 
the c..__H1cept vector quantJ 

Net~od of Analysis: l.nferrt:d :~ule. 

Sample: 

This defined as 
be using on ~ given 
intervie-w situ;~tifin. 

for that vector 

Twc:nty grade ten 
and sixty~thrcu 

L!tt_' 

that a subject appears to 
particular aspect of an 

l fH >HIHL' conC("Pt ion to answer 
particular ve~.;.tor charact-er-
ott to that subject 

interviewed. One hundred 
given a group questionnaire 

Nethod of Datt~ Collect-ion: t"Jtru-cturPd -intt-'rview was us<>d and two 
diffen~nt tn!:>k werf' t_'XplainN) through the ust.~ of 8mm film 
loops 21nd cardboard i!l0dt~I6. .\ f set of qucstlons was used with 
each ta~'>k. ~;n,up presentation used the tasks, the only 

that the .student~ St:>lectcd one of several alternative 
\ .. :ritten typicGl responset: from the interview 

l11 writing rattaer than verbally. 

! [ n:quln~d to 
atLribuLe rule-usengc. 

List of inferred rules will permit flJture detailed stability check for 
rule-useag;;: acrdss di fen:!nt t;:H~k contt'Xts and age-groups. 

SulUJll.;)ry of Findings: Analysis of thrl~t: vect('f conc~::pts used in the studyy 
pr.._')St':nted i.n tt~r:ns B<-"pacl:te structural net·work:<->; identified ten 
implicit vector charact-t:ristics which provided the basis for the 
intervit:~w .questions the categories of inferred ndes. 

Th~ [nft'rr0d nd..:•s 
j 11)', ,I jlily~-;i 1' { :d 

1 
;; 

Substantive rcstllts 



of 

to 

to 

of heat .in nn 

been identified. 

tha 

unw 

obj 

FS 

SS: 

y s also 

dens ty is 

to give up 

says~ 

~ mass was one 

Wbat was 

Density 

density he 

( ... ) 
Not. not direct 

mere heat easily, 

f.'S: Alutninum 

T: 

MS: 

uminurn 

{MS1), please 

(MS1), shut up. 

a 

APPENDIX ll 

Perslsten~e of Student Beliefs 

hy S. Haggerty) 

, December 1 

und 

stance o~ students 

of the teacher's repeated 

The teacher has asked 

"factors which determine the 

The first factor, mass, has 

students are convinced that 

ki 

s. The teacher tells them 

or, but some students are 

belief, no matter what the 

tor 

number of k lograms in an 

board for example, which one 

or lead? 

Sc density isn't rectly related. ":'he amount of 

material is of course ( ... ) 

ss: (. .. ) 

T: Mass is one. What was another? 

MS2: Temperature. 

T: AlJ right, if you h.;1ve the sarne object at a higher 

temperature, there's heat than the same object at a 

lower temperature, 

(writes on boa. 

So temperat was the second one 

third and finul one? third 

factor-- (FS1)? 

FS1: The type of material used. 

o. k. There was aluminum, wilter, lead. Three 

factors--temperature, the mass, the type of material. 

MS3: Wouldn't material be more, like wouldn't it be mere 

correct to say density than type of ffiilterial? 

T: No, it's not the only factor. Density doesn't really 

describe the only difference between materials, although it 

is one of the differences between aluminum and lead. It 

isn't really directly related to the description of the 

material. As a matter of fact 

MS3: (interrupting) Yeah, but I thought you said this had to 

do with heat energy. 

T: Yes. 

MS3: Wouldn't that be ( ... ) involved in heat energy? 

T: Density is not really the distinguishing factor. Think 

of the example of, you're asking a very good question, which 

is. (pause) Compare that to the readings on page 130. That 

is, the table giving the effect of the material on the 
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amount of heat in object (T is refe~ring to a table of 

specific heats). Now there's a name for the effect cf the 

type of material. It's called the specific heat. Look at 

the toble on j)age 130. Which one of those is most dense? 

S: Lead. 

T: Lead has a ( .•. ) of 130. It doesn't held very much 

hewt. Wh is one of the low densiL es:' 

FS: Methyl alcohol, oh, water, 

T: Well, uh, there is one that has a low density and it 

has a higher reading. Alcohol floats on water, so it has a 

lower den ity than water, but it has a higher heat energy. 

So the density doesn't seem to he directly related. Now you 

might think it does, but it doesn't seem to correspond to 

the speci tic heat. (pause) The type of milteriill is 

involved. Your question is good and we can see that the 

type of material is involved, but we haven't really 

explained why that material should make a difference. 

MSI: So, the denser that an object is, the less energy it 

takes to heat it up. 

T: We can't really say that, because it isn't really 

consistent with the readings that are on that table, What 

seems to be the factor is what it's made of, and the factor 

that it's more or less dense doesn't seem to be direct~y 

related. At least it's net as simple as that. The mass, 

temperature and the ype of material. Well, if we measure 

the amount of, now this is something new, get this down in 

your book. If we measure the amount of heat added to an 

object, including all of these three together (writes on 

rd: l ( 

added to an object. What unit would 

(By this time, the rnLitter of 

l1os been dismissed. t 

r, on the unit test 

ity as one of the • hree 

heat present i object~"') 

teacher 

s unidentified student 

ss several students speaking 

FS unidentified female student 

MS unidentified male student 

PSI one particular female st 

MSI, MS2, MS3 three par~icular 

(nnnnnnnnn) comments made by 

) v .. 7") hent 

measure that in? 

factors 

in that day 

identi ied 

which det ne the 

students 
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